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Abstract
This chapter of the report of the “Flavour in ther era of LHC” workshop dis-
cusses flavour related issues in the production and decays ofheavy states at
LHC, both from the experimental side and from the theoretical side. We re-
view top quark physics and discuss flavour aspects of severalextensions of the
Standard Model, such as supersymmetry, little Higgs model or models with
extra dimensions. This includes discovery aspects as well as measurement of



several properties of these heavy states. We also present public available com-
putational tools related to this topic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1 Tasks of WG1

The origin of flavour structures and CP violation remains as one of the big question in particle physics.
Within the Standard Model (SM) the related phenomena are successfully parametrised with the help of
the CKM matrix in the quark sector and the PMNS matrix in the lepton sector. In both sectors intensive
studies of flavour aspects have been carried out and are stillgoing on as discussed in the reports by WG2
and WG3. Following the unification idea originally proposedby Einstein it is strongly believed that
eventually both sectors can be explained by a common underlying theory of flavour. Although current
SM extensions rarely include a theory of flavour, many of themtackle the flavour question with the help
of some special ansatz leading to interesting predictions for future collider experiments as the LHC.

This chapter of the ”Flavour in the era of LHC” report gives a comprehensive overview of the
theoretical and experimental status on: (i) How flavour physics can be explored in the production of
heavy particles like the top quark or new states predicted inextensions of the SM. (ii) How flavour
aspects impact the discovery and the study of the propertiesof these new states. We discuss in detail the
physics of the top quark, supersymmetric models, Little Higgs models, extra dimensions, grand unified
models and models explaining neutrino data.

Section 2 discusses flavour aspects related to the top quark which is expected to play an important
role due to its heavy mass. The LHC will be a top quark factory allowing to study several of its properties
in great detail. TheW tbcoupling is an important quantity which in the SM is directlyrelated to the CKM
elementVtb. In SM extensions new couplings can be presented which can bestudied with the help of
the angular distribution of the top decay products and/or insingle top production. In extensions of the
SM also sizable flavour changing neutral currents decays canbe induced, such ast! qZ , t! q or
t ! qg. The SM expectations for the corresponding branching ratios are of the order10�14 for the
electroweak decays and order10�12 for the strong one. In extensions like two-Higgs doublet models,
supersymmetry or additional exotic quarks they can be up to order10�4 . The anticipated sensitivity of
ATLAS and CMS for these branching ratio is of order10�5 . New physics contribution will also affect
single and pair production of top quarks at LHC either via loop effects or due to resonances which is
discussed in the third part of this section.

In section 3 we consider flavour aspects of supersymmetric models. This class of models predict
partners for the SM particles which differ in spin by1=2. In a supersymmetric world flavour would
be described by the usual Yukawa couplings. However, we knowthat supersymmetry (SUSY) must be
broken which is most commonly parameterized in terms of softSUSY breaking terms. After a brief
overview of the additional flavour structures in the soft SUSY breaking sector we first discuss the effect
of lepton flavour violation in models with conserved R-parity. They can significantly modify di-lepton
spectra, which play an important role in the determination of the SUSY parameters, despite the stringent
constraints from low energy data such as� ! e. We also discuss the possibilities to discover super-
symmetry using thee� ;�� + missing energy signature. Lepton flavour violation plays also an important
role in long lived stau scenarios with the gravitino as lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). In models
with broken R-parity neutrino physics predicts certain ratios of branching ratios of the LSP in terms of
neutrino mixing angle (in case of a gravitino LSP the prediction will be for the next to lightest SUSY
particle). Here LHC will be important to establish several consistency checks of the model. Flavour
aspects affect the squark sector in several ways. Firstly one expects that the lightest squark will be the
lightest stop due to effects of the large top Yukawa coupling. Various aspects of its properties are studied
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here in different scenarios. Secondly it leads to flavour violating squark production and flavour violating
decays of squarks and gluinos despite the stringent constraints from low energy data such asb! s.

Also other non-supersymmetric extensions of the SM, such asgrand unification and little Higgs
or extra dimensional models, predict new flavour phenomena which are presented in section 4. Such
SM extensions introduce new fermions (quarks and leptons),gauge bosons (charged and/or neutral) and
scalars. We study the LHC capabilities to discover these newmass states, paying a special attention on
how to distinguish among different theoretical models. We start with the phenomenology of additional
quarks and leptons, studying in detail their production at LHC and decay channels available. It turns
out that particles up to a mass of 1-2 TeV can be discovered andstudied. Besides the discovery reach
we discuss the possibilities to measure their mixing with SMfermions. They are also sources of Higgs
bosons (produced in their decay) and hence they can significantly enhance the Higgs discovery potential
of LHC. Extended gauge structures predict additional heavygauge bosons and, depending on the mass
hierarchy, they can either decay to new fermions or be produced int their decay. In particular, the produc-
tion of heavy neutrinos can be enhanced when the SM gauge group is extended with an extra SU(2)R ,
which predicts additionalW R bosons. E also discuss flavour aspects for the discovery of the new gauge
bosons. This is specially important for the case of an extraZ 0, which appears in any extension of the
SM gauge group, and for which model discrimination is crucial. The presence or not of newW 0bosons
also helps identify additional SU(2)gauge structures. Finally, several SM extensions predict anew scalar
particles. In some cases the new scalars are involved in the neutrino mass generation mechanism, e.g. in
some Little Higgs models and in the Babu-Zee model, which arerealisations of the type II seesaw mech-
anism (involving a scalar triplet). In these two cases, highenergy observables, such as decay branching
ratios of doubly charged scalars, can be related to the neutrino mixing parameters measured in neutrino
oscillations.

Last but not least computational tools play an important role in the study of flavour aspects at
LHC. In section 5 we give an overview of the public available tools ranging from spectrum calculators
over decay packages to Monte Carlo programs. In addition we briefly discuss the latest version of SUSY
Les Houches Accord which serves as an interface between various programs and now includes flavour
aspects.

2 The ATLAS and CMS experiments

The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently being installed in the 27-km ring previously used
for the LEPe+ e� collider. This machine will push back the high energy frontier by one order of magni-
tude, providingppcollisions at a center-of-mass energy of

p
s= 14TeV.

Four main experiments will benefit from this accelerator: two general-purpose detectors, ATLAS
(Fig. 1.1) and CMS (Fig. 1.2), designed to explore the physics at the TeV scale; one experiment, LHCb,
dedicated to the study ofB -hadrons and CP violation; and one experiment, ALICE, whichwill study
heavy ion collisions. Here only the ATLAS and CMS experiments and their physics programs are dis-
cussed in some detail.

The main goal of these experiments is the verification of the Higgs mechanism for the electroweak
symmetry breaking and the study of the “new” (i.e. non-Standard Model) physics which is expected to
manifest itself at the TeV scale to solve the hierarchy problem. The design luminosity of1034 cm�2 s�1

of the new accelerator will also allow to collect very large samples of B hadrons, W and Z gauge bosons
and top quarks, allowing stringent tests of the Standard Model predictions.

Since this programme implies the sensitivity to a very broadrange of signatures and since it is not
known how new physics may manifest itself, the detectors have been designed to be able to detect as
many particles and signatures as possible, with the best possible precision.

In both experiments the instrumentation is placed around the interaction point over the whole
solid angle, except for the LHC beam pipe. As the particles leave the interaction point, they traverse the

2



Fig. 1.1: An exploded view of the ATLAS detector.

Inner Tracker, which reconstructs the trajectories of charged particles, the Electromagnetic and Hadronic
calorimeters which absorbe and measure the total energy of all particles except neutrinos and muons, and
the Muon Spectrometer which is used to identify and measure the momentum of muons. The presence
of neutrinos (and other hypothetic weakly interacting particles) is revealed as a non-zero vector sum of
the particle momenta in the plane transverse to the beam axis.

Both the Inner Tracker and the Muon spectrometer need to be placed inside a magnetic field in
order to measure the momenta of charged particles using the radius of curvature of their trajectories. The
two experiments are very different in the layout they have chosen for the magnet system. In ATLAS,
a solenoid provide the magnetic field for the Inner Tracker, while a system of air-core toroids outside
the calorimeters provide the field for the Muon Spectrometer. In CMS, the magnetic field is provided
by a single very large solenoid which contains both the InnerTracker and the calorimeters; the muon
chambers are embedded in the iron of the solenoid return yoke. The magnet layout determines the size,
the weight (ATLAS is larger but lighter) and even the name of the two experiments.

The CMS Inner Detector consists of Silicon Pixel and Strip detectors, placed in a 4 T magnetic
field. The ATLAS Inner Tracker is composed by a smaller numberof Silicon Pixel and Strip detectors
and a Transition Radiation detector (TRT) at larger radii, inside a 2 T magnetic field. Thanks mainly
to the larger magnetic field, the CMS tracker has a better momentum resolution, but the ATLAS TRT
contributes to the electron/pion identification capabilities of the detector.

The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter is composed by PbWO4 with excellent intrinsic energy
resolution (�(E )=E � 2� 5% =

p
E (G eV )). The ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter is a lead/liquid
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Fig. 1.2: An exploded view of the CMS detector.

argon sampling calorimeter. While the energy resolution isworse (�(E )=E � 10% =
p
E (G eV )), thanks

to a very fine lateral and longitudinal segmentation the ATLAS calorimeter provides more robust particle
identification capabilities than the CMS calorimeter.

In both detectors the hadronic calorimetry is provided by sampling detectors with scintillator
or liquid argon as the active medium. The ATLAS calorimeter has a better energy resolution for jets
(�(E )=E � 50% =

p
E (G eV )� 0:03) than CMS (�(E )=E � 100% =

p
E (G eV )� 0:05) because it is

thicker and has a finer sampling frequency.

The chamber stations of the CMS muon spectrometer are embedded into the iron of the solenoid
return yoke, while those of ATLAS are in air. Because of multiple scattering in the spectrometer, and
the larger field in the Inner Tracker the CMS muon reconstruction relies on the combination of the
informations from the two systems; the ATLAS muon spectrometer can instead reconstruct the muons in
standalone mode, though combination with the Inner detector improves the momentum resolution at low
momenta. The momentum resolution for 1 TeV muons is about 7% for ATLAS and 5% for CMS.

Muons can be unambiguously identified as they are the only particles which are capable to reach
the detectors outside the calorimeters. Both detectors have also an excellent capability to identify elec-
trons that are isolated (that is, they are outside hadronic jets). For example, ATLAS expects an electron
identification efficiency of about 70% with a probability to misidentify a jet as an electron of the order
of 10�5 [1]. The tau identification relies on the hadronic decay modes, since leptonically decaying taus
cannot be separated from electrons and muons. The jets produced by hadronically decaying taus are sep-
arated from those produced by quark and gluons since they produce narrower jets with a smaller number
of tracks. The capability of the ATLAS detector to separate� -jets from QCD jets is shown in Fig. 1.3.

The identification of the flavour of a jet produced by a quark ismore difficult and it is practically
limited to the identification ofb jets, which are tagged by the vertex detectors using the relatively long
lifetime of B mesons; the presence of soft electron and muon inside a jet isalso used to improve the
b-tagging performances. In Fig. 1.4 the probability of mis-tagging a light jet as ab jet is plotted as a
function of theb-tagging efficiency for the CMS detector [1]; comparable performances are expected for
ATLAS.
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Fig. 1.3: The QCD jet rejection (inverse of mistagging efficiency) as afunction of� tagging efficiency is reported
for the ATLAS detector. The four full curves correspond to simulation without electronic noise in the calorimeters
and different transverse momentum ranges, increasing fromthe lowest to the highest curve. The dashed curves
correspond to simulation with electronic noise [2].

Fig. 1.4: The non-b jet mistagging efficiency for a fixedb-tagging efficiency of 0.5 as a function of jet transverse
momentum forc-jets (triangles),uds jets (circles) and gluon jets (stars) obtained for the CMS detector with an
event sample of QCD jets and the secondary vertex tagging algorithm [3].
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Chapter 2

Flavour phenomena in top quark physics

G. Burdman and N. Castro

1 Introduction

The top quark is the heaviest and least studied quark of the Standard Model (SM). Although its properties
have already been investigated at colliders, the availablecentre of mass energy and the collected lumi-
nosity have not yet allowed for precise measurements, with exception of its mass. The determination of
other fundamental properties such as its couplings requires larger top samples, which will be available at
the LHC. Additionally, due to its large mass, close to the electroweak scale, the top quark is believed to
offer a unique window to flavour phenomena beyond the SM.

Within the SM, theW tb vertex is purely left-handed, and its size is given by the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elementVtb, related to the top-bottom charged current. In a more
general way, additional anomalous couplings such as right-handed vectorial couplings and left and right-
handed tensorial couplings can also be considered. The study of the angular distribution of the top decay
products at the LHC will allow precision measurements of thestructure of theW tbvertex, providing an
important probe for flavour physics beyond the SM.

In the SM there are no flavour changing neutral current (FCNC)processes at the tree level and at
one-loop they can be induced by charged-current interactions, but they are suppressed by the Glashow-
Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [4]. These contributions limit the FCNC decay branching ratios to
extremely small values in the SM. However, there are extensions of the SM which predict the presence
of FCNC contributions already at the tree level and significantly enhance the top FCNC decay branching
ratios [5–16]. Also loop-induced FCNCs could be greatly enhanced in some scenarios beyond the SM.
In all these cases, such processes might be observed at the LHC.

In its first low luminosity phase (10 fb�1 per year and per experiment), the LHC will produce sev-
eral million top quarks, mainly in pairs through gluon fusion gg ! t�tand quark-antiquark annihilation
q�q! t�t, with a total cross section of� 833pb [17]. Single top production [18–22] will also occur, dom-
inated by thet-channel process,bq ! tq0, with a total expected cross section of� 320 pb [21, 22]. SM
extensions, such as SUSY, may contribute with additional top quark production processes. The theoret-
ical and experimental knowledge of single top andt�tproduction processes will result in important tests
for physics beyond the SM. Moreover, besides the direct detection of new states (such as SUSY particles
and Higgs bosons), new physics can also be probed via the virtual effects of the additional particles in
precision observables. Finally, in addition to the potential deviations of the top couplings, it is possible
that the top quark couples strongly to some sector of the new physics at the TeV scale, in such a way that
the production of such states might result in new top quark signals. This possibility typically involves
modifications of the top production cross sections, either for t�tor single top, through the appearance
of resonances or just excesses in the number of observed events. In some of these cases, the signal is
directly associated with a theory of flavour, or at least of the origin of the top mass.

In this chapter different flavour phenomena associated to top quark physics are presented, starting
with anomalous charged and neutral top couplings. In section 2 theW tbvertex structure and the mea-
surement ofVtb are discussed. Studies related to top quark FCNC processes are presented in section 3.
Finally, possible contributions of new physics to top production are discussed in section 4, including the
effects of anomalous couplings int�tand single top production, as well as the possible observation of
resonances which strongly couple to the top quark.
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2 W tb vertex

In extensions of the SM, departures from the SM expectationVtb ’ 0:999are possible [23,24], as well as
new radiative contributions to theW tbvertex [25,26]. These deviations might be observed in top decay
processes at the LHC and can be parametrized with the effective operator formalism by considering the
most generalW tbvertex (which contains terms up to dimension five) accordingto

L = �
g
p
2

�b
�
(VLPL + VR PR )tW

�
� �

g
p
2

�b
i���q�

M W

(gLPL + gR PR )tW
�
� + h:c:; (2.1)

with q = pt� pb (the conventions of Ref. [27] are followed with slight simplifications in the notation).
If C P is conserved in the decay, the couplings can be taken to be real.1

2.1 W tbanomalous couplings

Within the SM,VL � Vtb ’ 1 andVR , gL , gR vanish at the tree level, while nonzero values are gen-
erated at one loop level [28]. Additional contributions toVR , gL , gR are possible in SM extensions,
without spoiling the agreement with low-energy measurements. The measurement ofB R(b! s)is an
important constraint to the allowed values of theW tbanomalous couplings.

At the LHC, the top production and decay processes will allowto probe in detail theW tbvertex.
Top pair production takes place through the QCD interactions without involving aW tbcoupling. Addi-
tionally, it is likely that the top quark almost exclusivelydecays in the channelt! W + b. Therefore, its
cross section for production and decaygg;q�q ! t�t! W + bW ��b is largely insensitive to the size and
structure of theW tbvertex. However, the angular distributions of (anti)top decay products give infor-
mation about its structure, and can then be used to trace non-standard couplings. Angular distributions
relating top and antitop decay products probe not only theW tbinteractions but also the spin correlations
among the two quarks produced, and thus may be influenced by new production mechanisms as well.

2.1.1 Constraints from B physics

Rare decays of theB -mesons as well as theB �B mixing provide important constraints on the anoma-
lous W tb couplings because they receive large contributions from loops involving the top quark and
theW boson. In fact, it is the large mass of the top quark that protects the corresponding FCNC am-
plitudes against GIM cancellation. Thus, order-unity values ofVL � Vtb, VR , gL andgR generically
causeO (100% )effects in the FCNC observables. ForVR andgL , an additional enhancement [29,30] by
m t=m boccurs in the case of�B ! X s, because the SM chiral suppression factorm b=M W gets replaced
by the order-unity factorm t=M W .

Deriving specific bounds on the anomalousW tbcouplings from loop processes requires treating
them as parts of certain gauge-invariant interactions. Here, we shall consider the following dimension-six
operators [31]

O
VR = �tR 

�
bR

�
e�yiD ��

�

+ h:c:;

O
VL = �qL�

a

�
qL

�

�
y
�
a
iD ��

�

� �qL
�
qL

�

�
y
iD ��

�

+ h:c:;

O
gR = �qL�

��
�
a
tR
e�W

a
�� + h:c:;

O
gL = �q

0
L�

��
�
a
bR �W

a
�� + h:c:; (2.2)

where qL = (tL;VtbbL + VtssL + VtddL), q0L = (V �
tbtL + V �

cbcL + V �
ubuL;bL), and� denotes the

Higgs doublet. Working in terms of gauge-invariant operators renders the loop results meaningful, at the
expense of taking into accountall the interactions that originate from Eq. (2.2), not only theW tbones.

1A generalW tbvertex also contains terms proportional to(pt+ pb)
� , q� and���(pt+ pb)� Sincebquarks are on shell, the

W bosons decay to light particles (whose masses can be neglected) and the top quarks can be approximately assumed on-shell,
these extra operators can be rewritten in terms of the ones inEq. (2.1) using Gordon identities.
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As an example, let us consider theb ! s transition. Since it involves low momenta only, one
usually treats it in the framework of an effective theory that arises from the full electroweak model (SM
or its extension) after decoupling the top quark and the heavy bosons. The leading contribution to the
considered decay originates from the operator

O 7 =
e

16�2
m b�sL�

��
bR F��: (2.3)

The SM value of its Wilson coefficientC7 gets modified when the anomalousW tbcouplings are intro-
duced. Moreover, the presence ofO 7 also above the decoupling scale�0 becomes a necessity, because
counter-terms involvingO 7 renormalize the UV-divergentb! s diagrams withOgL andO gR vertices.
Thus, we are led to consider the�B ! X s branching ratio as a function of not onlyVL , VR , gL andgR
but alsoC (p)

7 , i.e. the “primordial” value ofC7 before decoupling. Following the approach of Ref. [32],
one finds

B R(B ! X s)� 10
4

= (3:15� 0:23)� 8:18(VL � Vtb)+ 427VR

� 712gL + 1:91gR � 8:03C
(p)

7 (�0)

+ O

��

VL � Vtb;VR ;gL;gR ;C
(p)

7

�2
�

; (2.4)

for E  > 1:6GeV and�0 = 160GeV in theM S scheme.2 As anticipated, the coefficients atVL andgR
are of the same order as the first (SM) term, while the coefficients atVR andgL get additionally enhanced.
The coefficients atgL andgR depend on�0 already at the leading order, and are well-approximated by
� 379� 485ln�0=M W and� 0:87+ 4:04ln�0=M W , respectively. This�0-dependence and the one of

C
(p)

7 (�0)compensate each other in Eq. (2.4).

Taking into account the current world average [34]:

B R(�B ! X s) =
�
3:55� 0:24

+ 0:09
�0:10 � 0:03

�
� 10

�4
; (2.5)

a thin layer in the five-dimensional space(VL � Vtb;VR ;gL;gR ;C
(p)

7 )is found to be allowed byb! s.
When one parameter at a time is varied around the origin (withthe other ones turned off), quite narrow
95% C.L. bounds are obtained. They are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The current95% C.L. bounds from Eq. (2.4) along the parameter axes.

VL � Vtb VR gL gR C
(p)

7 (�0)

upper bound 0:03 0:0025 0:0004 0:57 0:04

lower bound � 0:13 � 0:0007 � 0:0015 � 0:15 � 0:14

If several parameters are simultaneously turned on in a correlated manner, their magnitudes are,
in principle, not bounded byb ! s alone. However, the larger they are, the tighter the necessary
correlation is, becoming questionable at some point.

The bounds in Table 2.1 have been obtained under the assumption that the non-linear terms in
Eq. (2.4) are negligible with respect to the linear ones. If this assumption is relaxed, additional solutions
to that equation arise. Such solutions are usually considered to be fine-tuned. In any case, they are
expected to get excluded by a direct measurement of theW tb anomalous couplings at the LHC (see
section 2.1.2).

2The negative coefficient atVL differs from the one in Fig. 1 of Ref. [33] where an anomalousW cbcoupling was effectively
included, too.
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Considering other processes increases the number of constraints but also brings new operators with
their Wilson coefficients into the game, so long as the amplitudes undergo ultraviolet renormalization.
Consequently, the analysis becomes more and more involved.Effects ofVL andVR on b ! sl+ l�

have been discussed, e.g., in Refs. [33, 35]. These analysesneed to be updated in view of the recent
measurements, and extended to the case ofgL andgR . The same refers to theB �B mixing, for which (to
our knowledge) no dedicated calculation has been performedto date. Exclusive rare decay modes in the
presence of non-vanishingVR have been discussed in Refs. [36,37].

2.1.2 ATLAS sensitivity to Wtb anomalous couplings

The polarisation of theW bosons produced in the top decay is sensitive to non-standard couplings [38].
W bosons can be produced with positive, negative or zero helicity, with corresponding partial widths
�R , �L , �0 which depend onVL , VR , gL andgR . General expressions for�R , �L , �0 in terms of
these couplings can be found in Ref. [39] and were included inthe programTopFit. Their absolute
measurement is rather difficult, so it is convenient to consider instead the helicity fractionsFi � �i=�,
with � = � R + �L + �0 the total width fort ! W b. Within the SM,F0 = 0:703, FL = 0:297,
FR = 3:6 � 10�4 at the tree level, form t = 175 GeV, M W = 80:39 GeV, m b = 4:8 GeV. We note
that FR vanishes in them b = 0 limit because theb quarks produced in top decays have left-handed
chirality, and for vanishingm b the helicity and the chirality states coincide. These helicity fractions can
be measured in leptonic decaysW ! ‘� . Let us denote by��

‘
the angle between the charged lepton

three-momentum in theW rest frame and theW momentum in thetrest frame. The normalised angular
distribution of the charged lepton can be written as

1

�

d�

dcos��
‘

=
3

8
(1+ cos�

�
‘)
2
FR +

3

8
(1� cos�

�
‘)
2
FL +

3

4
sin

2
�
�
‘ F0; (2.6)

with the three terms corresponding to the three helicity states and vanishing interference [40]. A fit to
thecos��‘ distribution allows to extract, from experiment, the values of Fi, which are not independent
but satisfyFR + FL + F0 = 1. From these measurements one can constrain the anomalous couplings in
Eq. (2.1). Alternatively, from this distribution one can measure the helicity ratios [39]

�R ;L �
�R ;L

�0
=
FR ;L

F0
; (2.7)

which are independent quantities and take the values�R = 5:1� 10�4 , �L = 0:423 in the SM. As for the
helicity fractions, the measurement of helicity ratios sets bounds onVR , gL andgR . A third and simpler
method to extract information about theW tbvertex is through angular asymmetries involving the angle
��
‘
. For any fixedz in the interval[� 1;1], one can define an asymmetry

A z =
N (cos��‘ > z)� N (cos��‘ < z)

N (cos��
‘
> z)+ N (cos��

‘
< z)

: (2.8)

The most obvious choice isz = 0, giving the forward-backward (FB) asymmetryA FB [27,41].3 The FB
asymmetry is related to theW helicity fractions by

A FB =
3

4
[FR � FL]: (2.9)

Other convenient choices arez = � (22=3 � 1). Defining� = 21=3 � 1, we have

z = � (2
2=3

� 1) ! Az = A + = 3�[F0 + (1+ �)FR ];

3Notice the difference in sign with respect to the definitionsin Refs. [27, 41], where the angle�‘b = � � �
�

‘ between the
charged lepton andbquark is used.
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z = (2
2=3

� 1) ! Az = A � = � 3�[F0 + (1+ �)FL]: (2.10)

Thus,A + (A � ) only depend onF0 andFR (FL ). The SM values of these asymmetries areA FB =

� 0:2225, A+ = 0:5482, A � = � 0:8397. They are very sensitive to anomalousW tb interactions, and
their measurement allows us to probe this vertex without theneed of a fit to thecos��

‘
distribution. It

should also be pointed out that with a measurement of two of these asymmetries the helicity fractions
and ratios can be reconstructed.

In this section, the ATLAS sensitivity toW tb anomalous couplings is reviewed. Thet�t !

W + bW ��bevents in which one of theW bosons decays hadronically and the other one in the leptonic
channelW ! ‘�‘ (with ‘= e� ;�� ), are considered as signal events.4 Any other decay channel of the
t�tpair constitutes a background to this signal. Signal eventshave a final state topology characterised by
one energetic lepton, at least four jets (including twob-jets) and large transverse missing energy from
the undetected neutrino. Top pair production, as well as thebackground from single top production, is
generated withTopReX [42]. Further backgrounds without top quarks in the final state, i.e.b�b, W + jets,
Z=�+ jets,W W , ZZ andZW production processes, are generated usingPYTHIA [43]. In all cases
CTEQ5L parton distribution functions (PDFs) [44] were used. Events are hadronised usingPYTHIA,
taking also into account both initial and final state radiation. Signal and background events are passed
through the ATLAS fast simulation [45] for particle reconstruction and momentum smearing. Theb-jet
tagging efficiency is set to 60%, that corresponds to a rejection factor of 10 (100) forc jets (light quark
and gluon jets).

A two-level probabilistic analysis, based on the construction of a discriminant variable which
uses the full information of some kinematical properties ofthe event was developed and is described
elsewhere [46, 47]. After this analysis, 220024 signal events (corresponding to an efficiency of 9%) and
36271 background events (mainly fromt�t! ��b�bq�q0) were selected, for a luminosity of10 fb�1 . The
hadronicW reconstruction is done from the two non-bjets with highest transverse momentum. The mass
of the hadronic top, is reconstructed as the invariant mass of the hadronicW and theb-jet (among the
two with highestpT ) closer to theW . The leptonicW momentum cannot be directly reconstructed due
to the presence of an undetected neutrino in the final state. Nevertheless, the neutrino four-momentum
can be estimated by assuming the transverse missing energy to be the transverse neutrino momentum. Its
longitudinal component can then be determined, with a quadratic ambiguity, by constraining the leptonic
W mass (calculated as the invariant mass of the neutrino and the charged lepton) to its known on-shell
valueM W = 80:4GeV. In order to solve the twofold quadratic ambiguity in thelongitudinal component
it is required that the hadronic and the leptonic top quarks have the minimum mass difference.

The experimentally observedcos��
‘

distribution, which includes thet�tsignal as well as the SM
backgrounds, is affected by detector resolution,t�treconstruction and selection criteria. In order to re-
cover the theoretical distribution, it is necessary to: (i)subtract the background; (ii) correct for the effects
of the detector, reconstruction, etc. The asymmetries are measured with a simple counting of the number
of events below and above a specific value ofcos��

‘
. This has the advantage that the asymmetry mea-

surements are not biased by the extreme values of the angulardistributions, where correction functions
largely deviate from unity and special care is required.

Due to the excellent statistics achievable at the LHC, systematic errors play a crucial role in the
measurement of angular distributions and asymmetries already for a luminosity of 10 fb�1 . A thor-
ough discussion of the different systematic uncertaintiesin the determination of the correction functions
is therefore compulsory. The systematic errors in the observables studied (asymmetries, helicity frac-
tions and ratios) are estimated by simulating various reference samples and observing the differences
obtained. Uncertainties originating from Monte Carlo generators, PDFs, top mass dependence, initial
and final state radiation,b-jet tag efficiency, jet energy scale, background cross sections, pile-up andb

4From now on, theW boson decaying hadronically and its parent top quark will benamed as “hadronic”, and theW
decaying leptonically and its parent top quark will be called “leptonic”.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the results obtained from the simulation for the observables studied, including statistical
and systematic uncertainties.

Observable Result
F0 0:700 � 0:003(stat) � 0:019(sys)

FL 0:299 � 0:003(stat) � 0:018(sys)

FR 0:0006 � 0:0012(stat) � 0:0018(sys)

�L 0:4274 � 0:0080(stat) � 0:0356(sys)

�R 0:0004 � 0:0021(stat) � 0:0016(sys)

A FB � 0:2231 � 0:0035(stat) � 0:0130(sys)

A + 0:5472 � 0:0032(stat) � 0:0099(sys)

A � � 0:8387 � 0:0018(stat) � 0:0028(sys)

Table 2.3: The 1� limits on anomalous couplings obtained from the combined measurement ofA� , �R ;L are
shown. In each case, the couplings which are fixed to be zero are denoted by a cross.

VR gL gR

A � , �R ;L [� 0:0195;0:0906] � �

A � , �R ;L � [� 0:0409;0:00926] �

A � , �R ;L � � [� 0:0112;0:0174]

A � , �R ;L � [� 0:0412;0:00944] [� 0:0108;0:0175]

A � , �R ;L [� 0:0199;0:0903] � [� 0:0126;0:0164]

quark fragmentation were considered. The results of the simulation, including statistical and systematic
uncertainties, are summarized in Table 2.2.

With this results, and considering the parametric dependence of the observables onVR , gL and
gR (see Ref. [39]), constraints on the anomalous couplings were set usingTopFit. Assuming only one
nonzero coupling at a time,1� limits from the measurement of each observable can be derived [46, 47].
These limits can be further improved by combining the measurements of the four observables�R ;L
andA � , using the correlation matrix [47], obtained from simulation.5 Moreover, the assumption that
only one coupling is nonzero can be relaxed. However, ifVR andgL are simultaneously allowed to be
arbitrary, essentially no limits can be set on them, since for fine-tuned values of these couplings their
effects on helicity fractions cancel to a large extent. In this way, valuesO (1)of VR andgL are possible
yielding minimal deviations on the observables studied. Therefore, in the combined limits, which are
presented in Table 2.3, it is required that eitherVR or gL vanishes.

Finally, with the same procedure, the 68.3% confidence level(CL) regions on the anomalous
couplings are obtained (Fig. 2.1). The boundary of the regions has been chosen as a contour of constant
�2. In case that the probability density functions (p.d.f.) ofVR andgL were Gaussian, the boundaries
would be ellipses corresponding to�2 = 2:30 (see for instance Ref. [48]). In our non-Gaussian case
the �2 for which the confidence regions have 68.3% probability is determined numerically, and it is
approximately 1.83 for the(gL;gR )plot and 1.85 for(VR ;gR ).

2.2 Measurement ofVtb in single top production

The value of the CKM matrix elementVtb, is often considered to be known to a very satisfactory precision
(0:9990 < jVtbj< 0:9992at 90% CL [49]). However, this range is determined by assuming the unitarity

5We point out that the correlations amongA � , �R ;L do depend (as they must) on the method followed to extract these
observables from experiment. In our case, the correlationshave been derived with the same procedure used to extractA � , �R ;L

from simulated experimental data.
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Fig. 2.1: 68.3% CL confidence regions on anomalous couplings:gL andgR , for VR = 0 (left); VR andgR , for
gL = 0 (right). The1� combined limits in Table 2.3 are also displayed.

of the3� 3CKM matrix which can be violated by new physics effects. The Tevatron measurements of

R �
jVtbj

2

jVtdj
2+ jVtsj

2+ jVtbj
2 are based on the relative number oft�t-like events with zero, one and two tagged

b-jets. The resulting values forR are1:12+ 0:27�0:23 (stat:+ syst:) [50] and1:03+ 0:19�0:17 (stat:+ syst:) [51]
for CDF and DØ respectively. Note thatVtb determination fromR , giving jVtbj> 0:78 at 95% CL,
is obtained assumingjVtdj2 + jVtsj

2 + jVtbj
2 = 1. In fact, R ’ 1 only impliesjVtbj> > jVtsj;jVtdj.

Therefore the single top production whose cross section is directly proportional tojVtbjis crucial in order
to reveal the complete picture of the CKM matrix.

Recently, the DØ collaboration announced the first observation of the single top production. The
corresponding results for thetands-channels are [52]:

�
s�channel

+ �
t�channel

= 4:9� 1:4pb

�
s�channel

= 1:0� 0:9pb

�
t�channel

= 4:2
+ 1:8
�1:4 pb (2.11)

This result can be compared to the SM prediction withjVtbj= 1 [21]: �s�channel
SM

= 0:88 � 0:11 pb,
�
t�channel
SM

= 1:98� 0:25 pb. Taking these results into account and considering the limit R > 0:61 at
95% C.L., excluded regions forjVtijwere obtained and are shown in Fig. 2.2 (a)-(c) (see [53] for the
detailed computation). From this figure, the allowed valuesfor jVtijare found to be0 . jVtdj. 0:62,
0 . jVtsj. 0:62 and0:47 . jVtbj. 1. The new data on the single top production provides, for the first
time, the lower bound ofVtb. However, we have to keep in mind that the latest 95% CL upper limits on
the single top production by the CDF collaboration [54] are lower than those by DØ:

�
s�channel

+ �
t�channel

< 2:7pb

�
s�channel

< 2:5pb

�
t�channel

< 2:3pb (2.12)

Using this bound, different constraints onjVtijcan be found, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (d)-(f).

Going from Tevatron to LHC, the higher energy and luminositywill provide better possibilities for
a precise determination ofVtb. Among all three possible production mechanisms, thet-channel (q2W < 0)
is the most promising process due to its large cross section,� ’ 245 pb [22, 55, 56] andVtb could be
determined at the 5% precision level already with 10 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, assuming a total
error of 10% for thet-channel cross section measurement [57]. The precision of this result is limited
by the systematic uncertainty and might be well improved with better understanding of the detector
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Fig. 2.2: Excluded regions forjVtdj, jVtsj, andjVtbj, obtained from the measurement ofR and from the single top
production,�1b + �2b, at 95 % C.L. The figures (a)-(c) and (d)-(f) are obtained by using, respectively, the latest
DØ (see Eq. (2.11)) and CDF (see Eq. (2.12)) data on the singletop production. The combination of both bounds
provides an additional excluded region. The physical boundjVtdj

2 + jVtsj
2 + jVtbj

2 < 1 is also considered.

and background. The other channels,W � associated (q2W =M 2
W ) ands-channel (q2W > 0), are more

challenging due to a much larger systematic uncertainty. However, a measurement of these production
mechanisms will also be important to further understand thenature of the top quark coupling to the
weak current, especially because new physics could affect differently the different single top production
channels (see e.g. [20]).

SinceVtb is not known, theVtb 6= 1 alternative should be still acceptable. IfVtb is considerably
smaller than one, that would mean thatt(b)couples not only tob(t)but also to the extra quarks. Thus, a
measurement ofVtb 6= 1would be an evidence for new heavy quarks. Their existence isin fact predicted
by many extensions of the SM [24,58–60] and furthermore, thecurrent electroweak precision data allows
such possibility [61,62]. In this class of models, the familiar 3� 3CKM matrix is a sub-matrix of a3� 4,
4� 3, 4� 4or even larger matrix. Those matrices could also be constrained, e.g. by the4� 4unitarity
condition. Although the3� 4=4 � 3matrix, which is often induced by the vector-like quark models,
breaks the GIM mechanism, the current tree level FCNC measurement do not lead to strong constraints.
However, the vector-like models with down-type quark (models with3� 4matrix) modifies the tree-level
Zb�bcoupling by a factor ofcos2�34, where the 3rd-4th generation mixing�34 parameterizes the3� 4

matrix together with the usual CKM parameters (�12;�23;�13). SinceVtb is written asVtb ’ cos�34 in
the same parameterization, the measurement ofR b ratio,R b = �(Z ! b�b)=�(Z ! hadron), forbidsVtb

significantly different from one in this type of models.
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Table 2.4: Branching ratios for FCNC top quark decays predicted by different models.

Decay SM two-Higgs SUSY with Exotic Quarks
R-parity violation

t! qZ � 10�14 � 10�7 � 10�5 � 10�4

t! q � 10�14 � 10�6 � 10�6 � 10�9

t! qg � 10�12 � 10�4 � 10�4 � 10�7

In the models with a singlet up-type quark (4� 3matrix case) or one complete generation (4� 4

matrix case), the constraint fromR b measurement onVtb can be milder. In the SM,R b comes from
the tree diagram mentioned above and thetquark loop contribution which is proportional tojVtbjis
sub-dominant. If there is an extra fermiont0, Vtb can be reduced. On the other hand, we obtain an
extra loop contribution fromt0, which is proportional tojVt0bj. In general,Vt0b increases whenVtb
decreases. Thus, the constraint onVtb depends on thet0 mass. Using the current CDF upper limit,
m t0 > 258 GeV [63], it can be shown thatjVtbj> 0:95 (see chapter 4.2.1). This result relies on the
assumption that the corrections toR band toS, T , U parameters [64,65] induced by loop effects are only
coming from thetandt0. Therefore more sophisticated models with an extended particle content may be
less constrained. For a more precise argument in any given model, all the well measured experimental
data from loop processes, such as theB ! X s branching ratio and the electroweak precision data
must be comprehensively analysed. Nevertheless it should be emphasized that the usual claim that theS

parameter excludes the fourth generation is based on the assumption thatT ’ 0. The fourth generation
model increasesS andT simultaneously, and thus leaves a larger parameter space for this model than
theR bmeasurement alone [53,66–68]. Further discussion on the search for extra quarks at the LHC can
be found in chapter 4 and in Refs. [53,69].

3 FCNC interactions of the top quark

If the top quark has FCNC anomalous couplings to the gauge bosons, its production and decay properties
will be affected. FCNC processes associated with the production [70–72] and decay [73] of top quarks
have been studied at colliders and the present direct limitson the branching ratios are:B R(t! qZ)<

7:8% [70], B R(t! q)< 0:8% [71] andB R(t! qg)< 13% [74]. Nevertheless, the amount of data
collected up to now is not comparable with the statistics expected at the LHC and thus either a discovery
or an important improvement in the current limits is expected [75–78].

In the top quark sector of the SM, the small FCNC contributions limit the corresponding decay
branching ratios to the gauge bosons (Z ,  andg) to below10�12 [15,79–82]. There are however exten-
sions of the SM, like supersymmetric models including R-parity violation [5–11], multi-Higgs doublet
models [12–14] and extensions with exotic (vector-like) quarks [15, 16], which predict the presence of
FCNC contributions already at the tree level and significantly enhance the FCNC decay branching ratios.
The theoretical predictions for the branching ratios of topFCNC decays within the SM and some of its
extensions are summarized in Table 2.4.

In addition, theories with additional sources of FCNCs may result in flavour violation in the in-
teractions of the scalar sector with the top quark. For example, this is the case in Topcolor-assisted
Technicolor [83, 84], where tree-level FCNCs are present. In the theories the scalar sector responsible
for the top quark mass can be discovered through its FCNC decay [85] ht ! tj, wherej is a jet mainly
of a charm quark. Also, and as we will see in detail in Section 3.2, models with multi-Higgs doublets
contain additional sources of flavour violation at one loop that may lead to FCNC decays of the Higgs.
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Table 2.5: Contributions of order�� 4 to the cross section of top production.

direct production pp ! (gq)! t+ X

top + jet production pp ! (gg)! �qt+ X

pp ! (gq)! gt+ X

pp ! (�qq)! �qt+ X

(including 4-fermion interactions)
top + anti-top production pp ! (gg)! �tt+ X

pp ! (�qq)! �tt+ X

top + gauge boson productionpp ! (gq)!  t+ X

pp ! (gq)! Z t+ X

pp ! (gq)! W t+ X

top + Higgs production pp ! (gq)! h t+ X

3.1 Top quark production in the effective lagrangian approach

If strong FCNC exists associated to the top quark sector, it is expected that it influences the production
of single top events through the processpp ! t+ q;g. This single top production channel is thus an
excellent probe for flavour phenomena beyond the SM. In this section, the phenomenology of strong
flavour changing single top production in the effective lagrangian approach is considered. The approach
is model independent and makes use of a subset of all dimension five and six operators that preserve
the gauge symmetries of the SM as written in ref. [31]. The subset chosen contains all operators that
contribute to strong FCNC including the four fermion interactions. This methodology has been used by
many authors to study single top quark production using the SM as its low energy limit but also in other
models like Supersymmetry, two-Higgs doublet models and others [20,86–97].

The effective lagrangian is a series in powers of1=�, �being the scale of new physics. Therefore,
the terms that originate from mixing with SM charged currents, that is, with diagrams with a charged
boson, either as virtual particle or in the final state will befirst considered. These are processes of the
typepp ! (�qq)! �qt+ X andpp ! (gq)! W t+ X and the charge conjugate processes. Due to
CKM suppression and small parton density functions contributions from the incoming quarks, these��2

terms are much smaller than the��4 terms. There are several contributions of order��4 to the cross
section of single top production. These are summarized in Table 2.5. A more detailed discussion can be
found in [98]. Cross sections for these processes were calculated in [99,100].

The main goal of this work was to produce all cross sections and decay widths related to strong
FCNC with a single top quark in a form appropriate for implementation in theTopReX generator [42].
This implies that all cross sections had to be given in differential form with the top spin taken into
account. Most of the processes were already inserted in the generator (see release 4.20 ofTopReX) and
the remaining ones will be inserted in the near future.

In this section, a joint analysis of the results obtained in [98–100] is performed. To investigate
the dependence of the cross sections on the values of the anomalous couplings, which are denoted by
constants�ij and�ij, random values for�ij and�ij were generated and the resulting cross sections
were plotted against the branching ratio of the top quark forthe decayt! gu. The motivation for doing
this is simple: the top quark branching ratios for these decays may vary by as much as eight orders of
magnitude, from� 10�12 in the SM to� 10�4 for some supersymmetric models. This quantity is
therefore a good measure of whether any physics beyond that of the standard model exists.

In Fig. 2.3 the cross sections for the processespp ! t + jetandpp ! t + W via au quark
versus the branching ratioB R(t! gu)are shown. This plot was obtained by varying the constants�

and� in a random way, as described before. Each combination of� and� originates a given branching
ratio and a particular value for each cross section. Obviously, another set of points may generate the same
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Fig. 2.3: Cross sections for the processespp ! t+ jet(crosses) andpp ! t+ W (stars) via anu quark, as a
function of the branching ratioB R(t! gu).

value for the branching ratio but a different value for the cross section, which justifies the distribution
of values of�(pp ! t+ jet)and�(pp ! t+ W ). Values of� and� for which the branching ratio
varies between the SM value and the maximum value predicted by supersymmetry were chosen.6 The
cross sections for top plus jet and top plus aW boson production via acquark are similar to these ones
although smaller in value. Notice that theW tcross section is proportional to only one of the couplings,
which makes it a very attractive observable - it may allow us to impose constraints on a single anomalous
coupling (see Ref. [98] for details).

It should be noted that single top production depends also onthe contributions of the four fermion
operators. Hence, even if the branching ratiosB R(t! gu(c))are very small, there is still the possibility
of having a large single top cross section with origin in the four fermion couplings. In Fig. 2.3 we did not
consider this possibility, setting the four-fermion couplings to zero. For a discussion on the four-fermion
couplings do see Ref. [99].

In Fig. 2.4 the cross sections forpp ! t+ Z andpp ! t+  via au quark, versus the branching
ratioB R(t! gu)are plotted. The equivalent plot with an internalcquark is similar, but the values for
the cross section are much smaller. In this plot we can see that both cross sections are very small in the
range off� �g considered. These results imply that their contribution will hardly be seen at the LHC,
unless the values for the branching ratio are peculiarly large.

The same, in fact, could be said forpp ! t+ h. Even for the smallest allowed SM Higgs mass,
the values of the cross section for associated top and Higgs production are very small. The same holds
true for the processes involving the anomalous couplings ofthecquark.

The smallness of the effects of these operators in the several cross sections holds true, as well, for
the top–anti-top channel. In this case, even for a branchingratioB R(t! gu) ’ 10�4 , the contributions
to the cross section�(pp ! t�t)do not exceed, in absolute value, one picobarn.

In conclusion, the strong FCNC effective operators are constrained in their impact on several
channels of top quark production. Namely, Fig. (2.3) and (2.4) illustrate that, if there are indeed strong

6Both�=� 2 and�=�2 were varied between10� 6 and1TeV� 2.
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Fig. 2.4: Cross sections for the processespp ! t+ Z (upper line) andpp ! t+  (lower line) via au quark,
as a function of the branching ratioB R(t! gu).

FCNC effects on the decays of the top quark, their impact willbe more significant in the single top plus
jet production channel. It is possible, according to these results, to have an excess in the cross section
�(pp ! t+ jet)arising from new physics described by the operators we have considered here, at the
same time obtaining results for the production of a top quarkalongside a gauge and Higgs boson, or for
t�tproduction, which are entirely in agreement with the SM predictions. This reinforces the conclusion
that the cross section for single top plus jet production is an important probe for the existence of new
physics beyond that of the SM. It is a channel extremely sensitive to the presence of that new physics,
and boasts a significant excess in its cross section, whereasmany other channels involving the top quark
remain unchanged. Nevertheless, it may still be possible touse some of these unchanged channels,
such as top plusW production, to constrain the� parameters, through the study of asymmetries such as
�(pp ! tW � ) � �(pp ! �tW + ).

3.2 Higgs boson FCNC decays into top quark in a general two-Higgs doublet model

The branching ratios for FCNC Higgs boson decays are at the level of 10�15 , for Higgs boson masses of
a few hundred GeV. In this section, the FCNC decays of Higgs bosons into a top quark in a general two-
Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) are considered. In this model, the Higgs FCNC decays branching ratios
can be substantially enhanced and perhaps can be pushed up tothe visible level, particularly forh0 which
is the lightestC P -even spinless state in these models [101]. We compute the maximum branching ratios
and the number of FCNC Higgs boson decay events at the LHC. Themost favorable mode for production
and subsequent FCNC decay is the lightestC P -even state in the type II 2HDM, followed by the other
C P -even state, if it is not very heavy, whereas theC P -odd mode can never be sufficiently enhanced.
The present calculation shows that the branching ratios of theC P -even states may reach10�5 , and that
several hundred events could be collected in the highest luminosity runs of the LHC. Some strategies to
use these FCNC decays as a handle to discriminate between 2HDM and supersymmetric Higgs bosons
are also pointed out.

Some work in relation with the 2HDM Higgs bosons FCNCs has already been performed [12,13],
and in the context of the MSSM [102–105]. In this work the production of any 2HDM Higgs boson
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(h = h0;H 0;A 0) at the LHC is computed and analyzed, followed by the one-loop FCNC decayh ! tc.
The maximum production rates of the combined cross section,

�(pp ! h ! tc) � �(pp ! hX )B R(h ! tc);

B R(h ! tc) �
�(h ! t�c+ �tc)
P

i
�(h ! X i)

; (2.13)

takes into account the restrictions from the experimental determination ofb ! s branching ratio
(m H � & 350 GeV [106]), from perturbativity arguments (0:1 . tan� . 60, wheretan� is the ra-
tio of the vacuum expectation values of each doublet), from the custodial symmetry (j��2H D M j. 0:1% )
and from unitarity of the Higgs couplings. In this section a summarized explanation of the numerical
analysis is given. For further details see Refs. [13,107].

The full one-loop calculation ofB R(h ! tc)in the type II 2HDM, as well as of the LHC produc-
tion rates of these FCNC events were included. It is considered thatB R(h ! tc)in the type I 2HDM is
essentially small (for allh), and that these decays remain always invisible. The basic definitions in the
general 2HDM framework can be found in Ref. [101].

The calculations were performed with the help of the numericand algebraic programsFeynArts,
FormCalcandLoopTools [108–110]. A parameter scan of the production rates over the2HDM param-
eter space in the(m H � ;m h0)-plane was done, keepingtan� fixed.

In Fig. 2.5 a-b, theB R(h0 ! tc)for the lightestC P -even state (type II 2HDM) is shown. The
B R is sizeable, up to10�5 , for the range allowed fromb! s. In Fig 2.5c the production cross sections
explicitly separated (the gluon-gluon fusion at one-loop and theh0q�q associated production at the tree
level [111,112]) are presented. The control over��2H D M is displayed in Fig. 2.5d.

In practice, to better assess the possibility of detection at the LHC, one has to study the production
rates of the FCNC events. A systematic search of the regions of parameter space with the maximum
number of FCNC events for the lightC P -even Higgs is presented in the form of contour lines in Fig. 2.5e.
The dominant FCNC region forh0(H 0)decay is wheretan� (� is the rotation angle which diagonalises
the matrix of the squared masses of theC P -even scalars) is large (small),tan� is large andm h � m A 0 ,
with a maximum value up to few hundred events. As for theC P -odd stateA 0, it plays an important
indirect dynamical role on the other decays through the trilinear couplings, but its own FCNC decay
rates never get a sufficient degree of enhancement due to the absence of the relevant trilinear couplings.

One should notice that in many cases one can easily distinguish whether the enhanced FCNC
events stem from the dynamics of a general, unrestricted, 2HDM model, or rather from some supersym-
metric mechanisms within the MSSM. In the 2HDM case theC P -odd modesA 0 ! tcare completely
hopeless whereas in the MSSM they can be enhanced [102, 103, 113, 114]. Nevertheless, different ways
to discriminate these rare events are discussed in Ref. [13].

The FCNC decays of the Higgs bosons into top quark final statesare a potentially interesting
signal, exceeding1 fb for m H + up to400GeV (Fig. 2.5e). This however, is a small cross section once
potentially important backgrounds are considered, such asW jjand SM single top production. A careful
study of the backgrounds for this process should be carried out. If it were possible to fully reconstruct
the top, then there might be hope to observe a distinctive Higgs bump in thetcchannel [85].

3.3 Single top production by direct SUSY FCNC interactions

FCNC interactions of top quarks can provide an important indirect probe for new SUSY processes. For
instance, the MSSM Higgs boson FCNC decay rates into top-quark final states, e.g.H 0;A 0 ! t�c+ �tc,
can be of order10�4 (see section 3.2 and Refs. [103,113–116]), while in the SMB R(H ! t�c)� 10�13 -
10�16 (depending on the Higgs mass) [107]. There also exists the possibility to producet�cand�tcfinal
states without Higgs bosons or any other intervening particle [96, 117]. In this section it will be shown
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Fig. 2.5: (a)B R(h0 ! tc)versusm H � for type II 2HDM; (b) Idem, versusm h0 ; (c) The production cross section
(in pb) ofh0 at the LHC versus its mass; (d)��2H D M versusm h0 , for a fixed value of the other parameters. (e)
Contour lines in the(m H � ;m h0)-plane for the maximum number of lightC P -even Higgs FCNC eventsh0 ! tc

produced at the LHC for100 fb� 1 of integrated luminosity.
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Fig. 2.6: �tc (in pb) and number of events per100fb� 1 of integrated luminosity at the LHC, as a function of
tan� (left) andAt (right) for the given parameters. The shaded region is excluded by the experimental limits on
B R(b! s).

that the FCNC gluino interactions in the MSSM can actually beone efficient mechanism for direct FCNC
production of top quarks [96].

In general, in the MSSM we expect terms of the form gluino–quark–squark or neutralino–fermion–
sfermion, with the quark and squark having the same charge but belonging to different flavours. In the
present study only the first type of terms, which are expectedto be dominant, are considered. A detailed
lagrangian describing these generalized SUSY–QCD interactions mediated by gluinos can be found, e.g.
in Ref. [102]. The relevant parameters are the flavour-mixing coefficients�ij. In contrast to previous
studies [118], in the present work, these parameters are only allowed in the LL part of the6� 6sfermion
mass matrices in flavour-chirality space. This assumption is also suggested by RG arguments [119,120].
Thus, ifM LL is the LL block of a sfermion mass matrix,�ij(i6= j) is defined as follows:(M LL)ij =

�ij ~m i ~m j, where ~m i is the soft SUSY-breaking mass parameter corresponding to the LH squark ofith
flavour [102]. The parameter�23 is the one relating the2nd and3rd generations (therefore involving
the top quark physics) and it is the less restricted one from the phenomenological point of view, being
essentially a free parameter (0 < �23 < 1). Concretely, we have two such parameters,�

(t)LL

23
and�(b)LL

23
,

for the up-type and down-type LL squark mass matrices respectively. The former enters the process
under study whereas the latter entersB R(b! s), observable that we use to restrict our predictions on

t�c+ �tcproduction. Notice that�(b)LL23 is related to the parameter�(t)LL23 because the two LL blocks of
the squark mass matrices are precisely related by the CKM rotation matrixK as follows:(M 2

~u)LL =

K (M 2
~d
)LL K

y [121,122].

The calculation of the full one-loop SUSY–QCD cross section�tc � �(pp ! t�c)using standard
algebraic and numerical packages for this kind of computations [110, 123] has been performed. The
typical diagrams contributing are gluon-gluon triangle loops (see Ref. [96]for more details). In order to
simplify the discussion it will be sufficient to quote the general form of the cross section:

�tc �

�

�
(t)LL

23

�2 m 2
t(A t� �=tan�)2

M 4
SU SY

1

m 2
~g

: (2.14)

HereA t is the trilinear top-quark coupling,� the higgsino mass parameter,m ~g is the gluino mass and
M SU SY stands for the overall scale of the squark masses [96]. The computation of�tc together with the
branching ratioB R(b! s)in the MSSM was performed, in order to respect the experimental bounds
onB R(b! s). Specifically,B R(b! s)= (2:1-4:5)� 10�4 at the3� level is considered [49].
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Fig. 2.7: �tc (in pb) and number of events per100fb� 1 of integrated luminosity at the LHC, as a function of
M SU SY (left) and�LL23 (right).
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Fig. 2.8: �tc (in pb) and number of events per100fb� 1 of integrated luminosity at the LHC, as a function ofm ~g.

In Figs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 the main results of this analysis arepresented. It can be seen that�tc is very
sensitive toA tand that it decreases withM SU SY andm ~g. As expected, it increases with�LL23 � �

(t)LL

23 .
At the maximum of�tc, it prefers�LL23 = 0:68. The reason stems from the correlation of this maximum
with theB R(b! s)observable. At the maximum,2�tc ’ 0:5pb, if we allow for relatively light gluino
massesm ~g = 250 GeV (see Fig. 2.8). For higherm ~g the cross section falls down fast; atm ~g = 500

GeV it is already10 times smaller. The total number of events per100fb�1 lies between104-105 for
this range of gluino masses. The fixed values of the parameters in these plots lie near the values that
provide the maximum of the FCNC cross section. The dependence on� is not shown, but it should be
noticed that it decreases by� 40% in the allowed range� = 200-800 GeV. Values of� > 800 GeV are
forbidden byB R(b! s). Large negative� is also excluded by the experimental bound considered for
the lightest squark mass,m ~q1 . 150 GeV; too smallj�j. 200 GeV is ruled out by the chargino mass
boundm

�
�

1

� 90 GeV. The approximate maximum of�tc in parameter space has been computed using
an analytical procedure as described in Ref. [96].

Finally, it should be noticed thatt�cfinal states can also be produced at one-loop by the charged-
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current interactions within the SM. This one-loop cross section at the LHC was computed, with the result
�SM (pp ! t�c+ �tc)= 7:2� 10�4 fb:It amounts to less than one event in the entire lifetime of theLHC.
Consequently, an evidence for such signal above the background would have to be interpreted as new
physics.

The full one-loop SUSY–QCD cross section for the productionof single top-quark statest�c+ �tc

at the LHC were computed. This direct production mechanism is substantially more efficient (typically
a factor of100) than the production and subsequent FCNC decay [105,124] (h ! t�c+ �tc) of the MSSM
Higgs bosonsh = h0;H 0;A 0. It is important to emphasize that the detection of a significant number
of t�c+ �tcstates could be interpreted as a distinctive SUSY signature. It should be noticed however that
a careful background study must be done for this chanel since, unlike the Higgs decay studied in the
previous section, the kinematic distributions of the signal are not likely to have a very distinctive shape
compared toW jjor standard model single-top production.

3.4 ATLAS and CMS sensitivity to FCNC top decays

Due to the high production rate fort�tpairs and single top, the LHC will allow either to observe top
FCNC decays or to establish very stringent limits on the branching ratios of such decays. In this section
the study of ATLAS and CMS sensitivity to top FCNC decays is presented. A detailed description of the
analysis can be found in [125,126].

Both CMS and ATLAS collaborations have investigated thet! q andt! qZ decay channels.
Analyses have been optimized for searching FCNC decays int�tsignal, where one of the top quarks is
assumed to decay through the dominant SM decay mode (t! bW ) and the other is assumed to decay via
one of the FCNC modes. Thet�tfinal states corresponding to the different FCNC top decay modes lead to
different topologies, according to the number of jets, leptons and photons. Only leptonic decay channels
of Z andW bosons are considered in the analysis developed by the CMS collaboration. The ATLAS
collaboration has also studied the channel corresponding to the hadronicZ decay, which is discussed
elsewhere [125].

The signal is generated withTopReX [42], while PYTHIA [43] is used for background generation
and modelling of quark and gluon hadronization. The generated events are passed through the fast (for
ATLAS) and full (for CMS) detector simulation. Several SM processes contributing as background are
studied:t�tproduction, single top quark production,ZW =ZZ=W W + jets, Z=W =� + jets, Zb�band
QCD multi-jet production.

Although ATLAS and CMS analyses differ in some details of selection procedure, they obtain
the same order of magnitude for the FCNC sensitivity. In bothanalyses, the signal is preselected by
requiring the presence of, at least, one highpT lepton (that can be used to trigger the event) and missing
energy above20GeV for the ATLAS analysis and above25GeV for the CMS analysis. Additionally,
two energetic central jets fromtand�tdecays are required. The slight differences in CMS and ATLAS
thresholds reflect the differences in their sub-detectors,simulation code and reconstruction algorithms.

The CMS analysis strongly relies onb-tagging capability to distinguish theb-jet from SM decay
and the light-jet from the anomalous one. A series of cascadeselections are applied to reduce the back-
ground. For thet! q channel, the W boson is reconstructed requiring the transverse mass of the neu-
trino and hard lepton to be less than 120 GeV and theb-jet is used to form a window mass 110< m bW <

220 GeV. The invariant mass of the light-jet and a single isolated photon withpT > 50 GeV is bounded
in the range [150,200] GeV. A final selection of top back-to-back production (cos�(t�t) < � 0:95) re-
duces the di-boson background. Thet! qZ channel is extracted with the search of oneZ (using same
flavour-opposite charge leptons, which serve as trigger andare bound to a 10 GeV window around the
Z mass) and aM bW in the top mass region, with the same cuts of the previous case. One hard light jet
is extracted and combined with theZ , to reveal the FCNC decay of a top recoiling against the one with
SM decay (cos�(t�t)< 0). The reconstructed FCNC top invariant mass distributionsfor both channels
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Fig. 2.9: Invariant mass plot of the FCNC topt ! qZ (left) andt ! q (right), as obtained in CMS after
sequential cuts. Data are fitted with a Breit-Wigner shape and central value is in agreement with top mass. The
signal distributions obtained from reconstructed leptonsand jets matched to the corresponding generated objects
are also shown (Matched MC True).
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Fig. 2.10:Signal and background likelihood ratios,LR = ln(LS=LB ), obtained in ATLAS analysis for thet! qZ

(left) andt! q (right) channels. The SM background (shadow region) is normalized toL = 10 fb� 1 and the
signal (line) is shown with arbitrary normalization.

are shown in Fig.2.9.

The ATLAS collaboration has developed a probabilistic analysis for each of the considered top
FCNC decay channels. In thet! qZ channel, preselected events with a reconstructed Z, large missing
transverse energy and the two highestpT jets (oneb-tagged) are used to build a discriminant variable
(likelihood ratio)LR = ln(� n

i= 1P
S
i =�

n
i= 1P

B
i ), whereP B (S)

i are the signal and background p.d.f., eval-
uated from the following physical distributions: the minimum invariant mass of the three possible com-
binations of two leptons (only the three highestpT leptons were considered); the transverse momentum
of the third lepton (with the leptons ordered by decreasingpT ) and the transverse momentum of the most
energetic non-b jet. The discriminant variables obtained for FCNC signal and the SM background are
shown in Fig.2.10 (left). For thet ! q channel, preselected events are required to have oneb-tag
(amongst the two highestpT jets) and at least one photon with transverse momentum above75 GeV. For
this channel, the likelihood ratio is built using the p.d.f.based on the following variables: invariant mass
of the leading photon and the non-b jet; transverse momentum of the leading photon and the number of
jets. The signal and background discriminant variables areshown in Fig. 2.10 (right). For comparison
with the CMS sequential analysis, a cut on the discriminant variable (corresponding to the bestS=

p
B )

is applied.

Once the signal efficiency (�S ) and the number of selected background events (B ) have been
obtained,B R sensitivities for a signal discovery corresponding to a given significance can be evaluated.
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Table 2.6: ATLAS and CMS results for described analysis: efficiency, SMbackground and expected branching
ratios for top FCNC decays, assuming a5� significance discovery (L = 10 fb� 1).

t! qZ t! q

�S B B R (5�) �S B B R (5�)
ATLAS 1.30% 0.37 13:0� 10�4 1.75% 3.13 1:6� 10�4

CMS 4.12% 1.0 11:4� 10�4 2.12% 54.6 5:7� 10�4

Table 2.7: LHC 95% CL expected limits ont! qZ andt! q branching ratios (ATLAS and CMS preliminary
combination under the hypothesis of signal absence).

luminosity B R(t! qZ) B R(t! q)

10 fb�1 2:0� 10�4 3:6� 10�5

100 fb�1 4:2� 10�5 1:0� 10�5

Table 2.6 reports the results of the two experiments, assuming an integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1 , 5�
discovery level and the statistical significanceS = 2(

p
B + S �

p
B )(a different definition forS can

be found in Ref. [125]).

Having these two independent analyses, a preliminary combination of ATLAS and CMS results
was performed, in order to estimate the possible LHC sensitivity to top FCNC decays. As a first attempt,
the Modified Frequentist Likelihood Method (see for exampleRef. [127]) is used to combine the expected
sensitivity to top FCNC decays from both experiments under the hypothesis of signal absence7 and an
extrapolation to the high luminosity phase (100 fb�1 ) is performed. These results are showed in Table 2.7
and indicate that a sensitivity at the level of the predictions of some new physics models (such as SUSY)
can be achieved. The comparison with the current experimental limits is also shown in Fig. 2.11. As
showed, a significant improvement on the present limits for top FCNC decays is expected at the LHC.
Both collaborations have plans to assess in detail the impact of systematic uncertainties and improve the
understanding of the detectors through updated simulationtools. Preliminary results indicate that the
effect of theoretical systematics (as top mass,�(t�t)and parton distribution functions) and experimental
ones (such as jet/lepton energy scale andb-tagging) have an impact on the limits smaller than 30%. Thus,
the order of magnitude of the results is not expected to change.

A study of the ATLAS sensitivity to FCNCt! qgdecay was also presented in Ref. [125]. In this
analysis, thet�tproduction is considered, with one of the top quarks decaying intoqgand the other decays
through the SM decayt! bW . Only the leptonic decays of theW were taken into account, otherwise
the final state would be fully hadronic and the signal would beoverwhelmed by the QCD background.
This final state is characterised by the presence of a highpT gluon and a light jet from the FCNC decay,
ab-tagged quark, one lepton and missing transverse momentum from the SM decay. As in this topology
the FCNC top decay corresponds to a fully hadronic final state, a more restrictive event selection is
necessary. As for theqZ andq channels, a probabilistic type of analysis is adopted, using the following
variables to build the p.d.f.: the invariant mass of the two non-b jets with highestpT ; theb‘� invariant
mass; the transverse momenta of theb-jet and of the second highestpT non-b jet and the angle between
the lepton and the leading non-b jet. The discriminant variables obtained for signal and background are
shown in Fig. 2.12. The expected 95% CL limit onB R(t! qg)for L = 10 fb�1 for L = 10 fb�1 was
found to be1:3� 10�3 . A significant improvement on this limit should be achieved by combining the
results fromt�tproduction (witht! qgFCNC decay) and single top production (see section 3.1).

7For the CMS analysis a counting experiment is used, while forthe ATLAS analysis the full shape of the discriminant
variables was also taken into account.
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4 New physics corrections to top quark production

It is generally believed that the top quark, due to its large mass, can be more sensitive to new physics
beyond the SM than other fermions. In particular, new processes contributing tot�tand single top pro-
duction may be relevant. Single top processes are expected to be sensitive to some SM extensions, such
as SUSY. Another characteristic new process could be the production inpp collisions of ans-channel
resonance decaying tot�t. Examples of this resonance are: (i) a spin-1 leptophobicZ 0boson, which
would be undetectable in leptonic decay channels; (ii) Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of gluons or gravi-
tons; (iii) neutral scalars. If these resonances are narrowthey could be visible as a mass peak over the
SMt�tbackground. In such case, the analysis oft, �tpolarisations (in a suitable window around the peak)
could provide essential information about the spin of the resonance. If the resonance is broad, perhaps
the only way to detect it could be a deviation int�tspin correlations with respect to the SM prediction.
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Fig. 2.13: Integrated cross sections for the overallt-channel production of a single top or antitop quark.

More generally, new contributions tot�tproduction which do not involve the exchange of a new particle
in theschannel (including, but not limited to, those mediated by anomalous couplings to the gluon) do
not show up as an invariant mass peak. In this case, the analysis of the measurement of spin correlations
might provide the only way to detect new physics int�tproduction.

4.1 Potential complementary MSSM test in single top production

At LHC, it will be possible to perform measurements of the rates of the three different single top pro-
duction processes, usually defined ast-channel, associatedtW ands-channel production, with an exper-
imental accuracy that varies with the process. From the mostrecent analyses one expects, qualitatively,
a precision of the order of 10% for thet-channel [131], and worse accuracies for the two remaining
processes. Numerically, the cross section of thet-channel is the largest one, reaching a value of ap-
proximately 250 pb [132]; for the associated production andthes-channel one expects a value of ap-
proximately 60 pb and 10 pb [133] respectively. For all the processes, the SM NLO QCD effect has
been computed [22,134], and quite recently also the SUSY QCDcontribution has been evaluated [133].
Roughly, one finds for thet-channel a relative� 6 % SM QCD effect and a negligible SUSY QCD
component; for the associatedtW production a relative� 10% SM QCD and a relative� 6% SUSY
QCD effect; for thes-channel, a relative� 50 % SM QCD and a negligible SUSY QCD component.
As a result of the mentioned calculations, one knows the relative NLO effects of both SM and SUSY
QCD. The missing part is the NLO electroweak effect. This hasbeen computed for the two most relevant
processes, i.e. thet-channel and the associated production. The NLO calculation for thes-channel is,
probably, redundant given the small size of the related cross section. It is, in any case, in progress. In this
section some of the results of the complete one-loop calculation of the electroweak effects in the MSSM
are shown for the two processes. More precisely, eight differentt-channel processes (four for single top
and four for single antitop production) were considered. These processes are defined in Ref. [135]. For
the associated production, the processbg ! tW � (the rate of the second process�bg ! �tW + is the same)
was considered [136]. These calculations have been performed using the programLEONE, which passed
three severe consistency tests described in Refs. [135, 136]. For the aim of this preliminary discussion,
in this section only the obtained values of the integrated cross sections are shown, ignoring the (known)
QCD effects. The integration has been performed from threshold to the effective centre of mass energy
(
p
ŝ), allowed to vary up to a reasonable upper limit of approximately 1 TeV. Other informations are

contained in Refs. [135,136].

Figs. 2.13 and 2.14 show the obtained numerical results. In Fig. 2.14 (right) the discussed NLO
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Fig. 2.14: Integrated cross sections for the associated production ofa a single top quark.

electroweak effect was added the NLO SUSY QCD effect taken from Ref. [133]. From the figures the
following main conclusions can be drawn:

1. The genuine SUSY effect in thet-channel is modest. In the most favourable case, corresponding
to the ATLAS DC2 point SU6 [137], it reaches a value of approximately two percent.

2. The one-loop electroweak SM effect in thet-channel rate is large (� 13 %). It is definitely larger
than the NLO SM QCD effect. Its inclusion in any meaningful computational program appears to
be mandatory.

3. The genuine SUSY effect in the associated production, if one limits the cross section observation
to relatively low (and experimentally safe fromt�tbackground) energies (400-500 GeV), can be
sizable. In the SU6 point, the combined (same sign) SUSY QCD and electroweak effects can reach
a relative ten percent effect.

4. The pure electroweak SM effect in the associated production is negligible.

From the previous remarks, one can reach the final statement that, for what concerns the virtual NLO
effects of the MSSM, the two processest-channel and associated production appear to be, essentially,
complementary. In this spirit, a separate experimental determination of the two rates might lead to non
trivial tests of the model.

4.2 Anomalous single-top production in warped extra dimensions

Randall and Sundrum have proposed the use of a non-factorizable geometry in five dimensions [138] as
a solution of the hierarchy problem. The extra dimension is compactified on an orbifoldS1=Z2 of radius
rso that the bulk is a slice of Anti- de Sitter space between twofour-dimensional boundaries. The metric
depends on the five dimensional coordinatey and is given by

ds
2
= e

�2�(y)
���dx

�
dx

�
� dy

2
; (2.15)

wherex� are the four dimensional coordinates,�(y)= kjyj, with k � MP characterizing the curvature
scale. This metric generates two effective scales:M P andM P e

�k�r . In this way, values ofr not
much larger than the Planck length (kr ’ (11 � 12)) can be used in order to generate a scale�r ’

M P e
�k�r ’ O (TeV)on one of the boundaries.

In the original Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario, only gravity was allowed to propagate in the bulk,
with the SM fields confined to one of the boundaries. The inclusion of matter and gauge fields in the bulk
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has been extensively treated in the literature [139–146]. The Higgs field must be localized on or around
the TeV brane in order to generate the weak scale. As it was recognized in Ref. [143], it is possible
to generate the fermion mass hierarchy fromO (1) flavour breaking in the bulk masses of fermions.
Since bulk fermion masses result in the localization of fermion zero-modes, lighter fermions should be
localized toward the Planck brane, where their wave-functions have an exponentially suppressed overlap
with the TeV-localized Higgs, whereas fermions with order one Yukawa couplings should be localized
toward the TeV brane. This constitutes a theory of fermion masses, and it has a distinct experimental
signal at the LHC, as discussed below.

Since the lightest KK excitations of gauge bosons are localized toward the TeV brane, they tend
to be strongly coupled to zero-mode fermions localized there. Thus, the flavour-breaking fermion local-
ization leads to flavour-violating interactions of the KK gauge bosons, particularly with third generation
quarks. For instance, the first KK excitation of the gluon, will have flavour-violating neutral couplings
such asG a(1)

� (t�Ta�q), whereq= u;c.

In this section, results of a study of the flavour-violating signals of the top at the LHC are presented,
following the work described in Ref. [147]. The localization of fermions in the extra dimension, and
therefore their 4D masses and their couplings to the KK gaugebosons, is determined by their bulk
masses. We choose a range of parameters that is consistent with the observed fermion masses and
quark mixing, as well as low energy flavour and electroweak constraints. The implications for low
energy flavour physics were considered in Refs. [148–150]. The bulk masses of the third generation
quark doublet is fixed, as well as that of the right-handed top. The following ranges were considered:
c3
L
= [0:3;0:4]andct

R
= [� 0:4;0:1], where the fermion bulk massescf

L;R
are expressed in units of

the inverse AdS radiusk. Since the latter is of the order of the Planck scale, the fermion bulk mass
parameters must be naturally of order one.

The only couplings that are non-universal in practice are those of thetR , tL andbL with the KK
gauge bosons. All other fermions, including the right-handed b quark must have localizations toward the
Planck brane in order to get their small masses. The non-universality of the KK gauge boson couplings
leads to tree-level flavour violation. The diagonalizationof the quark mass matrix requires a change of
basis for the quarks fields. In the SM, this rotation leads to the CKM matrix in the charged current, but
the universality of the gauge interactions results in the GIM mechanism in the neutral currents. However,
since the KK excitations of the gauge bosons are non-universal, tree-level GIM-violating couplings will
appear in the physical quark basis.

The dominant non-universal effect is considered as coming from the couplings oftR , tL andbL to
the first KK excitation of the gluon:gtR , gtL andgbL respectively. TheSU (2)L bulk symmetry implies
gtL = gbL . For the considered range ofc3L andctR , the following results were obtained:

gtL = gbL = [1:0;2:8]gs (2.16)

and
gtR = [1:5;5]gs ; (2.17)

wheregs is the usual 4DSU (3)c coupling. The light quarks as well as the right-handed b quark have

g
q

L
= g

q

R
= g

b
R ’ � 0:2gs ; (2.18)

so they are, in practice, universally coupled, as mentionedabove.

Computing the width of the intermediate KK gluon with the range of couplings obtained above,
results in a range of�m in: ’ 0:04M G and�m ax: ’ 0:35M G . Then, it can be seen that the range of
values for the couplings allow for rather narrow or rather broad resonances, two very different scenarios
from the point of view of the phenomenology. This strong coupling of the KK gluon to the top, will also
produce at�tresonance. Here we concentrate on the flavour-violating signal, since the presence of at�t
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resonance will not constitute proof of the flavour theory dueto the difficulty in identifying resonances in
the light quark channels.

In the quark mass eigen-basis the left-handed up-type quarks couple to the KK gluon through
the following currents:U tt

L
(�tLT

a�tL), U tc
L
(�tLT

a�cL)andU tu
L
(�tLT

a�uL). Similarly, the right-
handed up-type quarks couple throughU tt

R
(�tR T

a�tR ), U tc
R
(�tR T

a�cR )andU tu
R
(�tR T

a�uR ). Here,
UL andUR are the left-handed and right-handed up-type quark rotation matrices responsible for the
diagonalization of the Yukawa couplings of the up-type quarks. In what follows

U
tu
L ’ Vub ’ 0:004; (2.19)

will be conservatively assumed, andU tc
R

andU tu
R

will be taken as free parameters. Since no separation
of charm from light jets is assumed, we define

U
tq

R
�

q

(U tc
R
)2 + (U tu

R
)2 ; (2.20)

and the sensitivity of the LHC to this parameter for a given KKgluon mass is studied.

These flavour-violating interactions could be directly observed by the s-channel production of the
first KK excitation of the gluon with its subsequent decay to atop and a charm or up quark. For instance,
at the LHC we could have the reaction

pp! G
a(1)
� ! tq; (2.21)

with q = u;c. Thus, the Randall-Sundrum scenario with bulk matter predicts anomalous single top
production at a very high invariant mass, which is determined by the mass of the KK gluon.

In order to reduce the backgrounds, only the semi-leptonic decays of the top quarks were consid-
ered:pp ! t�q (�tq)! b‘+ �‘�q (

�b‘� ��‘q), where‘= eor �, andq = u;c. Therefore, this signal exhibits
oneb-jet, one light jet, a charged lepton and missing transverseenergy. There are many SM backgrounds
for this process. The dominant one ispp ! W � jj ! ‘� �jjwhere one of the light jets is tagged as
a b-jet. There is alsoW � b�b ! ‘� �b�bwhere one of theb-jets is mistagged; single top production via
W � gluon fusion and s-channelW �, andt�tproduction at high invariant mass, mostly dominated by the
flavour-conserving KK gluon decays.

Initially, the following jet and lepton acceptance cuts were imposed:pj
T
> 20GeV,jyjj< 2:5,

p‘T � 20 G eV , jy‘j� 2:5, �R ‘j � 0:63, �R ‘‘ � 0:63, wherejcan be either a light or ab-jet. In order
to further reduce the background the following additional cuts were also imposed:

1. The invariant mass of the system formed by the lepton, the btagged jet and the light jet was
required to be within a window

M G (1) � �� M bj‘ � M G (1) + � (2.22)

around the first KK excitation of the gluon mass. This cut ensures that the selected events have
large invariant masses, as required by the large mass of the s-channel object being exchanged. The
values of�used in this study are presented in Table 2.8.

2. The transverse momentum of the light jet was required to belarger thanpcut, i.e.,

pj light� pcut (2.23)

Since the light jet in the signal recoils against the top forming with it a large invariant mass, it
tends to be harder than the jets occurring in the background.We present in Table 2.8 the values for
pcutused in our analysis.
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Table 2.8: Cuts used in the analysis (see text for details).

M G (1) (TeV) � (GeV) p cut (GeV)
1 120 350
2 250 650

3. The invariant mass of the charged lepton and theb-tagged jet was also required to besmallerthan
250 GeV:

M b‘ � 250GeV: (2.24)

This requirement is always passed by the signal, but eliminates a sizable fraction of theW jj

background. It substitutes for the full top reconstructionwhen the neutrino momentum is inferred,
which is not used here.

In Table 2.9 the cross sections for signal and backgrounds for M G = 1 TeV and2 TeV are
presented. The main sources of backgrounds areW jj andt�tproduction. The signal is obtained for
U
tq

R
= 1 and neglecting the contributions from left-handed final states, corresponding toU tq

L
= 0.

Regarding the choice of bulk masses, these are fixed to obtainthe minimum width which, as mentioned
above, can be as small as�G ’ 0:04M G . 8

Table 2.9: Signal and background cross sections for a KK gluon ofM G = 1TeV and2TeV, after the successive
application of the cuts defined in (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24).Efficiencies and b tagging probabilities are already
included.U tq

R
= 1was used.

Process M G = 1TeV M G = 2TeV
� � (2.22) � � (2.23) � � (2.24) � � (2.22) � � (2.23) � � (2.24)

pp ! tj 148 fb 103 fb 103 fb 5.10 fb 2.18 fb 2.18 fb
pp ! W jj 243 fb 42.0 fb 21.0 fb 25.4 fb 3.79 fb 0.95 fb
pp ! W bb 11.1 fb 4.07 fb 3.19 fb 0.97 fb 0.45 fb 0.06 fb
pp ! tb 1.53 fb 0.70 fb 0.61 fb 0.04 fb 0.02 fb 0.02 fb
pp ! t�t 44.4 fb 15.1 fb 14.2 fb 1.60 fb 0.29 fb 0.24 fb
W g fusion 32.0 fb 5.23 fb 5.23 fb 1.20 fb 0.10 fb 0.10 fb

Table 2.10:Reach inU tq

R
for various integrated luminosities.

M G [TeV] 30fb�1 100fb�1 300fb�1

1 0.24 0.18 0.14
2 0.65 0.50 0.36

In order to evaluate the reach of the LHC, a significance of5� for the signal over the background
is required. For a given KK gluon mass and accumulated luminosity, this can be translated into a reach
in the flavour-violating parameterU tq

R
defined above. This is shown in Table 2.10. It can be seen that

the LHC will be sensitive to tree-level flavour violation forKK gluon masses of up to at least2 TeV,
probing a very interesting region of values forU tq

R
. The reach can be somewhat better if we allow for the

reconstruction of the momentum of the neutrino coming from theW decay, which typically reduces the
W jjbackground more drastically.

8The study of broader resonances is left for future work.
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Finally, we should point out that a very similar signal exists in Topcolor-assisted Technicolor [83],
where the KK gluon is replaced by the Topgluon, which has FCNCinteractions with the third generation
quarks [84]. The main difference between these two, is that the latter is typically a broad resonance,
whereas the KK gluon could be a rather narrow one, as it was shown above.

4.3 Non-standard contributions tot�tproduction

In t�tevents the top quarks are produced unpolarised at the tree level. However, thetand�tspins are
strongly correlated, which allows to construct asymmetries using the angular distributions of their decay
products. These spin asymmetries are dependent on the top spin. For the decayt! W + b! ‘+ �b;q�q0b,
the angular distributions ofX = ‘+ ;�;q;�q0;W + ;b, in the top quark rest frame are given by

1

�

d�

dcos�X
=
1

2
(1+ �X cos�X ) (2.25)

with �X being the angle between the three-momentum ofX in the t rest frame and the top spin di-
rection. In the SM the spin analysing power (�X ) of the top decay products are�‘+ = ��q0 = 1,
�� = �q = � 0:32, �W + = � �b = 0:41 at the tree level [151] (q andq0are the up- and down-type
quarks, respectively, resulting from theW decay). For the decay of a top antiquark the distributions
are the same, with� �X = � �X as long asC P is conserved in the decay. One-loop corrections modify
these values to�‘+ = 0:998, ��q0 = 0:93, �� = � 0:33, �q = � 0:31, �W + = � �b = 0:39 [152–154].
We point out that in the presence of non-vanishingVR , gL or gR couplings the numerical values of the
constants�X are modified, but the functional form of Eq. (2.25) is maintained. We have explicitly cal-
culated them for a generalC P -conservingW tbvertex within the narrow width approximation. Explicit
expressions can be found in Ref. [39]. Working in the helicity basis the double angular distribution of
the decay productsX (from t) and �X 0(from �t) can be written as a function of the relative number of like
helicity minus opposite helicity of thet�tpairs (C ) [155] that measures the spin correlation between the
top quark and antiquark. Its actual value depends to some extent on the PDFs used and theQ 2 scale at
which they are evaluated. Using the CTEQ5L PDFs [44] andQ 2 = ŝ, (whereŝ is the partonic centre of
mass energy), we findC = 0:310. At the one loop level,C = 0:326� 0:012 [154].

Using the spin analysersX , �X 0for the respective decays oft, �t, one can define the asymmetries

A X �X 0 �
N (cos�X cos��X 0 > 0)� N (cos�X cos��X 0 < 0)

N (cos�X cos��X 0 > 0)+ N (cos�X cos��X 0 < 0)
; (2.26)

whose theoretical value is

A X �X 0 =
1

4
C �X � �X 0: (2.27)

The angles�X , ��X 0 are measured using as spin axis the parent top (anti)quark momentum in thet�t
CM system. IfC P is conserved in the decay, for charge conjugate decay channels we have�X 0� �X =

�X � �X 0, so the asymmetriesA X 0 �X = A X �X 0 are equivalent. Therefore, we can sum both channels and
drop the superscripts indicating the charge, denoting the asymmetries byA ‘‘0, A �‘0, etc. In semileptonic
top decays we can select as spin analyser the charged lepton,which has the largest spin analysing power,
or the neutrino, as proposed in Ref. [156]. In hadronic decays the jets corresponding to up- and down-
type quarks are very difficult to distinguish, and one possibility is to use the least energetic jet in the top
rest frame, which corresponds to the down-type quark 61% of the time, and has a spin analysing power
�j = 0:49 at the tree level. An equivalent possibility is to choose thed-jet by its angular distribution in
theW � rest frame [157]. In both hadronic and leptonic decays theb(�b) quarks can be used as well.

In the lepton+ jets decay mode of thet�tpair,t�t! ‘�bjj�bwe choose the two asymmetriesA ‘j,
A �j, for which we obtain the SM tree-level valuesA ‘j = � 0:0376, A�j = 0:0120. With the precision
expected at LHC [46, 158], the measurementsA ‘j ’ � 0:0376 � 0:0058, A�j ’ 0:0120 � 0:0056 are
feasible (L = 10 fb�1 ). The dependence of these asymmetries on anomalousW tbcouplings is depicted
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Fig. 2.15: Dependence of several spin correlation asymmetries on the couplingsgR , gL andVR , for theC P -
conserving case.

in Fig. 2.15 from Ref. [39]. In the di-lepton channelt�t! ‘�b‘0��bthe asymmetriesA ‘‘0, A �‘0, whose SM
values areA ‘‘0 = � 0:0775, A�‘0 = 0:0247, are selected. The uncertainty in their measurement can be
estimated from Refs. [46, 158], yieldingA ‘‘0 = � 0:0775� 0:0060 andA�‘0 = 0:0247� 0:0087. Their
variation when anomalous couplings are present is shown in Fig. 2.15. We also plot the asymmetries
A lb, A bb, which can be measured either in the semileptonic or di-lepton channel. Their SM values are
A lb = 0:0314, A bb = � 0:0128, but the experimental sensitivity has not been estimated. It is expected
that it may be of the order of 10% forA lb, and worse forA bb. The determination of the correlation factor
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C from these asymmetries would eventually give

A ‘‘0 ! C = 0:310� 0:024 (exp)+ 0:�0:0043 (�VR )
+ 1�10 � 5

�3�10 � 6 (�gL)
+ 7�10 � 6

�0:0004 (�gR );

A ‘j ! C = 0:310� 0:045 (exp)+ 0:�0:0068 (�VR )
+ 0:0001
�0:0008 (�gL)

+ 0:0004
�0:0009 (�gR ): (2.28)

The first error quoted corresponds to the experimental systematic and statistical uncertainty. The other
ones are theoretical uncertainties obtained varying the anomalous couplings, one at a time. The confi-
dence level corresponding to the intervals quoted is 68.3%.The numerical comparison of the different
terms in Eq. (2.28) also shows thatA ‘j andA ‘‘0 are much less sensitive to non-standard top couplings
than observables independent of the top spin (see section 2.1).

It is also interesting to study the relative distribution ofone spin analyser from thetquark and
other from the�t. Let ’X �X 0 be the angle between the three-momentum ofX (in thetrest frame) and of
�X 0(in the�trest frame). The angular distribution can be written as [154]:

1

�

d�

dcos’X �X 0

=
1

2
(1+ D �X � �X 0cos’X �X 0); (2.29)

with D a constant defined by this equality. From simulations, the tree-level valueD = � 0:217 is
obtained, while at one loopD = � 0:238 [154], with a theoretical uncertainty of� 4%. Corresponding
to these distributions, the following asymmetries can be built:

~A X �X 0 �
N (cos’X �X 0 > 0)� N (cos’X �X 0 < 0)

N (cos’X �X 0 > 0)+ N (cos’X �X 0 < 0)
=
1

2
D �X � �X 0: (2.30)

For charge conjugate decay channels the distributions can be summed, since�X 0� �X = �X � �X 0 provided
C P is conserved in the decay. The dependence of these asymmetries ~A X �X 0 on anomalous couplings
is (within the production� decay factorisation approximation) exactly the same as forthe asymmetries
A X �X 0 defined above. Simulations are available forA ‘j andA ‘‘0, whose theoretical SM values areA ‘j =

0:0527, A ‘‘0 = 0:1085. The experimental precision expected [46,158] isA ‘j ’ 0:0554� 0:0061, A‘‘0 ’
0:1088� 0:0056. This precision is better than forA‘j andA ‘j, respectively, but still not competitive in
the determination of theW tbvertex structure.9 Instead, we can use them to test top spin correlations.
From these asymmetries one can extract the value ofD , obtaining

A ‘‘0 ! D = � 0:217� 0:011 (exp)+ 0:0031�0: (�VR )
+ 2�10 � 6

�8�10 � 6 (�gL)
+ 0:0003
�0: (�gR );

A ‘j ! D = � 0:217� 0:024 (exp)+ 0:0047
�0:

(�VR )
+ 0:0006

�9�10 � 6 (�gL)
+ 0:0004

�6�10 � 5 (�gR ): (2.31)

The errors quoted correspond to the experimental systematic and statistical uncertainties, and the vari-
ation when one of the anomalous couplings is allowed to be nonzero. From Eqs. (2.28) and (2.31)
it is clear that the measurement of spin correlations is a clean probe for newt�tproduction processes,
independently of possible anomalousW tbcouplings. This is possible because the sensitivity of spincor-
relation asymmetries to top anomalous couplings is much weaker than for helicity fractions and related
observables, discussed in section 2.1.

9Except for the case of fine-tuned cancellations, see Ref. [47].
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Chapter 3

Flavour violation in supersymmetric models

M. Klasen, N. Krasnikov, T. Lari, W. Porod, and A. Tricomi

1 Introduction

The SM explains successfully the observed flavour violatingphenomena except that for the observation in
the neutrino sector one has to extend it by introducing either right-handed neutrinos or additional scalars.
This implies that extensions of the SM with additional flavour structures are severely constrained by the
wealth of existing data in the flavour sector. Supersymmetrycontains, as we will see below, various
sources of additional flavour structures. Therefore, the question arises if there can still be large flavour
violating effects in the production and decays of supersymmetric particles despite the stringent existing
constraints.

Every supersymmetric model is characterized by a Kähler potential, the superpotentialW and the
corresponding soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian (see e.g. [159] and refs. therein). The first describes the
gauge interaction and the other two Yukawa interactions andflavour violation. As the Kähler potential
in general does not contain flavour violating terms we will not discuss it further. The most general
superpotential containing only the SM fields and being compatible with its gauge symmetryG SM =

SU (3)c� SU (2)L � U (1)Y is given as [160,161]:

W = W M SSM + W R p= ; (3.1)

W M SSM = h
E
ijL̂iĤ dÊ

c
j + h

D
ijQ̂ iĤ dD̂

c
j + h

U
ijĤ uQ̂ iÛ

c
j � �Ĥ dĤ u ; (3.2)

W R p=
=

1

2
�ijkL̂iL̂jÊ

c
k + �

0
ijkL̂iQ̂ jD̂

c
k +

1

2
�
00
ijkÛ

c
iD̂

c
jD̂

c
k + �iL̂iĤ u ; (3.3)

wherei;j;k = 1;2;3are generation indices.̂Li (Q̂ i) are the lepton (quark)SU (2)L doublet superfields.
Ê c
j (D̂ c

j;Û
c
j) are the electron (down- and up-quark)SU (2)L singlet superfields.hEij, h

D
ij, h

U
ij, �ijk,

�0
ijk

, and�00
ijk

are dimensionless Yukawa couplings, whereas the�i are dimensionful mass parameters.
Gauge invariance implies that the first term inW R p= is anti-symmetric infi;jg and the third one is anti-
symmetric infj;kg. Equation (3.3) thus contains9+ 27+ 9+ 3 = 48 new terms beyond those of the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). At the levelof the superpotential one can actually
rotate the(Ĥ d;L̂i)by anSU (4)transformation, so that the�ican be set to zero. However, as discussed
below, this cannot be done simultaneously for the corresponding soft SUSY breaking terms and, thus,
we keep them for the moment as free parameters. The soft SUSY breaking potential is given by

Vsoft = VM SSM ;soft+ VR p= ;soft ; (3.4)

VM SSM = M
2
L;ij

~Li
~L
�
j + M

2
E ;ij

~E i
~E
�
j + M

2
Q ;ij

~Q i
~Q
�
j + M

2
U;ij

~Ui
~U
�
j + M

2
D ;ij

~D i
~D
�
j

+ M
2
dH dH

�
d + M

2
uH uH

�
u � (�B HdH u + h:c:)

+ (T
E
ij
~LiH d

~E j + T
D
ij
~Q iH d

~D j + T
U
ijH u

~Q i
~Uj + h:c:); (3.5)

VR p= ;soft =
1

2
T
�
ijk
~Li
~Lj
~E
�
k + T

�0

ijk
~Li
~Q j
~D
�
k +

1

2
T
�00

ijk
~Ui
~D j

~D k + �iB i
~LiH u + h:c: (3.6)

The mass matricesM 2
F (F = L;E ;Q ;U;D ) are3� 3 hermitian matrices, whereas theTF are general

3� 3 and3� 3� 3 complex tensors. Obviously, theT�
ijk

(T�00

ijk
) have to be antisymmetric in the first

(last) two indices due to gauge invariance. In models, wherethe flavour violating terms are neglected,
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theTF
ij terms are usually decomposed into the following productsTF

ij = A F
ijh

F
ij and analogously for the

trilinear terms.

The simultaneous appearance of lepton and baryon number breaking terms leads in general to a
phenomenological catastrophe if all involved particles have masses of the order of the electroweak scale:
rapid proton decay [160,161]. To avoid this problem a discrete multiplicative symmetry, called R-parity
(R p), had been invented [162] which can be written as

R p = (� 1)
3B + L+ 2S

; (3.7)

whereS is the spin of the corresponding particle. For all superfields of MSSM, the SM field hasR p = + 1

and its superpartner hasR p = � 1, e.g. the electron hasRp = + 1 and the selectron hasR p = � 1. In
this way all terms in Eq. (3.3) are forbidden and one is left with the superpotential given in Eq. (3.2).
To prohibit proton decay it is not necessary to forbid both type of terms but it is sufficient to forbid
either the lepton or the baryon number violating terms (see e.g. [163,164]), e.g. the baryon number terms
can be forbidden by baryon triality [165]. Another possibility would be to break lepton number and
thus R-parity spontaneously as discussed below. This requires, however, an enlargement of the particle
content.

1.1 The MSSM with R-parity conservation

The existence of the soft SUSY breaking terms implies that fermions and sfermions cannot be rotated
by the same rotation matrices from the electroweak basis to the mass eigenbasis. It is very convenient to
work in the super-CKM basis for the squarks and to assume thathE is diagonal and real which can be
done without loss of generality. In this way the additional flavour violation in the sfermion sector is most
apparent. In this way, the additional flavour violation is encoded in the mass matrices of the sfermions
which read as (see also section 16 of [166]):

M
2
~f
=

�
M 2

LL M
2y

R L

M 2
R L

M 2
R R

�

; (3.8)

where the entries are3� 3matrices. They are given by

M
2
LL = K

y
M̂

2
Q K + m

2
u + D u LL ; (3.9)

M
2
R L = vdT̂

U
� �

�
m u cot� (3.10)

M
2
R R = M̂

2
U + m

2
u + D u R R (3.11)

for u-type squarks in the basis(~uL;~cL;~tL;~uR ;~cR ;~tR ). K is theC K M matrix and we have defined

M̂
2
Q � V

y

d
M

2
~Q
Vd (3.12)

whereVd is the mixing matrix for the leftd-quarks. T̂U andM̂ 2
U are given by a similar transformation

involving the mixing matrix for left- and right-handed u-quarks. The same type of notation will be kept
below ford squarks and sleptons. Finally, theD -terms are given by

D f LL;R R = cos2� M
2
Z

�
T
3
f � Qf sin

2
�W

�
1l: (3.13)

The entries ford-type squarks read in the basis(~dL;~sL;~bL;~dR ;~sR ;~bR ). as

M
2
LL = M̂

2
Q + m

2
d + D dLL ; (3.14)

M
2
R L = vuT̂

D
� �

�
m dtan� (3.15)

M
2
R R = M̂

2
D + m

2
d + D dR R : (3.16)
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For the charged sleptons one finds in the basis(~eL;~�L;~�L;~eR ;~�R ;~�R )

M
2
LL = M̂

2
L + m

2
l + D lLL ; (3.17)

M
2
R L = vuT̂

E
� �

�
m ltan� ; (3.18)

M
2
R R = M̂

2
E + m

2
l + D lR R : (3.19)

Assuming that there are only left-type sneutrinos one finds for them in the basis(~�eL;~��L;~�� L)the mass
matrix

M
2
LL = M̂

2
L + D � LL : (3.20)

For sleptons the relevant interaction Lagrangian, e.g. notconsidering the slepton Higgs or slepton
gauge boson interactions, for the studies below is given in terms of mass eigenstates by:

L = �‘i(c
L
ikm PL + c

R
ikm PR )~�

0
k
~‘m + �‘i(d

L
iljPL + d

R
iljPR )~�

�

l
~�j+ ��ie

R
ikjPR ~�

0
k~�j

+ ��if
R
ilm PR ~�

+

l
~‘m + h:c:: (3.21)

The specific forms of the couplingscL
ikm

, cR
ikm

, dL
ilj

, dR
ilj

, eR
ikj

andfR
ilm

can be found in [167]. The first
two terms in Eq. (3.21) give rise to the LFV signals studied here, whereas the last one will give rise
to the SUSY background because the neutrino flavour cannot bediscriminated in high energy collider
experiments. In particular the following decays are of primary interest:

~lj ! li~�
0
k (3.22)

~�
0
k ! ~ljli (3.23)

~�
0
k ! ljli~�

0
r (3.24)

Several studies for these decays have been performed assuming either specific high-scale models or
specifying the LFV parameters at the low scale (see for instance refs. [114,121,168–190]).

Performing Monte Carlo studies on the parton level it has been shown that LHC can observe SUSY
LFV by studying the LFV decays of the second neutralino~�02 arising from cascade decays of gluinos
and squarks, i.e.~�02 ! ~‘‘0! ‘0‘00~�01: signals of SUSY LFV can be extracted despite considerable back-
grounds and stringent experimental bounds on flavour violating lepton decays in case of two generation
mixing in either the right or left slepton sector in the mSUGRA model [191–193]. The~eR � ~�R mixing
case was studied in [191,193] and the~�L � ~�L mixing case in [192].

In the (s)quark sector one has to analogue decays as the ones given in Eqs. (3.22)–(3.24). In
addition there are decays into charginos and gluinos if kinematically allowed. Flavour effects in these
decays has first been discussed in [194]. There it has been shown that one can have large effects in squark
and gluino decays despite stringent constraints from B-meson physics as discussed in the WG2 chapter.
In addition, flavour mixing in the squark sector can induce flavour violating decays of Higgs bosons as
e.g.H 0 ! bs [115].

In the discussion we have considered so far models where the parameters are freely given at the
electroweak scale. The fact that no flavour violation in the quark sector has been found beyond SM
expectations has led to the development of the concept of minimal flavour violation (MFV). The basic
idea is that at a given scale the complete flavour informationis encoded in the Yukawa couplings [195],
e.g. that in a GUT theory the parameters at the GUT scale are given byM 2

F = M 2
01landTF = A 0hU

with M 0 andA 0 being a real and a complex number, respectively. In such models it has been shown that
the branching ratios for flavour violating squark decays arevery small and most likely not observable at
LHC [196]. A similar concept has been developed for (s)leptons [197, 198]. In contrast to the squark
sector one has large mixing effects in the neutrino sector which can lead to observable effects in the
slepton sector at future collider experiments [199] and section 5.2.3 of the WG3 chapter.
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1.2 The MSSM with broken R-parity

Recent neutrino experiments have shown that neutrinos are massive particles which mix among them-
selves (for a review see e.g. [200]). In contrast to leptons and quarks, neutrinos need not be Dirac
particles but can be Majorana particles. In the latter case the Lagrangian contains a mass term which
violates explicitly lepton number by two units. This motivates one to allow the lepton number breaking
terms in the superpotential in particular as they automatically imply the existence of massive neutrinos
without the need of introducing right-handed neutrinos andexplaining their mass hierarchies [201]. The
�00terms can still be forbidden by a discrete symmetry such as baryon triality [202].

Let us briefly comment on the number of free parameters beforediscussing the phenomenology
in more detail. The last term in Eq. (3.3),̂LiĤ u, mixes the lepton and the Higgs superfields. In super-
symmetryL̂iandĤ d have the same gauge and Lorentz quantum numbers and we can redefine them by a
rotation in(Ĥ d;L̂i). The terms�iL̂iĤ u can then be rotated to zero in the superpotential [201]. However,
there are still the corresponding terms in the soft supersymmetry breaking Lagrangian

VR p= ;soft= B i�i
~LiH u (3.25)

which can only be rotated away ifB i = B andM 2
H d

= M 2
L;i

[201]. Such an alignment of the superpo-
tential terms with the soft breaking terms is not stable under the renormalization group equations [203].
Assuming an alignment at the unification scale, the resulting effects are small [203] except for neutrino
masses [203–207]. Models containing only bilinear terms donot introduce trilinear terms as can easily
be seen from the fact that bilinear terms have dimension masswhereas the trilinear are dimensionless.
For this reason we will keep in the following explicitly the bilinear terms in the superpotential. These
couplings induce decays of the LSP violating lepton number,e.g.

~� ! q�q; l+ l� ; ���

~l ! l+ � ; q�q0

~�01 ! W � l� ; Z�i

~�01 ! l� q�q0; q�q�i; l+ l� �i

(3.26)

How large can the branching ratio for those decay modes be? Toanswer this question one has to
take into account existing constraints on R-parity violating parameters from low energy physics. As most
of them are given in terms of trilinear couplings, we will work for this particular considerations in the
“�-less” basis, e.g. rotate away the bilinear terms in the superpotential Eq. (3.3). Therefore, the trilinear
couplings get additional contributions. Assuming, without loss of generality, that the lepton and down
type Yukawa couplings are diagonal they are given to leadingorder in�i=� as [202,208,209]:

�
0
ijk ! �

0
ijk + �jkhdk

�i

�
(3.27)

and

�ijk ! �ijk + ��ijk; (3.28)

��121 = he
�2

�
; ��122 = h�

�1

�
; ��123 = 0

��131 = he
�3

�
; ��132 = 0; ��133 = h�

�1

�

��231 = 0; ��232 = h�
�3

�
; ��233 = h�

�2

�

where we have used the fact that neutrino physics requiresj�i=�j� 1 [207]. An essential point to notice
is that the additional contributions in Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) follow the hierarchy dictated by the down
quark and charged lepton masses of the standard model.
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A comprehensive list of bounds on various R-parity violating parameters can be found in [210].
However, there the recent data from neutrino experiments like Super-Kamiokande [211], SNO [212]
and KamLAND [213] are not taken into account. These experiments yield strong bounds on trilinear
couplings involving the third generation [214, 215]. In addition also the sneutrino vevs are constrained
by neutrino data [207, 214]. Most of the trilinear couplingshave a bound of the order(10�2 � 10�1 )�

m ~f
=(100 GeV) wherem ~f

is the mass of the sfermion in the process under considerations. The cases

with stronger limits are:j�0111j<� O (10�4 )due to neutrino-less double beta decay andj�i33j’ 5j�0i33j’

O (10�4 ) due to neutrino oscillation data. Moreover, neutrino oscillation data implyj�2(v21 + v22 +

v23)=det(M �0)j<� 10�12 whereviare the sneutrino vevs anddet(M �0)is the determinant of the MSSM
neutralino mass matrix.

There exists a vast literature on the effects of R-parity violation at LHC [216–222]. However, in
most of these studies, in particular those considering trilinear couplings only, very often the existence
of a single coupling has been assumed. However, such an assumption is only valid at a given scale
as renormalization effects imply that additional couplings are present when going to a different scale
via RGE evolution. Moreover, very often the bounds stemmingfrom neutrino physics are not taken into
account or are out-dated (e.g. assuming an MeV tau neutrino). Last but not least one should note, that also
in this class of models there are potential dark matter candidates, e.g. a very light gravitino [223–226].

Recently another class of models with explicitly broken R-parity has been proposed where the
basic idea is that the existence of right handed neutrino superfields is the source of the�-term of the
MSSM as well as the source or neutrino masses [227]. In this case the superpotential contains only
trilinear terms. Beside the usual Yukawa couplings of the MSSM the following couplings are present:

W �C = h
�
ijĤ uL̂i�̂

c
j � �î�

c
iĤ dĤ u +

1

3
�
ijk
�̂
c
i�̂

c
j�̂

c
k (3.29)

Note, that (i) the second and third term break R-parity and that the sneutrino fields play the role of the
gauge singlet field of the Next to Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) [228–231].

1.3 Spontaneous R-parity violation

Up to now we have only considered explicit R-parity violation keeping the particle content of the MSSM.
In the case that one enlarges the spectrum by gauge singlets one can obtain models where lepton number
and, thus, R-parity is broken spontaneously together withSU (2)
 U (1)[232–236]. A second possibility
to break R-parity spontaneously is to enlarge the gauge symmetry [237].

The most general superpotential terms involving the MSSM superfields in the presence of the
SU (2)
 U (1)singlet superfields(b�ci;bSi;b�)carrying a conserved lepton number assigned as(� 1;1;0),
respectively, is given as [238]

W = "ab
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1

2
M �
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The first three terms together with thê� term define the R-parity conserving MSSM, the terms in the
second line only involve theSU (2)
 U (1)singlet superfields(b�ci;bSi;b�), while the remaining terms
couple the singlets to the MSSM fields. For completeness we note that lepton number is fixed via the
Dirac-Yukawah� connecting the right-handed neutrino superfields to the lepton doublet superfields. For
simplicity we assume in the discussion below that only one generation of(b�ci;bSi)is present.

The presence of singlets in the model is essential in order todrive the spontaneous violation of
R-parity and electroweak symmetries in a phenomenologically consistent way. As in the case of explicit
R-parity violation all sneutrinos obtain a vev beside the Higgs bosons as well as the~S field and the
singlet field�. For completeness we want to note that in the limit where all sneutrino vevs vanish and
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all singlets carrying lepton number are very heavy one obtains the NMSSM as an effective theory. The
spontaneous breaking of R-parity also entails the spontaneous violation of total lepton number. This
implies that one of the neutral CP–odd scalars, which we callMajoron J and which is approximately
given by the imaginary part of

P

i
v2i

V v2
(vuH

0
u � vdH

0
d)+

X

i

vi

V
~�i+

vS

V
S �

vR

V
~�c (3.31)

remains massless, as it is the Nambu-Goldstone boson associated to the breaking of lepton number.vR
andvS are the vevs of~�c and ~S, respectively andV =

q

v2
R
+ v2

S
. Clearly, the presence of these

additional singlets enhances further the number of neutralscalar and pseudo-scalar bosons. Explicit
formulas for the mass matrices of scalar and pseudo-scalar bosons can be found e.g. in [239].

The case of an enlarged gauge symmetry can be obtained for example in left-right symmetric mod-
els, e.g. with the gauge groupSU (2)L � SU (2)R � U (1)B �L [237]. The corresponding superpotential
is given by:
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where the Higgs sector consists of two triplet and two bi-doublet Higgs superfields with the following
SU (2)L � SU (2)R � U (1)B �L quantum numbers:
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Looking at the decays of the Higgs bosons, one has to distinguish two scenarios: (i) Lepton number is
gauged and thus the Majoron becomes the longitudinal part ofan additional neutral gauge boson. (ii)
The Majoron remains a physical particle in the spectrum. In the case of the enlarged gauge group there
are additional doubly charged Higgs bosonsH

��
i which have lepton number violating couplings. In

e� e� collisions they can be produced according to

e
�
e
�
! H

��
i

(3.34)

and have decays of the type
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(3.35)
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In addition there exist doubly charged charginos which can have lepton flavour violating decays:
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j l

�

k
: (3.38)
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1.4 Study of supersymmetry at the LHC

If Supersymmetry exists at the electroweak scale, it could hardly escape detection at the LHC. In most
R-parity conserving models, the production cross section is expected to be dominated by the pair pro-
duction of coloured states (squarks and gluinos). These decay to lighter SUSY particles and ultimately
to the LSP (Lightest Supersymmetric Particle). If this is stable and weakly interacting, as implied by
R-parity conservation and cosmological arguments, it leaves the experimental apparatus undetected. The
supersymmetric events are thus expected to show up at the LHCas an excess over SM expectations of
events with several hard hadronic jets and missing energy. The LHC center of mass of 14 TeV extends
the search for SUSY particles up to squark and gluino masses of 2.5 to 3 TeV [1,240].

If squarks and gluinos are lighter than 1 TeV, as implied by naturalness arguments, this signature
would be observed with high statistical significance already during the first year of running at the initial
LHC luminosity of2 1033 cm�2 s�1 [241]. In practice, discovery would be achieved as soon as a good
understanding of the systematics on Standard Model rates atthe LHC is obtained.

A significant part of the efforts in preparation for the LHC startup is being spent in the simula-
tions of the new physics potential. We give below a brief overview of these studies, dividing them in
three categories: inclusive searches of the non-SM physics, measurement of SUSY particle masses, and
measurements of other properties of SUSY particles, such astheir spin or the flavour structure of their
decays.

1.5 Inclusive searches

In these studies, the typical discovery strategy consists in searching for an excess of events with a given
topology. A variety of final state signatures has been considered. Inclusive searches have mainly be
carried out in the framework of mSUGRA, which has five independent parameters specified at high
energy scale: the common gaugino massm 1=2, the common scalar massm 0, the common trilinear
couplingA 0, the ratio of the vacuum expectations values of the two Higgsdoubletstan� and the sign
of the Higgsino mixing parameter�. The masses and decay branching ratios of the SUSY particlesare
then computed at the electroweak scale using the renormalization group equations, and used as input to
the LHC simulation codes.

For each point of a grid covering the mSUGRA parameter space,signal events are generated
at parton level and handed over to the parametrized detectorsimulation. The main Standard Model
background sources are simulated, where the most relevant are processes with an hard neutrino in the
final state (t�t, W + jets,Z+ jets). Multi-jet QCD is also relevant because its cross section is several orders
of magnitude larger than SUSY. However it is strongly suppressed by the requirement of large transverse
missing energy and it gives a significant contribution only to the final state search channels without
isolated leptons. The detailed detector simulation, much more demanding in terms of computing CPU
power, validates the results with parametrized detector simulations for the Standard Model backgrounds
and selected points in the mSUGRA parameter space.

Cuts on missing transverse energy, the transverse momentumof jets, and other discriminating vari-
ables are optimized to give the best statistical significance for the (simulated) observed excess of events.
For each integrated luminosity the regions of the parameterspace for which the statistical significance
exceeds the conventional discovery value of 5� are then displayed. An example is shown in Fig. 3.1 for
the CMS experiment [3] with similar results for ATLAS [241].A slice of the mSUGRA parameter space
is shown, for fixedtan� = 10, A = 0and� > 0. The area of parameter space favoured by naturalness
arguments can be explored with an integrated luminosity of only 1fb�1 .

Although these results were obtained in the context of mSUGRA, the overall SUSY reach in terms
of squark and gluino masses is very similar for most R-parityconserving models, provided that the LSP
mass is much lower than the squark and gluino masses. This hasbeen shown to be the case for GMSB
and AMSB models [242] and even the MSSM [243].
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Fig. 3.1: CMS 5� discovery potential using multi-jets and missing transverse energy final state [3].

1.6 Mass measurement

A first indication of the mass scale of the SUSY particles produced in the pp interaction will probably be
obtained measuring the ”effective mass”, which is the scalar sum of transverse missing energy and thepT

of jets and leptons in the event. Such a distribution is expected to have a peak correlated with the SUSY
mass scale. The correlation is strong in mSUGRA, and still usable in the more general MSSM [241].

The reconstruction of the mass spectrum of Supersymmetric particles will be more challenging.
Since SUSY particles would be produced in pairs, there are two undetected LSP particles in the final
state, which implies that mass peaks can not be reconstructed from invariant mass combinations, unless
the mass of the LSP itself is already known.

The typical procedure consists in choosing a particular decay chain, measuring invariant mass
combinations and looking for kinematical minima and maxima. Each kinematical endpoint is a function
of the masses of the SUSY particles in the decay chain. If enough endpoints can be measured, the
masses of all the SUSY particles involved in the decay chain can be obtained. Once the mass of the LSP
is known, mass peaks can be reconstructed.

After reducing the SM background very effectively through hard missing transverse energy cuts,
the main background for this kind of measurements usually comes from supersymmetric events in which
the desired decay chain is not present or was not identified correctly by the analysis. For this reason,
these studies are made using data simulated for a specific point in SUSY parameter space, for which all
Supersymmetric production processes are simulated.

The two body decay chain�02 ! ~l� l� ! l� l� �01 is particularly promising, as it leads to a very
sharp edge in the distribution of the invariant mass of the two leptons, which measures:

m
2
edge(‘‘)=

(m 2

~�0
2

� m2~‘i
)(m 2

~‘i
� m2

~�0
1

)

m 2
~‘i

: (3.39)

The basic signature of this decay chain are two opposite-sign, same-flavour (OSSF) leptons; but
two such leptons can also be produced by other processes. If the two leptons are independent of each
other, one would expect equal amounts of OSSF leptons and OSOF leptons (i.e combinationse+ �� ,
e� �+ ). Their distributions should also be identical, and this allows to remove the background contribu-
tion for OSSF by subtracting the OSOF events.

Figure 3.2 shows the invariant mass of the two leptons obtained for SPS1A point [244] with
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100 fb�1 of simulated ATLAS data [245]. The Standard Model background is clearly negligible. The
real background consists of other SUSY processes, that are effectively removed by the OSOF subtraction.

Several other kinematical edges can be obtained using various invariant mass combinations in-
volving jets and leptons. Two of such distributions are reported in Fig. 3.3 for the point SPS1a and
100 fb�1 of ATLAS simulated data [245]. Five endpoints, each providing a constraints on the mass of
four particles, can be measured. The masses of the supersymmetric particles present in the decay chain
(the left-handed squark, the right-handed sleptons, and the two lightest neutralinos) can thus be measured
with an error between 3% (for the squark) and 12% (for the lightest neutralino) for 100 fb�1 of integrated
luminosity.

For lepton pairs with an invariant mass near the kinematicalendpoint, the relation

p�(~�
0
2)=

�

1�
m ~�0

1

m ll

�

p�(ll) (3.40)

can be used to get the four-momentum of the�02, provided that the mass of the lightest neutralino has
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Fig. 3.4: Invariant mass peaks for squark (left), sbottom (middle) and gluino (right) at point B. The picture has
been obtained using the parametrized simulation of the CMS detector. The integrated luminosity is 1 fb� 1 for the
squarks and 10 fb� 1 for the other mass peaks.

already been measured. This four-vector can then be combined with that of hadronic jets to measure the
gluino and squark masses. In Fig. 3.4 the gluino and squark mass peaks obtained with CMS parametrized
simulation are reported for another mSUGRA benchmark point, called point B [246], which is defined
by m 0 = 100GeV,m 1=2 = 250GeV, A=0,� > 0, tan� = 10.

Several other techniques to reconstruct the masses of Supersymmetric particles have been investi-
gated by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. Here we will only mention a few other possibilities:

– At largetan� the decays into third generation leptons are dominant. The�+ �� kinematic end-
point is still measurable using the invariant mass of the tauvisible decay products, but the expected
precision is worse than that achievable with electrons and muons.

– The right handed squark often decays directly in the LSP.~qR ~qR ! q�01q�
0
1 events can be used

to reconstruct the mass of this squark. A similar technique can be used to measure the mass of
left-handed sleptons which decay directly into the LSP.

For the point SPS1a and an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 ATLAS expects to be able to measure
at least 13 mass relations [245]. The constraints which can be put on the SUSY parameter space and on
the relic density of neutralinos using these measurements are discussed in Ref. [247].

1.7 Flavour studies

Most studies by the LHC collaborations have focused on the discovery strategies and the measurement of
the masses of SUSY particles. However, the possibility to measure other properties of the new particles,
such as their spin or the branching ratios of flavour violating decays, has also been investigated.

The measurement of the spin is interesting because it allowsto confirm the supersymmetric nature
of the new particles. This measurement was investigated in Ref. [248, 249] and it is also discussed later
in this chapter.

In the hadronic sector, the experiments are not able to discriminate the flavour of quarks of the
first two generations. Hence the only possibility for flavourstudies relies onb-tagging techniques. In this
report, the possibility to measure kinematical endpoints involving the scalar top is discussed. The scalar
bottom masses may also be measured at the LHC.
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Table 3.1: Relevant on-shell parameters for the SPS1a’ [255] scenario.

tan� 10 M L;11 = M L;22 184 GeV M E ;33 111 GeV
M 1 100.1 GeV M L;33 182.5 GeV A 11 -0.013 GeV
M 2 197.4 GeV M E ;11 117.793 GeV A 22 -2.8 GeV
� 400 GeV M E ;22 117.797 GeV A 33 -46 GeV

The leptonic sector is more favourable from the experimental point of view, as the flavour of the
three charge leptons can be identified accurately by the detectors with relatively low backgrounds. This
allows the possibility to test the presence of decays violating lepton flavour. This possibility was already
discussed in early studies [192,250,251] and it is investigated in a few contributions to this report.

2 Effects of lepton flavour violation on di-lepton invariant mass spectra

In this section we discuss the effect of lepton flavour violation (LFV) on di-lepton invariant mass spectra
in the decay chains

~�
0
2 !

~‘
+
i
‘
�
j
! ‘

+

k
‘
�
j
~�
0
1 : (3.41)

In these events one studies the invariant di-lepton mass spectrum dN =dm (‘‘)with m (‘‘)2 = (p‘+ +

p‘� )
2. Its kinematical endpoint is used in combination with otherobservables to determine masses or

mass differences of sparticles [252–254].

Details on the parameter dependence of flavour violating decays can be found for example in
ref. [256]. As an example the study point SPS1a’ [255] is considered which has a relatively light spectrum
of charginos/neutralinos and sleptons with the three lighter charged sleptons being mainly~‘R : m ~�0

1
=

97:8GeV,m ~�0
2
= 184GeV,m ~e1 = 125:3GeV,m ~�1 = 125:2GeV,m ~�1 = 107:4GeV. The underlying

parameters are given in Table 3.1, whereM 1 andM 2 are theU (1)andSU (2)gaugino mass parameters,
respectively. In this example the flavour off-diagonal elements ofM 2

E ;��
(� 6= �) in Eq. (3.19) are

expected to give the most important contribution to the LFV decays of the lighter charginos, neutralinos
and sleptons. We therefore discuss LFV only in the right slepton sector. To illustrate the effect of LFV
on these spectra, in Fig. 3.5 we present invariant mass distributions for various lepton pairs taking the
following LFV parameters:M 2

E ;12 = 30 GeV2, M 2
E ;13 = 850 GeV2 andM 2

E ;23 = 600 GeV2, for
which we have(m ~‘1

;m ~‘2
;m ~‘3

) = (106:4;125:1;126:2)GeV. These parameters are chosen such that
large LFV ~�02 decay branching ratios are possible consistently with the experimental bounds on the rare
lepton decays, for which we obtain: BR(�� ! e� )= 9:5� 10�12 , BR(�� ! e� )= 1:0� 10�7

and BR(�� ! �� ) = 5:2 � 10�8 . We find for the~�02 decay branching ratios: BR(e�) = 1:7%,
BR(e�) = 3:4%, BR(��)= 1:8%, BR(e+ e� ) = 1%, BR(�+ �� ) = 1:2%, BR(�+ �� ) = 51% with
BR(‘i‘j)� BR(~�02 ! ‘i‘j~�

0
1). Note, that we have summed here over all contributing sleptons.

In Fig. 3.5a) we show the flavour violating spectra(100=�tot)d�(~� 0
2 ! ‘

�
i
‘
�
j
~�01)=dm (‘

�
i
‘
�
j
)

versusm (‘�i ‘
�
j )for the final states�� , e� ande�. In cases where the final state contains a� -lepton, one

finds two sharp edges. The first one atm ’ 59:4GeV is due to an intermediate~‘1(� ~�R )and the second
one atm ’ 84:6GeV is due to intermediate states of the two heavier sleptons~‘2 (� ~�R )and~‘3 (� ~eR )

with m ~‘2
’ m ~‘3

. The position of the edges can be expressed in terms of the neutralino and intermediate
slepton masses [252], see Eq. (3.39). In the case of thee� spectrum the first edge is practically invisible
because the branching ratios of~�02 into ~‘1eand~‘1� are tiny for this example [256]. Note that the rate
for thee� final state is largest in this case becausejM 2

E ;13
jis larger than the other LFV parameters.

In Fig. 3.5(b) we show the “flavour conserving” spectra for the final states withe+ e� and�+ �� .
The dashed line corresponds to the flavour conserving case whereM 2

E ;ij = 0 for i6= j. LFV causes
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Fig. 3.5: Invariant mass spectra100�� 1totd�(~�
0
2 ! ‘i‘j~�

0
1)=dm (‘i‘j)versusm (‘i‘j). In (a) we show the “flavour

violating” spectra summed over charges in the LFV case for the SPS1a’ scenario:e� �� (full line), e� �� (dashed
dotted line) and�� �� (dashed line) and in(b) we show the “flavour conserving” spectra:e+ e� (dashed line) and
�+ �� (dashed line) are for the LFC case in the SPS1a’ scenario, ande+ e� (dashed dotted line) and�+ �� (full
line) are for the LFV case in the SPS1a’ scenario.

firstly a reduction of the height of the end point peak. Secondly, it induces a difference between the�+ ��

ande+ e� spectra because the mixings among the three slepton generations are in general different from
each other. The peaks atm ’ 59:4 GeV in the�+ �� ande+ e� spectra are invisible as in thee�
spectrum as the branching ratios of the corresponding flavour violating decays are small. As for the
�+ �� spectrum we remark that the height of the peak (due to the intermediate~‘1 (� ~�R )) in the�+ ��

spectrum gets reduced by about 5% and that the contributionsdue to the intermediate~‘2;3 are invisible.
Moreover, the peak position gets shifted to a smaller value by about 2.7 GeV since the mass of the
intermediate~‘1 gets reduced by 1 GeV compared to the flavour conserving case.

It is interesting to note that in the LFV case the rate of the channele� can be larger than those of
the channels with the same flavour,e+ e� and�+ �� . Moreover, by measuring all di-lepton spectra for
the flavour violating as well as flavour conserving channels,one can make an important cross check of
this LFV scenario: the first peak position of the lepton flavour violating spectra (except thee� spectrum)
must coincide with the end point of the�+ �� spectrum and the second peak must coincide with those of
thee+ e� and�+ �� spectra.

Up to now the di-lepton mass spectra taking SPS1a’ as a specific example has been investigated
in detail. Which requirements must other scenarios fulfill to obtain observable double-edge structures?
Obviously the kinematic conditionm ~�0s

> m ~‘i;
~‘j
> m ~�0r

must be fulfilled and sufficiently many~�0s
must be produced. In addition there should be two sleptons contributing in a sizable way to the decay
~�0s ! ‘0‘00~�0r and, of course, the corresponding branching ratio has to be large enough to be observed.
For this the corresponding LFV entries in the slepton mass matrix have to be large enough. Moreover,
also the mass difference between the two contributing sleptons has to be sufficiently large so that the
difference of the positions of the two peaks is larger than the experimental resolution. In mSUGRA-like
scenarios, which are characterized by a common massm 0 for the scalars and a common gaugino mass
m 1=2 at the GUT scale, the kinematic requirements (including thepositions of the peaks) are fulfilled in
the regions of parameter space wherem 2

0
<
� 0:4 m 2

1=2
andtan� >

� 8. The first condition provides for

right sleptons lighter than the~�02 and the second condition ensures that the mass difference between~�1
and the other two right sleptons is sufficiently large. In theregion wherem 2

0
<
� 0:05 m 2

1=2
also the left

sleptons are lighter than~�02, giving the possibility of additional structures in the di-lepton mass spectra.

Details on background processes will be presented in the subsequent sections, where studies by
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the two experiments ATLAS and CMS are presented. Here we givea brief summary of the expected
dominant background. The largest SM background is due tot�tproduction. There is also SUSY back-
ground due to uncorrelated leptons stemming from differentsquark and gluino decay chains. The result-
ing di-lepton mass distributions will, however, be smooth and decrease monotonically with increasing
di-lepton invariant mass as was explicitly shown in a Monte Carlo analysis in [192, 193]. It was also
shown that the single edge structure can be observed over thesmooth background in thee� and��
invariant mass distributions. Therefore the novel distributions as shown in Fig. 3.5, in particular the
characteristic double-edge structures in thee� and�� invariant mass distributions, should be clearly
visible on top of the background. Note that the usual method for background suppression, by taking the
sumN (e+ e� )+ N (�+ �� )� N (e� �� ), is not applicable in the case of LFV searches. Instead one
has to study the individual pair mass spectra. Nevertheless, one can expect that these peaks will be well
observable [257].

3 Lepton flavour violation in the long-lived stau NLSP scenario

Supersymmetric scenarios can be roughly classified into twomain classes, depending on the nature of the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). The most popular choice for the LSP is the neutralino, although
scenarios with superweakly interacting LSP, such as the gravitino or the axino, are also compatible with
all the collider experiments and cosmology. Here, we would like to concentrate on the latter class of
scenarios, focusing for definiteness on the case with gravitino LSP.

Under the assumption of universality of the soft-breaking scalar, gaugino and trilinear soft terms at
a high-energy scale, the so-called constrained MSSM, the next-to-LSP (NLSP) can be either the lightest
neutralino or the stau. If R-parity is conserved, the NLSP can only decay into the gravitino and Standard
Model particles, with a decay rate very suppressed by the gravitational interactions. As a result, the NLSP
can be very long lived, with lifetimes that could be as long asseconds, minutes or even longer, mainly
depending on the gravitino mass. When the NLSP is the lightest neutralino, the signatures for LFV are
identical to the case with neutralino LSP, which have been extensively discussed in the literature [177–
181, 184, 188, 191]. On the other hand, when the NLSP is a stau,the signatures could be very different.
In this note we discuss possible signatures and propose strategies to look for LFV in future colliders in
scenarios where the gravitino (or the axino) is the LSP and the stau is the NLSP [185,258].

Motivated by the spectrum of the constrained MSSM we will assume that the NLSP is mainly a
right-handed stau, although it could have some admixture ofleft-handed stau or other leptonic flavours,
and will be denoted bye�1. We will also assume that next in mass in the supersymmetric spectrum are the
right-handed selectron and smuon, denoted byeeR ande�R respectively, also with a very small admixture
of left-handed states and some admixture of stau. Finally, we will assume that next in mass are the
lightest neutralino and the rest of SUSY particles. Schematically, the spectrum reads:

m 3=2 < m e�1 < m eeR ;e�R
< m �0

1
;m eeL ;e�L

;m e�2::: (3.42)

In this class of scenarios, staus could be long lived enough to traverse several layers of the vertex
detector before decaying, thus being detected as a heavily ionizing charged track. This signature is very
distinctive and is not produced by any Standard Model particle, hence the observation of heavily ionizing
charged tracks would give strong support to this scenario and would allow the search for LFV essentially
without Standard Model backgrounds.

Long lived staus could even be stopped in the detector and decay at late times, producing very
energetic particles that would spring from inside the detector. Recently, prospects of collecting staus and
detecting their decay products in future colliders have been discussed [259, 260]. At the LHC, cascade
decays of squarks and gluinos could produce of the order of106 staus per year if the sparticle masses
are close to the present experimental limits [261]. Among them,O (103–104)staus could be collected
by placing 1–10 kton massive material around the LHC detectors. On the other hand, at the ILC up to
O (103–105)staus could be collected and studied.
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If there is no LFV, the staus could only decay into taus and gravitinos, e� ! � 3=2. If on the
contrary LFV exists in nature, some of the staus could decay into electrons and muons. Therefore the
detection of very energetic electrons and muons coming frominside the detector would constitute a signal
of lepton flavour violation.

There are potentially two sources of background in this analysis. First, in certain regions of the
SUSY parameter space selectrons or smuons could also be longlived, and the electrons and muons
from their flavour conserving decays could be mistaken for electrons and muons coming from the lepton
flavour violating decay of the stau. However, if flavour violation is large enough to be observed in these
experiments, the selectron decay channelee! e� eeis very efficient. Therefore, selectrons (and similarly,
smuons) are never long lived enough to represent an important source of background. It is remarkable
the interesting double role that flavour violation plays in this experiment, both as object of investigation
and as crucial ingredient for the success of the experiment itself.

A second source of background for this analysis are the muonsand electrons from tau decay, that
could be mistaken for muons and electrons coming from the lepton flavour violating decayse� ! �  3=2,
e� ! e 3=2. Nevertheless, this background can be distinguished from the signal by looking at the energy
spectrum: the leptons from the flavour conserving tau decay present a continuous energy spectrum, in
stark contrast with the leptons coming from the two body gravitational decay, whose energies are sharply
peaked atE 0 = (m 2

e� ;ee
+ m 2

�;e� m2
3=2

)=(2m e� ;ee). It is easy to check that only a very small fraction of the
electrons and muons from the tau decay have energies close tothis cut-off energy. For instance, for the
typical energy resolution of an electromagnetic calorimeter,� ’ 10% =

p
E (G eV ), only2� 10�5 of the

taus with energyE 0 � 100GeV will produce electrons with energy’ E0, within the energy resolution
of the detector, which could be mistaken for electrons coming from the LFV stau decay. Therefore, for
the number of NLSPs that can be typically trapped at the LHC orthe ILC, the number of electrons or
muons from this source of background turns out to be negligible in most instances.

Using this technique, we have estimated that at the LHC or at the future Linear Collider it would
be possible to probe mixing angles in the slepton sector downto the level of� 3� 10�2 (9� 10�3 )at
90% confidence level if3� 103 (3� 104)staus are collected [185]. A different technique, that doesnot
require to stop the staus, was proposed in [258] for the case of ane+ e� or e� e� linear collider.

4 Neutralino decays in models with broken R-parity

In supersymmetric models neutrino masses can be explained intrinsically supersymmetric, namely the
breaking of R-parity. The simplest way to realize this idea is to add the bilinear terms ofW R p= to the
MSSM superpotentialW M SSM (see Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3)):

W = W M SSM + �iL̂iĤ u (3.43)

For consistency one has also to add the corresponding bilinear terms to soft SUSY breaking (see Eqs. (3.5)
and (3.6)) which induce small vevs for the sneutrinos. Thesevevs in turn induce a mixing between neu-
trinos and neutralinos, giving mass to one neutrino at tree level. The second neutrino mass is induced
by loop effects (see [207, 262, 263] and references therein). The same parameters that induce neutrino
masses and mixings are also responsible for the decay of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). This
implies that there are correlations between neutrino physics and LSP decays [209,264–267].

In particular, the neutrino mixing angles

tan
2
�atm ’

�
�2

�3

� 2

;U
2
e3 ’

j�1j
p
�22 + �23

;tan
2
�sol’

�
~�1

~�2

�2

(3.44)

can be related to ratios of couplings and branching ratios, for example

tan
2
�atm ’

�
�
�
�
�2

�3

�
�
�
�

2

’
B R(~�01 ! �� W � )

B R(~�01 ! �� W � )
’
B R(~�01 ! �� �qq0)

B R(~�01 ! �� �qq0)
; (3.45)
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Fig. 3.6: Various neutralino properties: a) Neutralino decay lengthand b) invisible neutralino branching ratio
summing over all neutrinos as a function ofm ~�0

1

; c) BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)=BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)scanning over the SUSY
parameter and d) BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)=BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)for 10% variations around a fixed SUSY point as a function
of tan2(�atm ).

in the case of a neutralino LSP. Here�i= �ivd + �vi, viare the sneutrino vevs andvd is the vev ofH 0
d
;

~�i = Vij�j whereVij is the neutrino mixing matrix at tree level which is given as afunction of the�i.
Details on the neutrino masses and mixings can be found in [207,263].

The smallness of theR -parity violating couplings which is required by the neutrino data implies
that the production and decays of the SUSY particles proceedas in the MSSM with conservedR -parity
except that the LSP decays. There are several predictions for the LSP properties discussed in the literature
above. Here we discuss various important examples pointingout generic features. The first observation
is, that the smallness of the couplings can lead to finite decay lengths of the LSP which are measurable
at LHC. As an example we show in Fig. 3.6a the decay length of a neutralino LSP as a function of its
mass. The SUSY parameters have been varied such that collider constraints as well as neutrino data
are fulfilled. This is important for LHC as a secondary vertexfor the neutralino decays implies that the
neutralino decay products can be distinguished from the remaining leptons and jets within a cascade of
decays. A first attempt to use this to establish the predictedcorrelation between neutralino decays and
neutrino mixing angles has been presented in [268]. The finite decay length can also be used to enlarge
the reach of colliders for SUSY searches as has been shown in ref. [269] for the Tevatron and in ref. [270]
for the LHC. The fact, that the decay products of the neutralino can be identified via a secondary vertex
is important for the check if the predicted correlations indeed exist. As an example we show in Fig. 3.6c
and d the ratio BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)= BR(~�01 ! �q0�q)as a function of the atmospheric neutrino mixing
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Fig. 3.7: Various slepton properties: a) decay lengths as a function of m ~l
and b) BR(~�1 ! e�)=BR(~�1 ! ��)as

a function oftan2(�sol).

angletan2(�atm ). In Figure 3.6c a general scan is performed over the SUSY parameter space yielding
a good correlation whereas in Fig. 3.6d the situation is shown if one assumes that the underlying SUSY
parameters are known with an accuracy of 10%. The branching ratios themselves are usually of order
10%.

It is usually argued that broken R-parity implies that the missing energy signature of the MSSM
is lost. This is not entirely correct ifR -parity is broken via lepton number breaking as in the model
discussed here. The reason is that neutrinos are not detected at LHC or ILC. This implies that the missing
energy signature still is there although somewhat reduced.However, there are still cases where the LSP
can decay completely invisible:~�01 ! 3� or ~�i! �j�k. In Figure 3.6b we see that the decay branching
ratio for ~�01 ! 3� can go up to several per-cent. In the sneutrino case is at mostper-mille [209]. If
one adds trilinearR -parity breaking couplings to the model, then these branching ratios will be reduced.
In models with spontaneous breaking ofR -parity the situation can be quite different, e.g. the invisible
modes can have in total nearly 100% branching ratio [271].

As a second example, we present in Fig. 3.7a the decay lengthsslepton LSPs as they motivated
in GMSB models. Also in this case we have performed a generousscan of the SUSY parameter space.
One sees that the sleptons have different decay lengths which is again useful to distinguish the various
’flavours’. However, at LHC it might be difficult to separate smuons from staus in this scenario. provided
this is possible one could measure for example the correlation between stau decay modes and the solar
neutrino mixing angle as shown in Fig. 3.7b.

5 Reconstructing neutrino properties from collider experiments in a Higgs triplet neu-
trino mass model

In the previous section the neutrino masses are solely due toR -parity violation and the question arises
how the situation changes if there are additional sources for neutrino masses. Therefore a model is
considered where Higgs triplets give additional contributions to the neutrino masses. It can either be
obtained as a limit of spontaneousR -parity breaking models discussed in Sect. 1.3 or as the supersym-
metric extension of the original triplet model of neutrino mass [272] with additional bilinearR -parity
breaking terms [201, 233, 273]. The particle content is thatof the MSSM augmented by a pair of Higgs
triplet superfields,b� u and b� d, with hyperchargesY = + 2 andY = � 2, and lepton numberL = � 2

andL = + 2, respectively. The superpotential of this model is then given by a sum of three terms,

W = W M SSM + �iL̂iĤ u + W � (3.46)
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W � = ��
b� u

b� d + hij
bLibLjb� u (3.47)

Additional details of the model can be found in ref. [274]. From the analytical study of the Higgs sector,
it is possible to show that the Higgs triplet vevs are suppressed by two powers of the BRPV parameters,
as already emphasized in Ref. [275].

The nonzero vevs of this model (vu � hH0ui;vd � hH0
d
i;vi � he�ii;h�

0
uiandh� 0

ui) produce a
mixing between neutrinos, gauginos and Higgsinos. For reasonable ranges of parameters, atmospheric
neutrino physics is determined by the BRPV parameters, whereas the solar neutrino mass scale depends
mostly on the triplet Yukawa couplings and the triplet mass.This situation is different from the one in
the model with only BRPV, where the solar mass scale is generated by radiative corrections to neutrino
masses, thus requiring�2=� � O (0:1� 1). Now, as the solar mass scale is generated by the Higgs triplet,
�ican be smaller. Using the experimentally measured values oftan2�ATM ’ 1andsin22�CHOOZ � 1one
can find a simple formula for the solar angle in terms of the Yukawa couplingshij of the triplet Higgs
boson to the doublet leptons, which is approximately given by

tan(2�SOL)’
� 2

p
2(h12 � h13)

� 2h11 + h22 + h33 � 2h23
� x (3.48)

One of the characteristic features of the triplet model of neutrino mass is the presence of doubly
charged Higgs bosons� ��

u . At LHC, the doubly charged Higgs boson can be produced in different
processes, such as: (a) It can be singly produced via vector boson fusion or via the fusion of a singly
charged Higgs boson with either a vector boson or another singly charged Higgs boson; its production
cross section is�(W W ;W H ;H H ! �)= (10� 1:5)fb for a triplet mass ofM � = (300� 800)GeV,
assuming the triplet vev to be9GeV [276, 277]. However, the triplet VEV is of order eV in thismodel,
thus suppressing this production mechanism. (b) It can be doubly produced via a Drell-Yan process, with
=Z exchange in thes-channel; its production cross section is�(q�q ! =Z ! ��)= (5� 0:05) fb
for a triplet mass ofM � = (300� 800)GeV [278]. (c) It can be singly produced with a singly charged
Higgs boson, with the exchange ofW in thes-channel; its production cross section is�(q�q0! W !

�H )= (35� 0:3) fb for a triplet mass ofM � = (300� 800)GeV, where some splitting among the
masses of the doubly and singly charged Higgs bosons is allowed [278,279]. Assuming a luminosity of
L = 100 (fb� year)�1 for the LHC, the number of events for the above mentioned production processes
is O (103 � 101)per year, depending on the Higgs triplet mass.

The most remarkable feature of the present model is that the decays of the doubly charged Higgs
bosons can be a perfect tracer of the solar neutrino mixing angle. Considering Eq. (3.48) and taking into
account that the leptonic decays of the doubly charged Higgsboson are proportional toh2ij, we construct
the following ratio

xexp �
� 2

p
2(
p
BR 12 �

p
BR 13)

� 2
p
2BR 11 +

p
2BR 22 +

p
2BR 33 � 2

p
BR 23

(3.49)

with BR ij denoting the measured branching ratio for the process (� ��
u ! l

�
i
l
�
j

). Figure 3.8 shows
the ratioyexp of the leptonic decay branching ratios of the doubly chargedHiggs boson versus the solar
neutrino mixing angle. The ratio of doubly charged Higgs boson decay branching ratios is specified by
the variable

yexp � tan
2

�
arctan(xexp)

2

�

(3.50)

where, for the determination ofxexp, a 10% uncertainty in the measured branching ratios has been
assumed and the triplet mass has been fixed atM � u

= 500GeV. As can be seen from the figure, there
is a very strong correlation between the pattern of Higgs triplet decays and the solar neutrino mixing
angle. The3� range permitted by current solar and reactor neutrino data (indicated by the vertical band
in Fig. 3.8) fixes a minimum value foryexp, thus requiring minimum values for the off-diagonal leptonic
decay channels of the doubly charged Higgs triplet. IfBR 23 = 0, at least eitherBR 12 or BR 13 must be
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larger than0:5. On the other hand, ifBR 23 6= 0, then at least one of the off-diagonal branching ratios
must be larger than0:2.

As in Sect. 4, the decay pattern of a neutralino LSP is predicted in terms of the atmospheric
neutrino mixing angle The main difference is, that the�i can be smaller in this model compared to
the previous one. This implies that the main decay mode BR(~�01 ! �b�b) gets reduced [265] and the
branching ratios into the final stateslqq0(l= e;�� ) increase.

6 SUSY (s)lepton flavour studies with ATLAS

In this section main features of Monte Carlo studies for slepton masses and spin measurements are
presented as well as a study of slepton non-universality. Asa reference model the SPS1a point is taken
[245], which is derived from the following high scale parameters: m 0= 100 GeV,m 1=2 = 250 GeV,
A 0 = - 100 GeV,tan� = 10 and sign(�) = + , wherem 0 is a common scalar mass,m 1=2 a common
gaugino mass,A 0 a common trilinear coupling,tan� the ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values.

Sleptons are produced either directly in pairs~l+ ~l� or indirectly from decays of heavier charginos
and neutralinos (typical mode~�02 ! ~lR l). They can decay according to:~lR ! l~�01 , ~lL ! l~�01 ,
~lL ! l~�02 , ~lL ! � ~�

�
1 . At the end of every SUSY decay chain is undetectable lightest neutralino

~�01 and kinematic endpoints in the invariant mass distributions are measured rather than the mass peaks.
Kinematic endpoints are the function of SUSY masses which can be extracted from the set of end-
point measurements. Fast simulation studies of left squarkcascade decay~qL ! ~�02q ! ~l

�
R
l� q !

l+ l� q ~�01 (l= e;�) were performed in refs. [245, 280]. Events with two same flavour and opposite
sign (SFOS) leptons, at least 4 jets withpT > 150;100;50;50 GeV , and effective massM eff =

�4
i= 1pT(jet)+ E=T > 600 GeV and missing transverse energyE=T > m ax(100G eV ; 0:2M eff)

were selected. Flavour subtractione+ e� + �+ �� � e� �� was applied. After the event selection,
SM background becomes negligible and significant part of SUSY background is removed. Few kine-
matic endpoints were reconstructed and fitted [280]: the maximum of the distribution of the dilepton
invariant massM m ax

ll
, the maximum and the minimum of the distribution of theM (llq) invariant mass

M m ax
llq

and M m in
llq

, the maximum of the distribution of the lower of the twol+ q;l� q invariant masses

(M low
lq

)m ax and the maximum of the distribution of the higher of the twol+ q;l� q invariant masses

(M
high

lq
)m ax . From this set of endpoint measurements and by taking into account statistical fit error and

systematic error on the energy scale (1% for jets and0:1% for leptons), SUSY massesm ~qL = 540GeV,
m ~�0

2
= 177 GeV, m ~lR

= 143 GeV andm ~�0
1
= 96 GeV were extracted with a 6 GeV resolution for

squarks and 4 GeV for non-squarks (L = 300 fb�1 ).
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Few experimentally challenging points in the mSUGRA parameter space constrained by the latest
experimental data (see Ref. [281]) were recently selected and studied by using full Geant4 simulation.
Preliminary full simulation studies of left squark cascadedecay for the bulk point, the coannihilation
point and the focus point are reported (see Ref. [282]). Events with two SFOS leptons are selected and
flavour subtractione+ e� + �+ �� � e� �� was applied. The bulk point (m 0 = 100 GeV,m 1=2 =

300 GeV, A 0 = � 300 GeV, tan� = 6, sign(�) = + ) is a typical mSUGRA point where easy
SUSY discovery is expected. The endpointsM m ax

ll
, M m ax

llq
, M m in

llq
, (M high

lq
)m ax and (M low

lq
)m ax

were reconstructed for integrated luminosityL = 5 fb�1 . The coannihilation point (m 0 = 70 GeV,
m 1=2 = 350 GeV, A 0 = 0 GeV, tan� = 10, sign(�) = + ) is challenging due to the soft leptons
present in the final state. The decay of the second lightest neutralino to both left and right sleptons is
open: ~�02 ! ~lL;R l. The endpointsM m ax

ll
, M m ax

llq
, (M high

lq
)m ax and (M low

lq
)m ax were reconstructed

for integrated luminosityL = 20 fb�1 . The focus point (m 0 = 3550 GeV , m 1=2 = 300 GeV,
A 0 = 0 GeV ,tan� = 10, sign(�)= + ) predicts multi-TeV squark and slepton masses. Neutralinos
decay directly to leptons:~�03 ! l+ l� ~�01 , ~�02 ! l+ l� ~�01 and dilepton endpointsM m ax

ll
were

reconstructed forL = 7 fb�1 . All reconstructed endpoints are at the expected positions.

In the case of direct slepton production where both sleptonsdecay to lepton and the first lightest
neutralino ~lL~lL=~lR ~lR ! l+ l� ~�01 ~�

0
1 , there are no endpoints in the invariant mass distributionsbecause

of two missing final state particles. It is possible to estimate slepton mass by using variable transverse
massM T2 = m inE m iss

T
= E m iss

T 1
+ E m iss

T 2

�
m ax

�
m 2

T(p
l1
T ;E

m iss
T1 );m 2

T(p
l2
T ;E

m iss
T2 )

		
(see Ref. [283]). The

endpoint of the stransverse mass distribution is a functionof mass difference between slepton and the first
lightest neutralino~�01. In the case of mSUGRA point SPS1a, fast simulation studies (see Ref. [245]) show
that by using stransverse mass left slepton massm ~lL

= 202GeV can be estimated with the resolution of

4 GeV (L = 100 fb�1 ).

Left squark cascade decays~qL ! ~�02q ! ~l
�
L;R

lnear(�) q ! lfar(�) lnear(�) q ~�01 are
very convenient for the supersymmetric particles’ spin measurement (see Ref. [248]). Due to slepton
and squark spin-0 and neutralino~�02 spin-1/2, invariant mass of quark and first emitted (‘near’)lepton
M (qlnear(�)) is charge asymmetric. The asymmetry is defined asA = (s+ � s� )=(s+ + s� ); s� =

(d�)(dM (qlnear(�))). Asymmetry measurements are diluted by the fact that it is usually not possible
to distinguish the first emitted (‘near’) from the second emitted (‘far’) lepton. Also, squark and anti-
squark have opposite asymmetries and are experimentally indistinguishable, but LHC is proton-proton
collider and more squarks than anti-squarks will be produced. Fast simulation studies of few points in the
mSUGRA space [248, 284] show asymmetry distributions not consistent with zero, which is the direct
proof of the neutralino spin-1/2 and slepton spin-0. In the case of point SPS1a, non-zero asymmetry may
be observed with30 fb�1 .

For some of the points in mSUGRA space , mixing between left and right smuons is not negligible.
Left-right mixing affects decay branching ratios~�02 ! ~lR l and charge asymmetry of invariant mass
distributions from left squark cascade decay. For the pointSPS1a with modifiedtan(�) = 20, fast
simulation studies [284] show that different decay branching ratios for selectrons and smuons can be
detected at LHC for300 fb�1 .

Fast simulation studies show that SUSY masses can be extracted by using kinematic endpoints
and stransverse mass. Preliminary full simulation analysis show that large number of mass relations can
be measured for leptonic signatures with few fb�1 in different mSUGRA regions. What is still needed
to be studied more carefully are: acceptances and efficiencies for electrons and muons, calibration,
trigger, optimization of cuts against SM background and fit to distributions. The asymmetry distributions
are consistent with neutralino spin-1/2 and slepton spin-0. Different branching ratios for selectron and
smuon, caused by smuon left-right mixing, can be detected atATLAS.
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7 Using thel+ l� + E=T + jet veto signature for slepton detection

The aim of this section, which is based on Ref. [285], is to study the possibility of detecting sleptons
at CMS. Note the previous related papers where the sleptons detection was studied at the level of a toy
detector [250,286–289] whereas we perform a full detector simulation.

ISASUSY 7.69 [290] was used for the calculation of coupling constants and cross sections in the
leading order approximation for SUSY processes. For the calculation of the next-to-leading order correc-
tions to the SUSY cross sections thePROSPINO code [291] was used. Cross sections of the background
events were calculated withPYTHIA 6.227 [43] andCompHEP 4.2pl [292]. For considered backgrounds
the NLO corrections are known and they were used. Official data sets production were used for the
study of CMS test point LM1 and backgroundst�t, ZZ, WW, Wt, Zb�b, DY2e, DY2� , where DY denotes
Drell-Yan processes. For WZ, DY2� and W+jet backgrounds the events were generated withPYTHIA

6.227. The detector simulation and hits production were made with full CMS simulation [293], digitized
and reconstructed [294]. The DY2� and W+jet backgrounds were simulated with fast simulation [295].

Jets were reconstructed using an iterative cone algorithm with cone size 0.5 and their energy was
corrected with the GammaJet calibration. The events are required to pass the Global Level 1 Trigger
(L1), the High Level Trigger (HLT) and at least one of the following triggers: single electron, double
electron, single muon, double muon. The CMS fast simulationwas used for the determination of the
sleptons discovery plot.

As discussed in the previous section, sleptons can be eitherproduced at LHC directly via the Drell-
Yan mechanism or in cascade decays of squarks and gluinos. The slepton production and decays de-
scribed previously lead to the signature with the simplest event topology:two leptons+ E=T + jetveto.
This signature arises for both direct and indirect slepton pair production. In the case of indirectly pro-
duced sleptons not only the event topology with two leptons but with single, three and four leptons is
possible. Besides, indirect slepton production from decays of squarks and gluino through charginos,
neutralinos can lead to the event topologytwoleptons+ E=T + (n � 1)jets.

Close to the optimal cuts are:

a. for leptons:

– pT - cut on leptons (plept
T

> 20GeV,j�j< 2:4) and lepton isolation within�R < 0:3 cone
containing calorimeter cells and tracker;

– effective mass of two opposite-sign and the same-flavour leptons is outside the (M Z � 15GeV,
M Z + 10GeV) interval;

– �(l+ l� )< 140� cut on angle between two leptons;

b. forE=T :

– E=T > 135GeV cut on missingE T ;

– �(E=T;ll)> 170� cut on relative azimuthal angle between dilepton andE=T ;

c. for jets:

– jet veto cut:N jet = 0 for aE jet

T
> 30GeV (corrected jets) threshold in the pseudorapidity

intervalj�j< 4:5.

The Standard Model (SM) backgrounds are:t�t, WW, WZ, ZZ, Wt, Zb�b, DY, W+jet. The main
contributions come from WW andt�tbackgrounds. There are also internal SUSY backgrounds which
arise from~q~q, ~g~g and ~q~g productions and subsequent cascade decays with jets outside the acceptance
or below the threshold. Note that when we are interested in new physics discovery we have to compare
the calculated number of SM background eventsN SM bg with new physics signal eventsN new physics =

N slept+ N SU SY bg, so SUSY background events increase the discovery potential of new physics.
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Fig. 3.9: Discovery plot (tan� = 10, sign(�)= + , A = 0) for final states withl+ l� , missing transverse energy
and a jet veto.

For the point LM1 with the set of cuts for an integral luminosity L = 10fb�1 the number of signal
events (direct sleptons plus sleptons from chargino/neutralino decays) isN S = 60, whereas the number
of SUSY background events isN SU SY bg = 4and the number of SM background events isN SM bg = 41.
The total signal efficiency is1:16� 10�4 and the background composition is1:32� 10�6 of the total ttbar,
1:37� 10�5 of the total WW,4� 10�6 of the total WZ,4:4� 10�5 of the total ZZ,8:1� 10�6 of the total
Wt, 0 of the total Zbb, DY, W+jet.

The SUSY background is rather small compared to the signal, so we can assumeN S =

N directsleptons + N chargino=neutralino + N SU SY bg = 64. This corresponds to significancesSc12 = 7:7

andScL = 8:3where the quantitySc12 is defined in ref. [296] andScL in refs. [297, 298]. Taking into
account the systematic uncertainty of 23% related to inexact knowledge of backgrounds leads to the de-
crease of significanceSc12 from 7.7 to 4.3. The ratio of the numbers of background eventsfrom two
different channelsN (e+ e� + �+ �� )= N (e� �� )= 1.37 will be used to keep the backgrounds under
control. The CMS discovery plot fortwoleptons+ E=T + jetvetosignature is presented in Fig. 3.9.

8 Using thee� ��
+ E=T signature in the search for supersymmetry and lepton flavour

violation in neutralino decays

The aim of this section based on Ref. [299] is the study of the possibility to detect SUSY and LFV using
thee� �� + E=T signature at CMS. The details concerning the simulations are the same as described in
Sect. 7.

The SUSY productionpp ! ~q~q
0

;~g~g;~q~g with subsequent decays leads to the event topology
e� �� + E=T . In the MSSM with lepton flavour conserving neutralino decays into leptons~�02;3;4 !

l+ l� ~�01 do not contribute to this signature and contribute only tol+ l� + E=T signature (herel= eor �).
The main backgrounds contributing to thee� �� events are:t�t, ZZ, WW, WZ, Wt, Zb�b, DY2� , Z+jet. It
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Table 3.2: Number of signal events and significancesSc12 [296] andScL [297,298] forL = 10 fb� 1.

Point N events Sc12 ScL

LM1 329 21.8 24.9
LM2 94 8.1 8.6
LM3 402 25.2 29.2
LM4 301 20.4 23.1
LM5 91 7.8 8.3
LM6 222 16.2 18.0
LM7 14 1.4 1.4
LM8 234 16.9 18.8
LM9 137 11.0 11.9
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Fig. 3.10: Discovery plot (tan� = 10, sign(�)= + , A = 0) for the luminositiesL = 1;10;30 fb� 1 for the
e� �� + E=T signature.

has been found thatt�tbackground is the biggest one and it gives more than 50% contribution to the total
background.

Our set of cuts is the following:

– pT - cut on leptons (plept
T

> 20GeV,j�j< 2:4) and lepton isolation within�R < 0:3cone.

– E=T > 300GeV cut on missingE T .

For integrated luminosityL = 10 fb�1 the number of background events with this set of cuts isN B = 93.
The results for various CMS study points at this luminosity are presented in Table 3.2.

At point LM1 the signal over background ratio is 3 and the signal efficiency is6 � 10�4 . The
background composition is9:5� 10�6 of the total ttbar,3:4� 10�6 of the total WW,4� 10�6 of the total
WZ, 3:2� 10�6 of the total Wt,2:2� 10�6 of the total Z+jet, 0 of the total ZZ, Zb�b, DY2� .

The CMS discovery plot for thee� �� + E=T signature is presented in Fig. 3.10.

It has been shown in refs. [188, 300, 301] that it is possible to look for lepton flavour violation at
supercolliders through the production and decays of the sleptons. For LFV at the LHC one of the most
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promising processes is the LFV decay of the second neutralino [191,193] ~�02 ! ~ll! ~�01 ll
0

, where the
non zero off-diagonal component of the slepton mass matrix leads to the different flavours for the leptons
in the final state. By using the above mode, LFV in~e� ~� mixing has been investigated in refs. [191,193]
at a parton model level and a toy detector simulation. Here westudy the perspectives of LFV detection
in CMS on the basis of full simulation of both signal and background. To be specific, we study the
point LM1. We assume that the LFV is due to nonzero mixing of right-handed smuon and selectron.
The signal of the LFV~�02 decay is two opposite-sign leptons (e+ �� or e� �+ ) in the final state with a
characteristic edge structure. In the limit of lepton flavour conservation, the process~�02 ! ~ll! ll~�01 has
an edge structure for the distribution of the lepton-pair invariant massm lland the edge massm m ax

ll
is

expressed by the slepton massm ~l
and the neutralino massesm ~�0

1;2
as follows:

(m
m ax
ll )

2
= m

2

~�0
2

(1�
m 2
~l

m 2

~�0
2

)(1�

m 2

~�0
1

m 2
~l

) (3.51)

The SUSY background for the LFV comes from uncorrelated leptons from different squark or
gluino decay chains. The SM background comes mainly from

t�t! bW bW ! blbl
0

��
0

(3.52)

Drell-Yan background frompp ! �� ! e� ::: is negligible. It should be stressed that for the
signature withe� �� in the absence of the LFV we do not have the edge structure for the distribution on
the invariant massm inv(e

� �� ). As the result of the LFV the edge structure fore� �� events arises too.
Therefore the signature of the LFV is the existence of an edgestructure in thee� �� distribution. The
rate for a flavour violating decay is

B R(~�
0
2 ! e

�
�
�
~�
0
1)= �B R(~�

0
2 ! e

+
e
�
~�
0
1;�

+
�
�
~�
0
1); (3.53)

where:
B R(~�

0
2 ! e

+
e
�
~�
0
1;�

+
�
�
~�
0
1)= B R(~�

0
2 ! e

+
e
�
~�
0
1)+ B R(~�

0
2 ! �

+
�
�
~�
0
1); (3.54)

� = 2xsin
2
� cos

2
�; (3.55)

x =
�m 2

~e~�

�m 2
~e~�
+ �2

; (3.56)

B R(~�
0
2 ! e

�
�
�
)= B R(~�

0
2 ! e

+
�
�
)+ B R(~�

0
2 ! e

�
�
+
): (3.57)

Here� is the mixing angle between~eR and~�R and� is the sleptons decay width. The parameter
x is the measure of the quantum interference effect. There aresome limits on~e� ~� mass splitting from
lepton flavour violating processes but they are not very strong.

For � = 0:25, � = 0:1 the distributions of the number ofe� �� events on the invariant mass
m inv(e

� �� ) (see Fig. 3.11) clearly demonstrates the existence of the edge structure [302], i.e. the
existence of the lepton flavour violation in neutralino decays. It appears that for the point LM1 the use
of an additional cut

m inv(e
�
�
�
)< 85 G eV (3.58)

reduces both the SM and SUSY backgrounds and increases the discovery potential in the LFV search.
For the point LM1 we found that in the assumption of exact knowledge of the background (both the SM
and SUSY backgrounds) for the integrated luminosityL = 10 fb�1 it would be possible to detect LFV
at5� level in ~�02 decays for� � 0:04.
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Fig. 3.11: The distribution of dilepton invariant mass after selection of two isolatede� �� leptons withplept
T

>

20GeV andE=T > 300GeV for flavour violation parameterk = 0:25 (left) andk = 0:1 (right). The superimposed
curves are fits to the invariant mass distribution for the case of 100% LFV.

9 Neutralino spin measurement with ATLAS

Charge asymmetries in invariant mass distributions containing leptons can be used to prove that the
neutralino spin is 1/2. This is based on a method [248] which allows to choose between different hy-
potheses for spin assignment, and to discriminate SUSY froman Universal Extra Dimensions (UED)
model apparently mimicking low energy SUSY [303,304]. For this the decay chain

~qL ! ~�
0
2q ! ~l

�
L;R

l
�
q ! l

+
l
�
q ~�

0
1 (3.59)

will be used. In the following, the first lepton (from~�02 decay) is callednear, and the one from slepton
decay is calledfar.

In the MSSM, squarks and sleptons are spin-0 particles and their decays are spherically symmet-
ric, differently from the~�02 which has spin 1/2. A charge asymmetry is expected in the invariant masses
m (qlnear(�))formed by the quark and the near lepton. Alsom (qlfar)shows some small charge asym-
metry [303, 304], but it is not always possible to distinguish experimentally near from far lepton, thus
leading to dilution effects when measuring them (qlnear(�))charge asymmetry.

In the cascade decay (3.59), the asymmetry in the corresponding m (�ql)charge distributions is
the same as the asymmetry inm (ql)from ~qL decay, but with the opposite sign [305]. Though it is not
possible to distinguishq from �q at app collider like the LHC, more squarks than anti-squarks will be
produced. Here only electrons and muons are considered for analysis.

Two mSUGRA points were selected for analysis [306]: SU1, in the stau-coannihilation region
(m 0= 70 GeV,m 1=2= 350 GeV,A 0=0 GeV,tan�=10,sgn�=+) and SU3, in the bulk region (m 0= 100
GeV,m 1=2= 300 GeV,A 0=-300 GeV,tan�=6,sgn�=+). In SU1 (SU3) LO cross section for all SUSY is
7.8 pb (19.3 pb), and the observability of charge asymmetry is enhanced by� 5 (� 2.5) in~q/�~qproduction
yield.

In the SU1 point, owing to a small mass difference between~�02 and~lL (264 GeV and 255 GeV,
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Table 3.3: Efficiencies and S/B ratios for SUSY signal and background (SU1, SU3) and for SM background.

Efficiency (SU1) S/B (SU1) Efficiency (SU3) S/B (SU3)
Signal (17.0� 0.3) % / (20.0� 0.3)% /

SUSY Background (0.94� 0.01)% 0.33 (0.75� 0.01)% 1
t�t (2.69� 0.02) 10�4 0.18 (3.14� 0.02) 10�4 0.9
W (1.4� 0.9) 10�5 � 16 (0.4� 0.4) 10�5 � 300
Z (1.1� 0.3) 10�5 � 12 (0.9� 0.2) 10�5 � 100

respectively), the near lepton has lowpT in the~�02 ! ~lL ldecay, while the small mass difference between
~lR and ~�01 (155 GeV and 137 GeV, respectively), implies low values for far lepton’spT in ~�02 !

~lR l

decay. As a consequence, near and far leptons are distinguishable. Decay (3.59) represents� 1:6% of
all SUSY production. From the three detectable particlesl+ ;l� ;q (where the quark hadronizes to a jet)
in the final state of the~qL decay (3.59) four invariant masses are formed:m (ll), m (qll), m (qlnear)and
m (qlfar). Their kinematic maxima are given by:m (ll)m ax = 56 GeV (~lL ), 98 GeV (~lR ), m (qll)m ax =
614 GeV (~lL , ~lR ), m (qlnear)m ax = 181 GeV (~lL ), 583 GeV (~lR ) andm (qlfar)m ax = 329 GeV (~lR ), 606
GeV (~lL ). In the SU3 point, only the decay~�02 ! ~l

�
R
l� is allowed (3.8% of all SUSY production). The

endpoints form (ll), m (qll), m (qlnear)andm (qlfar)are 100, 503, 420 and 389 GeV, respectively.

Events were generated withHERWIG 6.505 [307]. SUSY samples corresponding to integrated
luminosities of 100 fb�1 for SU1 and 30 fb�1 for SU3 were analysed. Also the most relevant SM
processes have been also studied, i.e.t�t+ jets, W + jets andZ + jets backgrounds were produced
with Alpgen 2.0.5 [308]. Events were passed through a parametrized simulation of ATLAS detector,
ATLFAST [309].

In order to separate SUSY signal from SM background thesepreselectioncuts were applied:

� missing transverse energyEm iss
T

> 100GeV,

� 4 or more jets with transverse momentumpT(j1)> 100GeV andpT(j2;j3;j4)> 50GeV.

� exactly two SFOS leptons (plepton
T

> 6GeV for SU1, andplepton
T

> 10GeV for SU3).

At this selection stage, few invariant masses are formed: the dilepton invariant massm (ll), the lepton-
lepton-jet invariant massm (jll), and the lepton-jet invariant massesm (jl+ )andm (jl� ), wherel� are
the leptons andj is one of the two most energetic jets in the event. Subsequently

� m (ll)< 100GeV,m (jll)< 615GeV (for SU1) orm (jll)< 500GeV (for SU3)

is required. In SU1, the decays (3.59) with~lL or ~lR are distinguished asking form (ll) < 57 GeV or
57 G eV < m (ll)< 100GeV, respectively. For SU1, in the decay (3.59) with~lL , the near (far) lepton is
identified as the one with lower (higher)pT , and vice versa for the decay (3.59) with~lR . The efficiencies
and signal/background ratios after all the cuts described so far, when applied on SUSY and SM events,
are shown in Table 3.3. Further background reduction is applied by subtracting statistically in invariant
mass distributions events with two opposite flavour opposite sign (OFOS) leptons:e+ e� + �+ �� � e� ��

(SFOS-OFOS subtraction). This reduces SUSY background by about a factor of 2 and makes SM events
with uncorrelated leptons compatible with zero.

Charge asymmetries ofm (jl)distributions have been computed after SFOS-OFOS subtraction in
the ranges[0;220]GeV for SU1 (only for the decay (3.59) with~lL and near lepton) and[0;420]GeV for
SU3. Two methods have been applied to detect the presence of anon-zero charge asymmetry:

� a non parametric�2 test with respect to a constant 0 function, giving confidencelevel CL�2,
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Fig. 3.12:Charge asymmetries for lepton-jet invariant masses after SFOS-OFOS subtraction. Left: using the near
lepton from the chain involving~lL for the SU1 point. Right: using both near and far leptons for the SU3 point.

Table 3.4: Confidence levels for the two methods described in the text, separately and combined, obtained on
m (jl)distributions for the final selected samples and for varioussources of background/systematics.

Analysed SU1 selection SU3 selection
sample CL�2 CLR T CLcom b CL�2 CLR T CLcom b

a. SUSY SFOS-OFOS 19.1% 0.234% 0.390% 4.22� 10�9 0.621% 6.64� 10�10

b. SUSY OFOS 57.1% 92.1% 86.4% 19.3% 93.3% 48.9%
c. SUSY SFOS bkg 30.7% 24.0% 26.6% 53.5% 30.9% 46.2%
d. SM SFOS bkg 21.4% 24.0% 20.3% 61.3% 84.1% 85.7%
e. SM OFOS bkg 73.8% 50.0% 73.7% 95.5% 30.9% 65.5%
f. SUSY wrong jet 62.8% 50.0% 67.8% 19.7% 15.9% 14.0%

� a Run Testmethod [310] providing a confidence level CLR T for the hypothesis of a zero charge
asymmetry.

The two methods are independent and are not influenced by the actual shape of charge asymmetry. Their
probabilities can be combined [310] providing a final confidence level CLcom b. In Fig. 3.12 charge
asymmetries are reported form (jlnear)L in SU1 and form (jl)in SU3. With 100 fb�1 , in SU1 CLcom b

is well below 1%, while for SU3 30 fb�1 are enough to get a CLcom b � 10�9 . Different sources of
background and possible systematic effects have been investigated for SU1 and SU3 samples and the
obtained confidence levels are reported in Table 3.4 (lettersb. to f.), compared to the final SUSY selected
sample (lettera.). They refer to: selected OFOS lepton pairs (b.), SFOS background SUSY events (c.),
SFOS and OFOS selected SM background events (d. ande., respectively) and events withm (jl)formed
with a wrong jet (f.). Anyway, confidence levels are much higher than the final selected SUSY sample.

It is observed that the evidence with a 99% confidence level for a charge asymmetry needs at least
100 fb�1 in the case of SU1, while even less than 10 fb�1 would be needed for SU3 [306].

10 SUSY Higgs-boson production and decay

Flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) interactions of neutral Higgs bosons are extremely suppressed
in the Standard Model (SM). In the SM, one findsB(H SM ! bs)� 4� 10�8 for m H SM = 114GeV1. For
the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons the ratios could be ofO (10�4 –10�3 ). Constraints fromb ! s data

1In the following,B(H ! bs)denotes the sum of the Higgs branching ratios intob�sand�bs. The Higgs bosonH stands for
that of the SM,H SM, or one of those of the MSSM,H 0 or A 0.
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reduce these rates, though [103,105,115,124]. The FCNC decaysB R(t! H SM c)or B R(H SM ! tc)

are of the order10�14 or less [13, 81, 103, 107], hence10 orders of magnitude below other more con-
ventional (and relatively well measured) FCNC processes like b ! s [49]. The detection of Higgs
FCNC interactions would be instant evidence of new physics.The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) introduces new sources of FCNC interactions mediated by the strongly-interacting sec-
tor2. They are produced by the misalignment of the quark mass matrix with the squark mass matrix,
and the main parameter characterizing these interactions is the non-flavour-diagonal term in the squark-
mass-matrix, which we parametrize in the standard fashion [121, 122] as(M 2)ij = �ij~m i~m j (i6= j),
~m i being the flavour-diagonal mass-term of thei-flavour squark. Since there are squarks of different
chiralities, there are different�ij parameters for the different chirality mixings.

10.1 SUSY Higgs-boson flavour-changing neutral currents atthe LHC

Some work in relation with the MSSM Higgs-boson FCNCs has already been performed [11, 102–105,
113–116,123,124,311,312]. Here, we compute and analyze the production of any MSSM Higgs boson
(h = h0;H 0;A 0) at the LHC, followed by the one-loop FCNC decayh ! bsor h ! tc, and we find
the maximum production rates of the combined cross-section

�(pp ! h ! qq
0
)� �(pp ! hX )B R(h ! qq

0
) ; B R(h ! qq

0
)�

�(h ! q �q0+ �qq0)
P

i�(h ! X i)
; (3.60)

qq0being a pair of heavy quarks(qq0� bsortc), taking into account the restrictions from the experimen-
tal determination ofB (b! s)[49]. For other signals of SUSY FCNC at the LHC, without Higgs-boson
couplings, see chapter 2.3.3 and Ref. [96]. For comparison of the same signal in non-SUSY models see
chapter 2.3.2 and refs. [13,107]. Here we assume flavour-mixing only among the left squarks, since these
mixing terms are expected to be the largest ones by Renormalization Group analysis [119].

In the following we give a summarized explanation of the computation, for further details see Refs.
[103, 105]. We include the full one-loop SUSY-QCD contributions to the FCNC partial decay widths
�(h ! qq0)in the observable of Eq. (3.60). The Higgs sector parameters(masses and CP-even mixing
angle�) have been treated using the leadingm tandm btan� approximation to the one-loop result [313–
316]. The Higgs-boson total decay widths�(h ! X )are computed at leading order, including all the
relevant channels. The MSSM Higgs-boson production cross-sections have been computed using the
programsHIGLU 2.101andPPHTT 1.1 [112,317,318]. We have used the leading order approximation
for all channels. The QCD renormalization scale is set to thedefault value for each program. We have
used the set of CTEQ4L PDF [319]. For the constraints on the FCNC parameters, we useB R(b !
s)= (2:1� 4:5)� 10�4 as the experimentally allowed range within three standard deviations [49]. We
also require that the sign of theb! s amplitude is the same as in the SM [320]3. Running quark masses
m q(Q )and strong coupling constants�s(Q )are used throughout, with the renormalization scale set to
the decaying Higgs-boson mass in the decay processes. Thesecomputations have been implemented in
the computer codeFchDecay [321] (see also chapter 5.5). Given this setup, we have performed a Monte-
Carlo maximization [322] of the cross-section in Eq. (3.60)over the MSSM parameter space, keeping
the parametertan� fixed and under the simplification that the squark and gluino soft-SUSY-breaking
parameter masses are at the same scale,m ~qL ;R = m ~g � M SU SY .

It is enlightening to look at the approximate leading expressions to understand the qualitative trend
of the results. The SUSY-QCD contribution to theb! s amplitude can be approximated to

A
SQ C D

(b! s)� �23m b(� � Abtan�)=M
2
SU SY ; (3.61)

2For description of these interactions see e.g. Refs. [102,121,122] and references therein.
3This constraint automatically excludes thefine-tunedregions of Ref. [103].
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Fig. 3.13: Left: The maximum value ofB R(h ! bs)as a function ofm A 0 for tan� = 50. Centre: Maximum
SUSY-QCD contributions to�(pp ! h ! bs)as a function ofm A 0 for tan� = 50. Right: Maximum SUSY-
QCD contributions to�(pp ! h ! tc)as a function ofm A 0 for tan� = 5.

Table 3.5: Top: Maximum values ofB R(h ! bs)and corresponding SUSY parameters form A 0 = 200GeV
andtan� = 50. Centre: Maximum value of�(pp ! h ! bs)and corresponding SUSY parameters form A 0 =

200GeV andtan� = 50. Bottom: Maximum value of�(pp ! h ! tc)and corresponding SUSY parameters for
m A 0 = 300GeV andtan� = 5.

h H 0 h0 A 0

B R(h ! bs) 9:1� 10�4 3:1� 10�3 9:1� 10�4

�(h ! X ) 11:2GeV 1:4� 10�3 GeV 11:3GeV
�23 10�0:43 10�0:8 10�0:43

M SU SY 1000GeV 975GeV 1000GeV
A b � 1500GeV � 1500GeV � 1500GeV
� � 460GeV � 1000GeV � 460GeV

B R(b! s) 4:49� 10�4 4:48� 10�4 4:49� 10�4

h H 0 h0 A 0

�(pp ! h ! bs) 0:45 pb 0:34 pb 0:37 pb
events/100 fb�1 4:5� 104 3:4� 104 3:7� 104

B R(h ! bs) 9:3� 10�4 2:1� 10�4 8:9� 10�4

�(h ! X ) 10:9GeV 1:00GeV 11:3GeV
�23 10�0:62 10�1:32 10�0:44

m eq 990GeV 670GeV 990GeV
A b � 2750GeV � 1960GeV � 2860GeV
� � 720GeV � 990GeV � 460GeV

B R(b! s) 4:50� 10�4 4:47� 10�4 4:39� 10�4

h H 0 A 0

�(pp ! h ! tc) 2:4� 10�3 pb 5:8� 10�4 pb
events/100 fb�1 240 58
B R(h ! tc) 1:9� 10�3 5:7� 10�4

�(h ! X ) 0:41GeV 0:39GeV
�23 10�0:10 10�0:13

m eq 880GeV 850GeV
A t � 2590GeV 2410GeV
� � 700GeV � 930GeV

B R(b! s) 4:13� 10�4 4:47� 10�4
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whereas the MSSM Higgs-boson FCNC effective couplings behave as

ghq�q0 � �23
� � m~g

M 2
SU SY

8
<

:

sin(� � �e�) (H 0)

cos(� � �e�) (h0)

1 (A 0)

: (3.62)

The different structure of the amplitudes in Eqs. (3.61) and(3.62) allows us to obtain an appreciable
FCNC Higgs-boson decay rate, while the prediction forB R(b ! s)stays inside the experimentally
allowed range.

For the analysis of the bottom-strange production channel,we study first the Higgs-boson branch-
ing ratio in Eq. (3.60). Fig. 3.13 (left) shows the maximum value of B R(h ! bs)as a function of the
pseudoscalar Higgs-boson massm A 0 . We observe that fairly large values ofB R(h0 ! bs)� 0:3% are
obtained. Tab. 3.5 (top) shows the actual values of the maximum branching ratios and the parameters that
provide them for each Higgs boson. Let us discuss first the general trend, which is valid for all studied
processes: The maximum is attained at largeM SU SY and moderate�23. The SUSY-QCD contribution to
b! s in Eq. (3.61) decreases withM SU SY , therefore to keepB R(b! s)in the allowed range when
M SU SY is small, it has to be compensated with a low value of�23, providing a small FCNC effective
coupling in Eq. (3.62). On the other hand, at largeM SU SY the second factor in Eq. (3.61) decreases, al-
lowing a larger value of�23. Thus, the first factor in Eq. (3.62) grows, but the second factor in Eq. (3.62)
stays fixed (provided thatj�j� MSU SY ), overall providing a larger value of the effective coupling. On
the other hand, a too large value of�23 has to be compensated by a small value ofj�j=M SU SY in Eq.
(3.61), provoking a reduction in Eq. (3.62). In the end, the balance of the various interactions involved
produces the results of Tab. 3.5 (top).

The maximum value of the branching ratio for the lightest Higgs-boson channel is obtained in
the small �e� scenario[323, 324]. In this scenario the coupling of bottom quarks toh0 is extremely
suppressed. The large value ofB R(h0 ! bs) is obtained because the total decay width�(h0 ! X )

in the denominator of Eq. (3.60) tends to zero (Fig. 3.13, top), and not because of a large FCNC partial
decay width in its numerator [103].

The leading production channel ofh0 at the LHC at hightan� is the associated production with
bottom quarks, and therefore theh0 production will be suppressed whenB R(h0 ! bs)is enhanced. We
have to perform a combined analysis of the full process in Eq.(3.60) to obtain the maximum produc-
tion rate of FCNC Higgs-boson meditated events at the LHC. Fig. 3.13 (centre) shows the result of the
maximization of the production cross-section (3.60). The central column of Tab. 3.5 (center) shows that
when performing the combined maximization�(h0 ! X )has a much larger value, and therefore the
maximum of the combined cross-section is not obtained in thesmall�e� scenario. The number of ex-
pected events at the LHC is around 50,000 events/100 fb�1 . While it is a large number, the hugeb-quark
background at the LHC will most likely prevent its detection. Note, however, that the maximum FCNC
branching ratios are around10�4 –10�3 , which is at the same level as the already measuredB R(b! s).

The numerical results for thetcchannel are similar to thebschannel, so we focus mainly on the
differences. Figure 3.13 (right) shows the maximum value ofthe production cross-section�(pp ! h !

tc)as a function ofm A 0 . Only the heavy neutral Higgs bosons contribute to this channe and we obtain
a maximum of�m ax(pp ! h ! tc) ’ 10�3 � 10�2 pb, which means several hundreds events per
100 fb�1 at the LHC. Due to the single top quark signature they should be easier to detect than thebs
channel, providing the key to a new door to study physics beyond the Standard Model. It is now an
experimental challenge to prove that these events can be effectively be separated from the background.

The single top-quark FCNC signature can also be produced in other processes, like the direct
production (see chapter 2.3.3 and Ref. [96]), or other models, like the two-Higgs-doublet model (see
chapter 2.3.2 and Refs. [13, 107]). In Table 3.6 we make a schematic comparison of these different
modes. The two modes available in SUSY models probe different parts of the parameter space. While the
maximum of the direct production is larger, it decreases quickly with the mass, in the end, atM SU SY =
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Table 3.6: Comparison of several FCNC top-charm production cross-sections at the LHC, for�SU SY (pp !

h ! tc)[this work, and Refs. [103, 105]], direct production�SU SY (pp ! tc)(chapter 2.3.3 and Ref. [96]), and
two-Higgs-doublet model�2H D M (pp! h ! tc)(chapter 2.3.2 and Refs. [13,107]).

Parameter SUSYh ! tc Direct Production 2HDMh ! tc

Maximum cross-section 10�2 � 10�3 pb 1pb 5� 10�3 pb
tan� Decreases fast insensitive Increases fast
m A 0 Decreases fast insensitive Prefers large
M SU SY Prefers large Decreases fast –
A t insensitive very sensitive –
�23 Moderate Moderate –

Preferred Channel H 0 – H 0=h0

Higgs mass splitting Given (small) – Prefers large

m ~g � 800GeV both channels have a similar production cross-section.As for the comparison with the
two-Higgs-doublet model, the maximum for this later model is obtained in a totally different parameter
set-up than the SUSY model: largetan�, largem A 0 , large splitting among the Higgs-boson masses,
and extremal values of the CP-even Higgs mixing angle� (large/smalltan� for h0=H 0). The first two
conditions would produce a small value for the production inSUSY models, while the last two conditions
are not possible in the SUSY parameter space. Then, the detection of a FCNCtcchannel at the LHC,
together with some other hint on the parameter space (large/small tan�, m A 0) would give a strong
indication (or confirmation) of the underlying physics model (SUSY/non-SUSY) chosen by nature.

10.2 H ! b�s and B -physics in the MSSM with NMFV

Here we summarize the results from a phenomenological analysis of the general constraints on flavour-
changing neutral Higgs decaysH ! b�s;s�b, set by bounds fromb ! s on the flavour-mixing pa-
rameters in the squark mass matrices of the MSSM with non-minimal flavour violation (NMFV) and
compatible with the data fromB ! X s�

+ �� , assuming first one and then several types of flavour mix-
ing contributing at a time [123]. Details of the part of the soft-SUSY-breaking Lagrangian responsible
for the non-minimal squark family mixing and of the parametrization of the flavour-non-diagonal squark
mass matrices are given in [110, 123] (see also chapter 5.6 for a brief description). Previous analyses of
bounds on SUSY flavour-mixing parameters fromb! s [325–327] have shown the importance of the
interference effects between the different types of flavourviolation [121,122].

We define the dimensionless flavour-changing parameters(�u
ab
)23 (ab = LL;LR;RL;RR) from

the flavour-off-diagonal elements of the squark mass matrices in the following way (see [110,123]),

�
u
LL � (�

u
LL)23M ~L;c

M ~L;t
; �

u
LR � (�

u
LR )23M ~L;c

M ~R ;t
;

�
u
R L � (�

u
R L)23M ~R ;c

M ~L;t
; �

u
R R � (�

u
R R)23M ~R ;c

M ~R ;t
;

(3.63)

and analogously for the down sector(fu;c;tg ! fd;s;bg). For simplicity, we take the same values for
the flavour-mixing parameters in the up- and down-squark sectors: (�ab)23 � (�u

ab
)23 = (�d

ab
)23. The

expression for the branching ratioB R(B ! X s)to NLO is taken from [328,329]. Besides, we assume
a common value for the soft SUSY-breaking squark mass parameters,M SUSY, and all the various trilinear
parameters to be universal,A � At= A b = A c = A s [123]. These parameters and the�’s will be varied
over a wide range, subject only to the requirements that all the squark masses be heavier than 100 GeV,
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b) −0.374 < (δLL)23 < −0.321

a) −0.044 < (δLL)23 < 0.020
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a
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Fig. 3.14:B R(H 0 ! bs)as a function of(�LL;R R )23. The allowed intervals of these parameters determined from
b! s are indicated by coloured areas. The red (dark-shaded) areas are disfavoured byB ! Xs�

+ �� .

j�j> 90GeV andM 2 > 46GeV [49]. We have chosen as a reference the following set of parameters:

M SUSY = 800GeV; M 2 = 300GeV; M 1 =
5

3

s2W

c2
W

M 2;

A = 500GeV; m A = 400GeV; tan� = 35; � = � 700GeV:

(3.64)

We have modified the MSSM model file ofFeynArts to include general flavour mixing, and added
6� 6squark mass and mixing matrices to theFormCalcevaluation. Both extensions are publicly avail-
able [109, 110, 330, 331]. The masses and total decay widths of the Higgs bosons were computed with
FeynHiggs [332–335].

Next we derive the maximum values ofB R(H 0 ! bs)compatible withB R(B ! X s)exp =

(3:3� 0:4)� 10�4 [336,337] within three standard deviations by varying the flavour-changing parameters
of the squark mass matrices. The results for theA 0 boson are very similar and we do not show them
separately.

As a first step, we select one possible type of flavour violation in the squark sector, assuming
that all the others vanish. The interference between different types of flavour mixing is thus ignored. We
found that the flavour-off-diagonal elements are independently constrained to be at most(�ab)23 � 10�3 –
10�1 . As expected [121,122,325–327], the bounds on(�LR )23 are the strongest,(�LR )23 � 10�3 –10�2 .
The data fromB ! X s�

+ �� further constrain the parameters(�LL)23 and(�LR )23, the others remaining
untouched. The allowed intervals for the corresponding flavour-mixing parameters thus obtained are
given in [123]. For our reference point (3.64) we find that thelargest allowed value ofB R(H 0 ! bs),
of O (10�3 )or O (10�5 ), is induced by(�R R )23 or (�LL)23, respectively (see Fig.3.14). These are the
flavour-changing parameters least stringently constrained by theb ! s data. B R(H 0 ! bs) can
reachO (10�6 ) if induced by(�LR )23 or by (�R L)23, the most stringently constrained flavour-changing
parameter. Because of the restrictions imposed byb! s,B R(H 0 ! bs)depends very little on(�LR)23
and(�R L)23.

Then, we investigate the case when two off-diagonal elements of the squark mass matrix con-
tribute simultaneously. Indeed, we performed the analysisfor all possible combinations of two of the
four dimensionless parameters (3.63). The full results aregiven in [123]. Fig. 3.15 displays part of the
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.
Γ(H → bs) = (1, 10, 100, 500, 2000) × 10−4 GeV
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Fig. 3.15: Contours of constant�(H 0 ! bs) in various planes of(�ab)23. The coloured bands indicate regions
experimentally allowed byB ! X s . The red bands show regions disfavoured byB ! Xs�

+ �� .

results for our parameter set (3.64). Contours of constant�(H 0 ! bs)� �(H 0 ! b�s)+ �(H 0 ! s�b)

are drawn for various combinations(�ab)23–(�cd)23 of flavour-mixing parameters, which we shall refer
to as “ab–cd planes” for short in the following. The coloured bands represent regions experimentally al-
lowed byB ! X s. The red bands are regions disfavoured byB ! Xs�

+ �� . The bounds on(�LR )23,
the best constrained for only one non-zero flavour-off-diagonal element, are dramatically relaxed when
other flavour-changing parameters contribute simultaneously. Values of(�LR )23 � 10�1 are allowed.
As shown in Fig. 3.15, large although fine-tuned values of(�LL)23 and(�LR )23 combined are not ex-
cluded byb ! s, yielding e.g.�(H 0 ! bs)max = 0:25GeV for(�LR)23 = � 0:22;(�LL)23 = � 0:8.
This translates to branching ratios compatible with experimental data ofB R(H 0 ! bs)max � 10�2 . 4

It also occurs for theRL–RR case. The combined effects ofRR–LL lead to�(H 0 ! bs)max =

0:12GeV for(�R R )23 = 0:65;(�LL)23 = � 0:14;leading toB R(H0 ! bs)max � 10�2 .

11 Squark/gaugino production and decay

Non-minimal flavour violation (NMFV) arises in the MSSM froma possible misalignment between the
rotations diagonalizing the quark and squark sectors. It isconveniently parametrized in the super-CKM
basis by non-diagonal entries in the squared squark mass matricesM 2

~Q
, M 2

~U
, andM 2

~D
and the trilinear

couplingsA u andA d. Squark mixing is expected to be the largest for the second and third generations
due to the large Yukawa couplings involved. In addition, stringent experimental constraints for the first
generation are imposed by precise measurements ofK 0� �K 0 andD 0� �D 0 mixing. Furthermore, direct
searches of flavour violation depend on the possibility of flavour tagging, established experimentally only
for heavy flavours. We therefore consider here only mixings of second- and third-generation squarks and
follow the conventions of Ref. [116].

11.1 Flavour-violating squark- and gaugino-production atthe LHC

We impose mSUGRA [m 0, m 1=2, A 0, tan�, and sgn(�)] parameters at a large (grand unification) scale
and use two-loop renormalization group equations and one-loop finite corrections as implemented in the
computer programSPheno 2.2.2 [338] to evolve them down to the electroweak scale. At this point, we
generalize the squark mass matrices by including non-diagonal terms� ij. The scaling of these terms
with the SUSY-breaking scaleM SU SY implies a hierarchy� LL � � LR ;R L � � R R [339]. We therefore
take� LR ;R L = � R R = 0, while� t

LL = �tM ~Lt
M ~Lc

and� b
LL = �bM ~Lb

M ~Ls
, and assume for simplicity

� = �t = �b. The squark mass matrices are then diagonalized, and constraints from low-energy and
electroweak precision measurements are imposed on the corresponding theoretical observables, calcu-
lated with the computer programFeynHiggs2.5.1 [333].

4Here we have used the total width of�(H ! X )� 26GeV,H = H
0
;A

0, for the point (3.64) in the MSSM with MFV.
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Flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC)B -decays andB 0 � �B 0 mixing arise in the SM only at
the one-loop level. These processes are therefore particularly sensitive to non-SM contributions enter-
ing at the same order in perturbation theory and have been intensely studied atB -factories. The most
stringent constraints on SUSY-loop contributions in minimal and non-minimal flavour violation come
today from the inclusiveb ! s decay rate as measured by BaBar, Belle, and CLEO,BR(b ! s)=

(3:55� 0:26)� 10�4 [340], which affects directly the allowed squark mixing between the second and
third generation [123].

Another important consequence of NMFV in the MSSM is the generation of large splittings
between squark-mass eigenvalues. The splitting within isospin doublets influences theZ - and W -
boson self-energies at zero-momentum�Z;W (0) in the electroweak�-parameter�� = � Z (0)=M

2
Z
�

�W (0)=M 2
W

and consequently theW -boson massM W and the squared sine of the weak mixing an-
gle sin2�W . The latest combined fits of theZ -boson mass, width, pole asymmetry,W -boson and
top-quark mass constrain new physics contributions to�� to T = � 0:13 � 0:11 or �� = � �T =

0:00102� 0:00086 [340].

A third observable sensitive to SUSY loop-contributions isthe anomalous magnetic momenta� =

(g� � 2)=2 of the muon, for which recent BNL data and the SM prediction disagree by�a� = (22�

10)� 10�10 [340]. In our calculation, we take into account the SM and MSSM contributions up to two
loops [341,342].

For cosmological reasons, we require the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) to be electrically neutral.
We also calculate, albeit for minimal flavour violation (� = 0) only, the cold dark matter relic density
using the computer program DarkSUSY [343] and impose a limitof 0:094 < 
ch

2 < 0:136at 95% (2�)
confidence level. This limit has recently been obtained fromthe three-year data of the WMAP satellite,
combined with the SDSS and SNLS survey and Baryon Acoustic Oscillation data and interpreted within
a more general (11-parameter) inflationary model [344]. This range is well compatible with the older,
independently obtained range of0:094 < 
ch

2 < 0:129 [281].

Typical scans of the mSUGRA parameter space withtan� = 10, A0 = 0 and� > 0 and all
experimental limits imposed at the2� level are shown in Fig. 3.16. Note that� < 0 is disfavored by
g� � 2 data, while�� only constrains the parameter space outside the mass regions shown here. In
minimal flavour-violation, light SUSY scenarios such as theSPS 1a benchmark point (m 0 = 100GeV,
m 1=2 = 250GeV) [244] are favoredg� � 2 data. The dependence on the trilinear couplingA0 (� 100

GeV for SPS 1a,0GeV in our scenario) is extremely weak.

In Fig. 3.17 we show for our (slightly modified) SPS 1a benchmark point the dependence of
the electroweak precision variables and the lightest SUSY particle masses on the NMFV parameter
�, indicating by dashed lines the ranges allowed experimentally within two standard deviations. It is
interesting to see that for this benchmark point, not only the region close to minimal flavour violation
(� < 0:1) is allowed, but that there is a second allowed region at0:4 < � < 0:5.

Next, we study in Fig. 3.18 the chirality and flavour decomposition of the light (1,2) and heavy
(4,6) squarks, which changes mostly in a smooth way, but sometimes dramatically in very small intervals
of �. In particular, the second allowed region at larger� has a quite different flavour and chirality mixture
than the one at small�.

The main result of our work is the calculation of all electroweak (and strong) squark and gaugino
production channels in NMFV SUSY [345]. We show in Fig. 3.19 asmall, but representative sample
of these production cross sections: charged squark-antisquark pair production, non-diagonal squark-
squark pair production, as well as chargino-squark and neutralino-squark associated production. The
two b ! s allowed regions (� < 0:1 and0:4 < � < 0:5) are indicated by vertical lines. Note
that NMFV allows for a top-flavour content to be produced fromnon-top initial quark densities and
for right-handed chirality content to be produced from strong gluon or gluino exchanges. The cross
sections shown here are all in the fb range and lead mostly to experimentally identifiable heavy-quark
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Fig. 3.16: a� (grey) and WMAP (black) favored as well asb ! s (blue) and charged LSP (orange) excluded
regions of mSUGRA parameter space in minimal (� = 0) and non-minimal (� > 0) flavour violation.

(plus missing transverse-energy) final states.

In conclusion, we have performed a search in the NMFV-extended mSUGRA parameter space
for regions allowed by electroweak precision data as well ascosmological constraints. In a benchmark
scenario similar to SPS 1a, we find two allowed regions for second- and third-generation squark mixing,
� < 0:1 and0:4 < � < 0:5, with distinct flavour and chirality content of the lightestand heaviest up-
and down-type squarks. Our calculations of NMFV productioncross sections at the LHC demonstrate
that the corresponding squark (anti-)squark pair production channels and the associated production of
squarks and gauginos are very sensitive to the NMFV parameter �. For further details see Ref. [346].

11.2 Flavour-violating squark and gluino decays

In the study of squark decays two general scenarios can be distinguished depending on the hierarchy
within the SUSY spectrum:

– m ~g > m ~qi (q= d;u; i= 1;:::;6): In this case the gluino will mainly decay according to

~g ! dj
~di; ~g ! uj ~ui (3.65)

with dj = (d;s;b)anduj = (u;c;t)followed by squark decays into neutralino and charginos

~ui! uj~�
0
k ;dj~�

+

l
; ~di! dj~�

0
k ;uj~�

�

l
: (3.66)
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Fig. 3.17:Dependence of the precision variables BR(b! s), ��, anda� and the lightest SUSY particle masses
on the NMFV parameter�.

In addition there can be decays into gauge- and Higgs bosons if kinematically allowed:

~ui ! Z ~uk ; H
0
r~uk ; W

+ ~dj; H
+ ~dj (3.67)

~di ! Z ~dk ; H
0
r
~dk ; W

�
~uj; H

�
~uj (3.68)

whereH 0
r = (h0;H 0;A 0), k < i, j = 1;:::;6. Due to the fact, that there is left-right mixing in

the sfermion mixing, one has flavour changing neutral decaysinto Z -bosons at tree-level.

– m ~g < m ~qi (q= d;u; i= 1;:::;6): In this case the squarks decay mainly into a gluino:

~ui! uj~g;
~di! dj~g (3.69)

and the gluino decays via three-body decays and loop-induced two-body decays into charginos
and neutralinos

~g ! djdi~�
0
k ; ujui~�

0
k ;~g ! ujdi~�

�

l
;~g ! g ~�

0
k (3.70)

with i;j= 1;2;3, l= 1;2andk = 1;2;3;4. The first two decay modes contain states with quarks
of different generations.

Obviously, the flavour mixing final states of the decays listed above are constrained by the fact that all
observed phenomena in rare meson decays are consistent withthe SM predictions. Nevertheless, one has
to check how large the branching ratios for the flavour mixingfinal states still can be. One also has to
study the impact of such final states on discovery of SUSY as well as the determination of the underlying
model parameters.
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Fig. 3.18:Decomposition of the chirality (L,R) and flavour (c,t and s,b) content of the lightest (~q1;~q2) and heavier
(~q4;~q6) up- (q= u) and down-type (q= d) squarks on the NMFV parameter�.

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the mixing between second and third generation of (s)quarks.
We will take the so–called SPA point SPS1a’ [255] as a specificexample which is specified by the
mSUGRA parametersm 0 = 70GeV,m 1=2 = 250GeV,A 0 = � 300GeV,tan� = 10andsign(�)= 1.
We have checked that main features discussed below are also present in other study points, e.g.I00

and of [347]. At the electroweak scale (1 TeV) one gets the following data with the SPA1a’ point:
M 2 = 193 GeV, � = 403 GeV, m H + = 439 GeV andm ~g = 608 GeV. We have used the program
SPheno [338] for the calculation.

It has been shown, that in Minimal Flavour Violating scenarios the flavour changing decay modes
are quite small [196]. To get sizable flavour changing decay branching ratios, we have added the flavour
mixing parameters as given in Table 3.7; the resulting up-squark masses in GeV are in ascending order:
315, 488, 505, 506, 523 and 587 [GeV] whereas the resulting down-squark masses are 457, 478, 505,
518, 529, 537 [GeV]. This point is a random, but also typical one out of 20000 points fulfilling the
constraints derived from the experimental measurements ofthe following three key observables of the
b ! s sector:b ! s, �M B s

andb ! sl+ l� . For the calculation we have used the formula given
in [348, 349], forb ! s, the formula for�M B s

given in [350] and the formula forb ! sl+ l� given
in [348,351]. Note, that we have included all contributionsmediated by chargino, neutralino and gluino
loops as we depart here considerably from Minimal Flavour Violation. The most important branching
ratios for gluino and squark decays are given in Table 3.8. Inaddition the following branching ratios are
larger than 1%, namely BR(~u6 ! ~d1W )=8.9% and BR(~u6 ! ~d2W )=1.8%. We have not displayed the
branching ratios of the first generation nor the ones of the gluino into first generation.

It is clear from Table 3.8 that all listed particles have large flavour changing decay modes. This
clearly has an impact on the discovery strategy of squarks and gluinos as well as on the measurement of
the underlying parameters. For example, in mSUGRA points without flavour mixing one finds usually
that the left-squarks of the first two generations as well as the right squarks have similar masses. Large
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Fig. 3.19:Representative sample of squark and gaugino production cross sections at the LHC in NMFV.

Table 3.7: Flavour violating parameters in GeV2 which are added to the SPS1a’ point. The corresponding values
for the low energy observables are BR(b ! s)= 3:8�10� 4, j�(M B s

)j= 19:6 ps� 1 and BR(b ! s�+ �� )=

1:59�10� 6.

M 2
Q ;23 M 2

D ;23 M 2
U;23 vuA

u
23 vuA

u
32 vdA

d
23 vdA

d
32

-18429 -37154 -32906 28104 16846 981 -853
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Table 3.8:Branching ratios (in %) for squark and gluino decays for the point specified in Table 3.7. Only branching
ratios larger than 1% are shown.

~�01c ~�01t ~�02c ~�02t ~�
+
1 s ~�

+
1 b ~�

+
2 b ~u1Z

0 ~u1h
0

~u1 1.4 16.8 81.1
~u2 9.1 21.0 3.6 42.9 14.3 5.3 1.3
~u3 20.9 21.9 47.5 1.1 1.9 5.5
~u6 1.5 2.7 1.6 3.7 4.0 14.1 14.2 39.2 5.2

~�01s ~�01b ~�02s ~�02b ~�03b ~�04b ~�
�
1 c ~�

�
1 t ~u1W

�

~d1 1.4 5.7 2.7 2.8 6.5 28.1 27.3
~d2 4.2 2.9 6.3 17.8 13.4 18.8 34.8
~d4 1.8 23 3.7 41.5 5.8 20.0
~d6 77.3 15.9 4.6 3.7 2.4 2.4 7.7 5.1 40.

~d1s
~d1b

~d2s
~d2b

~d3d
~d4s

~d5d
~d6s

~d6b

~g 3.4 12.8 5.5 7.5 8.2 5.8 5.1 2.1 2.2
~u1c ~u1t ~u2c ~u3c ~u4u ~u5u

1.2 14 8.8 7.9 8.2 5.5

flavour mixing implies that there is a considerable mass splitting as can be seen by the numbers above.
Therefore, the assumption of nearly equal masses should be reconsidered if sizable flavour changing
decays are discovered in squark and gluino decays.

An important part of the decay chains considered for SPS1a’ and nearby points are~g ! b~bj !

b�b~�0
k

which are used to determine the gluino mass as well as the sbottom masses or at least their average
value if these masses are close. In the analysis the existence of two b-jets has been assumed, which
need not to be the case as shown in the example above. Therefore, this class of analysis should be re-
done requiring only one b-jet + one additional non b-jet to study the impact of flavour mixing on the
determination of these masses.

Similar conclusions hold for the variableM w
tb

defined in [352]. For this variable one considers
final states containingb~�+1 . In our example, three u-type squarks contribute with branching ratios larger
than 10% in contrast to assumption that only the two stops contribute. The influence of the additional
state requires for a sure a detailed Monte Carlo study which should be carried out in the future.

12 Top squark production and decay

Supersymmetric scenarios with a particularly light stop have been recently considered as potential can-
didates to provide a solid explanation of the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe [353]. Inde-
pendently of this proposal, measurements of the process of stop-chargino associated production at LHC
have been considered as a rather original way of testing the usual assumptions about the Supersymmet-
ric CKM matrix [354]. In a very recent paper [355], the latterassociated production process has been
studied in some detail for different choices of the SUSY benchmark points, trying to evidentiate and to
understand an apparently strongtan� dependence of the production rates. As a general feature of that
study, the values of the various rates appeared, typically,below the onepbsize, to be compared with the
(much) bigger rates of the stop-antistop process (see e.g. [356]).

12.1 Associated stop-chargino production at LHC: A light stop scenario test

Given the possible relevance of an experimental determination, it might be opportune to perform a more
detailed study of the production rate size in the special light stop scenario, where one expects that the
numerical value is as large as possible. Here we present the results of this study, performed at the simplest
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Fig. 3.20: Integrated cross sections for the processpp ! et1 �
�

1 + X at the four MSSM points SU1, SU6, LS1,
LS2.

Born level given the preliminary nature of the investigation.

The starting point is the expression of the differential cross section, estimated at Born level in the
c.m. frame of the incoming pair of the partonic processbg ! �

�
i
etj. Its detailed expression has been

derived and discussed in [355]. The associated c.m. energy distribution (at this Born level identical to
the final invariant mass distribution) is

d�(pp ! ~ta�
�
i
+ X )

dŝ
=

1

S

Z cos�m ax

cos�m in

dcos� Lbg(�;cos�)
d�

bg! ~ta�
�

i

dcos�
(̂s); (3.71)

where
p
ŝand

p
S are the parton and totalppc.m. energies, respectively,� = ŝ=S, andLbg is the parton

process luminosity that we have evaluated using the parton distribution functions from the Heavy quark
CTEQ6 set [357]. The rapidity and angular integrations are performed after imposing a cutpT � 10

GeV.

For a preliminary analysis, we have considered the total cross section (for producing the lightest
stop-chargino pair), defined as the integration of the distribution from threshold to a final energy

p
s left

as free variable, generally fixed by experimental considerations. To have a first feeling of the size of this
quantity, we have first estimated it for two pairs of sensibleMSSM benchmark points. The first pair are
the ATLAS Data Challenge-2 points SU1, SU6 whose detailed description can be found in [137]. The
second pair are the points LS1, LS2 introduced in [136]. These points are typicallight SUSYscenarios
and in particular share a rather small threshold energym et

+ m � which appears to be a critical parameter
for the observability of the considered process. The main difference between SU1 and SU6 or LS1 and
LS2 is the value oftan� (larger in SU6 and LS2). The results are shown in Fig. 3.20. Asone sees, the
various rates are essentially below the onepbsize, well below the expected stop-antistop values.

In the previous points, no special assumptions about the value of the stop mass were performed,
hence keeping a conservative attitude. One sees, as expected, that the bigger rate values correspond to
the lighter stop situations (LS1 and LS2). In this spirit, wehave therefore considered a different MSSM
point where the final stop is particularly light. More precisely, we have concentrated our analysis on the
point LST2, introduced and discussed in Section 12.2 and characterized by the MSSM parameters (we
list the relevant ones at Born level)

M 1 =
5

3
tan

2
�W M 2 = 110G eV ;� = 300G eV ;tan� = 7;et1 ’ etR ;m et1

= 150G eV ; (3.72)

and consistent with the cosmological experimental bounds on the relic density. Now the threshold energy
is even smaller than in the previous examples. The integrated cross section, shown in Fig. 3.21 reaches a
maximum of about 2 pb, that might be detected by a dedicated experimental search.
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12.2 Exploiting gluino-to-stop decays in the light stop scenario

To achieve a strong first-order electroweak phase transition in the MSSM, the lighter of the two stops,
~t1, has to be lighter than the top quark [358–362]. Assuming a stable ~�01 LSP, there hence exists a
very interesting parameter region with a small~�01–~t1 mass difference, for which (i) coannihilation with
~t1 [363, 364] leads to a viable neutralino relic density and (ii) the light stop decays dominantly into
c~�01 [365].

In this case, stop-pair production leads to 2c-jets+ 6E T , a signal which is of very limited use at the
LHC. One can, however, exploit [366] gluino-pair production followed by gluino decays into stops and
tops: since gluinos are Majorana particles, they can decay either intot~t�1 or �t~t1; pair-produced gluinos
therefore give same-sign top quarks in half of the gluino-to-stop decays. Here note that in the light stop
scenario,~g ! t~t�1 (or �t~t1) has practically 100% branching ratio. With~t1 ! c~�01, t! bW , and theW ’s
decaying leptonically, this leads to a signature of twob-jets plus two same-sign leptons plus jets plus
missing transverse energy:

pp! ~g~g ! bbl
+
l
+
(or�b�bl

�
l
�
)+ jets+ 6E T : (3.73)

In [366] we performed a case study for the ‘LST1’ parameter point with m ~�0
1
= 105 GeV, m ~t1

=

150 GeV, m ~g = 660 GeV and showed that the signature Eq. (3.73) is easily extracted from the back-
ground. In this contribution, we focus more on the stop coannihilation region and discuss some additional
issues.

We define a benchmark point ‘LST2’ in the stop coannihilationregion by taking the parameters
of LST1 and lowering the stop mass tom ~t1

= 125 GeV. We generate signal and background events
equivalent to30 fb�1 of integrated luminosity and perform a fast simulation of a generic LHC detector
as described in [366]. The following cuts are then applied toextract the signature of Eq. (3.73):

– require two same-sign leptons (eor �) with plep
T

> 20GeV;

– require twob-tagged jets withpjet
T

> 50GeV;

– missing transverse energy6E T > 100GeV;

– demand two combinations of the two hardest leptons andb-jets
that give invariant massesm bl< 160GeV, consistent with a top quark.

This set of cuts emphasizes the role of the same-sign top quarks in our method, and ignores the de-
tectability of the jets initiated by the~t1 decay. Table 3.9 shows the effect of the cuts on both the signal
and the backgrounds. Detecting in addition the (soft)c-jets from the~t1 ! c~�01 decay, together with the
exess in events with 2c-jets+ 6E T from stop-pair production, can be used to strengthen the light stop
hypothesis. A reasonablec-tagging efficiency would be very helpful in this case.
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Table 3.9: Number of events at LST2 left after cumulative cuts for30 fb� 1 of integrated luminosity. “2lep, 2b”
means two leptons withplep

T
> 20GeV plus twob-jets withpjet

T
> 50GeV. “2t” is the requirement of two tops

(i.e.m bl< 160GeV), and “SS” that of two same-sign leptons.

Cut 2lep, 2b 6E T 2t SS
Signal: ~g~g 1091 949 831 413
Background: SM 34224 8558 8164 53

SUSY 255 209 174 85
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Fig. 3.22:Reach for the signature of Eq. (3.73) in the gluino–stop massplane (left) and significance as a function
of stop–neutralino mass difference withm ~g = 900GeV (right).

To demonstrate the robustness of the signal, we show in Fig. 3.22 (left) contours of3�, 5� and
10� significance5 in the (m ~g, m ~t1

) plane. For comparison we also show as a dotted line the result of
a CMS study [3], which found a reach down to1 pb in terms of the total cross section for same-sign
top production. In Fig. 3.22 (right), we show the decreasingsignificance form ~g = 900 GeV, as the
stop–neutralino mass difference goes to zero. To be conservative, both panels in Fig. 3.22 assume that
all squarks other than the~t1 are beyond the reach of the LHC;~q~q and~g~q production would increase
the signal through~q ! ~gq decays (providedm ~q > m ~g) while adding only little to the background;
see [366,367] for more detail.

The usual way to determine SUSY masses in cascade decays is through kinematic endpoints of
the invariant-mass distributions of the SM decay products,see e.g. [253,254,368,369]. In our case, there
are four possible endpoints:m m ax

bl
, m m ax

bc
, m m ax

lc
andm m ax

blc
, of which the first simply gives a relationship

between the masses of theW and the top, and the second and third are linearly dependent,so that we are
left with three unknown masses and only two equations. Moreover, because of the information lost with
the escaping neutrino the distributions of interest all fall very gradually to zero.

In order to nevertheless get some information on the~�01, ~t1 and~g masses, we fit the wholem bc

andm lc distributions [366, 370] and not just the endpoints. This requires, of course, the detection of
the jets stemming from the~t1 decay. For smallm ~t1

� m ~�0
1

these are soft, so we demand two jets

with p
jet

T
< 50 GeV in addition to the cuts listed above. The results of the fits for LST2, assuming

5We define significance asS=
p
B , whereS andB are the numbers of signal and background events.
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Fig. 3.23: Invariant-mass distributionsm bc (left) andm lc (right) with 20% c-tagging efficiency afterb-tagging
(black with error bars) and best fit for LST2. Also shown are the contributions from the SM background (green)
and the SUSY background (blue).

20% c-tagging efficiency,6 are shown in Fig. 3.23. The combined result of the two distributions is
m m ax

bc
= 305:7� 4:3, as compared to the nominal value ofmm ax

bc
’ 299GeV.

As mentioned above, the gluino-pair production leads to 50%same-sign (SS) and 50% opposite-
sign (OS) top-quark pairs, and henceR = N (SS)=N (SS + O S)’ 0:5with N denoting the number
of events. In contrast, in the SM one hasR <

� 0:01. This offers a potential test of the Majorana nature
of the gluino. The difficulty is that the number of OS leptons is completely dominated by thet�tback-
ground. This can easily be seen from the last two rows of Table3.9: R � 0:5 (0.02) for the signal
(backgrounds) as expected; signal and backgrounds combined, however, giveR � 0:06. A subtraction
of thet�tbackground as described in Section 12.3 may help to extractR(~g~g).

12.3 A study on the detection of a light stop squark with the ATLAS detector at the LHC

We present here an exploratory study of a benchmark model in which the stop quark has a mass of
137 GeV, and the two-body decay of the stop squark into a chargino and abquark is open. We address
in detail the ability of the ATLAS experiment to separate thestop signal from the dominant Standard
Model backgrounds.

For the model under study [166] all the masses of the first two generation squarks and sleptons are
set at 10 TeV, and the gaugino masses are related by the usual gaugino mass relationM 1 :M 2 = �1 :�2.
The remaining parameters are thus defined:

M 1 = 60:5G eV � = 400G eV tan� = 7 M 3 = 950G eV

m (Q 3)= 1500G eV m (~tR )= 0G eV m (~bR )= 1000G eV A t= � 642:8G eV

The resulting relevant masses arem (~t1) = 137 GeV, m (~��1 ) = 111 GeV, m (~�01) = 58 GeV. The~t1
decays with 100% BR into~��

1
b, and ~��

1
decays with 100% BR into an off-shellW and ~�01. The final

state signature is therefore similar to the one fort�tproduction: 2b-jets,E m iss
T and either 2 leptons (e;�)

(4.8% BR) or 1 lepton and 2 light jets (29% BR).

The signal cross-section, calculated at NLO with thePROSPINO [356] program is 412 pb.
We analyze here the semi-leptonic channel, where only one ofthe two~t1 legs has a lepton in the final
state. We apply the standard cuts for the search of the semileptonic top channel as applied in [1], but
with softer requirements on the kinematics:

6When one or none of the remaining jets arec-tagged we pick thec-jets as the hardest jets withpjet
T

< 50GeV.
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– One and only one isolated lepton (e, �), plT > 20GeV.

– E m iss
T > 20GeV.

– At least four jetsPT(J1;J2)> 35GeV,PT(J3;J4)> 25GeV.

– Exactly two jets in the events must be tagged asb-jets, anda congratulacin they both must have
pT > 20GeV. The standard ATLAS b-tagging efficiency of 60% for a rejection factor of 100 on
light jets is assumed.

A total of 600k SUSY events were generated usingHERWIG 6.5 [307, 371], 1.2Mt�tevents using
PYTHIA6.2 [372]. The only additional background considered for this exploratory study was the associ-
ated production of a W boson with twobjets and two non-b jets, with the W decaying intoeor�. This is
the dominant background for top searches at the LHC. For thisprocess, we generated 60k events using
Alpgen [308]. The number of events generated corresponds to� 1:8 fb�1 . The generated events are
then passed throughATLFAST, a parametrized simulation of the ATLAS detector [45].
After the selection cuts the efficiency for thet�tbackground is 3.3%7, for W bbjj3.1%, and for the signal
0.47%, yielding a background which is� 15 times higher than the signal.

An improvement of the signal/background ratio can be obtained using the minimum invariant mass
of all the non-b jets withpT > 25GeV. This distribution peaks near the value of the W mass for the top
background, whereas the invariant mass for the signal should be smaller than 54 GeV, which is the mass
difference between the~�� and the~�01. Requiringm (jj)< 60GeV improves the signal/background ratio
to 1/10, with a loss of a bit more than half the signal. We show in the left plot of Figure 3.24 after this
cut the distributions for the variablem (bjj)m in , i.e. the invariant mass for the combination a b-tagged
jet and the two non-b jets yielding the minimum invariant mass. If the selected jets are from the decay of
the stop, this invariant mass should have an end point at� 79 GeV, whereas the corresponding end-point
should be at 175 GeV for the top background. The presence of the stop signal is therefore visible as a
shoulder in the distribution as compared to the pure top contribution. A significant contribution from
W bbjj is present, without a particular structure. Likewise, the variablem (bl)m in has an end point at
� 66 GeV for the signal and at 175 GeV for the top background, as shown in Figure 3.24, and the same
shoulder structure is observable. We need therefore to predict precisely the shape of the distributions

7The emission of additional hard jets at higher orders in the QCD interaction can increase the probability that thet�tevents
satisfy the requirement of 4 jets. The cut efficiency is observed to increase by about 20% if MC@NLO is used to generate the
t�tbackground. We do not expect such an effect to change the conclusions of the present analysis, but future studies should take
it into account.
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Fig. 3.25:Left: distribution of the minimumbjj invariant mass after the subtraction procedure (points with errors)
superimposed to the original signal distribution (full line). Right: distribution of the minimumblinvariant mass
after the subtraction procedure (points with errors) superimposed to the original signal distribution (full line).

for the top background in order to subtract it from the experimental distributions and extract the signal
distributions.

The top background distributions can be estimated from the data themselves by exploiting the fact
that we select events where one of theW from the top decays into two jets and the other decays into
lepton neutrino. One can therefore select two pure top samples, with minimal contribution from non-top
events by applying separately hard cuts on each of the two legs.

– Top sample 1: the best reconstructedbl� invariant mass is within 15 GeV of 175 GeV, and
(m ‘b)m in > 60 GeV in order to minimize the contribution from the stop signal. The neutrino
longitudinal momentum is calculated by applying theW mass constraint.

– Top sample 2: the best reconstructedbjjmass is within 10 GeV of 175 GeV.

We assume here that we will be able to predict theW bbbackground through a combination of Monte
Carlo and the study ofZbbproduction in the data, and we subtract this background bothfrom the ob-
served distributions and from the Top samples. More work is required to assess the uncertainty on this
subtraction. Given the fact that this background is smallerthan the signal, and it has a significantly dif-
ferent kinematic distribution, we expect that a 10-20% uncertainty on it will not affect the conclusions
of the present analysis.

For Top sample 1, the top selection is performed by applying severe cuts on the lepton leg, it can
therefore be expected that the minimumbjj invariant mass distribution, which is built from jets from the
decay of the hadronic side be essentially unaffected by the top selection cuts. This has indeed be verified
to be the case [166]. Them (bjj)distribution from Top sample 1 is then normalized to the observed
distribution in the high mass region, where no signal is expected, and subtracted from it. A similar
procedure is followed for them (bl)distribution: the top background is estimated using Top sample 2,
normalized to the observed distribution in the high-mass region, and subtracted from it. The results are
shown in Figure 3.25, with superimposed the corresponding distributions for the signal. As discussed
above, we have subtracted theW bbbackground from the observed distributions.

For both variables the true and measured distributions for the signal are compatible, showing the
goodness of the background subtraction technique, and the expected kinematic structure is observable,
even with the very small statistics generated for this analysis, corresponding to little more than one month
of data taking at the initial luminosity of1033 cm�1 s�1 .

Further work, outside the scope of this initial exploration, is needed on the evaluation of the masses
of the involved sparticles through kinematic studies of theselected sample
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A preliminary detailed analysis of a SUSY model with a stop squark lighter than the top quark
decaying into a chargino and ab-jet was performed. It was shown that for this specific model after
simple kinematic cuts a signal/background ratio of� 1/10 can be achieved. A new method, based on the
selection of pure top samples to subtract the top backgroundwas demonstrated. Through this method it is
possible to observe the kinematic structure of the stop decays, and thence to extract a measurement of the
model parameters. This analysis can yield a clear signal forphysics beyond the SM for just1� 2 fb�1 ,
and is therefore an excellent candidate for early discoveryat the LHC.

12.4 Stop decay into right-handed sneutrino LSP

Right-handed neutrinos offer the possibility to accommodate neutrino masses. In supersymmetric models
this implies the existence of right-handed sneutrinos. Right-handed sneutrinos are expected to be as light
as other supersymmetric particles [373, 374] if the neutrinos are either Dirac fermions or if the lepton-
number breaking scale is at (or below) the SUSY breaking scale , assumed to be around the electroweak
scale. Depending on the mechanism of SUSY breaking, the lightest right-handed sneutrino~N R may be
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). We consider inthe following such a scenario focusing on the
case where the right-handed stop is the next to lightest SUSYparticle assumingR -parity conservation.
Details on the model and other scenarios can be found in [373,374].

As the right-handed neutrino has a mass around 100 GeV, the neutrino Yukawa couplingsYN must
be very small to accommodate neutrino data:YN � 10�6 (YN � 10�12 ) in the case of Majorana neutri-
nos (Dirac neutrinos). This has as immediate consequence that if the SUSY breaking sneutrino trilinear
“A-term” is also proportional toYN , the left-handed and right-handed sneutrinos hardly mix independent
of neutrino physics because the left-right mixing term is proportional toYN . Decays into~N R will give
tiny decay widths asYN is the only coupling of~N R . For this reason, all decays of supersymmetric parti-
cles are as in the usual MSSM, but for the NLSP whose life-timecan be long since it can only decay into
the ~N R . In the case of a stop NLSP the dominant decay mode is~t1 ! b‘+ ~N R , followed by CKM sup-
pressed ones intosanddquarks. In the limit where mixing effects for stops and charginos are neglected
the corresponding matrix element squared in the rest frame of the stop reads as:

jTfij
2
�

4jYtj
2jYN j

2M 2
~tR
E bE l

�

(p~tR � kb)
2 � M 2

~H

�2

(1+ cos�b‘)

2
: (3.74)

where we have assumed that the right-handed stop~tR is the lightest stop and~H is the Higgsino,E b (E ‘)
is the energy of the b-quark (lepton),�b‘ is the angle between the fermions. The complete formula can
be found in [374]. The last factor in Eq. (3.74) implies that theb-quark and the lepton have a tendency
to go in the same direction.

In the following we summarize the results of a Monte Carlo study at the parton level [374] using
PYTHIA 6.327 [375]. We have takenM ~tR

= 225 GeV,M ~N R
= 100 GeV,M ~H

= 250 GeV andYN =

4� 10�6 resulting in a mean decay length of 10 mm. Note, that the stop will hadronize before decaying.
However, we have neglected the related effects in this study. We have only considered direct stop pair
production, and neglected stops from cascade decays, e.g.~g ! t~tR . The signal ispp(�p) ! ~tR ~t

�
R !

b‘+�b‘� + E m iss
T

. The dominant physics background is top quark pair production: pp(�p) ! t�t !

bW +�bW � ! b‘+�b‘� + E m iss
T , where the missing energy is due to neutrinos in the final state. We

have imposed the following ”Level 1” cuts: (i) fermion rapidities: j�‘j< 2:5, j�bj< 2:5 (ii) pT cuts
pT ‘ > 20GeV,pT b > 10GeV and (iii) isolation cutR b‘ � (�b� �‘)

2 + (�b� �‘)
2 > 0:4.

Figure 3.26 shows various distributions for stop and top decays. Figure 3.26a) depicts the resulting
transverse displacement after including the boost of the stop. If it decays before exiting the tracking
subsystem, a displaced vertex may be reconstructed throughthe stop decay products’ 3-momenta meeting
away from the primary interaction point. On each side, theb-quark itself leads to an additional displaced
vertex, and its 3-momentum vector can be reconstructed fromits decay products. In combination with
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Fig. 3.26: Distributions of stop and top decays: a) the transverse displacement of the stop (in mm), b)pT of the
b-quark c)pT of the charged lepton and d)cos�b‘, the angle between the 3-momentakb andk‘.

the 3-momentum of the lepton, the stop displaced vertex can be determined. In order to reveal the
displaced vertex, one must require either theb-quark or the charged lepton 3-momentum vector to miss
the primary vertex. Since a pair of stops is produced, we would expect to discern two displaced vertices
in the event (not counting the displaced vertices due to the b-quarks). Such an event with two displaced
vertices, from each of which originates a highpT ‘andb-quark might prove to be the main distinguishing
characteristics of such a scenario. A cut on the displaced vertex will be very effective to separate stop
events from the top background provided one can efficiently explore such cuts. We anticipate that NLSP
stop searches may turn out to be physics-background free in such a case.

If the stop displaced vertex cannot be efficiently resolved,one will have to resort to more con-
ventional analysis methods. In the remainder we explore various kinematical distributions for both the
signal (~tR pair production) and the physics background (tpair production), obtained after imposing the
level 1 cuts given above. Figures 3.26b) and c) depict thepT spectra of the produced fermions. ThepT
of theb-quark from the225 GeV stop peaks at a lower value compared to the top quark background,
and therefore accepting them at high efficiency forpT . 40GeV will be very helpful in maximizing the
signal acceptance. The signal and background shapes are quite similar and no simple set ofpT cuts can
be made in order to significantly separate signal from background.

Fig. 3.26d) depicts the distribution ofcos�b‘, the angle between the 3-momentakb andk‘, for
both the signal and background. It is important to appreciate that, by default,PYTHIA generates stop
decays into the 3-body final state according only to phase-space, ignoring the angular dependence of the
decay matrix element. We have reweightedPYTHIA events to include the correct angular dependence in
the decay matrix element. Consistent with the expectation from Eq. (3.74), we see for the signal that
the distribution peaks for theb-quark and charged lepton 3-momenta aligned, unlike the background. It
is unfortunate that the isolation level 1 cut on the leptons removes more signal events than background
events. Relaxing this constraint as much as practical wouldhelp in this regard. Additional work will
be necessary to include also the effect of spin correlationsin top production and top decays so that
information from the quantitieskb� k�b andk‘+ � k‘� can be exploited.

Assuming efficiencies of�b = 0:5and�l= 0:9 for b-quark and lepton identification, respectively,
it has been shown in [374] that stops with masses up to 500 GeV can be detected at the 5� level for an
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integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1 if ‘= e;� even if the displaced vertex signature is not used. Clearly,the
situation will be worse in the case of‘= � . Provided one can exploit the displaced vertex information,
we expect a considerable improvement as we could not identify any physics background. Further studies
are planned to investigate the questions we have touched upon here.

13 SUSY Searches at
p
s = 14 TeV with CMS

This section summarizes the recent results on SUSY searchesreported at [57]. In the context of this work
we refer to the generalized classification of models of new physics according to how they affect flavour
physics:

– CMFV: Constrained Minimal Flavour Violation [376] models: in these models the only source of
quark flavour violation is the CKM matrix. Examples include minimal supergravity models with
low or moderate tan�, and models with a universal large extra dimension.

– MFV: Minimal Flavour Violation [195] models: a set of CMFV modelswith some new relevant
operators that contribute to flavour transitions. Examplesinclude SUSY models with large tan�.

– NMFV: Next-to-Minimal Flavour Violation [377] models: they involve third generation quarks
and help to solve the flavour problems that appear in frameworks such as Little Higgs, topcolour,
and RS models.

– GFV: General Flavour Violation [378] models; they provide with new sources of flavour violation.
These include most of the MSSM parameter space, and almost any BSM model before flavour
constraints are considered.

A useful discussion on these models can be found in [379]. TheSUSY searches that are sum-
marized here fall in the category of MFV (mSUGRA specifically) and all results are obtained with the
detailed Geant-4 based CMS simulation. In the context of this workshop and in collaboration with the
theory community we try to also move towards interpretationwithin NMVF models (see e.g contribu-
tions by R. Cavanaugh and O. Buchmueller in this volume). Note that since the squarks and sleptons can
have significant flavour changing vertices and be complex, the connection to collider physics can be sub-
tle indeed, the main implication being that the superpartners cannot be too heavy and that larger tan� is
favored – with no direct signature in general. For interpretations of recent Tevatron and B-factory results
the interested reader can refer for example to [380], [381],[382], [383] and to relevant contributions at
this workshop.

The SUSY search path has been described in the past years as a successive approximation of serial
steps that move from inclusive to more exclusive measurements as follows:

– Discovery: using canonical inclusive searches

– Characterization: putting together a picture given the channels that show excess and ratios of the
observed objects (e.g. multi-leptons, photons (GMSB), ratio of same sign leptons to opposite ones,
ratios of positive pairs to negative, departure from leptonuniversality, third generation excesses).

– Reconstruction: in canonical dark matter LSP SUSY the finalstate contains two neutralinos hence
there is no direct mass peak due to the missing transverse energy in the event. The kinematics of
the intermediate decays provide however a multitude of endpoints and edges that might provide
mass differences and help orient towards the right mass hierarchy.

– Measurement of the underlying theory: the classical SUSY solving strategy involves more mass
combinations, more decay chains, mass peaks and once the LSPmass is known the determination
of the mass hierarchies, particles’ spins, and eventually the model parameters. An outstanding
question remains as to how many simple measurements do we need to “nail” the theory? Remem-
ber that we did not need to measure all the Standard Model particles and their properties in order
to measure the Standard Model.
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In the past three years the “inclusive” and “exclusive”modus quaestio questiohave been ap-
proached in coincidence and in many works that range in exploitation strategy from statistical methods
to fully on-shell description of unknown models and inclusion of cosmological considerations such as
in [384], [385], [386], [247] and [387], to mention but a few.

It is rather safe to claim that the program of discovery and characterization will be (much) more
convoluted than the one described in the serial steps above.Realistic studies of kinematic edges across
even the “simple” mSUGRA parameter space show that this is a difficult job and it will take a lot of work
and wisdom to do it right. Endpoint analyses by definition involve particles which are very soft in some
reference frame and non trivial issues of acceptance need tobe considered.

Some of most recent SUSY searches at CMS [57], proceed in the following channels:

– canonical inclusive

– multijets+E=T
– �+jets+E=T
– same-sign dimuon +E=T
– opposite-sign same flavour dielectron and dimuon +E=T

– opposite-sign same flavour hadronic ditau +E=T

– trileptons at highm 0

– higher reconstructed object inclusive

– Z 0 + E=T
– hadronic top +E=T
– h(! b�b)+ E=T

– flavour violating

– opposite-sign different flavoure� FV neutralino decays (contributing to this workshop also)

The attempt is to have an as model-independent signature-based search strategy with educated
input from theory. The interpretation of the search resultsare given in the context and parameter space
of mSUGRA but re-interpreting them in different models is possible. All of the searches are including
detector systematic uncertainties and a scan that providesthe 5� reach in the mSUGRA parameter space
is derived for 1fb�1 and 10fb�1 as shown in figure 3.27 The details of the analyses and individual search
results can be found at [57].
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Chapter 4

Non-supersymmetric Standard Model extensions

J. A. Aguilar Saavedra and G.Ünel

1 Introduction

Although the Standard Model (SM) has seemingly survived many stringent tests offered by both preci-
sion measurements and direct searches, it has a number of shortcomings. The most unpleasant one is
the “instability” of the Higgs boson mass with respect to radiative corrections, known as the hierarchy
problem. If the SM is assumed valid up to a high scale� of the order of the Planck mass, radiative
corrections toM h from top quark loops are of order�M 2

h
� �2, i.e. much larger thanM h which is

expected to be of the order of the electroweak scale. The requirement thatM h and�M h are of the same
order would imply a cutoff (and hence new physics at)� � 1� 2 TeV. Some other aspects of the SM
that make it unappealing as the ultimate theory of fundamental interactions (excluding gravity) are:

– the lack of simplicity of the gauge structure,

– the large hierarchy of fermion masses and quark mixings, and the large number of apparently free
parameters necessary to describe them,

– the source of baryogenesis, which can not be explained by the amount of CP violation present in
the SM,

– the unknown mechanism behind the neutrino mass generation(neutrinos can have Dirac masses
simply with the introduction of right-handed fields, but present limitsm � � 1eV require unnatu-
rally small Yukawa couplings).

Therefore, the SM is believed to be the low-energy limit of a more fundamental theory. Several
arguments suggest that this theory may manifest itself at energies not much higher than the electroweak
scale, and give support to the hope that LHC will provide signals of new physics beyond the SM.

This chapter deals with non-supersymmetric candidate theories as extensions to the SM. Among
the most frequently studied ones, the following ones can be mentioned.

1. Grand unified theories (GUTs). In these models the SM gaugegroup SU(3)c � SU(2)L � U(1)Y
is embedded into a larger symmetry group, which is recoveredat a higher scale. They predict the
existence of new fermions (e.g.Q = � 1=3singlets) and new gauge bosons (especiallyZ0), which
may be at the reach of LHC.

2. Little Higgs models. They address the hierarchy problem with the introduction of extra gauge
symmetries and extra matter which stabilise the Higgs mass up to a higher scale� � 10 TeV.
In particular, the top quark loop contribution to the Higgs mass is partially cancelled with the
introduction of aQ = 2=3quark singletT .

3. Theories with extra dimensions. The various extra-dimensional models avoid the hierarchy prob-
lem by lowering the Planck scale in the higher dimensional theory, and some of them can explain
the large hierarchies between fermion masses. The observable effect of the additional dimension
is the appearance of “towers” of Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of fermions and bosons, with in-
creasing masses. Depending on the model, the lightest modescan have a mass around the TeV
scale and thus be produced at LHC.

It should be stressed that these SM extensions, sometimes labelled as “alternative theories” do not ex-
clude supersymmetry (SUSY). In fact, SUSY in its minimal versions does not address some of the open
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questions of the SM. One example is the motivation behind theapparent gauge coupling unification. The
renormalisation-group evolution of the coupling constants strongly suggests that they unify at a very high
scaleM GUT � 1015 GeV, and that the SM gauge group is a subgroup of a larger one,e.g.SO(10), E6 or
other possibilities. Thus, SUSY can naturally coexist withGUTs. Another example of complementarity
is SUSY + Little Higgs models. If SUSY is broken at the TeV scale or below, it may give dangerous
contributions to flavour-changing neutral (FCN) processesand electric dipole moments (EDMs). These
contributions must be suppressed with some (well justified or not) assumption, like minimal supergrav-
ity (MSUGRA) with real parameters. These problems are alleviated if SUSY is broken at a higher scale
and, up to that scale, the Higgs mass is stabilised by anothermechanism, as it happens in the Little Higgs
theories.

With the forthcoming LHC, theories beyond the SM will be tested directly through the searches
of the new particles, and indirectly, with measurements of the deviations from SM precision variables.
Instead of studying the different SM extensions and their additional spectrum separately, we follow a
phenomenological/experimental approach. Thus, this chapter is organised according to the new particles
which are expected to be produced. Section 2 reviews the searches for the new quarks and section 3 for
new heavy neutrinos. Studies for new gauge bosons are collected in sections 4 and 5, and in section 6
some new scalar signals are presented. Detailed information about the SM extensions predicting these
new particles is not included in this report for brevity (although the text is as self-contained as possible).
Instead, the interested reader is encouraged to refer to theoriginal papers and dedicated reviews (see for
instance [388–392]). The observation of these new particles would prove, or at least provide hints, for
the proposed theories. In this case, the identification of the underlying theory might be possible with
the measurement of the couplings, production and decay modes of the new particle(s). Alternatively, the
non-observation of the predicted signals would disprove the models or impose lower bounds for their
mass scales.

2 New quarks

At present, additional quarks are not required neither by experimental data nor by the consistency of
the SM. But on the other hand they often appear in Grand UnifiedTheories [59, 393], Little Higgs
models [390,394,395], Flavour Democracy [396] and models with extra dimensions [24,392,397]. Their
existence is not experimentally excluded but their mixing,mainly with the lightest SM fermions, is rather
constrained. They can lead to various indirect effects at low energies, and their presence could explain
experimental deviations eventually found, for instance inC P asymmetries inB decays. They can also
enhance flavour-changing processes, especially those involving the top quark. These issues have been
dealt with in other chapters of this report. Here we are mainly concerned with their direct production and
detection at LHC.

New quarks share the same electromagnetic and strong interactions of standard quarks, and thus
they can be produced at LHC byq�qannihilation and gluon fusion in the same way as the top quark, with
a cross section which only depends on their mass, plotted in Fig. 4.1. Depending on their electroweak
mixing with the SM fermions, they can be produced singly as well [398–400]. Their decay always
takes place through electroweak interactions or interactions with scalars, and the specific decay modes
available depend on the particular SM extension considered. Let us consider a SM extension withN
“standard” chiral generations (left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets underSU(2)L ), plusnu
up-type andnd down-type singlets under this group.1 While (left-handed)SU(2)L doublets couple to
theW � andW 3 bosons, singlet fields do not. The Lagrangian in the weak eigenstate basis reads

LW = �
g
p
2

�
�u
0
L

�
d
0
L

�
W

y
� + h:c:;

1Anomaly cancellation requires that the number of lepton generations is alsoN . ForN > 3 this implies additional neutrinos
heavier thanM Z =2 to agree with theZ invisible width measurement at LEP. On the other hand, quarksinglets can be introduced
alone, since they do not contribute to anomalies [393].
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LZ = �
g

2cW

�
�u
0
L

�
u
0
L �

�d
0
L

�
d
0
L � 2s

2
W JEM

�
Z� ; (4.1)

where(u0;d0)L are theN doublets underSU(2)L andJEM is the electromagnetic current which includes
all (charged) quark fields. The number of mass eigenstates with charges2=3and� 1=3 is Nu � N + nu,
N d � N + nd, respectively. The resulting weak interaction Lagrangianin the mass eigenstate basis is

LW = �
g
p
2
[�uL

�
V dL]W

y
� + h:c:;

LZ = �
g

2cW

h

�uL
�
X

u
uL �

�dL
�
X

d
dL � 2s

2
W JEM

i

Z� ; (4.2)

whereuL;R , dL;R are column vectors of dimensionsN u, N d, andJEM is the electromagnetic current
(including all mass eigenstates). TheN u � Nd matrixV (not necessarily square) is the generalisation of
the3� 3CKM matrix. The matricesXu = V V y, X d = V yV have dimensionsN u � Nu andN d � Nd,
respectively. In case thatnu > 0 the up-type mass eigenstates are mixture of weak eigenstates with
different isospin, and thus the matrixX u is not necessarily diagonal. In other words,V is not unitary
(but its 3 � 3 submatrix involving SM quarks is almost unitary), what prevents the GIM mechanism
from fully operating. Analogous statements hold for the down sector. Therefore, models with quark
singlets can have tree-level flavour-changing neutral (FCN) couplings to theZ boson. These couplings
are suppressed by the mass of the new mass eigenstates,e.g. X tc � mtm c=m

2
T (with T a new charge

2=3quark), what forbids dangerous FCN currents in the down sector but allows for observable effects in
top physics.
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Fig. 4.1: Tree-level cross section for pair production of heavy quarksQ in ppcollisions at
p
s= 14TeV,gg;q�q!

Q �Q . CTEQ5L PDFs are used.

As within the SM, its extensions with extra quarks typicallyhave one Higgs doublet which breaks
the electroweak symmetry and originates the fermion masses. The surviving scalar fieldh couples to the
chiral fields (through Yukawa couplings) but not to the weak eigenstate isosinglets. In the mass eigenstate
basis, the scalar-quark interactions read

Lh = �
g

2M W

h

�uR M
u
X

u
uL +

�dR M
d
X

d
dL

i

h + h:c:; (4.3)

with M u, M d the diagonal mass matrices, of dimensionsN u � Nu andN d � Nd. SM extensions with
extra quarks usually introduce further scalar fields,e.g. in E6 additional scalar singlets are present, but
with VEVs typically much higher than the mass scale of the newquarks and small mixing withh. Also, in
supersymmetric versions of E6 there are two Higgs doublets, in which case the generalisation of Eq. (4.3)
involves two scalar fields and the ratio of their VEVstan�. However, the main phenomenological
features of these models can be described with the minimal scalar sector and Lagrangian in Eq. (4.3).
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(Of course, this does not preclude that with appropriate butin principle less natural choices of parameters
one can build models with a completely different behaviour.) In particular, from Eq. (4.3) it follows that
FCN interactions with scalars have the same strength as the ones mediated by theZ boson, up to mass
factors. Note also that Eq. (4.3) does not contradict the fact that new heavy mass eigenstates, which are
mainlySU(2)L singlets, have small Yukawa couplings. For example, with anextraQ = 2=3 singlet the
Yukawa coupling of the new mass eigenstateT is proportional tom TX TT ’ m TjVTbj

2 � mt=m
2
T

(see
also section 2.1 below).

More general extensions of the SM quark sector include right-handed fields transforming non-
trivially under SU(2)L . The simplest of such possibilities is the presence of additional isodoublets
(T;B )L;R . Their interactions are described with the right-handed analogous of the terms in Eqs. (4.2)
and a generalisation of Eq. (4.3). From the point of view of collider phenomenology, their production
and decay takes place through the same channels as fourth generation or singlet quarks (with additional
gauge bosons there would be additional modes). However, theconstraints from low energy processes are
much more stringent, since mixing with a heavy isodoublet(T;B )L;R can induce right-handed charged
currents among the known quarks, which are absent in the SM. An example of this kind is aW tR bR

interaction, which would give a large contribution to the radiative decayb! s (see chapter 2.2.1.1).

A heavy quarkQ of either charge can decay to a lighter quarkq0 via charged currents, or to a
lighter quarkq of the same charge via FCN couplings if they are nonzero. The partial widths for these
decays are [401]

�(Q ! W
+
q
0
)=

�
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with

�(m Q ;m ;M ) � (m
4
Q + m

4
+ M

4
� 2m

2
Q m

2
� 2m

2
Q M

2
� 2m

2
M

2
) (4.5)

a kinematical function. (The superscriptsu, d in the FCN couplingsX Q q may be dropped when they
are clear from the context.) Since QCD and electroweak production processes are the same for4th

generation and exotic quarks, their decays provide the way to distinguish them. For quark singlets the
neutral current decaysQ ! Zq are possible, and kinematically allowed (see below). Moreover, for
a doublet of SM quarks(q;q0)of the same generation one has�(Q ! Zq) ’ 1=2 �(Q ! W q 0),
for m Q � m q;m q0;M Z ;M W . Depending on the Higgs mass, decaysQ ! hqmay be kinematically
allowed as well, with a partial width�(Q ! hq) ’ 1=2 �(Q ! W q 0) for m Q much larger than the
other masses involved. Both FCN decays, absent for4th generation heavy quarks,2 provide clean final
states in which new quark singlets could be discovered, in addition to the charged current decays present
in all cases. If the new quarks mix with the SM sector through right-handed interactions with the SM

2For 4th generation quarks neutral decays can take place radiatively, and can have sizeable branching ratios if tree-level
charged current decays are very suppressed, see section 2.4.1 .
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gauge and Higgs bosons, the decays are the same as in Eq. (4.4)but replacingVQ q0 andX Q q by their
right-handed analogues. If the new quarks are not too heavy,the chirality of their interactions can be
determined by measuring angular or energy distributions ofthe decay products. For instance, in a decay
T ! W + b! ‘�b the charged lepton angular distribution inW rest frame (or its energy distribution in
T rest frame) an be used to probe theW Tbinteraction (see the discussion after Eq. (4.7) below, and also
chapter 2.2.1.2).

Searches at Tevatron have placed the 95% CL limitsm B � 128 GeV [340] (in charged current
decays, assuming 100% branching ratio),m b0 � 199GeV [402] (assuming BR(b0! Zb)=1), whereb0

is a charge� 1=3 quark. If a priori assumptions onb0decays are not made, limits can be found on the
branching ratios of these two channels [403] (see also [404,405]). In particular, it is found that forb0

quarks with masses� 100 GeV near the LEP kinematical limit there are some windows in parameter
space whereb0could have escaped discovery. For a charge2=3 quarkT , the present Tevatron bound is
m T � 258GeV [406] in charged current decaysT ! W + b, very close to the kinematical limitm t+ M Z

where decaysT ! Ztare kinematically possible. The prospects for LHC are reviewed in the following.

2.1 Singlets: charge2=3

A new up-type singletT is expected to couple preferrably to the third generation, due to the large mass of
the top quark. The CKM matrix elementVTb is expected to be of orderm t=m T , although forT masses
at the TeV scale or below the exact relationVTb = m t=m T enters into conflict with latest precision
electroweak data. In particular, the most stringent constraint comes from theT parameter [23]. The
most recent values [340]T = � 0:13 � 0:11 (for U arbitrary), T = � 0:03 � 0:09 (settingU = 0)
imply the 95% CL boundsT � 0:05, T � 0:117, respectively. The resulting limits onjVTbjare plotted
in Fig. 4.2, including for completeness the limit fromR b (plus other correlated observables likeR c,
the FB asymmetries and coupling parameters) and the bound onm T from direct searches. The mixing
values obtained from the relationVTb = �m t=m T are also displayed, for� = 1 (continuous line) and
� = 0:5 � 2 (gray band). In this class of models the new contributions toU are very small, so it is
sensible to use the less restrictive boundT � 0:117. Even in this case, mixing anglesVTb = m t=m T

seem too large forT lighter than 1.7 TeV. Of course, the importance of the boundT � 0:117, and
indirect bounds in general, must not be neither overemphasised nor neglected. Additional new particles
present in these models also contribute toT and can cancel the contribution from the new quark. But this
requires fine-tuning for lowerT masses and/or largerVTb mixings.
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Fig. 4.2: 95% CL bounds onjVT bjfrom theT parameter and fromR b, and values derived from the relation
VT b = m t=m T .

The main decays of the new quark areT ! W + b, T ! Zt, T ! ht, with partial widths given by
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Eqs. (4.4). Their characteristic features are:

(i) T ! W + b: The decaysW ! ‘+ � , ‘ = e;� originate very energetic charged leptons, not only
due to the largeT mass but also to spin effects [407]: for largem T the charged leptons are emitted
more towards theW flight direction.

(ii) T ! Zt: The leptonic decaysZ ! ‘+ ‘� produce a very clean final state, although with a small
branching ratio.

(iii) T ! ht: For a light Higgs, its decayh ! b�band the decay of the top quark give a final state with
threebquarks, which can be tagged to reduce backgrounds. They havean additional interest as
they can produce Higgs bosons with a large cross section [401,408].

2.1.1 Discovery potential

In T pair production the largestm T reach is provided by the modeT �T ! W + bW ��band subsequent
semileptonic decay of theW + W � pair, plus additional contributions from other decay modesgiving the
same signature plus additional jets or missing energy [69,407]

T �T ! W
+
bW

��b! ‘
+
�b�qq

0�b;

T �T ! W
+
bh�t=htW

��b! W
+
bW

��bh ! ‘
+
�b�qq

0�bb�b=c�c;

T �T ! W
+
bZ�t=ZtW

��b! W
+
bW

��bZ ! ‘
+
�b�qq

0�bq
00
�q
00
=��� ; (4.6)

These signals are characterised by one energetic charged lepton, twobjets and at least two additional jets.
Their main backgrounds are top pair and single top production andW =Zb�bplus jets. Charged leptons
originating fromT ! W b! ‘�bdecays are much more energetic than those fromt! W b! ‘�b, as
it has been stressed above. The charged lepton energy distribution inT (t) rest frame reads

1

�

d�

dE ‘

=
1

(E max
‘

� Emin
‘

)3

�
3(E ‘� E

min
‘ )

2
FR + 3(E

max
‘ � E‘)

2
FL

+ 6(E
max
‘ � E‘)(E ‘� E

min
‘ )F0

�
; (4.7)

with Fi theW helicity fractions (see chapter 2.2.1.2), which satisfyFL + FR + F0 = 1. For the top
quark they areF0 = 0:703, FL = 0:297, FR ’ 0, while forT with a mass of 1 TeV they areF0 = 0:997,
FL = 0:013, FR ’ 0. It must be pointed out that for largem T , F0 ’ 1 even when right-handedW Tb

interactions are included; thus, the chirality of this vertex cannot be determined from these observables.
The maximum and minimum energies depend on the mass of the decaying fermion, and areE min

‘
= 18:5

GeV,E max
‘

= 87:4 GeV for t, andE min
‘

= 3:2GeV,E max
‘

= 500 GeV for T (with m T=1 TeV). The
resulting energy distributions are presented in Fig. 4.3 (left) for the sameT mass of 1 TeV. The larger
mean energy in the rest frame of the parent quark is reflected in a larger transverse momentumplep

T
in

laboratory frame, as it can be observed in Fig. 4.3 (right). For the second and third decay channels in
Eq. (4.6), denoted by(h)and(Z)respectively, the tail of the distribution is less pronounced. This is so
because the charged lepton originates fromT ! W b! ‘�bonly half of the times, and the rest comes
from t! W b! ‘�band is less energetic.

Background is suppressed by requiring large transverse momenta of the charged lepton and the
jets, and with the heavy quark mass reconstruction. The reconstructed masses of the heavy quarks de-
caying hadronically (m had

T
) and semileptonically (m lep

T
) are shown in Fig. 4.4. For the leading decay

modeT �T ! W + bW ��b these distributions have a peak around the truem T value, taken here as 1 TeV,
but for the additional signal contributions the events spread over a wide range. Thus, kinematical cuts on
p

lep
T

, m had
T

, m lep
T

considerably reduce the extra signal contributions.

The estimated5� discovery limits for 300 fb�1 can be summarised in Fig. 4.5. They also include
the results fromTj (plus �Tj) production, where the decayT ! W + b (or �T ! W ��b) also gives the
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processes in Eqs. (4.6) (right)
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Fig. 4.4: Reconstructed masses of the heavy quarks decaying hadronically (left) and semileptonically (right), for
the processes in Eqs. (4.6) withm T = 1TeV, and their main backgroundt�t.

highest sensitivity for largeT masses [409]. Them T reach inT �T production is independent ofVTb, but
theTjcross section scales withjVTbj2, and thus the sensitivity of the latter process depends onVTb. T
masses on the left of the vertical line can be seen with5� in T �T production. Values ofm T andVTb over
the solid curve can be seen inTjproduction. The latter discovery limits have been obtainedby rescaling
the results form T = 1TeV in Refs. [409, 410]. The 95% CL bounds from theT parameter (forU = 0

andU arbitrary) ares represented by the dashed and dotted lines,respectively. Then, the yellow area
(light grey in print) represents the parameter region wherethe new quark cannot be discovered with5� ,
and the orange triangle (dark gray) the parameters for whichit can be discovered in single but not in pair
production.

Several remarks are in order regarding these results. The limits shown forT �T andTjonly include
the channelT ! W + b (with additional signal contributions giving the same finalstate in the former
case). In both analyses the evaluation of backgrounds,e.g. t�t, does not include higher order processes
with extra hard jet radiation:t�tj, t�t2j, etc. These higher ordert�tnj contributions may be important in
the large transverse momenta region where the new quark signals are searched. Systematic uncertainties
in the background are not included either, and they lower thesignificance with respect to the values
presented here. On the other hand, additionalT decay channels can be included and the event selection
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Fig. 4.5: Estimated5� discovery limits for a new charge2=3quarkT in T �T andTjproduction.

could be refined,e.g.by a probabilistic method, so that the limits displayed in Fig. 4.5 are not expected
to be significantly degraded when all of these improvements are made in the analysis.

2.1.2 Higgs discovery from T decays

Apart from the direct observation of the new quark, another exciting possibility is to discover the Higgs
boson fromT decays [401, 408]. Very recent results from CMS have significantly lowered the expecta-
tions for the discovery of a light Higgs boson int�th production, withh ! b�b. This decrease is due to a
more careful calculation of thet�tnjbackground, and to the inclusion of systematic uncertainties [57]. As
a result, a light Higgs is impossible to see in this process, with a statistical significance of only� 0:47�

for 30 fb�1 of luminosity andM h = 115GeV. But if a new quarkT exists with a moderate mass, its pair
production and decays

T �T ! W
+
bh�t=htW

��b! W
+
bW

��bh ! ‘
+
�b�qq

0�bb�b=c�c;

T �T ! hth�t! W
+
bW

��bhh ! ‘
+
�b�qq

0�bb�b=c�cb�b=c�c;

T �T ! Zth�t=htZ�t! W
+
bW

��bhZ ! ‘
+
�
0
b�qq

0�bb�b=c�cq
00
�q
00
=��� (4.8)

provide an additional source of Higgs bosons with a large cross section (see Fig. 4.1) and a total branching
ratio close to1=2. The final state is the same as int�th production with semileptonic decay: one charged
lepton, four or moreb-tagged jets and two non-tagged jets. The main backgrounds are t�tnjproduction
with two bmistags andt�tb�bproduction. The inclusion of higher order (n > 2) contributions is relevant
because of their increasing efficiency for largern (the probability to have twobmistags grows with the
jet multiplicity). The larger transverse momenta involvedfor largern also make higher order processes
more difficult to suppress with respect to theT �T signal. Lower order contributions (n < 2) are important
as well, due to pile-up. The method followed to evaluate top pair production plus jets is to calculatet�tnj
for n = 0;:::;5 with Alpgen [308] and usePYTHIA 6.4 [411] to include soft jet radiation, using the
MLM matching prescription [412] to avoid double counting.

Background suppression is challenging because the higher-order t�tnj backgrounds are less af-
fected by large transverse momentum requirements. Moreover, the signal charged leptons are not so
energetic, and cannot be used to discriminate signal and background as efficiently as in the previous final
state. Background is suppressed with a likelihood method. Signal and background likelihood functions
LS , LB can be built. using as variables several transverse momentaand invariant masse, as those shown
in Fig. 4.6, as well as angles and rapidities of final state particles. (Additional details can be found in
Ref. [401].) Performing cuts on these and other variables greatly improves the signal observability. For a
luminosity of 30 fb�1 , the statistical significances obtained for the Higgs signals in final states with four,
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Fig. 4.6: Several useful variables to discriminate between heavy quark signals and background forT �T production
in 4bfinal states: heavy quark reconstructed masses (m had

T
, m lep

T
), missing energy (pT6 ), and maximumpt of the

b-tagged jets (pb;max
t ). The main signal processes (first two ones in Eqs. (4.8) are denoted byW h, hh, respectively.

five and sixb jets are [401]

4 bjets: 6:43� ;

5 bjets: 6:02� ;

6 bjets: 5:63� ; (4.9)

including a 20% uncertainty in the background. Additional backgrounds like electroweakt�tb�bproduc-
tion, t�tc�c (QCD and electroweak) andW =Zb�bplus jets are smaller but have also been included. The
combined significance is10:45�, a factor of 25 larger than int�th production alone. Then, this process
offers a good opportunity to quicky discover a light Higgs boson (approximately with 8 fb�1 ) in final
states containing a charged lepton and four or morebquarks. These figures are conservative, since ad-
ditional signal processesT �Tnjhave not been included in the signal evaluation. The decay channels in
Eqs. (4.8) also provide the best discovery potential form T relatively close to the electroweak scale. For
m T = 500GeV, as assumed here,5� discovery of the new quark could be possible with 7 fb�1 .

2.2 Singlets: charge� 1=3

Down-type iso-singlet quark arise in theE 6 GUT models [59]. These models postulate that the group
structure of the SM,SU C (3)� SUW (2)� UY (1), originates from the breaking of theE6 GUT scale
down to the electroweak scale, and thus extend each SM familyby the addition of one isosinglet down
type quark.

Following the literature, the new quarks are denoted by lettersD , S, andB . The mixings between
these and SM down type quarks is responsible for the decays ofthe new quarks. In this study, the
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intrafamily mixings of the new quarks are assumed to be dominant with respect to their inter-family
mixings. In addition, as for the SM hierarchy, theD quark is taken to be the lightest one. The usual
CKM mixings, represented by superscript�, are taken to be in the up sector for simplicity of calculation
(which does not affect the results). Therefore, the Lagrangian relevant for the down type isosinglet quark,
D , becomes a simplification of equation set 4.2. It can explicitely be written as:

LD =

p
4��em

2
p
2sin�W

h

�u
�
� (1� 5)dcos� + �u

�
� (1� 5)D sin�

i

W
� (4.10)
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The measured values ofVud,Vus,Vub constrain thed andD mixing angle� to jsin�j� 0:07 as-
suming the squared sum of row elements of the new3 � 4 CKM matrix equal unity (see [49] and
references therein for CKM matrix related measurements). The total decay width and the contribution
by neutral and charged currents were already estimated in [413]. As reported in this work, theD quark
decays through aW boson with a branching ratio of 67% and through aZ boson with a branching ratio
of 33%. If the Higgs boson exists, in addition to these two modes,D quark might also decay via the
D ! hd channel which is available due toD � dmixing. The branching ratio of this channel for the
case ofm h = 120GeV andsin� = 0:05 is calculated to be about 25%, reducing the branching ratiosof
the neutral and charged channels to 50% and 25%, respectively [414,415].

2.2.1 The discovery potential

The discovery potential of the lightest isosinglet quark has been investigated using the pair production
channel which is quasi-independent of the mixing angle�. The main tree level Feynman diagrams for
the pair production ofD quarks at LHC are gluon fusion, andq� qannihilation. ThegD D andD D
vertices are the same as their SM down quark counterparts. The modification to theZdd vertex due to
d� D mixing can be neglected due to the small value ofsin�.

The Lagrangian in Eq. (4.10) was implemented into tree levelevent generators,CompHEP 4.3
[416] andMadGraph 2.3 [417]. The impact of uncertainties in parton distribution functions (PDFs)
[131], is calculated by using different PDF sets, to be less than 10% forD quark mass values from
400 to 1400 GeV. For example atm D = 800GeV andQ 2 = m 2

Z
, the cross section values are 450 fb

(CompHEP, CTEQ6L1) and 468 fb (CompHEP, CTEQ5L) versus 449 fb (MadGraph, CTEQ6L1) and 459 fb
(MadGraph, CTEQ5L) with an error of about one percent in each calculation. The largest contribution
to the total cross section comes from the gluon fusion diagrams forD quark masses below 1100 GeV,
while for higherD quark masses, contributions froms-channelq�q annihilation subprocesses becomes
dominant. For these computations,q�q are assumed to be only from the first quark family since, the
contribution to the total cross section froms�s is about 10 times smaller and the contribution fromc�c
andb�bare about 100 times smaller. Thet-channel diagrams mediated byZ andW bosons, which are
suppressed by the small value ofsin� (for example 0.4 fb atm D = 800 GeV) were also included in
the signal generation. The isosinglet quarks being very heavy are expected to immediately decay into
SM particles. The cleanest signal can be obtained from bothD s decaying via aZ boson. Although it
has the smallest branching ratio, the 4 lepton and 2 jet final state offers the possibility of reconstructing
the invariant mass ofZ bosons and thus of bothD quarks. The high transverse momentum of the jets
coming from theD quark decays can be used to distinguish the signal events from the background.
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Fig. 4.7: Combined results for possible signal observation atM D = 600, 800, 1000, 1200 GeV . The reconstructed
D quark mass and the relevant SM background are plotted for a luminosity of 100 fb� 1 which corresponds to one
year of nominal LHC operation. The dark line shows the signaland background added, the dashed line is for signal
only and the light line shows the SM background.

TheD quarks in signal events were made to decay inCompHEP into SM particles. The final state
particles for both signal and background events were fed into PYTHIA version 6.218 [43] for initial and
final state radiation, as well as hadronisation using theCompHEP to PYTHIA andMadGraph to PYTHIA
interfaces provided byATHENA9.0.3 (the ATLAS offline software framework). To incorporate the detec-
tor effects, all event samples were processed through the ATLAS fast simulation tool,ATLFAST [418],
and the final analysis has been done using physics objects that it produced. The cases of 4 muons, 4
electrons and 2 electrons plus 2 muons were separately treated to get the best reconstruction efficiency.
As an example, table 4.1 gives the selection efficiencies forthe mixed lepton case atm D = 800GeV.

Using the convention of defining a running accelerator year as1� 107seconds, one LHC year at
the design luminosity corresponds to 100 fb�1 . For one such year worth of data, all the signal events
are summed and compared to all SM background events as shown in Fig. 4.7. It is evident that for the
lowest of the considered masses, the studied channel gives an easy detection possibility, whereas for the
highest mass case (M D =1200 GeV) the signal to background ratio is of the order of unity. For eachD
quark mass value that was considered, a Gaussian is fitted to the invariant mass distribution around the
D signal peak and a polynomial to the background invariant mass distribution. The number of accepted
signal (S) and background (B ) events are integrated using the fitted functions in a mass window whose
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Table 4.1: The individual selection cut efficiencies� for oneZ ! eeand oneZ ! �� sub-case. The subscript‘
represents both electron and muon cases.

channel N ‘ M Z PT;‘ N jet PT;jet �com bined

cut =4 =90� 20 GeV �(e)> 40(15)GeV � 2 � 100 GeV
� Signal 0.44 0.94 0.71 1 0.93 0.28

� Background 0.35 0.97 0.34 0.95 0.10 0.011

width is equal to2� around the central value of the fitted Gaussian. The significance is then calculated at
each mass value asS=

p
B , using the number of integrated events in the respective mass windows. The

expected signal significance for three years of nominal LHC luminosity running is shown in Fig. 4.8 left
hand side. The shaded band in the same plot represents the systematic errors originating from the fact
that for each signal mass value, a finite number of Monte Carloevents was generated at the start of the
analysis and the surviving events were selected from this event pool. ForM D = 600GeV, ATLAS could
observe theD quark with a significance more than 3� before the end of the first year of low luminosity
running (10 fb�1 /year) whereas to claim discovery with 5� significance, it would need about 20 fb�1

integrated luminosity. ForM D = 1000GeV, about 200 fb�1 integrated luminosity is necessary for a 3�
signal observation claim.
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Fig. 4.8: On the left: the expected statistical significance after 3 years of running at nominal LHC luminosity
assuming Gaussian statistics. The vertical line shows the limit at which the event yield drops below 10 events. On
the right: the integrated luminosities for 3� observation and 5 sigma discovery cases as a function ofD quark
mass. The bands represent uncertainties originating from finite MC sample size.

2.2.2 The mixing angle to SM quarks

This section addresses the discovery of the isosinglet quarks via their jet associated single production at
the LHC and the measurements of the mixing angle between the new and the SM quarks. The current
upper limit on� is jsin�j< 0:07, allowed by the known errors on the CKM matrix elements assuming
unitarity of its extended version [419]. However, in this work, a smaller thus a more conservative value,
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sin� = 0:045, was considered for the calculation of the cross sections and decay widths. For other
values ofsin�, both of these two quantities can be scaled with asin2� dependence. For both the signal
and the background studies, the contributions from sea quarks were also considered. The used parton
distribution function was CTEQ6L1 and the QCD scale was set to be the mass of theD quark for both
signal and background processes. The cross section for single production of theD quark for its mass
up to 2 TeV and for various mixing angles is given in Fig. 4.9. The main tree level signal processes
are originating from the valance quarks exchangingW or Z bosons via thetchannel. The remaining
processes originating from the sea quarks contribute about20 percent to the total signal cross section.
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Fig. 4.9: Cross section in single D production as a function of D quark mass for differentsin� values.

Although the work in this section is at the generator level, various parameters of the ATLAS
detector [420] such as the barrel calorimeter geometrical acceptance, minimum angular distance for jet
separation and minimum transverse momentum for jets [421] were taken into account. Five mass values
(400, 800,1200, 1500 and 2000 GeV) were studied to investigate the mass dependence of the discovery
potential for this channel. The cuts common to all considered mass values are:

PTp > 15GeV

j�pj < 3:2

j�Z j < 3:2

R p > 0:4

M Z p = M D � 20GeV

wherep stands for any parton;R is the cone separation angle between two partons;�p and�Z are pseu-
dorapidities of a parton andZ boson respectively; andPTp is the parton transverse momentum. For
each mass case, the optimal cut value is found by maximizing the significance (S=

p
B ) and it is used for

calculating the effective cross sections presented in Table 4.2. To obtain the actual number of events for
each mass value, thee+ e� and�+ �� decays of theZ boson were considered for simplicity of recon-
struction. The last 3 rows of the same table contain the expected number of reconstructed events for both
signal and background for 100 fb�1 of data taking. Although the lepton identification and reconstruction
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Table 4.2: The signal and background effective cross sections before the Z decay and after the optimal cuts,
obtained by maximixing theS=

p
B , together with theD quark width in GeV for each considered mass. The

number of signal and background events also the signal siginificance were calculated for an integrated luminosity
of 100 fb� 1.

M D (GeV) 400 800 1200 1500 2000
�(GeV) 0.064 0.51 1.73 3.40 8.03

Signal (fb) 100.3 29.86 10.08 5.09 1.92
Background (fb) 2020 144 18.88 6.68 1.36
optimalpT cut 100 250 450 550 750
Signal Events 702 209 71 36 13.5

Background Events 14000 1008 132 47 9.5
Signal significance (�) 5.9 6.6 6.1 5.2 4.37

efficiencies are not considered, one can note that the statistical significance atm D = 1500 GeV, is above
5� after one year of nominal luminosity run.
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Fig. 4.10:3� exclusion curves for 10, 100, 300, 1000 fb� 1 integrated luminosities are shown from top to down.

The single production discovery results given in Table 4.2 can be used to investigate the mixing
angle. In the event of a discovery in the single production case, the mixing angle can be obtained
directly. If no discoveries are made, then the limit on the cross section can be converted to a limit curve
in theD quark mass vs mixing angle plane. Therefore the angular reach for a 3� signal is calculated
by extrapolating to othersin� values. Figure 4.10 gives the mixing angle versusD -quark mass plane
and the 3� reach curves for different integrated luminosities ranging from 10 fb�1 to 1000 fb�1 , which
correspond to one year of low luminosity LHC operation and one year of high luminosity super-LHC
operation respectively. The hashed region in the same plot is excluded using the current values of the
CKM matrix elements. One should note that, this channel allows reducing the current limit onsin�
by half in about 100 fb�1 run time. The process of single production of theE6 isosinglet quarks could
essentially enhance the discovery potential ifsin� exceeds 0.02. For example, with 300 fb�1 integrated
luminosity, the 3� discovery limit ism D = 2000 GeV, if sin� = 0:03. It should also be noted that for
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pair production the 3� discovery limit was found to be about 900 GeV, independent ofsin�. If ATLAS
discovers an 800 GeVD quark via pair production, single production will give the opportunity to confirm
the discovery and measure the mixing angle ifsin� > 0:03:The FCNC decay channel analysed in this
paper is specific for isosinglet down type quarks and gives the opportunity to distinguish it from other
models also involving additional down type quarks, for example the fourth SM family.

2.2.3 The impact on the Higgs searches

The origin of the masses of SM particles is explained by usingthe Higgs Mechanism. The Higgs mech-
anism can also be preserved inE6 group structure as an effective theory, although other alternatives such
as dynamical symmetry breaking are also proposed [422,423]. On the other hand, the origin of the mass
of the new quarks (D ;S;B ) should be due to another mechanism since these are isosinglets. However,
the mixing betweend andD quarks will lead to decays of the latter involvingh after spontaneous sym-
metry breaking (SSB). To find these decay channels, the interaction between the Higgs field and both
down type quarks of the first family should be considered before SSB. After SSB, the Lagrangian for the
interaction betweend;D quarks, and the Higgs boson becomes :

Lh =
m D

�
sin

2
�L

�D D h (4.11)

�
sin�L cos�L

2�
�D
�
(1� 

5
)m D + (1+ 

5
)m d

�
dh

�
sin�L cos�L

2�
�d
�
(1+ 

5
)m D + (1� 

5
)m d

�
D h

+
m d

�
cos

2
�L

�ddh

where� = �=
p
2 and� = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. It is seen

that theD quark has a narrow width and becomes even narrower with decreasing values of� since it
scales through asin2� dependence. The relative branching ratios for the decay of theD quark depend
on both theD quark and the Higgs mass values. For example, at the values ofD quark mass around
200 GeV and the Higgs mass around 120 GeV: BR(D ! W u)� 60%, BR(D ! hd)� 12%, BR(D !

Zd)� 28%, whereas as theD quark mass increases the same ratios asymptotically reach 50%, 25% and
25% respectively. As the Higgs mass increases from 120 GeV, these limit values are reached at higher
D quark masses.

Depending on the masses of theD quark and the Higgs boson itself, theE6 model could boost
the overall Higgs production at the LHC. This boost is particularly interesting for the Higgs hunt, one
of the main goals of the LHC experiments. For example, if theD quark mass is as low as 250 GeV, the
pair production cross section at the LHC becomes as high as105 fb�1 , which is enough to compensate
for the relatively small Higgs branching ratio of 17%, as canbe seen in Fig. 4.11. In the low mass range
considered in this section (from 115 up to 135 GeV), the branching ratioh ! bb is about 70% [420].
Table 4.3 lists the decays involving at least one Higgs bosonand the expected final state particles asso-
ciated with each case. Although the case involving theZ is more suitable from the event reconstruction
point of view, the focus will be on the last row, which has the highest number of expected Higgs events
per year.

The full Lagrangian also involving the Higgs interaction has been implemented in a tree level
event generator,CompHEP 4.4.3 [416], to investigate the possibility of detecting the Higgs particle and
reconstructing it fromb-jets. Assuming a light Higgs boson of mass 120 GeV, four massvalues for
theD quark have been taken as examples: 250 GeV, 500 GeV, 750 GeV, and 1000 GeV. 10 000 signal
events were produced for each mass value under consideration with theW hjj final states using the
CTEQ6L1 PDF set [131]. The generator level cuts on the partons, guided by the performance of the
ATLAS detector, are listed as:
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Fig. 4.11: Pair production ofD quarks at LHC computed at tree level with CTEQ6L1 and QCD scale set at the
mass of theD quark.

Table 4.3: For pair production of D quarks, the decay channels involving the Higgs particle. The branching ratios
and the number of expected Higgs particles are calculated assumingm h=120 GeV andm D =250 (500) GeV.

D 1 D 2 BR #expected Higgs/100fb�1 expected final state
D ! hj D ! hj 0.029 (0.053) 0.58� 106 (2.65� 104 ) 2j4jb

D ! hj D ! Z j 0.092 (0.120) 0.92� 106 (3.01� 104) 2j2jb 2‘

D ! hj D ! W j 0.190 (0.235) 1.9� 106 (6.04� 104) 2j2jb ‘E T;m iss

j�pj � 3:2 ;

pT p � 15G eV ;

R p > 0:4

where�p is the pseudo-rapidity for the partons giving rise to jets;pT ;p is the transverse momentum
of the partons; andR p is the angular separation between the partons. The imposed maximum value of�
requires the jets to be in the central region of the calorimeter where the jet energy resolution is optimal.
The imposed lower value ofpT ensures that no jets that would eventually go undetected along the beam
pipe are generated at all. The imposed lower value ofR provides good separation between the two jets
in the final state. Using the interface provided byCPYTH 2.3 [424], the generated particles are processed
with ATHENA 11.0.41, which usesPYTHIA [43] for hadronization andATLFAST [418] for fast detector
response simulation. However, one should note that the reconstructedb-jet energy and momenta were
re-calibrated like in [420] to have a good match between the mean value of the reconstructed Higgs mass
and its parton level value.

As for the background estimations, all the SM interactions giving theW � bbjj final state have
been computed in another tree level generator,MadGraph 2.1. [417], using the same parton level cuts
and parton distribution functions. The SM background crosssection is calculated to be 520� 11 pb. The
reasons for using two separate event generators, their compatibility, and their relative merits have been
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Table 4.4: Optimised event selection cuts and their efficiencies form D = 500GeV.

cut � signal � background
N-leptons =1 0.83 0.79

N-jets � 4 0.99 0.99
N-bjets � 2 0.33 0.36

PT � bjet � 1GeV 1.00 1.00
PT� lepton � 15GeV 0.95 0.94
PT � jet � 100GeV 0.83 0.69
cos�bjbj � -0.8 0.97 0.89
M jj � 90GeV 0.99 0.65
H T � 800GeV 0.90 0.55

jm D 1 � mD 2j � 100GeV 0.59 0.37

discussed elsewhere [419]. The generated 40 000 backgroundevents were also processed in the same
way usingATLFAST for hadronization and calculation of detector effects.

The selection cuts for example values forD quark mass of 500 GeV, andh boson mass of 120 GeV,
are given in Table 4.4. The invariant mass distributions after the selection cuts for the same example
values are presented in Fig. 4.12 for 30 fb�1 integrated luminosity. The signal window forD can be
defined asM D � 50GeV and forh asM h � 30GeV. The number of events for the signal (S) and the
background (B) can be summed in their signal windows for bothsignal and background cases to calculate
the statistical significance� = S=

p
S + B . For this set of parameters, it is found that theD quark can

be observed with a significance of 13.2� and at the same time the Higgs boson with a significance of
about 9.5�. One should note that, in the SM Higgs searches, such a high statistical significance can only
be reached with more than 3 times more data: with about 100 fb�1 integrated luminosity.
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Fig. 4.12: Reconstructed invariant masses of theD quark (left, red crosses) and of the Higgs boson (right, red
crosses) together with the SM background (dotted lines) andthe total signal (black crosses) after 10 fb� 1 integrated
luminosity. The mass of theD quark is set to 500 GeV and Higgs boson to 120 GeV.

An analysis similar to the above one was performed for the other threeD quark masses: 250, 750
and 1000 GeV. For each mass, the cut values were re-optimisedto get the best statistical significance in
the Higgs boson search. Figure 4.13 contains the 3� and the 5� signal significance reaches of the Higgs
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boson and theD quark as a function of their masses. It can be seen that, a light Higgs boson could be
discovered with a 5� statistical significance using theD �D ! hW jjchannel within the first year of low
luminosity data taking (integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1 ) if m D < 500GeV. Under the same conditions
but with one year of design luminosity (integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 ), the 5� Higgs discovery can
be reached ifm D � 700GeV. This is to be compared with the studies from the ATLAS Technical Design
Report, where the most efficient channel to discover such a light Higgs is theh !  decay. This search
yields about 8� signal significance with 100 fb�1 integrated luminosity. The presently discussed model
could give the same significance (or more) with the same integrated luminosity ifm D < 630 GeV.
Therefore, if the isosinglet quarks exist and their masses are suitable, they will provide a considerable
improvement for the Higgs discovery potential.

5σ D quark discovery
5σ H boson discovery

3σ D quark signal
3σ H boson signal
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Fig. 4.13: The reach of ATLAS in the Higgs search for increasingD quark mass values. The dashed lines show
the 3sigm a and the solid lines show the 5� reaches of Higgs boson (triangles) andD quark (circles) searches.

2.3 Quarks from extra dimensions: charges� 1=3 and 5=3

Heavy quarks of charges (-1/3, 2/3, 5/3) (denoted~q) are well-motivated in Randall-Sundrum (RS) mod-
els with custodial symmetry [425–429]. They are partners ofthe SM right-handed top quark and have a
mass between 500 and 1500 GeV. Their presence can be attributed to the heaviness of the top quark. This
section studies the pair-production of heavyQ = � 1=3andQ = 5=3quarks, which takes place through
standard QCD interactions with a cross section� O (10)pb for masses of several hundreds of GeV. The
focus is on the 4-W events, which are characteristic of the decay of new charge� 1=3 singlets coupling
to the(t;b)L doublet, in contrast with the preceding section in which thesingletD is assumed to cou-
ple to thed quark. The process considered isgg;qq ! ~q~q ! W � tW + t! W � W + bW + W � b. A
straightforward trigger criterion for these events is thatof a single, isolated lepton with missingE T orig-
inating from the leptonic decay of one of theW bosons. The remainingW bosons can be reconstructed
using dijet pairs. The goal in this analysis is to investigate the feasibility of multi-W reconstruction and
therefore identify~qat the LHC. A simulation of this signal and its main background has been performed,
and an analysis strategy outlined which distinguishes the signal from the sizable SM backgrounds [430].

There can be several~q-type KK quarks in the class of composite Higgs models under consider-
ation, leading to the same signature. Typically, in the minimal models, there is one heavy quark with
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electric charge5=3 as well as aQ = � 1=3 quark, decaying intotW + andtW � respectively, both with
branching ratio essentially equal to 1. In addition, there is another bottom-type quark withtW � branch-
ing ratio� 1=2. All these~q quarks are almost degenerate in mass. For the present model analysis, the
mass of~q is taken asm ~q = 500 GeV. The Lagrangian of the model [430] has been implemented into
CalcHep 2.4.3 [431] for the simulation of~q pair production and decay through thetW channel. The
actual number of4W events coming from the pair production and decay of the otherQ = � 5=3 KK
quarks, in a typical model, is taken into account by a multiplying factor.

ttW W events from~qpair production are generated withCalcHep, and are further processed with
PYTHIA 6.401 [411]. The following “trigger”, applied to the generated events, is based on the lepton
criteria for selectingW ! ‘� events: at least one electron or muon withpT > 25 G eV must be
found within the pseudorapidity rangej�j< 2:4; then, the “missingET ”, calculated by adding all the
neutrino momenta in the event and taking the component transverse to the collision axis, must exceed 20
GeV. Hadronic jets are reconstructed as they might be observed in a detector: stable charged and neutral
particles withinj�j< 4:9 (the range of the ATLAS hadronic calorimeter), excluding neutrinos, are first
ranked inpT order. Jets are seeded starting with the highestpT tracks, withpT > 1 G eV ; softer tracks
are added to the nearest existing jet, as long as they are within �R < 0:4 of the jet centroid, where
�R =

p
�� 2 + �� 2. The number of jets withpT > 20 G eV is shown in Figure 4.14a. The signal is

peaked around 8 jets.

The two main backgrounds considered come fromttandtth production. tt leads to 2W ’s +

2 b’s, with four extra jets misinterpreted as coming from hadronic W decays.tth however, can lead
exactly to4W ’s and2b’s when the Higgs mass is large enough. In this work, the Higgsmass is taken as
m h = 115GeV . The background sample is dominated byttevents generated using TopReX (version
4.11) [42] andPYTHIA 6.403, with CTEQ6L parton distribution functions. The small tth contribution
to the background has been modeled withPYTHIA. As expected, the background has fewer high-pT jets
than the signal, peaking around 5 jets.

The number ofW =Z ! jj candidates (N ) is counted, ensuring that jets are used only once in
each event. In the heavy Higgs case with a~qmass of 500 GeV, the following sources dominate:

N = 1: SM W =Z processes N = 2: SM single h,W W =W Z , tt
N = 3: ~q~q! tW bZ ! W W Zbb N = 4: ~q~q! tW tW =tW bh=bhbh

In order to suppress the most common (tt) SM background, the single hadronicW is eliminated
by searching for a combination of two highpT jets whose mass falls between 70 and 90 GeV. The jets are
combined in order of decreasingpT . If a pair is found, it and the preceding pairs are removed; the dijet
mass combinations of the subsequent pairs are shown in Figure 4.14d. This procedure has been tested on
W+jet simulation to ensure that it does not sculpt the combinatorial background distribution. Detailed
results of theW reconstructions and consequences for~q identification are presented in [430]. The peak
obtained in the dijet mass distribution suggests that it is possible to reach a signal significance beyond the
5� level. Further investigation with more detailed simulation is required to map the discovery potential
for this signal at an LHC experiment such as ATLAS, or at the ILC, and to connect the observable signal
to the production cross section.

2.4 Fourth sequential generation

The measurement of theZ invisible width implies well known constraints on the number of SM families
with light neutrinos. However the discoveries of neutrino masses and mixings show that the lepton sector
is richer than the traditional SM. Moreover, some recent hints for new physics, mainly inC P violation
effects inb ! s transitions, might be accommodated with a fourth standard model family [34]. A
phenomenological motivation for the existence of a fourth SM family might be attributed to the non-
naturalness of the SM Yukawa couplings which vary by orders of magnitude even among the same
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Fig. 4.14: Top left (a): Number of jets withpT > 20 G eV . Top Right (b): Scalar sum ofE T ; Bottom left (c):
number ofW ’s decaying hadronically in the event. All distributions are normalized to unit area. Bottom right (d):
Dijet mass distribution after eliminating the first hadronicW candidate.

type fermions. This consideration hints in the direction ofaccepting the SM as an effective theory of
fundamental interactions rather than of fundamental particles. However, the electroweak theory (or SM
before spontaneous symmetry breaking) itself is a theory ofmassless fermions where fermions with the
same quantum numbers are indistinguishable. Therefore there is no particular reason why the Yukawa
couplings of a given type (t=u,d,l,�) should be different across families. If one starts with such a unique
coupling coefficient per typet, for a case ofn families the resulting spectrum becomesn � 1massless
families and a single family where all particles are massivewith m = nat� where� is the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs field. In the most simple model, where all fermions acquire mass due
to a Higgs doublet, it is natural to also assume that the Yukawa couplings (therefore the masses) for
different types should be comparable to each other and lie somewhere between the other couplings of
EW unification:

a
d
� a

u
� a

l
� a

�
� a

e= gW sin�W < a=
p
2 < gZ = gW =cos�W

The measured fermion spectrum gives us a consistency check,quickly proving that the 3rd SM
family can not be the singled out heavy family sincem t � m b � m � � m �� � 0 . Therefore if the
above presented naturalness assumptions are true, not onlythe reason behind the total number of families
and the lightness of the SM neutrinos is obtained but also a set of predictions for the masses and mixings
of the heavy fourth family are made through the parameterisations and fits to the extended (4x4) CKM
matrix elements.
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2.4.1 Search Scenarios

A recent detailed study [432] ofb0andt0decay has updated old results done almost 20 years ago [433–
436]. It was found that, the fourth generation while greatlyenhancing FCNC top decays (see section 2.1.1
for heavy top searches), especiallyt! cZ andch, can only bring these into the borderline (10�6 –10�7 )
of observability at the LHC. But the direct search forb0andt0 looks far more interesting. Sincet0 !
bW always dominatest0decay (unlesst0–b0mass difference is large), hence it can be straightforwardly
discovered by a “heavy top” search, the focus will be onb0. The search scenarios are roughly separated
by kinematics, i.e. whetherb0! tW is allowed, and by pattern of quark mixing, i.e. whetherb0! cW

is suppressed with respect to the neutral decay mode.

2.4.1.1 Casem b0 < m t+ M W

With b0 ! tW kinematically forbidden, it was pointed out long ago that the phenomenology is rather
rich [433,434], with the possibility of FCNCb0! bZ decay dominance, as well as the bonus that a light
Higgs could be discovered viab0 ! bh [435, 436]. This can happen for light enoughb0whenVcb0 is
small enough, and has been searched for at the Tevatron. However, if theb! sCP violation indications
are taken seriously, thenVcb0 � 0:12 [437] is not small. Therefore theb0! cW channel should be kept
open. In this case, one has 3 scenarios:

1. b0! cW dominance — signature ofc�cW + W �

ForVcb0 sizable, the lack of “charm-tagging” methods that also reject bmakes this rather difficult.

2. b0! cW , bZ (andbh) comparable — signature of�cW + bZ (and�cW + bh, �b�bZh)
This can occur forjVcb0=Vt0bVt0b0j. 0:005. The measurements on theb0 ! bg andb0� > b

neutral decays [403] can motivate this choice for the CKM matrix elements ratio. The signature
of �cW + bZ has never been properly studied, but shouldn’t be difficult at the LHC so long that
b0! bZ branching ratio is not overly suppressed. The possible bonus of finding the Higgs makes
this scenario quite attractive.

3. b0! tW � andcW , bZ (andbh) comparable
b0 ! tW � cannot be ignored above 230 GeV or so. This scenario is the most complicated, but
the signature of�tW �+ bZ is still quite tantalising. Again, one could also expect an enhancement to
Higgs searches. One should not forget thatt�cW + W � should also be considered.

Scenarios 1 and 2 form a continuum, depending on BR(b0! bZ).

2.4.1.2 Casem b0 > m t+ M W

Theb0 ! tW should dominate over all other modes, except when one is still somewhat restricted by
kinematics whileVcb0=Vtb0 is very sizable. Therefore the two available scenarios are:

4. b0! tW — with a signature oft�tW + W � , orb�bW + W � W + W �

With four W bosons plus twob-jets, the signature could be striking.

5. b0! W u or b0! W c — with signature ofW + W � jj

The undistinguishability of the first and second family quarks in the light jets makes this signature
benefit from the fullb0branching ratio. Such a case is investigated in the following subsection.

It should be stressed that the standard sequential generation is considered, henceb0andt0masses
should be below 800 GeV from partial wave unitarity constraints, and the mass difference between the
two should be smaller or comparable toM W . Scenario 4 and 5 , together with the top-liket0 ! bW

decay, could certainly be studied beyond 500 GeV. With such high masses, one starts to probe strong
couplings. Whether there is an all-new level of strong dynamics [68] related to the Higgs sector and
what the Yukawa couplings would be is also a rather interesting and different subject.
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Table 4.5: The considered quark mass values and the associated width and pair production cross sections at LHC.

M d4 250 500 750
�(GeV) 1.00� 10�5 8.25� 10�5 2.79� 10�4

�(pb) 99.8 2:59 0:25

2.4.2 A Case Study

If the fourth family is primarily mixing with the first two families, the dominant decay channels will
bet0 ! W + s(d)andb0 ! W � c(u). In this case, since the light quark jets are indistinguishable, the
signature will beW + W � jj for both t0�t0 andb0�b0 pair production. According to flavour democracy,
the masses of the new quarks have to be within few GeV of each other. This is also experimentally
hinted by the value of the� parameter’s value which is close to unity [49]. For such a mixing, both up
and down type new quarks should be considered together sincedistinguishing betweent0andb0quarks
with quasi-degenerate masses in a hadron collider seems to be a difficult task. Moreover, the tree level
pair production and decay diagrams of the newb0quarks are also valid for thet0quark, providedc;u is
replaced bys;d. As the model is not able to predict the masses of the new quarks, three mass values (250,
500 and 750 GeV) are considered as a mass scan. The widths of theb0andt0quarks are proportional to
jVb0uj

2 + jVb0cj
2 andjVt0dj2 + jVt0sj

2 respectively. Current upper limits for corresponding CKM matrix
elements arejVb0uj< 0:004, jVb0cj< 0:044, jVt0dj< 0:08 andjVt0sj< 0:11. For the present case study,
the common value 0.001 is used for all four elements. As the widths of the new quarks are much smaller
than 1 GeV, this selection of the new CKM elements has no impact on the calculated cross sections. Table
4.5 gives the cross section for theb0�b0or t0�t0production processes which are within 1s% of each other as
expected. For this reason, from this point on,b0will be considered and the results will be multiplied by
two to cover botht0andb0cases. Therefore in the final plots, the notationq4 is used to cover botht0and
b0.

To estimate the discovery possibility of the fourth family quarks, the model was implemented into
a well known tree-level generator,CompHEP4.3.3 [416]. This tool was used to simulate the pair produc-
tion of theb0quarks at the LHC and their subsequent decay into SM particles. The QCD scale was set to
the mass of theb0quark under study and the parton distribution function was chosen as CTEQ6L1 [131].
The generated events were fed into the ATLAS detector simulation and event reconstruction framework,
ATHENA11.0.41, using the interface programCPYTH2.0.1 [424]. The partons were hadronised byPYTHIA

6.23 [43] and the detector response was simulated by the fastsimulation software,ATLFAST [418]. The
decay of the pair producedb0quarks result in two light jets (originating from the quarksand/or anti-
quarks of the first two SM families) and twoW bosons. For the final state particles, the hadronic decay
of oneW boson and the leptonic (e, �) decays of the other one are considered to ease the reconstruction.

The direct background to the signal is from SM events yielding the same final state particles. These
can originate from all the SM processes which give twoW s and two non b-tagged jets. The contributions
from same signW bosons were calculated to be substantially small. Some of the indirect backgrounds
are also taken into account. These mainly included thet�tpair production where theb jets from the
decay of the top quark could be mistagged as a light jet. Similarly the jet associated top quark pair
production (t�tj! W � W + b�bj ) substantially contributes to the background events as theproduction
cross section is comparable to the pair production and only one mistagged jet would be sufficient to fake
the signal events. The cross section of the next order process, namelypp ! t�t2j, was also calculated
and has been found to be four times smaller thant�tjcase: therefore it was not further investigated.

The first step of the event selection was the requirement of a single isolated lepton (e or �) of
transverse momentum above15GeV, and at least four jets with transverse momenta above 20 GeV. The
leptonically decayingW boson was reconstructed by attributing the total missing transverse momentum
in the event to the lost neutrino, and using the nominal mass of the W as a constraint. The two-fold
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Table 4.6: Efficiencies of the selection criteria, as applied in the order listed, for them q=500 GeV signal and the
SM background.

Criterion �-Signal (%) �-Background (%)
Singlee=�, p‘T > 15GeV 32 29.1

At least 4 jets,pj
T
> 20GeV 88.3 94.2

Possible neutrino solution 71.3 73.7
m W

jj < 200 GeV 63.5 76.0

ambiguity in the longitudinal direction of the neutrino wasresolved by choosing the solution with the
lower neutrino energy. The four-momenta of the third and fourth most energetic jets in the event were
combined to reconstruct the hadronically decayingW boson. The invariant mass of the combination
of these jets was required to be less than200 GeV. The summary of the event selection cuts and their
efficiencies for both signal and background events are listed in Table 4.6 for a quark mass of500GeV.

The surviving events were used to obtain the invariant mass of the new quark. TheW -jet associ-
ation ambiguity was resolved by selecting the combination giving the smallest mass difference between
the two reconstructed quarks in the same event. The results of the reconstruction for quark masses of
500 GeV and 750 GeV are shown in Fig. 4.15 together with various backgrounds for integrated lumi-
nosities of 5 and 10 fb�1 respectively. The bulk of the background in both cases is dueto gg ! t�tg

events as discussed before.

In order to extract the signal significance, an analytical function consisting of an exponential term
to represent the background and a Breit-Wigner term to represent the signal resonance was fitted to the
total number of events in the invariant plots of Fig. 4.15. Inboth cases, the fitted function is shown with
the solid line, whereas the background and signal components are plotted with dashed blue and red lines,
respectively. For the case ofm d4=500 GeV, it can be noticed that the signal function extracted from the
fit slightly underestimates the true distribution. However, using the same fit functions and with 5 fb�1

of data, the signal significance is found to be 4.7�. The significance is calculated after the subtraction
of the estimated background: the integral area around the Breit-Wigner peak and its error are a measure
of the expected number of signal events, thus the signal significance. A similar study with the higher
mass value of 750 GeV, and with 10 fb�1 of data gives results with a significance of 9.4�. This analysis
has shown that the fourth family quarks with the studied massvalues can be observed at the LHC with
an integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1 . Although these results were obtained with a fast simulation, the
simplistic approach in the analysis should enhance their validity.

2.4.2.1 Other possible Studies

The study of�cW + bZ is a relatively easy one. Due to the cleanness of theZ ! ‘+ ‘� signature, one
does not need to facec-jet tagging issues, and one can either haveW ! jjor W ! ‘� . For the latter,
the offshoot is to search for�cW + bh by aM b�b scan withZ as standard candle. A second effort would be
�tW �+ bZ , with similar approach as above. Once experience is gained in facingcas well asW � (relatively
soft leptons or jets, or missingE T ), one could also considert�cW W �, before moving onto the challenge
of c�cW + W � . If c-jet tagging tools could be developed, it could become of general use. Thet�tW + W �

search for heavyb0could also be pursued.

3 New Leptons: heavy neutrinos

Models with extended matter multiplets predict additionalleptons, both charged and neutral. While
heavy neutral leptons (neutrinos) can be introduced to explain the smallness of the light neutrino masses
in a natural way and the observed baryon asymmetry in the universe, the charged ones are not required
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Fig. 4.15:Reconstructed signal and the stadard model background for aquark of mass 500 GeV (left) and 750 GeV
(right) . The colored solid lines show SM backgrounds from various processes, the solid black like represents the
fit to the sum of background and signal events.

by experiment. Here we concentrate on the neutral ones.

Heavy neutrinos with massesm N > M Z appear in theories with extra dimensions near the TeV
scale and little Higgs models, in much the same way as vector-like quarks, and in left-right models.
For example, in thesimplestLittle Higgs models [438], the matter content belongs toSU(3)multiplets,
and the SM lepton doublets must be enlarged with one extra neutrino N 0

‘L
per family. These extra

neutrinos can get a large Dirac mass of the order of the new scale f � 1TeV if the model also includes
right-handed neutrinos transforming asSU(3)singlets [439]. This mechanism provides a natural way
of giving masses to the SM neutrinos, and in this framework the mixing between the light leptons and
the heavy neutrinos is of orderv=

p
2f, with v = 246 GeV the electroweak VEV. But besides their

appearance in several specific models, heavy Majorana neutrinos are often introduced to explain light
neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism [440–443].3 They give contributions to light neutrino masses
m � of the orderY 2v2=2m N , whereY is a Yukawa coupling. In the minimal seesaw realization thisis the
only source for light neutrino masses, and the Yukawa couplings are assumed of order unity without any
particular symmetry. Therefore, havingm � � Y2v2=2m N requires heavy massesm N � 1013 GeV to
reproduce the observed light neutrino spectrum. Additionally, the light-heavy mixing is predicted to be
V‘N �

p
m �=m N . These ultra-heavy particles are unobservable, and thus the seesaw mechanism is not

directly testable. Nevertheless, non-minimal seesaw models can be built, withm N � 1TeV or smaller, if
some approximate flavour symmetry suppresses the� Y2v2=2m N contribution from seesaw [444–446].
These models can also provide a successful leptogenesis (see, for instance Refs. [447–450]). Heavy
neutrinos with masses near the electroweak scale can be produced at the next generation of colliders
(see Ref. [451] for a review) if their coupling to the SM fermions and gauge bosons is not too small,
or through new non-standard interactions. The most conservative point of view is to assume that heavy
neutrinos are singlets under the SM gauge group and no new interactions exist, which constitutes a
“minimal” scenario in this sense. On the other hand, with an extended gauge structure, for example
SU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1)B �L in models with left-right symmetry, additional productionprocesses are
possible, mediated by the newW 0and/orZ 0gauge bosons. We will discuss these possibilities in turn.

3This mechanism, with heavy neutrino singlets under the SM gauge group, is often referred to as seesaw type I. Other
possibilities to generate light neutrino masses are to introduce a scalar triplet (type II seesaw, see section 6) or a lepton triplet
(type III). In this section, heavy neutrinos are always assumed to be SM singlets.
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3.1 Production of heavy neutrino singlets

Heavy neutrino singlets couple to the SM fields through theirmixing with the SM neutrino weak eigen-
states. The Lagrangian terms describing the interactions of the lightest heavy neutrino (in the mass
eigenstate basis) are

LW = �
g
p
2

�
�‘

�
V‘N PLN W � +

�N 
�
V
�
‘N PL‘W

y
�

�

;

LZ = �
g

2cW

�
��‘

�
V‘N PLN + �N 

�
V
�
‘N PL�‘

�
Z� ;

Lh = �
gm N

2M W

�
��‘V‘N PR N + �N V

�
‘N PL�‘

�
h; (4.12)

with N the heavy neutrino mass eigenstate andV the extended MNS matrix. For MajoranaN , the last
terms in theZ andh interactions can be rewritten in terms of the conjugate fields. These interactions
determine theN production processes, as well as its decays. The latter can happen in the channels
N ! W ‘, N ! Z� , N ! h� . The partial widths can be straightforwardly obtained fromEqs. (4.4)
neglecting charged lepton and light neutrino masses,

�(N ! W
+
‘
�
)= �(N ! W

�
‘
+
)

=
g2

64�
jV‘N j

2 m
3
N

M 2
W

�

1� 3
M 4

W
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N
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M 6

W

m 6
N

�

;

�D (N ! Z�‘)=
g2

128�c2
W

jV‘N j
2m
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N

M 2
Z

�

1� 3
M 4

Z
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N
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M 6

Z
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N

�

;

�M (N ! Z�‘)= 2�D (N ! Z�‘);

�D (N ! h�‘)=
g2

128�
jV‘N j

2 m
3
N

M 2
W

�

1� 2
M 2

h

m 2
N

+
M 4

h

m 4
N

�

;

�M (N ! h�‘)= 2�D (N ! h�‘): (4.13)

The subscriptsM , D refer to Majorana and Dirac heavy neutrinos, respectively,and the lepton number
violating (LNV) decayN ! W � ‘+ is only possible for a MajoranaN .

In the minimal seesaw the mixing anglesV‘N are of order
p
m �=m N (and then of order10�5

or smaller form N > M Z ), but in models with additional symmetries the light-heavymixing can be
decoupled from mass ratios [452]. Nevertheless,V‘N are experimentally constrained to be small (this
fact has already been used in order to simplify the Lagrangian above). Defining the quantities


‘‘0 � �‘‘0�

3X

i= 1

V‘�iV
�
‘0�i

=

3X

i= 1

V‘N i
V
�
‘0N i

(4.14)

(assuming three heavy neutrinos), limits from universality and the invisibleZ width imply [453,454]


ee � 0:0054; 
�� � 0:0096; 
� �� 0:016; (4.15)

with a 90% confidence level (CL). In the limit of heavy neutrino masses in the TeV range, limits from
lepton flavour violating (LFV) processes require [452]

j
e�j� 0:0001; j
e�j� 0:01; j
��j� 0:01: (4.16)

Additionally, for heavy Majorana neutrinos there are constraints on(VeN ;m N )from the non-observation
of neutrinoless double beta decay. These, however, may be evadede.g. if two nearly-degenerate Majo-
rana neutrinos with opposite CP parities form a quasi-Diracneutrino.
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Heavy Dirac or Majorana neutrinos with a significant coupling to the electron can be best produced
and seen ate+ e� colliders ine+ e� ! N � , which has a large cross section and whose backgrounds have
moderate size [455–458]. On the other hand, a MajoranaN mainly coupled to the muon or tau leptons
is easier to discover at a hadronic machine like LHC, in the processq�q0! W � ! ‘+ N (plus the charge
conjugate), with subsequent decayN ! ‘W ! ‘q�q0. (Other final states, for instance with decays
N ! Z� , N ! h� , or in the production processpp ! Z� ! N � have backgrounds much larger.)
Concentrating ourselves on‘N production withN ! ‘W , it is useful to classify the possible signals
according to the mixing and character of the lightest heavy neutrino:

1. For a DiracN mixing with only one lepton flavour, the decayN ! ‘� W + yields a‘+ ‘� W + final
state, with a huge SM background.

2. For a DiracN coupled to more than one charged lepton we can also haveN ! ‘
0� W + with

‘06= ‘, giving the LFV signal‘+ ‘
0� W + , which has much smaller backgrounds.

3. For a MajoranaN , in addition to LNC signals we have LNV ones arising from the decayN !

‘(
0)+ W � , which have small backgrounds too.

In the following we concentrate on the case of a MajoranaN coupling to the muon, which is the
situation in which LHC has better discovery prospects than ILC. The most interesting signal is [459–462]

pp! �
�
N ! �

�
�
�
jj; (4.17)

with two same-sign muons in the final state, and at least two jets. SM backgrounds to this LNV signal
involve the production of additional leptons, either neutrinos or charged leptons (which may be missed
by the detector, thus giving the final state in Eq. (4.17)). The main ones areW � W � nj andW � Znj,
wherenj stands forn = 0;::: additional jets (processes withn < 2 are also backgrounds due to the
appearance of extra jets from pile-up). The largest reducible backgrounds aret�tnj, with semileptonic
decay of thet�tpair, andW b�bnj, with leptonicW decay. In these cases, the additional same-sign muon
results from the decay of abor �bquark. Only a tiny fraction of such decays produce isolated muons
with sufficiently high transverse momentum but, since thet�tnjandW b�bnjcross sections are so large,
these backgrounds are much larger than the two previous ones. An important remark here is that the
corresponding backgroundst�tnj;W b�bnj ! e� e� X are one order of magnitude larger than the ones
involving muons. The reason is thatbdecays produce “apparently isolated” electrons more oftenthan
muons, due to detector effects. A reliable evaluation of thee� e� X background resulting from these
processes seems to require a full simulation of the detector. Other backgrounds likeW h andZh are
negligible, with cross sections much smaller than the ones considered,W =Zb�b, W Z , ZZ , which give
the same final states. Note also that for this heavy neutrino massb�bnj, which is huge, has very different
kinematics and can be eliminated. However, form N < M W the heavy neutrino signal andb�bnj are
much alike, and thus this background is the largest and most difficult to reduce. Further details can be
found in Ref. [462].

Signals and backgrounds have been generated usingAlpgen (the implementation inAlpgen of
heavy neutrino production is discussed in the Tools chapter). Events are passed throughPYTHIA 6.4
(using the MLM prescription for jet-parton matching [412] to avoid double counting of jet radiation)
and a fast simulation of the ATLAS detector. The pre-selection criteria used are: (i) two same-sign
isolated muons with pseudorapidityj�j� 2:5 and transverse momentumpT larger than 10 GeV; (ii) no
additional isolated charged leptons nor non-isolated muons; (iii) two jets withj�j� 2:5 andpT � 20

GeV. It should be noted that requiring the absence of non-isolated muons reduces backgrounds involving
Z bosons almost by a factor of two.

It must be emphasised that SM backgrounds are about two orders of magnitude larger than in
previous estimations in the literature [461]. Backgroundscannot be significantly suppressed with respect
to the heavy neutrino signal using simple cuts on missing energy and muon-jet separation. Instead, a
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likelihood analysis has been performed [462]. Several variables are crucial in order to distinguish the
signal from the backgrounds:

– The missing momentumpT6 (the signal does not have neutrinos in the final state).

– The separation between the second muon and the closest jet,�R �2j. For backgrounds involvingb
quarks this separation is rather small.

– The transverse momentum of the two muonsp
�1
T

, p�2
T

, ordered from higher (�1) to lower (�2) pT .
Backgrounds involvingbquarks have one muon with smallpT .

– Thebtag multiplicity (backgrounds involvingbquarks often haveb-tagged jets).

– The invariant mass of�2 and the two jets which best reconstruct aW boson,m W �2 .

The distribution of these variables is presented in Fig. 4.16, distinguishing three likelihood classes: the
signal, backgrounds with one muon frombdecays and backgrounds with both muons fromW =Z decays.
Theb�bbackground can be suppressed form N & 100GeV, and it is not shown. Additional variables like
jet transverse momenta, the�� invariant mass, etc. are useful, and included in the analysis. Assuming a
20% systematic uncertainty in the backgrounds (which stillhas to be precisely evaluated), and taking the
maximum allowed mixing by low energy data, the following5� discovery limits are found: (i) A heavy
neutrino coupling only to the muon withjV�N j2 = 0:0096 can be discovered up to massesm N = 200

GeV; (ii) A heavy neutrino coupling only to the muon withjVeN j2 = 0:0054 can be discovered up to
massesm N = 145GeV. Limits for other masses and mixing scenarios can be found in Ref. [462].

3.2 Heavy neutrino production from W R decays

Models with left-right symmetry have an extended gauge structureSU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1)B �L and,
in addition to three new gauge bosonsZ 0, W �

R
(see sections 4 and 5) they introduce three right-handed

neutrinos as partners of the charged leptons inSU(2)R doublets(N ‘;‘)R . The minimal scalar sector
consists of a bi-doublet and two triplets. The measurement of theT parameter and present lower bounds
on the masses of the new bosons and their mixing with theW andZ imply the hierarchyvL � (jk1j

2 +

jk2j
2)1=2 � vR among the VEVs of the bi-doubletk1;2 and the tripletsvL;R . In this situation the neutrino

mass matrix exhibits a seesaw structure, heavy neutrino eigenstatesN are mostly right-handed and the
following hierarchy is found among the couplings of the light and heavy neutrinos to the gauge bosons:

(i) ‘�W and‘N W R are of order unity;‘N W and‘�W R are suppressed.

(ii) ��Z andN N Z0are of order unity;�N Z , �N Z0, N N Z and��Z0are suppressed.

At hadron colliders the processq�q0! W R ! ‘N [463] involves mixing angles of order unity and
only one heavy particle in the final state. The best situationhappens whereN is lighter thanW R , so that
W R can be on its mass shell and the cross section is not suppressed by ans-channel propagator either.
This is in sharp contrast with the analysis in the previous subsection, in which the processq�q0! W � !

‘N is suppressed by mixings and the off-shellW propagator.

Heavy neutrino production from on-shellW R decays has been previously described in Ref. [464],
and studied in detail for the ATLAS detector in Ref. [465]. Here we summarise the expectations for
the CMS detector [466, 467]. Production cross sections and decay branching ratios depend on several
parameters of the model. The new coupling constantgR of SU(2)R is chosen to be equal togL , as it
happense.g. in models with spontaneous parity breaking. Mixing betweengauge bosons can be safely
neglected. An additional hypothesis is that the right-handed CKM matrix equals the left-handed one. The
heavy neutrinoN is assumed to be lighter thanW R (the other two are assumed heavier) and coupling
only to the electron, with a mixing angle of order unity.

For the signal event generation and calculation of cross sections, PYTHIA 6.227 is used with
CTEQ5L parton distribution functions, and the model assumptions mentioned above. The analysis is
focused on theW R mass region above 1 TeV. The signal cross section, defined as the product of the total
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Fig. 4.16: Several useful variables to discriminate between the heavyneutrino signal and the backgrounds, as
explained in the text.

W R production cross section times the branching ratio ofW R decay intoeN , is shown in Fig. 4.17 as
a function ofm N , for severalW R masses. For the valueM W R

= 2TeV, the dashed line illustrates the
decrease of the total cross section (due to the smaller branching ratio forW R ! eN ) for the case of
three degenerated heavy neutrinosN 1�3 , mixing with e, �, � respectively. The valuesM W R

= 2 TeV,
m N = 500GeV are selected as a reference point for the detailed analysis.

The detection of signal events is studied using the full CMS detector simulation and reconstruction
chain. For details see Ref. [467]. The analysis proceeds through the following steps:

– Events with 2 isolated electrons are selected (standard isolation in the tracker is required).

– Events with at least 2 jets are selected. From these jets, the two ones with the maximumpT are
chosen.
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Fig. 4.18:Distribution of the invariant massm cand
N e

for signal events with a heavy neutrino withm N = 500GeV.
The two possible electron assignments are shown. The normalization is arbitrary.

– Using the 4-momenta of the signal jet pair and the 4-momentum of a lepton, the invariant mass
M ejj = m cand

N e
is calculated. Since there are two electrons, the twoejj combinations are con-

sidered. This distribution is plotted in Fig. 4.18. The tailabove 500 GeV corresponds to a wrong
choice of the electron.

– From the 4-momenta of the jet pair and the electrons, the invariant massM eejj = M cand
W R

is
calculated.

Background is constituted by SM processes giving a lepton pair plus jets. The production of aZ
boson plus jets has a large cross section, about 5 orders of magnitude larger than the signal. In a first
approximation, this process can be simulated withPYTHIA. This background is suppressed by a cut on
the lepton pair invariant massM ee > 200GeV. In order to reduce the number of simulated events, it is
required that theZ transverse momentum is larger than 20 GeV during the simulation, and events with
sufficiently highM ee are pre-selected at the generator level. Another background is t�tproduction with
dileptonicW + W � decay. It has been checked that other decay modes do not contribute significantly.
Its cross section is about two orders of magnitude larger than the signal. It must be pointed out that the
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Majorana nature of the heavy neutrino allows to single out the LNV final state with two like-sign leptons.
This does not improve the sensitivity because, although backgrounds are smaller in this case, the signal
is reduced to one half. However, in case of discovery comparing events with leptons having the same
and opposite charges will be an excellent cross check.

For the valuesM W R
= 2 TeV, m N = 500GeV selected the reconstructedN mass peak is well

visible, though the background is significant (comparable to the peak height). However, if an invariant
massM eejj > 1 TeV is required, the background under the heavy neutrino peak drops dramatically,
resulting in the mass distribution shown in Fig. 4.19 (left). The reconstructedW R mass peak is shown in
Fig. 4.19 (right).
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Fig. 4.19: Left: reconstructed heavy neutrino mass peak including theSM background ( histogram) and back-
ground only (shaded histogram). Right: the same for theW R mass peak. In both cases aneejj invariant mass
above 1 TeV is required. The integrated luminosity is 30 fb� 1

The discovery potential is calculated using the criterion [296]

S = 2(
p
N S + N B �

p
N B )� 5; (4.18)

whereN S andN B are the numbers of signal and background events respectively. The discovery limits in
the(M W R

;m N )plane are shown in Figure 4.20, for luminosities of 1, 10 and 30 fb�1 . After three years
of running at low luminosity (30 fb�1 ) this process would allow to discoverW R andN with masses
up to 3.5 TeV and 2.3 TeV, respectively. ForM W R

= 2 TeV andm N = 500GeV discovery could be
possible already after one month of running at low luminosity.

The influence of background uncertainties in these results is small since the background itself
is rather small and the discovery region is usually limited by the fast drop of the signal cross section
at high ratiosm N =M W R

or by the fast drop of efficiency at smallm N =M W R
. Signal cross section

uncertainties from PDFs have been estimated by taking different PDF sets, finding changes of about 6%
in the discovery region. No change of acceptance has been observed. Assuming a rather pessimistic
value of 6% as the PDF uncertainty, it is easy to estimate fromFig. 4.17 that the uncertainty for the upper
boundary of the discovery region is of1� 2%, and for the lower boundary of2� 3%.

3.3 Heavy neutrino pair production

New heavy neutrinos can be produced in pairs by the exchange of an s-channel neutral gauge boson.
SinceZN N couplings are quadratically suppressed,N N production is only relevant when mediated by
an extraZ 0boson. For example, inE6 grand unification both newZ 0bosons and heavy neutrinos appear.
If M Z 0 > 2m N , like-sign dilepton signals fromZ 0production and subsequent decayZ 0 ! N N !
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Fig. 4.20: CMS discovery potential for heavy Majorana neutrinos fromW R decays for integrated luminosities of
30 fb� 1 (red, outer contour), 10 fb1 (blue, middle) and 1 fb� 1 (green, inner contour).

‘� W � ‘� W � can be sizeable. As it has been remarked before, like-sign dilepton signals have moderate
(although not negligible) backgrounds. These are further reduced for heavier neutrino masses, when the
charged leptons from the signal are more energetic and background can be suppressed demanding a high
transverse momentum for both leptons.

A striking possibility happens when the newZ 0boson is leptophobic (see also the next section).
If the newZ 0does not couple to light charged leptons the direct limits fromp�p ! Z 0! ‘+ ‘� searches
at Tevatron do not apply, and theZ 0could be relatively light,M Z 0 & 350GeV. A new leptophobicZ 0

boson in this mass range could lead to like-sign dilepton signals observable already at Tevatron. For
LHC, the5� sensitivity reachesM Z 0 = 2:5TeV,m N = 800GeV for a luminosity of 30 fb�1 [468].

To conclude this section a final comment is in order. In the three heavy neutrino production
processes examined we have considered heavy Majorana neutrinos which are singlets under the SM
group (seesaw type I), produced through standard or new interactions. Majorana neutrinos lead to the
relatively clean LNV signature of two like-sign dileptons,but it should be pointed out that like-sign
dilepton signals arise also in the other seesaw scenarios: from the single production of doubly charged
scalar triplets (seesaw type II) [277], and in pair production of lepton triplets (seesaw type III) [469]. For
this reason, like-sign dileptons constitute an interesting final state in which to test seesaw at LHC. Of
course, additional multi-lepton signatures are characteristic of type II (see section 6 for a discussion on
scalar triplets) and type III seesaw, and they might help reveal the nature of seesaw at LHC.

4 New neutral gauge bosons

Many models beyond the SM introduce new neutral gauge bosons, generically denoted byZ 0. GUTs
with groups larger thanSU(5) always predict the existence of at least oneZ 0 boson. Their mass is
not necessarily of the order of the unification scaleM G U T � 1015 GeV, but on the contrary, one (or
some) of these extra bosons can be “light”, that is, at the TeVscale or below. Well-known examples are
E6 grand unification [59] and left-right models [470] (for reviews see also [340, 471]). Theories with
extra dimensions with gauge bosons propagating in the bulk predict an infinite tower of KK excitations
Z (n) = Z (1);Z (2);:::, (n) = (1);(2);:::The lightest onesZ (1), (1), can have a mass at the TeV
scale, and a phenomenology similar toZ 0gauge bosons [472, 473]. Little Higgs models enlarge the
SU(2)L � U(1)Y symmetry and introduce new gauge bosons as well,e.g. in the littlest Higgs models
based on[SU(2)� U(1)]2 two new bosonsZH , A H appear, with masses expected in the TeV range.

The production mechanisms and decay modes ofZ 0 bosons depend on their coupling to SM
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fermions.4 These couplings are not fixed even within a class of models. For example, depending on
the breaking pattern of E6 down to the SM, the lightestZ 0has different couplings to quarks and leptons
or, in other words, quarks and leptons have differentU(1)0hypercharges. Three common breaking pat-
terns are labeled as , � and�, and the corresponding “light”Z0asZ 0

 
, Z 0

� , Z 0
�. Thus, the constraints on

Z 0bosons, as well as the discovery potential for future colliders refer to particularZ 0models.

Present limits onZ 0bosons result from precise measurements at theZ pole and above at LEP, and
from the non-observation at Tevatron.Z pole measurements constrain theZ � Z0mixing, which would
induce deviations in the fermion couplings to theZ . For most popular models the mixing is required
to be of order of few10�3 [340] (as emphasised above, limits depend on the values assumed for theZ 0

couplings). Measurements above theZ pole in fermion pair andW + W � production set constraints on
the mass and mixing of theZ 0. The non-observation at Tevatron inu�u;d�d ! Z 0 ! ‘+ ‘� sets lower
bounds onM Z 0. For most common models they are of the order of700� 800GeV [474], with an obvious
dependence on the values assumed for the coupling tou, dquarks and charged leptons. LHC will explore
the multi-TeV mass region and might discover aZ 0with very small luminosity, for masses of the order
of 1 TeV. Below we summarise the prospects for “generic”Z 0bosons (for example those arising in E6

and left-right models), which couple to quarks and leptons without any particular suppression. In this
case,u�u;d�d ! Z 0! e+ e� ;�+ �� gives very clean signals and has an excellent sensitivity tosearch for
Z 0bosons [475–478]. Then we examine the situation when leptoncouplings are suppressed, in which
case otherZ 0decay channels must be explored.

4.1 Z
0bosons in the dilepton channel

4.1.1 Discovery potential

The dilepton decay channel provides a clean signature of aZ 0boson. The presence of this heavy particle
would be detected by the observation of a resonance peak in the dilepton mass spectrum over the SM
background, the largest one coming from the Drell-Yan processq�q ! =Z ! ‘+ ‘� . Reducible back-
grounds like QCD jets and-jets can be suppressed mainly by applying isolation cuts and requirements
on the energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. This isillustrated in Fig. 4.21 for KK excitations
of theZ= and a “reference”Z0SM (sometimes denoted asZ 0

SSM as well) with the same couplings as
theZ , in thee+ e� decay channel. These distributions have been obtained witha full simulation of the
CMS detector. More details of the analyses can be found in Ref. [479] for thee+ e� channel and in
Refs. [480,481] for the�+ �� channel.

The discovery potential is obtained using likelihood estimators [298] suited for small event sam-
ples. Thee+ e� and�+ �� channels provide similar results, with some advantage fore+ e� at lowerZ 0

masses. A comparison between both is given in Fig. 4.22 for the E6 Z 0
 

and the referenceZ 0
SM

. For
masses of 1 TeV, a luminosity of 0.1 fb�1 would suffice to discover theZ 0bosons in most commonly
used scenarios, such asZ 0

 
, Z 0

� , Z 0
� mentioned above, left-right models and KKZ (1)=(1). For a lumi-

nosity of 30 fb�1 , 5� significance in thee+ e� channel can be achieved for masses ranging up to3:3TeV
(Z 0

 
) and 5.5 TeV (Z (1)=(1)). ATLAS studies obtain a similar sensitivity [482]. Theoretical uncertain-

ties result from the poor knowledge of PDFs in the highx and highQ 2 domain, and from higher-order
QCD and EW corrections (K factors), and they amount to10� 20%. Nevertheless, measurements of real
data outside the mass peak regions will reduce this uncertainty to a large extent.

4.1.2 Z
0and implications on new physics

Once a new resonance decaying to‘+ ‘� (‘= e;�) is found, information about the underlying theory can
be extracted with the study of angular distributions and asymmetries. The first step is the determination

4Decays to new fermions and bosons, if any, are also possible but usually ignored in most analyses. When included they
decrease the branching ratio to SM fermions, and then they lower the signal cross sections and discovery potential in the
standard modes.
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Fig. 4.21:Resonance signal (white histograms) and Drell-Yan background (shaded histograms) for KKZ (1)=(1)

boson production withM = 4:0TeV (left), andZ 0

SM with M = 3:0TeV (right), with an integrated luminosity of
30 fb� 1 (from CMS full simulation).

Fig. 4.22:5� discovery limit as a function of the resonance mass for two examples ofZ0bosons, in thee+ e� (red,
dashed lines) and�+ �� (blue, solid lines) channels (from CMS full simulation).

of the particle spin, what can be done with the help of the‘� distribution in the‘+ ‘� rest frame [483].
Let us denote by�� the angle between the final‘� and the initial quark.5 The cos�� distribution is
obviously flat for a scalar particle. For a spin-1 particle (, Z or Z0) it is given by

d�

dcos��
=
3

8
[1+ cos

2
�
�
]+ A FBcos�

�
(;Z;Z

0
); (4.19)

where the coefficient of thecos�� termA FB depends on theZ 0couplings to quarks and leptons. (The
cos�� forward-backward asymmetry is equal to this coefficient, hence our choice of notation.) For a
spin-2 gravitonG the corresponding distribution is

d�

dcos��
=
5

8
[1� 3�qcos

2
�
�
+ (�g � 4�q)cos

4
�
�
] (G ): (4.20)

5In pp collisions the quark direction is experimentally ambiguous because the quark can originate from either proton with
equal probability. The sign ambiguity incos�� can be resolved assuming that the overall motion of the‘

+
‘
� system is in the

direction of the initial quark (what gives a good estimationbecause the fraction of proton momentum carried by quarks islarger
in average) and taking into account the probability for a “wrong” choice. Additionally, the transverse momenta of the incoming
partons is not known, and it is generally believed that optimal results are achieved by using the Collins-Soper angle�

�

C S [484]
as the estimation for��.
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The constants�q and�g are the relative contributions of the two processes in whichgravitons can be
produced,q�q ! G andgg ! G , which are fixed for a given massM G and depend on the PDFs. The
method in Ref. [483] uses only the even terms in thecos�� distribution (thus avoiding the dependence
on theZ 0model and thecos�� sign ambiguity). It has been applied to the dimuon decay channel in
Ref. [485]. Figure 4.23 shows thecos�� distributions for a 3 TeV graviton andZ 0. Both distributions are
rather different, and the two spin hypotheses can be distinguished already with a relative small number of
events. Table 4.7 contains, for different masses and coupling parametersc(cross sections are proportional
to jcj2), the integrated luminosity required to discriminate at the2� level between the spin-1 and spin-2
hypotheses. The cross sections forZ 0bosons are assumed to be equal to the ones for gravitons with the
given masses andcvalues. In the five cases the required signal is in the range150� 200events, and larger
for a larger numberN B of background events as one may expect. Since the productioncross sections
fall steeply with the mass, the integrated luminosity required for spin discrimination increases withM
(and decreases for largerc). Distinguishing from the spin-0 hypothesis (a flat distribution) is harder, and
requires significantly more events than discriminating spin 2 from spin 1, as discussed in Ref. [483].

Fig. 4.23:Angular distributions for a 3 TeV graviton (left) andZ 0boson (right) in the dimuon decay channel. Open
histograms correspond to generated-level data, while coloured histograms show events after full CMS detector
simulation and reconstruction. Theoretical fits to Monte Carlo data are overlayed.

Table 4.7: Number of signal eventsN S required to discriminate at the 2� level between the spin-1 and spin-2
hypotheses, in the presence ofN B background events (see the text). From full CMS detector simulation.

M (TeV) c L (fb�1 ) N S N B

1.0 0.01 50 200 87
1.0 0.02 10 146 16
1.5 0.02 90 174 41
3.0 0.05 1200 154 22
3.0 0.10 290 154 22

It should be remarked that, apart from the direct spin determination, aZ 0and a graviton can be
distinguished by their decay modes. Indeed, the latter can decay to, and the discovery significance in
this final state is equal or better than in the electron and muon channels. On the contrary,Z 0!  does
not happen at the tree level.

The variousZ 0models are characterised by different parity-violatingZ 0couplings to quarks and
leptons, reflected in different coefficients of the linearcos�� term in Eq. (4.19). This coefficient can be
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measured with a technique described in Ref. [481] for the dimuon decay channel.A FB is extracted using
an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to events in a suitable window around the�+ �� invariant mass
peak. The fit is based on a probability density function builtfrom several observables, includingcos��

CS

(as an estimation of the truecos��). The values obtained forA FB are shown in Fig. 4.24 for six different
Z 0models: theZ 0

 
, Z 0

� andZ 0
� from E6 unification, a left-right model (LRM) [470], an “alternative

left-right model” (ALRM) [486] and the “benchmark”Z 0
SM. With an integrated luminosity of 400 fb�1

at CMS, one can distinguish between either aZ 0
� or Z 0

ALRM and one of the four other models with a
significance level above 3� up to aZ0mass between 2 and 2.7 TeV. One can distinguish among the four
other models up toM Z 0 = 1� 1:5TeV, whereasZ0ALRM andZ 0

� are indistinguishable forM Z 0 > 1TeV.

Fig. 4.24: Theoretical valuesA count
FB (dotted lines and asterisks) and reconstructed valuesA rec

FB (triangles) of the
A FB coefficient in Eq. (4.19), obtained for different models (see the text), withM Z 0 = 1 TeV (left) andM Z 0 = 3
TeV (right). The solid vertical lines are halfway between the adjacent values ofA count

FB . The error bars on theA rec
FB

triangles show the1� error scaled to 10 fb� 1 (for M Z 0 = 1TeV) and 400 fb� 1 (for M Z 0 = 3TeV). Obtained from
CMS full detector simulation.

Additional observables, like rapidity distributions [487] or the off-peak asymmetries [488] can
be used to further discriminate betweenZ 0models. We finally point out that in specific models theZ 0

boson may have other characteristic decay channels, which would then identify the underlying theory or
provide hints towards it. One such example is the decayZH ;A H ! Zh in little Higgs models [489],
which could be observable [409]. Contrarily, inZ 0models from GUTs this decay would be generically
suppressed by the smallZ � Z0mixing, and is unlikely to happen.

4.1.3 Z
0and fermion masses

In models which address fermion mass generation, one can go astep further and try to relate fermion
masses with other model parameters. This is the case, for instance, of extensions of the RS [138] sce-
nario, where the SM fields (except the Higgs boson) are promoted to bulk fields. If the SM fermions
acquire various localisations along the extra dimension, they provide an interpretation for the large mass
hierarchies among the different flavours. Within the framework of the RS model with bulk matter, col-
lider phenomenology and flavour physics are interestingly connected: the effective 4-dimensional cou-
plings between KK gauge boson modes and SM fermions depend onfermion localisations along the
extra dimension, which are fixed (non-uniquely) by fermion masses.6 Here we test the observability of
KK excitations of the photon andZ boson at LHC in the electron channel,pp ! (n)=Z (n) ! e+ e� .

6Fermion masses are determined up to a global factor by the fermion localisations (which generate the large hierarchies)as
well as by3� 3matrices in flavour space with entries of order unity. Then, the relation between masses and couplings is not
unique, but involves additional parameters (four3� 3matrices).
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Previous estimations for RS models are given in Ref. [145], under the simplificating assumption of a
universal fermion location.

The fit of EW precision data typically imposes the boundM K K & 10TeV [145, 148]. However,
if the EW gauge symmetry is enlarged toSU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1)X [425], agreement of the S, T
parameters is possible forM K K & 3 TeV. The localisation of the(tL;bL)doublet towards the TeV
brane (necessary to generate the large top quark mass) in principle generates deviations in theZbLbL
coupling (see also the next subsection), what can be avoidedwith a O (3) custodial symmetry [428].
In the example presented here, the SM quark doublets are embedded in bidoublets(2;2)2=3 under the
above EW symmetry, as proposed in [428] and in contrast with Ref. [425]. Motivated by having gauge
representations symmetric between the quark and lepton sector, the lepton doublets are embedded into
bidoublets(2;2)0. This guarantees that there are no modifications of theZ‘L‘L couplings.

The simulation ofZ (n)=(n) production [490] is obtained after implementing the new processes
in PYTHIA. Onlyn = 0;1;2are considered, since the contributions of KK excitations with n � 3are not
significant. The cross section depends on the fermion localisations which are clearly model-dependent.
In Fig. 4.25 we show thee+ e� invariant mass distribution for two different fermion localisation scenarios
labelled as A and B (see Ref. [491]), both withM K K = 3TeV. These scenarios are in agreement with
all present data on quark and lepton masses and mixings [491], in the minimal SM extension where
neutrinos have Dirac masses. Furthermore, for both sets FCNprocesses are below the experimental limit
if M K K & 1TeV. In Fig. 4.25 we observe that the signal can be easily extracted from the physical SM
background, as an excess of Drell-Yan events compared to theSM expectation.
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Fig. 4.25: Distribution of thee+ e� invariant mass forZ (n)=(n) production in two scenarios (A and B) for the
fermion localisations and the SM background. The number of events corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
96.6 fb� 1.

4.2 Z
0 in hadronic channels

Z 0bosons with suppressed coupling to leptons (“leptophobic”or “hadrophilic”) have theoretical interest
on their own. They were first introduced some time ago [492–494] on a purely phenomenological basis,
in an attempt to explain reported3:5� and2:5� deviations inRb andR c, respectively, observed by the
LEP experiments at theZ pole. In order to accommodate these deviations without spoiling the good
agreement for the leptonic sector, theZ 0couplings tob, cwere required to be much larger than those to
charged leptons, so that the deviations in theZbb, Zcccouplings induced by a smallZ � Z0mixing were
significant for quarks but not for charged leptons. As a bonus, the introduction of leptophobicZ 0bosons
seemed to explain an apparent excess of jet events at large transverse momenta measured by CDF.

With more statistics available the deviations inR b, R c have disappeared, and SM predictions are
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now in good agreement with experiment. Nevertheless, a2:7� discrepancy inAbFB has remained until
now. This deviation might well be due to some uncontrolled systematic error. But, if one accepts theA b

FB
measurement, explaining it with new physics contributionswhile keeping the good agreement forR b is
quite hard. One possibility has recently arised in the context of RS models, where the introduction of
a custodial symmetry [428] protects theZbLbL coupling from corrections due to mixing with theZ (1).
ZbR bR , is allowed to receive a new contribution from mixing, whichcould explain the anomaly inA b

FB
.

Alternatively, one may allow deviations inZbLbL andZbR bR , chosen so as to fit the experimental values
of R b andA b

FB [495]. The newZ (1) state has a mass of2� 3TeV and suppressed couplings to charged
leptons. Hence, it can be produced at LHC but mainly decays toquark-antiquark pairs. LeptophobicZ 0

bosons can also appear in grand unified theories asE6 [476,496].

Studies of the CMS sensitivity to narrow resonances in the dijet final states have been performed
[497]. Experimental searches in the dijet channel are challenging because of the large QCD background
and the limited dijet mass resolution. All new particles with a natural width significantly smaller than
the measured dijet mass resolution should all appear as a dijet mass resonance of the same line shape
in the detector. Thus, a generic analysis search has been developed to extract cross section sensitivities,
which are compared to the expected cross sections from different models (excited quarks, axigluons,
colorons,E6 diquarks, color octet technirhos,W 0, Z 0, and RS gravitons), to determine the mass range
for which we expect to be able to discover or exclude these models of dijet resonances. The size of the
cross section is a determining factor in whether the model can be discovered, as illustrated in Fig. 4.26
for a sequentialZ 0

SM and other new states. For a luminosity of 10 fb�1 the Z 0
SM signal is about one

order of magnitude below the5� discovery limit for all the mass range, and a discovery is notpossible.
Conversely, if agreement is found with the SM expectation,Z 0

SM masses between 2.1 and 2.5 TeV can
be excluded (see Fig. 4.26).

Fig. 4.26: 5� discovery limits (circles) and 95% upper bounds (squares) for resonances decaying to two jets, as
a function of their mass. The luminosity is of 10 fb� 1 and a full simulation of the CMS detector is used. The
predictions of several models are also shown.

For resonances decaying tot�tpreliminary studies have been performed in Ref. [498]. With300
fb�1 , a 500 GeV resonance could be discovered for a cross section (including branching ratio tot�t) of 1.5
pb. For masses of 1 TeV and 3 TeV, the necessary signal cross sections are 650 and 11 fb, respectively.

5 New charged gauge bosons

Extensions of the SM gauge group including an additionalSU(2) factor imply the existence of new
bosonsW

0� (as well as an extraZ 0boson, whose phenomenology has been described in the previous
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section). Two well-known examples are left-right models, in which the electroweak gauge group is
SU(2)L� SU(2)R � U(1), and littlest Higgs models (those with group[SU(2)� U(1)]2). As for the neutral
case, the interactions of newW 0bosons depend on the specific model considered. For example,in left-
right models the new charged bosons (commonly denoted asW R ) have purely right-handed couplings to
fermions, whereas in littlest Higgs models they are purely left-handed, as the ordinaryW boson. Low-
energy limits are correspondingly different. In the formercase the kaon mass difference sets a limit on
theW R mass of the order of two TeV [499]. This stringent limit is dueto an enhancement of the “LR”
box diagram contribution involvingW andW R exchange [500], compared to the “LL” exchange of two
charged bosons with left-handed couplings. On the other hand, in little Higgs models (especially in its
minimal versions like the littlest Higgs model) precision electroweak data are quite constraining, and
require theW 0masses to be of the order of several TeV [501,502].

5.1 Discovery potential

Most studies forW 0discovery potential have focused on aW 0boson with SM-like couplings to fermions
andW Z , W h decays suppressed. The present direct limit from Tevatron ism W 0 > 965GeV with 95%
CL [503]. Previous ATLAS studies have shown that aW 0boson could be observed in the leptonic decay
channelW 0! ‘�‘, ‘= �;e, if it has a mass up to 6 TeV with 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity [504].
For CMS the expectations are similar [505]. Here the possible detection of aW 0signal in the muon decay
channel is investigated, focusing on masses in the range1� 2:5TeV and using the full simulation of the
ATLAS detector. The signal has been generated withPYTHIA using CTEQ6L structure functions. The
resulting cross sections times branching ratio, as well as theW 0width for various masses, are given in
Table 4.8 (left). TheW 0can be identified as a smeared Jacobian peak in the transversemass distribution,
built with the muon transverse momentum and the transverse missing energypT6 . Figure 4.27 shows the
smearing of the edge after full simulation of the ATLAS detector.

Table 4.8: Left: expected cross section times branching ratio for theW 0! �� signal, and totalW 0width. Right:
cross section times branching ratio for the main backgroundsprocesses.

Signal:pp ! W 0! ��� + X

m W 0 (TeV) � � BR (pb) �tot (GeV)
1.0 3.04 34.7
1.5 0.57 52.6
2.0 0.15 70.5
2.5 0.047 88.5

SM Background processes � � BR (nb)
pp! W ! ��� + X 15
pp! W ! ��� ! ����� + X 2.6
pp! Z ! �� �+ + X 1.5
pp! Z ! �� �+ ! � + X 0.25
pp! t�t! W bW �b! l�l+ X 0.46
QCD (all di-jet processes) 5� 105

In addition to the signal, there are contributions from the various SM backgrounds originating
from the processes given in Table 4.8 (right). TheW background is irreducible, but all the other back-
grounds can be reduced applying the appropriate selections. In Table 4.9 the selection cuts used for the
background rejection are shown.

The main signature of the signal is the presence of an energetic muon together with a significant
missing transverse momentum in the event. When searching for a W 0with mass of 1 TeV or heavier,
events that contain at least one reconstructed muon withpT > 100GeV and missing transverse momen-
tumpT6 > 50GeV are selected. These cuts mainly eliminate thet�tbackground, which tends to have less
energetic muons, andZ production, which in general does not have significant missing energy. Muons
coming fromW 0decays are isolated,i.e. they do not belong to a jet. Isolated muons are identified by
requiring that the calorimetric energy deposited inside the difference of a small and a bigger cone around
the muon track is less thanE 02

cal � E01cal < 10 GeV, where the cones ‘01’ and ‘02’ are determined, re-
spectively, as the ones which have�R = 0:1;0:2. This double cone strategy is adopted because muons
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Fig. 4.27:Generated and reconstructed transverse mass distributionfor a simulated 1 TeVW 0, before any detector
effects and after full simulation of the ATLAS detector.

from W 0decays are very energetic and therefore can have significant, almost collinear radiation. Fig-
ure 4.28 shows the distribution of calorimetric energy contained in the difference of the two cones for
both signal and background. It is evident that the above cut reduces mainly thet�tbackground. Events
with exactly one isolated muon are selected.Z background events contain mostly two isolated muons,
except for the cases where one of the muons lies in a region outside the muon spectrometer (j�j> 2:7)
or is not reconstructed. These cases account for about the30% of the high massZ events and remain
as irreducible background. QCD andt�tbackgrounds contain in most cases non-isolated muons coming
from jets. In order to eliminate the QCD di-jet background, which contains one jet misidentified as a
muon, events with additional high energy jets, withpT > 200GeV, are rejected (JetVeto). Thet�tback-
ground is further reduced by applying ab-jet veto cut (in ATLAS the jet tagging is done for jets with
pT > 15GeV). Muons coming from cosmic rays andb-decays are rejected with track quality criteria,
what ensures that the muon track is well reconstructed. Specifically, cuts are applied on the�2 probabil-
ity over the number of degrees of freedom and the transversed0 and longitudinalz0 perigee parameters:
P rob(�2)=D oF > 0:001, d0=�(d 0)< 10, z0 < 300mm.

Table 4.9: Cross-section times branching ratio to muons and relative efficiencies after each cut. The cuts corre-
spond to: (1)pT > 100GeV andpT6 > 50GeV; (2)b-jet Veto; (3) JetVeto; (4) muon isolation and quality.

1 TeVW 0 2 TeVW 0 W (off-shell) t�t Z (off-shell)
cut � (pb) eff (%) � (pb) eff (%) � (pb) eff (%) � (pb) eff (%) � (pb) eff (%)
1 2.52 82.8 0.126 84.0 2.04 74.4 8.878 1.93 0.251 9.89
2 2.45 80.7 0.122 81.4 1.99 72.8 1.610 0.35 0.244 9.62
3 2.23 73.3 0.104 69.4 1.95 71.1 0.966 0.21 0.237 9.34
4 2.18 71.6 0.101 67.3 1.91 69.8 0.736 0.16 0.232 9.15

After the application of all the signal separation requirements the transverse mass distribution,
shown in Fig. 4.29, has been statistically analysed to determine the significance of the discovery. First,
for eachW 0mass the transverse mass interval which gives the best discovery significance is determined.
The corresponding number of signal and background events for 10 fb�1 are presented in Table 4.10.
The minimum luminosity to have a5� significant discovery is also calculated and shown in Table 4.11.
The significance is calculated assuming Poisson statistics. The errors in the luminosity correspond to
a 5% systematic uncertainty in the signal (mainly due to the variation of PDF’s) and a20% systematic
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Fig. 4.28: Distribution of calorimetric energy contained in the difference of two cones with�R = 0:1 and
�R = 0:2 for both signal and background events.

uncertainty in the background (due to several different contributions). The uncertainties in the NLO
corrections (K factors) are expected to influence both the signal and the background in a similar way.
The experimental systematic uncertainties are expected tobe reduced only after the first data taking using
the control samples ofZ andW events. A control sample will also be formed in the transverse mass
region between 200 and 400 GeV, which will provide the final check for the systematic uncertainties
collectively, concerning the scale as well as the shape of the background.

Table 4.10: Number of signal and background events expected for 10 fb� 1 of integrated luminosity, for various
W 0masses. The best search windows in the transverse mass distribution(M T )are also shown.

M W 0 1.0 TeV 1.5 TeV 2.0TeV 2.5TeV
M T (TeV) 0:6� 1:7 0:9� 2:0 1:2� 2:9 1:6� 3:2

Signal Events 15753� 787 3059� 153 603� 30 225� 11

SM Background Events 469� 94 76� 15 22� 5 15� 3

A newW 0boson with SM-like couplings to fermions can be discovered with low integrated lumi-
nosity during the initial LHC running. With 0.3 fb�1 integrated luminosity, aW 0can be discovered in
the ATLAS experiment with a mass up to 2.5 TeV. Imposing the additional requirement of observing at
least 10 candidate signal events would rise the minimum luminosity to 0.5 fb�1 .

The present study so far has been performed without pile-up and cavern background conditions.
Both these conditions are not expected to affect much the results since the initial run will be at very
low luminosity and moreover the majority of the muons of the signal concentrate in the barrel region.
Nevertheless, studies for the fake reconstruction with both kinds of background are under way.
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Fig. 4.29: Transverse mass distribution of the SM background andW 0 signals corresponding to differentW 0

masses, plotted on top of the background for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb� 1.

Table 4.11:Minimum luminosity required in order to have a5� discovery for variousW 0masses.N S , N B stand
for the number of signal and background events, respectively, within the optimal transverse mass window.

M W 0 (TeV) Luminosity (pb�1 ) N S N B

1.0 3:0� 0:3 4.7 0.14
1.5 14:6� 1:4 4.5 0.11
2.0 84� 9 5.1 0.18
2.5 283� 31 6.4 0.42

Finally, we point out that the experimental resolution for muons withpT ranging from 0.5 to
1 TeV is about5� 10% , giving an experimental width larger than the intrinsic width, shown in Table
4.8 (left). Therefore no further attempt has been made for discriminating the underlying theory based on
theW 0width. However, following theW 0discovery, the muonic decay channel could provide valuable
information concerning the FB asymmetry, which in turn could be used to discriminate between various
theoretical models.

6 New scalars

Additional scalars appear in theories beyond the SM to solvesome of the problems presented in the
introduction. A selection of these models and their goals are:

– 2 Higgs Doublet models: explain the origins of the CP asymmetry

– Little Higgs models: solve the hierarchy problem

– Babu-Zee model: explain the sources of the neutrino mass differences

The 2 Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) contains two Higgs fields, one to give mass to SM gauge
bosons and the other one remaining with CP violating terms [506]. The additional 2 neutral Higgs
particles aim to solve the strong CP problem and explain the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe
with minimum impact to the SM. Such a model can be easily investigated at LHC via either direct
observation of the non-SM Higgs particles or indirectly viathe enhancement to the FCNC Higgs decays
involving the top quark. The details of such a discovery and of possible discrimination between the
models can be found in chapter 2.3.2.
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Little Higgs models [390, 394, 395] aim to solve the hierarchy problem arising from the rather
large loop corrections to the tree level Higgs mass, withoutimposing a symmetry between fermions and
bosons. Instead, the unwanted contributions from the loopsare removed via the same spin counterparts
of the involved SM particles: top quark, W and Z bosons and theHiggs itself. The coupling coefficients
of these predicted particles are connected to their SM counterparts via the symmetries of the larger group
embedding the SM gauge group. Depending on the selection of the embedding group, these models
predict a variety of new particles. Additional charge +2/3 quarks (studied in subsection 2.1), a number of
spin 1 bosons and a number of scalars, with masses less than 2,5 and 10 TeV respectively. The smallest
of these symmetry groups defines the Littlest Higgs model which predicts three nearly degenerate scalar
particles with charges 2, 1 and 0. Experimentally, the doubly charged scalar is the most appealing one,
since its manifestation would be two like-sign leptons orW bosons when produced singly [277,409,507],
or two like-sign lepton pairs with equal invariant mass whenproduced in pairs [279, 409, 508]. More
generally, scalar triplets appear in various type II seesawmodels. For scalar triplets in supersymmetric
models see chapter 3.5.

The Babu-Zee model, independently proposed by Zee [509] andBabu [510], proposes a par-
ticular radiative mass generation mechanism. This mechanism might help understanding the origin
of neutrino masses and mixing angles which are firmly established by the neutrino oscillation exper-
iments [511–514]. The model introduces two new charged scalarsh+ andk+ + , both singlets under
SU (2)L , which couple only to leptons. Neutrino masses in this modelarise at the two-loop level. Since
present experimental neutrino data requires at least one neutrino to have a mass of the order ofO (0:05)
eV [200] an estimation for the value of neutrino masses in themodel indicates that for couplingsf and
h of orderO (1)(see Eq. (4.30)) the new scalars should have masses in the rangeO (0:1� 1)TeV (see
ref. [515]). The model is therefore potentially testable atthe LHC.

6.1 Scalar triplet seesaw models

An important open issue to be addressed in the context of little Higgs models [390,394,395] is the origin
of neutrino masses [439, 516, 517]. A neutrino mass generation mechanism which naturally occurs in
these models is type II seesaw [272,518,519], which employsa scalar with the SU(2)L � U(1)Y quantum
numbers� � (3;2). The existence of such a multiplet in some little Higgs models [395, 520] is a
direct consequence of the global[SU(2)� U(1)]2 symmetry breaking which makes the SM Higgs light.
Although� is predicted to be heavier than the SM Higgs boson, the littleHiggs philosophy implies that
its mass could be of orderO (1)TeV. Due to its specific quantum numbers the triplet Higgs boson only
couples to the left-chiral lepton doubletsLi� (2;� 1), i= e;�;� , via Yukawa interactions given by

L� = i�L
c
i�2Yij(� � �)Lj + h.c.; (4.21)

whereYij are Majorana Yukawa couplings. The interactions in Eq. (4.21) induce LFV decays of charged
leptons which have not been observed. The most stringent constraint on the Yukawa couplings comes
from the upper limit on the tree-level decay� ! eee [277,521]

YeeYe� < 3� 10
�5
(M � + + =TeV)2; (4.22)

with M � + + the mass of the doubly charged scalar, constrained by directTevatron searches to beM � + + �

136GeV [522,523]. Experimental bounds on the tau Yukawa couplings are much less stringent.

According to Eq. (4.21), the neutral component of the triplet Higgs boson�0 couples to left-
handed neutrinos. When it aquires a VEVv� , it induces nonzero neutrino massesm � given by the mass
matrix

(m �)ij = Yijv� : (4.23)

We assume that the smallness of neutrino masses is due to the smallness ofv�:In this work the tau
Yukawa coupling is taken to beY� �= 0:01, and the rest of couplings are scaled accordingly. In particular,
hierarchical neutrino masses implyYee;Ye� � Y� �, consistent with present experimental bounds.
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In this framework there is a possibility to perform direct tests of the neutrino mass generation
mechanism at LHC, via pair production and subsequent decaysof scalar triplets. Here the Drell-Yan pair
production of the doubly charged component

pp! �
+ +

�
�� (4.24)

is studied, followed by leptonic decays [277, 279, 508, 524–527]. Notice that in this process (i) the
production cross section only depends onM � + + and known SM parameters; (ii) the smallness ofv�

in this scenario, due to the smallness of neutrino masses, implies that decays�+ + ! W + W + are
negligible; (iii) the�+ + leptonic decay branching fractions do not depend on the sizeof the Yukawa
couplings but only on their ratios, which are known from neutrino oscillation experiments. For normal
hierarchy of neutrino masses and a very small value of the lightest neutrino mass, the triplet seesaw
model predicts BR(�+ + ! �+ �+ ) ’ BR(�+ + ! �+ �+ ) ’ BR(�+ + ! �+ �+ ) ’ 1=3. This
scenario is testable at LHC experiments.

The production of the doubly-charged scalar has been implemented in thePYTHIAMonte Carlo
generator [43]. Final and initial state interactions and hadronisation have been taken into account. Four-
lepton backgrounds with highpT leptons arise from three SM processes:t�t, t�tZ andZZ production.
PYTHIA has been used to generatet�tandZZ background, whileCompHEPwas used to generate thet�tZ
background via itsPYTHIA interface [416, 424]. CTEQ5L parton distribution functions have been used.
Additional four-lepton backgrounds exist involvingb-quarks in the final state, for example,b�bproduc-
tion. Charged leptons from such processes are very soft, andthese backgrounds can be eliminated [57].
Possible background processes from physics beyond the SM are not considered.

A clear experimental signature is obtained from the peak in the invariant mass of two like-sign
muons and/or tau leptons:

(m
�
‘1‘2

)
2
= (p

�
‘1
+ p

�
‘2
)
2
; (4.25)

wherep�
‘1;‘2

are the four-momenta of two like-sign leptons‘�1 , ‘�2 . Since like-sign leptons originate from

decay of a doubly charged Higgs boson, their invariant mass peaks aroundm �

‘‘0
= M � � � in the case

of the signal. The four-muon final state allows to obtain invariant masses directly from Eq. (4.25). In
channels involving one or several tau leptons, which are seen as� -jets or secondary muons (marked as
�0below), the momenta of the latter has to be corrected according to the equation system

~p�i = ki~pjeti=�
0

i
; (4.26)

~pT6 =
X

i

(~p�i)T ; (4.27)

m
+
‘1‘2

= m
�
‘1‘2

; (4.28)

whereicounts� leptons,(~p�i)T is the vector of transverse momentum of the produced neutrinos, ~pT6 is
the vector of missing transverse momentum (measured by the detector) andki> 1are positive constants.
Eq. (4.26) describes the standard approximation that the the decay products of a highly boosted� are
collinear. Eq. (4.27) assumes missing transverse energy only to be comprised of neutrinos from� decays.
In general, it is not a high-handed simplification, because the other neutrinos in the event are much less
energetic and the detector error in missing energy is order of magnitude smaller [3]. Using the first
two equations it is possible to reconstruct up to two� leptons per event. The additional requirement of
Eq. (4.28) allows to reconstruct a third� , although very small measurement errors are needed.

A clear signal extraction from the SM background can be achieved using a set of selection rules
imposed on a reconstructed event in the following order:

– S1: events with at least two positive and two negative muons or jets which havej�j< 2:4 and
pT > 5GeV are selected.
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– S2: The scalar sum of transverse momenta of the two most energetic muons or� jets has to be
larger than a certain value (depending on the�+ + mass range studied).

– S3: If the invariant mass of a pair of opposite charge muons or� jets is close to theZ boson mass
(85� 95GeV), then the particles are eliminated from the analysis.

– S4: as��� are produced in pairs, their reconstructed invariant masses have to be equal (in each
event). The condition

0:8 < m
+ +

‘1‘2
=m

��

‘1‘2
< 1:2: (4.29)

has been used. If the invariant masses are in this range then they are included in the histograms,
otherwise it is assumed that some muon may originate from� decay, and it is attempted to find
corrections to their momenta according to the method described above.

An example of invariant mass distribution after applying selection rules is shown in Fig. 4.30 for
M � + + = 500 GeV. A tabulated example is given forM � + + = 200, 500 and 800 GeV in Table 6.1,
corresponding to a luminosityL = 30 fb�1 . The strength of the S2 cut is clearly visible: almost no
decrease in signal while the number of the background eventsdescends close to its final minimum value.
A peculiar behavior of S4 — reducing the background, while also increasing the signal in its peak — is
the effect of applying the� ! �0correction method described above.
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Fig. 4.30:Distribution of invariant masses of like-sign pairs after applying selection rules (S1–S4) for scalar mass
M � + + = 500GeV and the SM background (L=30 fb� 1). The histogram in the right panel is a zoom of the left
histogram to illustrate the effects of the selection rules S2–S4.

As it is seen in Table 6.1, the SM background can be practically eliminated. In such an unusual
situation the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) statistical method [127, 528] has been used to determine the
5� discovery potential, demanding a significance larger than5� in 95% of “hypothetical experiments”,
generated using a Poisson distribution. With this criterion, �+ + up to 300 GeV can be discovered in the
first year of LHC (L = 1 fb�1 ) and�+ + up to 800 GeV can be discovered for the integrated luminosity
L = 30 fb�1 . Therefore the origin of neutrino mass can possibly be directly tested at LHC.

6.2 The discovery potential of the Babu-Zee model

The new charged scalars of the model introduce new gauge invariant Yukawa interactions, namely

L = f���ij(L
Ti
� C L

j

�
)h

+
+ h

0
��(e

T
�C e�)k

+ +
+ h:c: (4.30)

Here,L are the standard model (left-handed) lepton doublets,e the charged lepton singlets,�;� are
generation indices and�ij is the completely antisymmetric tensor. Note thatf is antisymmetric whileh0
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Table 4.12:Effectiveness of the selection rules for the background andsignal. All event numbers in the table are
normalized forL = 30 fb� 1. The numbers in brackets mark errors at 95% confidence level for Poisson statistics.
The signal increases after S4 due to the reconstructed� ! �0decays.

Process N of like-sign pairs
N of � S1 S2 S3 S4

Energy range150� 250GeV
M �=200 GeV 4670 1534 1488 1465 1539
t�t! 4‘ - 1222 (168) 172 (8.5) 134 (6.9) 17.6 (3.7)
t�tZ - 21.3 (4.0) 15.5 (1.0) 6.3 (1.2) 2.2 (1.1)
ZZ - 95.0 (12.0) 22.5 (0.7) 9.8 (0.5) 1.7 (0.2)

Energy range375� 625GeV
M �=500 GeV 119.2 48.4 47.5 46.8 49.5
t�t! 4‘ - 178 (28) 2.1 (0.9) 1.65 (0.87) 0.10 (0.35)
t�tZ - 6.6 (1.7) 2.3 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 0.00 (0.1)
ZZ - 9.4 (2.9) 1.4 (0.2) 0.68 (0.19) 0.08 (0.09)

Energy range600� 1000GeV
M �=800 GeV 11.67 5.05 5.00 4.92 5.21
t�t! 4‘ - 77 (12) 0.00 (0.22) 0.00 (0.22) 0.00 (0.07)
t�tZ - 2.6 (1.2) 0.39 (0.4) 0.39 (0.4) 0.00 (0.1)
ZZ - 2.5 (0.8) 0.34 (0.16) 0.17 (0.09) 0.00 (0.02)

is symmetric. AssigningL = 2 to h� andk�� , eq. (4.30) conserves lepton number. Lepton number
violation in the model resides only in the following term in the scalar potential

L = � �h
+
h
+
k
��

+ h:c: (4.31)

Vacuum stability arguments can be used to derive an upper bound for the lepton number violating cou-
pling � [529], namely,� � (6�2)1=4m h. The structure of Eq. (4.30) and Eq. (4.31) generates Majorana
neutrino masses at the two-loop level (see ref. [515] and [529] for details).

Constraints on the parameter space of the model come from neutrino physics experimental data
and from the experimental upper bounds on lepton flavour violation (LFV) processes. Constraints on
the antisymmetric couplingsfxy are entirely determined by neutrino mixing angles and depend on the
hierarchy of the neutrino mass spectrum, which in this modelcan be normal or inverse. Analytical
expressions, as well as numerical upper and lower bounds, for the ratios� = f13=f23 and�0= f12=f23

were calculated in references [529] and [515].

The requirement of having a large atmospheric mixing angle indicates that the symmetric Yukawa
couplingshxy (x;y = �;� ) must follow the hierarchyh� � ’ (m �=m �)h�� ’ (m �=m �)

2h��. The
couplingshee, he� andhe� are constrained by LFV of the typela ! lblcld and have to be smaller than
0:4, 4 � 10�3 and7 � 10�2 [529]. The most relevant constraint onm k come from the LFV processes
� ! 3� while for mh is derived from� ! e. Lower bounds for both scalar masses can be found
(see ref. [515]), the results arem k & 770GeV,m h & 200GeV (normal hierarchy case) andm h & 900

GeV (inverse hierarachy case). In [529] it has been estimated that at the LHC discovery ofk+ + might
be possible up to masses ofm k � 1 TeV approximately. In the following it will therefore be assumed
that m k � 1 TeV and, in addition,mh � 0:5 TeV. The notation BR(h+ ! l�

P

� ��) = BRl�
h

and

BR(k+ + ! l�l�)= BR
l� l�

k
will be used.h+ decays are governed by the parameters� and�0. Using the

current 3� range for neutrino mixing angles [200] it is possible to predict

BRe
h = [0:13;0:22]; BR�

h
= [0:31;0:50]; BR�

h = [0:18;0:35]; (4.32)
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Fig. 4.31: Lines of constant BR(k+ + ! h+ h+ ), assuming to the lefth�� = 1: BRhh
k = 0:1;0:2;0:3 and

0:4 for dotted, dash-dotted, full and dashed line. The verticalline corresponds tom h = 208GeV for which
BR(� ! e)= 1:2�10� 11 and horizontal line tom k = 743GeV for which BR(� ! 3�)= 1:9�10� 6, i.e.
parameter combinations to the left/below this line are forbidden. Plot on the right assumesh�� = 0:5. Lines are
for BRhh

k = 0:4;0:5;0:6and0:7, dotted, dash-dotted, full and dashed line. Again the shaded regions are excluded
by BR(� ! e)and BR(� ! 3�).

BRe
h = [0:48;0:50]; BR�

h
= [0:17;0:34]; BR�

h = [0:18;0:35]: (4.33)

For normal hierarchy (eq. (4.32)) or inverse hierarchy (eq.(4.33)).

The doubly charged scalar decay either to two same-sign leptons or to twoh+ final states. Lepton
pair final states decays are controlled by theh�� Yukawa couplings while the lepton flavour violating
decayk+ + ! h+ h+ is governed by the� parameter (see Eq. (4.31)). The hierarchy among the couplings
h��;h�� andh� � result in the prediction

BR��

k
=B R

��

k
’ (m �=m �)

2
; BR� �

k =B R
��

k
’ (m �=m �)

4
: (4.34)

Thus, the leptonic final states ofk+ + decays are mainly like-sign muon pairs.

Here it is important to remark that in general the decaysk+ + ! e+ l+ (l= e;�;� ) are strongly
suppressed due to the LVF constraints on thehel parameters. However, if the Yukawa couplinghee
saturates its upper limit then electron pair final states canbe possibly observed.

The branching ratio for the processk+ + ! h+ h+ reads

BR(k+ + ! h
+
h
+
)’

�2�

m 2
k
h2�� + �2�

: (4.35)

Here� is the usual phase space suppression factor. From eq. (4.35)it can be noted that if the process
is kinematically allowed the lepton violating coupling� can be measured by measuring this branching
ratio. Here it should be stressed that forh�� . 0:2 the current limit on BR(� ! e) rules out all
m h . 0:5 TeV, thus this measurement is possible only forh�� & 0:2. Note that smaller values of�
lead to smaller neutrino masses, thus upper bounds on the branching ratio for BRhhk can be interpreted
as upper limit on the neutrino mass in this model. Figure 4.31shows the resulting branching ratios for 2
values ofh��.
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Chapter 5

Tools

F. Krauss, F. Moortgat, G. Polesello

1 Introduction

In the following, contributions highlighting the treatment of flavour aspects in publicly available calcu-
lational tools used in New Physics studies at colliders willbe listed. Such tools cover a wide range of
applications; roughly speaking there are a wide variety of computer programs discussed here:

– Analytical precision calculations:
There, the results of analytical precision calculations for specific observables, often at loop level,
are coded and thus made available for the public. These observables usually are sets of single
numbers, such as cross sections, decay widths, brancing ratios etc., calculated for a specific point
in the respective models parameter space. Examples for suchtools covered here areHDECAY,
SDECAY, FchDecayandFeynHiggs.

– Tools helping in or performing (mostly) analytical calculations:
The best-known example for such a tool, the combinatin ofFeynArts andFormCalc and its
treatment of flavour aspects is discussed here. In principle, FeynArtsallows for a automated con-
struction of Feynman diagrams, including higher-order effects, and the corresponding amplitude.
FormCalc can then be used to evaluate the loop integrals in a semi-automated fashion.

– RGE codes:
There, the renormalisation group equation is solved numerically in order to obtain from high-
energy inputs the SUSY parameters at lower, physical scales. These parameters usually are cou-
pling constants, particle masses and widths and mixing matrices. For this purpose, a number of
codes exist, hereSPheno andSuSpect are presented. It should be noted that many of these RGE
codes also embed a number of relevant cross sections, branching ratios etc..

– Matrix element generators/Parton level generators:
These codes calculate, in a automated fashion, cross sections for multi-leg tree-level processes.
Usually, they are capable of generating weighted or unweighted events at the parton level, i.e.
without showering or hadronisation. This task is usually left for other programs, the neccessary
information is passed by some standardised interface format [530]. Examples for this type of code
includeCalcHepandHvyN.

– Full-fledged event generators:
These programs provide fully showered and hadronised events. Primary examples includePYTHIA,
HERWIG, andSherpa.

In addition interfaces are necessary to transfer data between the various programs as will be discussed in
the next section.

2 A Brief Summary of The SUSY Les Houches Accord 2

The states and couplings appearing in the general minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) can
be defined in a number of ways. Indeed, it is often advantageous to use different choices for different
applications and hence no unique set of conventions prevails at present. In principle, this is not a prob-
lem; translations between different conventions can usually be carried out without ambiguity. From the
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point of view of practical application, however, such translations are, at best, tedious, and at worst they
introduce an unnecessary possibility for error.

To deal with this problem, and to create a more transparent situation for non-experts, the origi-
nal SUSY Les Houches Accord (SLHA1) was proposed [531]. Thisaccord uniquely defines a set of
conventions for supersymmetric models together with a common interface between codes. However,
SLHA1 was designed exclusively with the MSSM with real parameters and R-parity conservation in
mind. Some recent public codes [321, 338, 532–538] are either implementing extensions to this base
model or are anticipating such extensions. We therefore here present extensions of the SLHA1 relevant
for R-parity violation (RPV), flavour violation, and CP-violation (CPV) in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM). We also consider next-to-minimal models which we shall collectively label by
the acronym NMSSM. Full details of the SLHA2 agreement can befound in [539].

For simplicity, we still limit the scope of the SLHA2 in two regards: for the MSSM, we restrict
our attention toeither CPV or RPV, but not both. For the NMSSM, we define one catch-allmodel and
extend the SLHA1 mixing only to include the new states, with CP, R-parity, and flavour still assumed
conserved.

The conventions described here are a superset of those of theoriginal SLHA1, unless explicitly
stated otherwise. We use ASCII text for input and output, alldimensionful parameters are taken to be
in appropriate powers of GeV, and the output formats for SLHA2 dataBLOCKs follow those of SLHA1.
All angles are in radians. In a few cases it has been necessaryto replace the original conventions. This
is clearly remarked upon in all places where it occurs, and the SLHA2 conventions then supersede the
SLHA1 ones.

2.1 The SLHA2 Conventions

2.1.1 Flavour Violation

The CKM basis is defined to be the one in which the quark mass matrix is diagonal. In the super-CKM
basis [170] the squarks are rotated by exactly the same amount as their respective quark superpartners,
regardless of whether this makes them (that is, the squarks)diagonal or not. Misalignment between the
quark and squark sectors thus results in flavour off-diagonal terms remaining in the squark sector.

In this basis, the6� 6 squark mass matrices are defined as

L
m ass
~q = � �

y
u M

2
~u �u � �

y

d
M

2
~d
�d ; (5.1)

where�u = (~uL;~cL;~tL;~uR ;~cR ;~tR )
T and�d = (~dL;~sL;

~bL;
~dR ;~sR ;

~bR )
T . We diagonalise the squark

mass matrices via6 � 6 unitary matricesRu;d, such thatR u;dM
2

~u;~d
R
y

u;d
are diagonal matrices with

increasing mass squared values. We re-define the existing PDG codes for squarks to enumerate the mass
eigenstates in ascending order:

(~d1;
~d2;

~d3;
~d4;

~d5;
~d6)= (1000001, 1000003, 1000005, 2000001, 2000003, 2000005),

(~u1;~u2;~u3;~u4;~u5;~u6)= (1000002, 1000004, 1000006, 2000002, 2000004, 2000006).

The flavour violating parameters of the model are specified interms of the CKM matrix together
with five 3� 3matrices of soft SUSY-breaking parameters given in the super-CKM basis

m̂
2
~Q
; m̂

2
~u ; m̂

2
~d
; T̂U ; T̂D : (5.2)

Analogous rotations and definitions are used for the lepton flavour violating parameters, in this
case using the super-PMNS basis. This will be further elaborated on in the journal version of this report.
Below, we refer to the combined basis as the super-CKM/PMNS basis.
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2.1.2 R-parity Violation

We write the R-parity violating superpotential as

W R P V = �ab

�
1

2
�̂ijkL

a
iL

b
j
�E k + �̂

0
ijkL

a
iQ

bx
j
�D kx � �̂iL

a
iH

b
2

�

+
1

2
�̂
00
ijk�

xyz�Uix
�D jy

�D kz; (5.3)

wherex;y;z = 1;:::;3 are fundamental SU(3)C indices and�xyz is the totally antisymmetric tensor in
3 dimensions with�123 = + 1. In eq. (5.3),̂�ijk;̂�0ijk and�̂ibreak lepton number, whereaŝ�00

ijk
violate

baryon number. As in the previous section, all quantities are given in the super-CKM/super-PMNS basis.
Note, that in the R-parity violating case, the PMNS is an output once lepton number is violated.

The trilinear R-parity violating terms in the soft SUSY-breaking potential are

V3;R P V = �ab
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Note that we do not factor out thê� couplings (e.g. as in̂Tijk=�̂ijk � A�;ijk).

When lepton number is broken, additional bilinear soft SUSY-breaking potential terms can appear,

V2;R P V = � �abD̂ i
~L
a
iLH

b
2 +

~L
y

iaL
m̂

2
~LiH 1

H
a
1 + h:c:; (5.5)

and the sneutrinos may acquire vacuum expectation values (VEVs)h~�e;�;�i� ve;�;�=
p
2. The SLHA1

defined the tree-level VEVv to be equal to2m Z =
p
g2 + g0

2
� 246GeV; this is now generalised to

v =

q

v21 + v22 + v2e + v2� + v2� : (5.6)

Fortan� we maintain the SLHA1 definition,tan� = v2=v1.

The Lagrangian contains the (symmetric) neutrino/neutralino mass matrix as

L
m ass
~�0

= �
1

2
~ 
0T
M ~ 0

~ 
0
+ h:c:; (5.7)

in the basis of 2–component spinors~ 0 = (�e;��;��;� i~b;� i~w3;~h1;
~h2)

T . We define the unitary7� 7

neutrino/neutralino mixing matrixN (blockRVNMIX), such that:

�
1

2
~ 
0T
M ~ 0

~ 
0
= �

1

2
~ 
0T
N

T

| {z }
~�0T

N
�
M ~ 0N

y

| {z }
diag(m

~�0
)

N ~ 
0

|{z}
~�0

; (5.8)

where the 7 (2–component) neutral leptons~�0 are defined strictly mass-ordered, i.e. with the 1st,2nd,3rd

lightest corresponding to the mass entries for the PDG codes12, 14, and16, and the four heaviest to the
PDG codes1000022, 1000023, 1000025, 1000035.

Charginos and charged leptons may also mix in the case ofL-violation. The Lagrangian contains

L
m ass
~�+ = �

1

2
~ 
�T

M ~ +
~ 
+
+ h:c:; (5.9)

in the basis of 2–component spinors~ + = (e+ ;�+ ;�+ ;� i~w+ ;~h
+
2 )

T , ~ � = (e� ;�� ;�� ;� i~w� ;~h
�
1 )

T

where~w � = (~w 1� ~w2)=
p
2. We define the unitary5� 5charged fermion mixing matricesU;V , blocks

RVUMIX, RVVMIX, such that:

�
1

2
~ 
�T

M ~ +
~ 
+
= �

1

2
~ 
�T

U
T

| {z }
~�� T

U
�
M ~ + V

y

| {z }
diag(m

~�+
)

V ~ 
+

|{z}
~�+

; (5.10)
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where the generalised charged leptons~�+ are defined as strictly mass ordered, i.e. with the 3 lightest
states corresponding to the PDG codes11, 13, and15, and the two heaviest to the codes1000024,
1000037. For historical reasons, codes11, 13, and15pertain to the negatively charged field while codes
1000024and1000037pertain to the opposite charge. The components of~�+ in “PDG notation” would
thus be(-11,-13,-15,1000024,1000037). In the limit of CP conservation,U andV are chosen to
be real.

R-parity violation via lepton number violation implies that the sneutrinos can mix with the Higgs
bosons. In the limit of CP conservation the CP-even (-odd) Higgs bosons mix with real (imaginary) parts
of the sneutrinos. We write the neutral scalars as�0 �

p
2Re(H 0

1;H
0
2;~�e;~��;~��)

T , with the mass term

L = �
1

2
�
0T
M

2
�0
�
0
; (5.11)

whereM 2
�0

is a5� 5 symmetric mass matrix. We define the orthogonal5� 5mixing matrix@ (block
RVHMIX) by

� �
0T
M

2
�0
�
0
= � �

0T
@
T

| {z }
� 0T

@M
2
�0
@
T

| {z }

diag(m 2

� 0
)

@�
0

|{z}
� 0

; (5.12)

where�0 are the neutral scalar mass eigenstates in strictly increasing mass order The states are numbered
sequentially by the PDG codes(25,35,1000012,1000014,1000016), regardless of flavour content.

We write the neutral pseudoscalars as��0 �
p
2Im (H 0

1;H
0
2;~�e;~��;~��)

T , with the mass term

L = �
1

2
��
0T
M

2
��0
��
0
; (5.13)

whereM 2
��0

is a5� 5 symmetric mass matrix. We define the4� 5mixing matrix�@ (blockRVAMIX) by

� ��
0T
M

2
��0
��
0
= � ��

0T �@
T

| {z }
�� 0T

�@M
2
��0
�@
T

| {z }

diag(m 2
�� 0
)

�@��
0

|{z}
�� 0

; (5.14)

where ��0 are the pseudoscalar mass eigenstates in increasing mass order. The states are numbered
sequentially by the PDG codes(36,1000017, 1000018,1000019), regardless of flavour composition.
The Goldstone bosonG 0 has been explicitly left out and the 4 rows of�@ form a set of orthonormal
vectors.

If the blocksRVHMIX, RVAMIXare present, they supersede the SLHA1ALPHA variable/block.

The charged sleptons and charged Higgs bosons also mix in the8� 8mass squared matrixM 2
��

,
which we diagonalise by a7� 8matrixC (blockRVLMIX):

L = � (H
�
1

�
;H

+
2 ;~e

�
Li
;~e

�
R j
)C

y

| {z }
� +

C M
2
�� C

y

| {z }

diag(M 2

� �
)

C

0

B
B
B
@

H
�
1

H
+
2

�

~eLk

~eR l

1

C
C
C
A

; (5.15)

wherei;j;k;l 2 f1;2;3g, �;� 2 f1;:::;6g and �+ = ��y are the charged scalar mass eigen-
states arranged in increasing mass order. These states are numbered sequentially by the PDG codes
(37,1000011,1000013,1000015, 2000011,2000013,2000015), regardless of flavour composition.
The Goldstone bosonG � has been explicitly left out and the 7 rows ofC form a set of orthonormal vec-
tors.
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2.1.3 CP Violation

When CP symmetry is broken, quantum corrections cause mixing between the CP-even and CP-odd
Higgs states. Writing the neutral scalar interaction eigenstates as�0 �

p
2(ReH 0

1;ReH
0
2;Im H

0
1;

Im H 0
2)

T we define the3� 4mixing matrixS (blockCVHMIX) by

� �
0T
M

2
�0
�
0
= � �

0T
S
T

| {z }
� 0T

S
�
M

2
�0
S
y

| {z }

diag(m 2

� 0
)

S�
0

|{z}
� 0

; (5.16)

where�0 � (h01;h
0
2;h

0
3)
T are the mass eigenstates arranged in ascending mass order; these states are

numbered sequentially by the PDG codes(25,35,36), regardless of flavour composition.

For the neutralino and chargino mixing matrices, the default convention in SLHA1 is that they be
real matrices. One or more mass eigenvalues may then have an apparent negative sign, which can be
removed by a phase transformation on~�ias explained in SLHA1 [531]. When going to CPV, the reason
for introducing the negative-mass convention in the first place, namely maintaining the mixing matrices
strictly real, disappears. We therefore here take all masses real and positive, withN , U , andV complex.
This does lead to a nominal dissimilarity with SLHA1 in the limit of vanishing CP violation, but we
note that the explicit CPV switch inMODSEL can be used to decide unambiguously which convention to
follow.

For the remaining MSSM parameters we use straightforward generalisations to the complex case,
see section 2.2.4.

2.1.4 NMSSM

We shall here define the next-to-minimal case as having exactly the field content of the MSSM with
the addition of one gauge singlet chiral superfield. As to couplings and parameterisations, rather than
adopting a particular choice, or treating each special caseseparately, below we choose instead to work at
the most general level. Any particular special case can thenbe obtained by setting different combinations
of couplings to zero. However, we do specialise to the SLHA1-like case without CP violation, R-parity
violation, or flavour violation. Below, we shall use the acronym NMSSM for this class of models, but
we emphasise that we understand it to relate to field content only, and not to the presence or absence of
specific couplings.

In addition to the MSSM terms, the most general CP conservingNMSSM superpotential is (ex-
tending the notation of SLHA1):

W N M SSM = W M SSM � �ab�SH
a
1H

b
2 +

1

3
�S

3
+ �

0
S
2
+ �F S ; (5.17)

whereW M SSM is the MSSM superpotential, in the conventions of ref. [531,eq. (3)]. A non-zero�
in combination with a VEVhSiof the singlet generates a contribution to the effective� term �e� =

� hSi+ �, where the MSSM� term is normally assumed to be zero, yielding�e� = � hSi. The
remaining terms represent a general cubic potential for thesinglet;� is dimensionless,�0has dimension
of mass, and�F has dimension of mass squared. The soft SUSY-breaking termsrelevant to the NMSSM
are

Vsoft = V2;M SSM + V3;M SSM + m
2
SjSj

2
+ (� �ab�A�SH

a
1H

b
2 +

1

3
�A�S

3
+ B

0
�
0
S
2
+ �SS + h:c:);(5.18)

whereVi;M SSM are the MSSM soft terms, in the conventions of ref. [531, eqs.(5) and (7)].

At tree level, there are thus 15 parameters (in addition tom Z which fixes the sum of the squared
Higgs VEVs) that are relevant for the Higgs sector:

tan�;�;m
2
H 1
;m

2
H 2
;m

2
3;�;�;A�;A �;�

0
;B

0
;�F ;�S;� hSi;m

2
S : (5.19)
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The minimisation of the effective potential imposes 3 conditions on these parameters, such that only 12
of them can be considered independent. For the time being, weleave it up to each spectrum calculator
to decide on which combinations to accept. For the purpose ofthis accord, we note only that to specify a
general model exactly 12 parameters from eq. (5.19) should be provided in the input, including explicit
zeroes for parameters desired “switched off”. However, since� = m 2

3 = �0 = B 0 = �F = �S = 0

in the majority of phenomenological constructions, for convenience we also allow for a six-parameter
specification in terms of the reduced parameter list:

tan�;m
2
H 1
;m

2
H 2
;�;�;A�;A �;� hSi;m

2
S : (5.20)

To summarise, in addition tom Z , the input to the accord should contain either 12 parametersfrom
the list given in eq. (5.19), including zeroes for parameters not present in the desired model, or it should
contain 6 parameters from the list in eq. (5.20), in which case the remaining 6 “non-standard” parameters,
�, m 2

3, �
0, B 0, �F , and�F , will be assumed to be zero; in both cases the 3 unspecified parameters (as,

e.g.,m 2
H 1

, m 2
H 2

, andm 2
S ) are assumed to be determined by the minimisation of the effective potential.

The CP-even neutral scalar interaction eigenstates are�0 �
p
2Re(H 0

1;H
0
2;S)

T . We define the
orthogonal3� 3mixing matrixS (blockNMHMIX) by

� �
0T
M

2
�0
�
0
= � �

0T
S
T

| {z }
� 0T

SM
2
�0
S
T

| {z }

diag(m 2

� 0
)

S�
0

|{z}
� 0

; (5.21)

where�0 � (h01;h
0
2;h

0
3)are the mass eigenstates ordered in mass. These states are numbered sequen-

tially by the PDG codes(25,35,45). The format ofBLOCK NMHMIX is the same as for the mixing
matrices in SLHA1.

The CP-odd sector interaction eigenstates are��0 �
p
2Im (H 0

1;H
0
2;S)

T . We define the2 � 3

mixing matrixP (blockNMAMIX) by

� ��
0T
M

2
��0
��
0
= � ��

0T
P
T

| {z }
�� 0T

P M
2
��0
P
T

| {z }

diag(m 2
�� 0
)

P ��
0

|{z}
�� 0

; (5.22)

where��0 � (A01;A
0
2)are the mass eigenstates ordered in mass. These states are numbered sequentially

by the PDG codes(36,46). The Goldstone bosonG 0 has been explicitly left out and the 2 rows ofP
form a set of orthonormal vectors.

If NMHMIX, NMAMIXblocks are present, they supersede the SLHA1ALPHA variable/block.

The Lagrangian contains the (symmetric)5� 5neutralino mass matrix as

L
m ass
~�0

= �
1

2
~ 
0T
M ~ 0

~ 
0
+ h:c:; (5.23)

in the basis of 2–component spinors~ 0 = (� i~b;� i~w3;~h1;
~h2;~s)

T . We define the unitary5� 5neutralino
mixing matrixN (blockNMNMIX), such that:

�
1

2
~ 
0T
M ~ 0

~ 
0
= �

1

2
~ 
0T
N

T

| {z }
~�0T

N
�
M ~ 0N

y

| {z }
diag(m

~�0
)

N ~ 
0

|{z}
~�0

; (5.24)

where the 5 (2–component) neutralinos~�i are defined such that the absolute value of their masses in-
crease withi, cf. SLHA1 [531]. These states are numbered sequentially bythe PDG codes(1000022,
1000023,1000025,1000035,1000045).
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2.2 Explicit Proposals for SLHA2

As in the SLHA1 [531], for all running parameters in the output of the spectrum file, we propose to use
definitions in the modified dimensional reduction (DR ) scheme.

To define the general properties of the model, we propose to introduce global switches in the
SLHA1 model definition blockMODSEL, as follows. Note that the switches defined here are in addition
to the ones in [531].

2.2.1 Model Selection

BLOCK MODSEL

Switches and options for model selection. The entries in this block should consist of an index, identify-
ing the particular switch in the listing below, followed by another integer or real number, specifying the
option or value chosen:

3 : (Default=0) Choice of particle content. Switches defined are:
0 : MSSM. This corresponds to SLHA1.

1 : NMSSM. As defined here.

4 : (Default=0) R-parity violation. Switches defined are:
0 : R-parity conserved. This corresponds to the SLHA1.

1 : R-parity violated.

5 : (Default=0) CP violation. Switches defined are:
0 : CP is conserved. No information even on the CKM phase is used. This

corresponds to the SLHA1.
1 : CP is violated, but only by the standard CKM phase. All otherphases

assumed zero.
2 : CP is violated. Completely general CP phases allowed.

6 : (Default=0) Flavour violation. Switches defined are:
0 : No (SUSY) flavour violation. This corresponds to the SLHA1.

1 : Quark flavour is violated.

2 : Lepton flavour is violated.

3 : Lepton and quark flavour is violated.

2.2.2 Flavour Violation

– All input SUSY parameters are given at the scaleM inputas defined in the SLHA1 blockEXTPAR,
except forEXTPAR 26, which, if present, is thepole pseudoscalar Higgs mass, andEXTPAR 27,
which, if present, is thepolemass of the charged Higgs boson. If noM input is present, the GUT
scale is used.

– For the SM input parameters, we take the Particle Data Group(PDG) definition: lepton masses are
all on-shell. The light quark massesm u;d;s are given at 2 GeV in theM S scheme, and the heavy

quark masses are given asm c(m c)
M S, m b(m b)

M S andm on�shell
t . The latter two quantities are

already in the SLHA1. The others are added toSMINPUTS in the following manner:

8 : m �3 , pole mass.
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11 : m e, pole mass.

12 : m �1 , pole mass.

13 : m �, pole mass.

14 : m �2 , pole mass.

21 : m d(2G eV)
M S. d quark running mass in theM S scheme.

22 : m u(2G eV)
M S. u quark running mass in theM S scheme.

23 : m s(2G eV)
M S. squark running mass in theM S scheme.

24 : m c(m c)
M S. cquark running mass in theM S scheme.

The FORTRAN format is the same as that ofSMINPUTS in SLHA1 [531].

– VCK M : the input CKM matrix, in the blockVCKMIN in terms of the Wolfenstein parameterisation:

1 : �

2 : A

3 : ��

4 : ��

The FORTRAN format is the same as that ofSMINPUTSabove.

– UPM N S: the input PMNS matrix, in the blockUPMNSIN. It should have the PDG parameterisation
in terms of rotation angles [340] (all in radians):

1 : ��12 (the solar angle)

2 : ��23 (the atmospheric mixing angle)

3 : ��13 (currently only has an upper bound)

4 : ��13 (the Dirac CP-violating phase)

5 : �1 (the first Majorana CP-violating phase)

6 : �2 (the second CP-violating Majorana phase)

The FORTRAN format is the same as that ofSMINPUTSabove.

– (m̂ 2
~Q
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~u)
D R
ij ,(m̂ 2

~d
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~L
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~e)
D R
ij : the squark and slepton soft SUSY-breaking masses

at the input scale in the super-CKM/PMNS basis, as defined above. They will be given in the new
blocksMSQ2IN, MSU2IN, MSD2IN, MSL2IN, MSE2IN, with the same format as matrices in SLHA1.
Only the “upper triangle” of these matrices should be given.If diagonal entries are present, these
supersede the parameters in the SLHA1 blockEXTPAR.

– (T̂U )
D R
ij , (T̂D )D Rij , and(T̂E )D Rij : the squark and slepton soft SUSY-breaking trilinear couplings at

the input scale in the super-CKM/PMNS basis. They will be given in the new blocksTUIN, TDIN,
TEIN, in the same format as matrices in SLHA1. If diagonal entriesare present these supersede
theA parameters specified in the SLHA1 blockEXTPAR [531].

For the output, the pole masses are given in blockMASSas in SLHA1, and theDR and mixing parameters
as follows:

– (m̂ 2
~Q
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~u)
D R
ij ,(m̂ 2

~d
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~L
)D Rij ,(m̂ 2

~e)
D R
ij : the squark and slepton soft SUSY-breaking masses

at scaleQ in the super-CKM/PMNS basis. Will be given in the new blocksMSQ2 Q=..., MSU2
Q=..., MSD2 Q=..., MSL2 Q=..., MSE2 Q=..., with formats as the corresponding input blocks
MSX2INabove.
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– (T̂U )
D R
ij , (T̂D )D Rij , and(T̂E )D Rij : The squark and slepton soft SUSY-breaking trilinear couplings in

the super-CKM/PMNS basis. Given in the new blocksTU Q=..., TD Q=..., TE Q=..., which
supersede the SLHA1 blocksAD, AU, andAE, see [531].

– (ŶU )
D R
ii , (ŶD )D Rii , (ŶE )D Rii : the diagonalDR Yukawas in the super-CKM/PMNS basis, at the scale

Q . Given in the SLHA1 blocksYU Q=..., YD Q=..., YE Q=..., see [531]. Note that although
the SLHA1 blocks provide for off-diagonal elements, only the diagonal ones will be relevant here,
due to the CKM rotation.

– TheDR CKM matrix at the scaleQ . Will be given in the new block(s)VCKM Q=..., with entries
defined as for the input blockVCKMINabove.

– The new blocksR u = USQMIX R d = DSQMIX, R e = SELMIX, andR � = SNUMIX connect the par-
ticle codes (=mass-ordered basis) with the super-CKM/PMNSbasis according to the following
definitions:
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; (5.25)
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super�CK M

: (5.26)
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super�PM N S

; (5.27)

0

@
1000012
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1000016

1

A =

0

@
~�1

~�2

~�3

1

A

m ass�ordered

= SNUMIXij

0

@
~�e

~��

~��

1

A

super�PM N S

: (5.28)

Note! A potential for inconsistency arises if the masses and mixings are not calculated in the same
way, e.g. if radiatively corrected masses are used with tree-level mixing matrices. In this case, it
is possible that the radiative corrections to the masses shift the mass ordering relative to the tree-
level. This is especially relevant when near-degenerate masses occur in the spectrum and/or when
the radiative corrections are large. In these cases, explicit care must be taken especially by the
program writing the spectrum, but also by the one reading it,to properly arrange the rows in the
order of the mass spectrum actually used.

2.2.3 R-Parity Violation

The naming convention for input blocks isBLOCK RV#IN, where the ’#’ character represents the name of
the relevant output block given below. Default inputs for all R-parity violating couplings are zero. The
inputs are given at scaleM input, as described in SLHA1 (default is the GUT scale) and follow the output
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Input block Output block data
RVLAMLLEIN RVLAMLLE ijk �̂ijk

RVLAMLQDIN RVLAMLQD ijk �̂0
ijk

RVLAMUDDIN RVLAMUDD ijk �̂00
ijk

RVTLLEIN RVTLLE ijk T̂ijk

RVTLQDIN RVTLQD ijk T̂0
ijk

RVTUDDIN RVTUDD ijk T̂00
ijk

NB: One of the followingRV...INblocks must be left out:
(which one up to user and RGE code)

RVKAPPAIN RVKAPPA i�̂i

RVDIN RVD iD̂ i

RVSNVEVIN RVSNVEV ivi

RVM2LH1IN RVM2LH1 im̂ 2
~LiH 1

Table 5.1: Summary of R-parity violating SLHA2 data blocks. Only 3 out of the last 4 blocks are independent.
Which block to leave out of the input is in principle up to the user, with the caveat that a given spectrum calculator
may not accept all combinations.

format given below (with the omission ofQ= ...). In addition, the known fermion masses should be
given inSMINPUTSas defined above.

– The dimensionless couplingŝ�ijk, �̂0
ijk

, and �̂00
ijk

are given inBLOCK RVLAMLLE, RVLAMLQD,

RVLAMUDD Q= ... respectively. The output standard should correspond to theFORTRAN format

(1x,I2,1x,I2,1x,I2,3x,1P,E16.8,0P,3x,’#’,1x,A) .

where the first three integers in the format correspond toi, j, andk and the double precision
number is the coupling.

– The soft SUSY-breaking couplingŝTijk, T̂0
ijk, andT̂00

ijk should be given inBLOCK RVTLLE, RVTLQD,

RVTUDD Q= ..., in the same format as thê� couplings above.

– The bilinear superpotential and soft SUSY-breaking terms�̂i, D̂ i, andm̂ 2
~LiH 1

and the sneutrino
VEVs are given inBLOCK RVKAPPA, RVD, RVM2LH1, RVSNVEV Q= ... respectively, in the
same format as real-valued vectors in the SLHA1.

– The input/output blocks for R-parity violating couplingsare summarised in Tab. 5.1.

– The new mixing matrices that appear are described in section 2.1.2.

As for the R-conserving MSSM, the bilinear terms (both SUSY-breaking and SUSY-respecting ones,
including �) and the VEVs are not independent parameters. They become related by the condition of
electroweak symmetry breaking. This carries over to the RPVcase, where not all the parameters in the
input blocksRV...IN in Tab. 5.1 can be given simultaneously. Specifically, of thelast 4 blocks only 3
are independent. One block is determined by minimising the Higgs-sneutrino potential. We do not here
insist on a particular choice for which ofRVKAPPAIN, RVDIN, RVSNVEVIN, andRVM2LH1IN to leave out,
but leave it up to the spectrum calculators to accept one or more combinations.

2.2.4 CP Violation

When adding CP violation to the MSSM model parameters and mixing matrices, the SLHA1 blocks are
understood to contain the real parts of the relevant parameters. The imaginary parts should be provided
with exactly the same format, in a separate block of the same name but prefaced byIM. The defaults for
all imaginary parameters will be zero.
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One special case is the� parameter. When the real part of� is given inEXTPAR 23, the imaginary
part should be given inIMEXTPAR 23, as above. However, whenj�jis determined by the conditions for
electroweak symmetry breaking, only the phase’� is taken as an input parameter. In this case, SLHA2
generalises the entryMINPAR 4 to contain the cosine of the phase (as opposed to justsign(�)in SLHA1),
and we further introduce a new blockIMMINPARwhose entry4 gives the sine of the phase, that is:

BLOCK MINPAR

4 : CP conserved:sign(�).
CP violated:cos’� = Re�=j�j.

BLOCK IMMINPAR

4 : CP conserved: n/a.
CP violated:sin’� = Im �=j�j.

Note thatcos’� coincides withsign(�)in the CP-conserving cases.

The new3 � 4 block S = CVHMIX connects the particle codes (=mass-ordered basis) with the
interaction basis according to the following definition:

0

@
25

35

36

1

A =

0

@
h01
h02
h03

1

A

m ass�ordered

= CVHMIXij

0

B
B
@

p
2ReH 0

1p
2ReH 0

2p
2Im H 0

1p
2Im H 0

2

1

C
C
A : (5.29)

In order to translate betweenS and other conventions, the tree-level angle� may be needed. This
should be given in the SLHA1 outputBLOCK ALPHA:

BLOCK ALPHA

CP conserved:�; precise definition up to spectrum calculator, see SLHA1.
CP violated:�tree. Must be accompanied by the matrixS, as described above, in the
blockCVHMIX.

2.2.5 NMSSM

Firstly, as described above,BLOCK MODSEL should contain the switch 3 with value 1, corresponding to
the choice of the NMSSM particle content.

Secondly, for the parameters that are also present in the MSSM, we re-use the corresponding
SLHA1 entries. That is,m Z should be given inSMINPUTS entry4 andm 2

H 1
;m 2

H 2
can be given in the

EXTPAR entries21 and22. tan� should either be given inMINPAR entry 3 (default) orEXTPARentry 25
(user-defined input scale), as in SLHA1. If� should be desired non-zero, it can be given inEXTPARentry
23. The corresponding soft parameterm 2

3 can be given inEXTPARentry24, in the formm 2
3=(cos� sin�),

see [531].

Further, new entries inBLOCK EXTPAR have been defined for the NMSSM specific input param-
eters, as follows. As in the SLHA1, these parameters are all given at the common scaleM input, which
can either be left up to the spectrum calculator or given explicitly usingEXTPAR 0 (see [531]):

BLOCK EXTPAR

Input parameters specific to the NMSSM (i.e., in addition to the entries defined in [531])
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61 : �. Superpotential trilinear HiggsSH 2H 1 coupling.

62 : �. Superpotential cubicS coupling.

63 : A �. Soft trilinear HiggsSH 2H 1 coupling.

64 : A �. Soft cubicS coupling.

65 : � hSi. Vacuum expectation value of the singlet (scaled by�).

66 : �F . Superpotential linearS coupling.

67 : �S . Soft linearS coupling.

68 : �0. Superpotential quadraticS coupling.

69 : m 02
S

. Soft quadraticS coupling (sometimes denoted�0B 0).

70 : m 2
S

. Soft singlet mass squared.

Important note: only 12 of the parameters listed in eq. (5.19) should be givenas input at any
one time (including explicit zeroes for parameters desired“switched off”), the remaining ones being
determined by the minimisation of the effective potential.Which combinations to accept is left up to the
individual spectrum calculator programs. Alternatively,for minimal models, 6 parameters of those listed
in eq. (5.20) should be given.

In the spectrum output, running NMSSM parameters corresponding to theEXTPAR entries above
can be given in the blockNMSSMRUN Q=...:

BLOCK NMSSMRUN Q=...

Output parameters specific to the NMSSM, given in theDR scheme, at the scaleQ . As in the SLHA1,
several of these blocks may be given simultaneously in the output, each then corresponding to a specific
scale, but at least one should always be present. See corresponding entries inEXTPAR above for defini-
tions.

1 : �(Q )D R .

2 : �(Q )D R .

3 : A �(Q )
D R .

4 : A �(Q )
D R .

5 : � hSi(Q )D R .

6 : �F (Q )D R .

7 : �S(Q )D R .

8 : �0(Q )D R .

9 : m 02
S
(Q )D R .

10 : m 2
S
(Q )D R .

The new3� 3 block S = NMHMIX connects the particle codes (=mass-ordered basis) for the CP-
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even Higgs bosons with the interaction basis according to the following definition:
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1

A : (5.30)

The new2� 3blockS = NMAMIXconnects the particle codes (=mass-ordered basis) for the CP-odd
Higgs bosons with the interaction basis according to the following definition:

�
36
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�
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�
A 0
1

A 0
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�
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0
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p
2Im H 0

1p
2Im H 0
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1

A : (5.31)

Finally, the new5 � 5 block NMNMIX gives the neutralino mixing matrix, with the fifth mass
eigenstate labelled1000045and the fifth interaction eigenstate being the singlino,~s.

3 SuSpect, HDECAY, SDECAY and SUSY-HIT

3.1 SuSpect

The Fortran codeSuSpect calculates the supersymmetric and Higgs particle spectrumin the MSSM. It
deals with the “phenomenological MSSM” with 22 free parameters defined either at a low or high energy
scale, with the possibility of renormalization group evolution (RGE) to arbritary scales, and with con-
strained models with universal boundary conditions at highscales. These are the minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA), the anomaly mediated SUSY breaking (AMSB) and thegauge mediated SUSY breaking
(GMSB) models. The basic assumptions of the most general possible MSSM scenario are(a) minimal
gauge group,(b) minimal particle content,(c) minimal Yukawa interactions and R-parity conservation,
(d) minimal set of soft SUSY breaking terms. Furthermore,(i) all soft SUSY breaking parameters are
real (no CP-violation);(ii) the matrices for sfermion masses and trilinear couplings are diagonal;(iii)
first and second sfermion generation universality is assumed. Here and in the following we refer the
reader for more details to the user’s manual [540] .

As for the calculation of the SUSY particle spectrum in constrained MSSMs, in addition to the
choice of the input parameters, the general algorithm contains three main steps. These are(i) the RGE
of parameters back and forth between the low energy scales, such asM Z and the electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB) scale, and the high-energy scale characteristic for the various models;(ii) the consis-
tent implementation of (radiative) EWSB;(iii) the calculation of the pole masses of the Higgs bosons and
the SUSY particles, including the mixing between the current eigenstates and the radiative corrections
when they are important. Here the program mainly follows thecontent and notations of [541], and for
the leading two-loop corrections to the Higgs masses the results summrized in [542] are taken.

The necessary files for the use inSuSpect are the input filesuspect2.in, the main routine
suspect2.f, the routinetwoloophiggs.f, which calculates the Higgs masses, as well asbsg.f for
the calculation of theb ! s branching ratio. The latter is needed in order to check if theresults
are in agreement with the experimental measurments. In the input file one can select the model to be
investigated, the accuracy of the algorithm and the input data (Standard Model fermion masses and gauge
couplings). At each runSuSpect generates two output files: one easy to read,suspect2.out, and the
other in the SLHA format [531].

3.2 HDECAY

The Fortran codeHDECAY [543] calculates the decay widths and branching ratios of the Standard Model
Higgs boson, and of the neutral and charged Higgs particles of the MSSM according to the current
theoretical knowledge (for reviews see refs. [112,544–546]). It includes:
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- All kinematically allowed decay channels with branching ratios larger than10�4 ; apart from the
2-body decays also the loop- mediated, the most important 3-body decay modes, and in the MSSM
the cascade and SUSY decay channels.

- All relevant higher-order QCD corrections to the decays into quark pairs and to the quark loop
mediated decays into gluons are incorporated.

- Double off-shell decays of the CP-even Higgs bosons into massive gauge bosons, subsequently
decaying into four massless fermions.

- All important 3–body decays: with off-shell heavy top quarks; with one off-shell gauge boson as
well as heavy neutral Higgs decays with one off-shell Higgs boson.

- In the MSSM the complete radiative corrections in the effective potential approach with full mixing
in the stop and sbottom sectors; it uses the RG improved values of the Higgs masses and couplings,
the relevant NLO corrections are implemented [547,548].

- In the MSSM, all decays into SUSY particles when kinematically allowed.
- In the MSSM, all SUSY particles are included in the loop mediated andgg decay channels. In

the gluonic decay modes the large QCD corrections for quark and squark loops are also included.

HDECAYhas recently undergone a major upgrade. We have implementedthe SLHA format, so that
the program can now read in any input file in the SLHA format andalso give out the Higgs decay widths
and branching ratios in this accord. So, the program can now be easily linked to any spectrum or decay
calculator. Two remarks are in order:

1) HDECAY calculates the higher order corrections to the Higgs boson decays in theMS scheme whereas
all scale dependent parameters read in from an SLHA input fileprovided by a spectrum calculator are
given in theDR scheme. Therefore,HDECAY translates the input parameters from the SLHA file into the
MS scheme where needed.

2) The SLHA parameter input file only includes the MSSM Higgs boson mass values, but not the Higgs
self-interactions, which are needed inHDECAY. For the time being,HDECAYcalculates the missing interac-
tions internally within the effective potential approach.This is not completely consistent with the values
for the Higgs masses, since the spectrum calculator does notnecessarily do it with the same method and
level of accuracy asHDECAY. The difference is of higher order, though.

3.3 SDECAY

The Fortran codeSDECAY [549], which has implemented the MSSM in the same way as it is done in
SuSpect, calculates the decay widths and branching ratios of all SUSY particles in the MSSM, including
the most important higher order effects [550–552]:

– The usual 2-body decays for sfermions and gauginos are calculated at tree level.
– A unique feature is the possibility of calculating the SUSY-QCD corrections to the decays involv-

ing coloured particles. They can amount up to several tens ofper-cents in some cases. The bulk of
the EW corrections has been accounted for by taking running parameters where appropriate.

– In GMSB models the 2-body decays into the lightest SUSY particle, the gravitino, have been
implemented.

– If the 2-body decays are closed, multibody decays will be dominant.SDECAYcalculates the 3-body
decays of the gauginos, the gluino, the stops and sbottoms.

– Moreover, loop-induced decays of the lightest stop, the next-to-lightest neutralino and the gluino
are included.

– If the 3-body decays are kinematically forbidden, 4-body decays of the lightest stop can compete
with the loop-induced~t1 decay and have therefore been implemented.

– Finally, the top decays within the MSSM have been programmed.

Recently,SDECAY has been updated with some major changes being (other changes related to
SUSY-HIT are listed below):i) For reasons of shortening the output file, only non-zero branching ratios
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are written out in the new version.ii)We have created common blocks for the branching ratios and total
widths of the various SUSY particles.

3.4 SUSY-HIT

The previous three programs have been linked together in a program calledSUSY-HIT [553]. Including
higher order effects in the calculations, the package allows the consistent calculation of MSSM particle
decays with the presently highest level of precision. The following files are needed to runSUSY-HIT:
Spectrum files:The spectrum can either be taken from any input file in the SLHAformat or from
SuSpect. In the first case,SUSY-HITneeds an SLHA input file which has to be namedslhaspectrum.in.
In the latter case, we need the necessarySuSpect routines:suspect2.in,suspect2.f,twoloophiggs.f
andbsg.f.

Decay files:SDECAY is the main program and now reads insusyhit.inand callsHDECAYwhich is now
a subroutine and, in order to keep the package as small as possible, only one routine calculating the Higgs
boson masses and Higgs self-couplings has been retained inHDECAY to extract the Higgs self-interaction
strengths not provided by the spectrum calculators; also,HDECAY does not create any output file within
the package.SDECAYpasses the necessary parameters fromsusyhit.in to HDECAY via a newly created
common block calledSUSYHITIN. As before, it callsSuSpect in case the spectrum is taken from there.
The SLHA parameter and spectrum input fileslhaspectrum.in is read in by bothHDECAYandSDECAY.
The output file created bySDECAY at each run is calledsusyhit slha.out if it is in the SLHA format
or simplysusyhit.out if it is in an output format easy to read.

Input file:TheHDECAYandSDECAY input files have been merged into one input filesusyhit.in. Here,
first of all the user can choose among twoSUSY-HIT related options:

1. The three programsSuSpect, HDECAY, SDECAYare linked and henceSuSpectprovides the spectrum
and the soft SUSY breaking parameters at the EWSB scale.

2. The two programsHDECAY andSDECAY are linked. The necessary input parameters are taken from a
file in the SLHA format provided by any spectrum calculator.

Furthermore, various options for running theSDECAY program can be chosen, such as whether or not to
include QCD corrections to 2-body decays, the multibody and/or loop decays, the GMSB decays and
the top decays. The scale and number of loops of the running couplings can be fixed. Finally, some
parameters related toHDECAYcan be set, like the charm and strange quark masses, theW ;Z total widths,
some CKM matrix elements etc. All other necessary parameters are read in from theslhaspectrum.in
input file.

Changes and how the package works:SuSpect, HDECAY andSDECAY are linked via the SLHA format.
Therefore, the name of the output file provided bySuSpect has to be the same as the SLHA input file
read in byHDECAYandSDECAY. We called itslhaspectrum.in. This is one of the changes made in the
programs with respect to their original version. Further major changes have been made. For the complete
list of changes please refer to the web page given below.

Web page:We have created a web page at the following url address:
http://lappweb.in2p3.fr/� muehlleitner/SUSY-HIT/

There the user can download all files necessary for the program package as well as amakefile for
compiling the programs. We use the newest versions of the various programs which will be updated reg-
ularly. Short instructions are given how to use the programs. A file with updates and changes is provided.
Finally, some examples of output files are given.

4 FeynHiggs

FeynHiggs is a program for computing Higgs-boson masses and related observables in the (NMFV)
MSSM with real or complex parameters. The observables comprise mixing angles, branching ratios, and
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couplings, including state-of-the-art higher-order contributions. The centerpiece is a Fortran library for
use with Fortran and C/C++. Alternatively,FeynHiggs has a command-line, Mathematica, and Web
interface.FeynHiggs is available fromwww.feynhiggs.de.

FeynHiggs [332–334,554] is a Fortran code for the evaluation of the masses, decays and produc-
tion processes of Higgs bosons in the (NMFV) MSSM with real orcomplex parameters. The calculation
of the higher-order corrections is based on the Feynman-diagrammatic (FD) approach [334, 555–557].
At the one-loop level, it consists of a complete evaluation,including the full momentum and phase
dependence, and as a further option the full6 � 6 non-minimal flavor violation (NMFV) contribu-
tions [116,123]. At the two-loop level all available corrections from the real MSSM have been included.
They are supplemented by the resummation of the leading effects from the (scalar)bsector including the
full complex phase dependence.

In addition to the Higgs-boson masses, the program also provides results for the effective cou-
plings and the wave function normalization factors for external Higgs bosons [558], taking into account
NMFV effects from the Higgs-boson self-energies. Besides the computation of the Higgs-boson masses,
effective couplings and wave function normalization factors, the program also evaluates an estimate for
the theory uncertainties of these quantities due to unknownhigher-order corrections.

FurthermoreFeynHiggs contains the evaluation of all relevant Higgs-boson decay widths1. In
particular, the following quantities are calculated:

– the total width for the neutral and charged Higgs bosons,

– the branching ratios and effective couplings of the three neutral Higgs bosons to

– SM fermions (see also Ref. [559]),hi! �ff,

– SM gauge bosons (possibly off-shell),hi! ;ZZ�;W W �;gg,

– gauge and Higgs bosons,hi! Zhj, hi! hjhk,

– scalar fermions,hi! ~fy~f,

– gauginos,hi! ~�
�

k
~�
�
j

, hi! ~�0
l
~�0m ,

– the branching ratios and effective couplings of the charged Higgs boson to

– SM fermions,H � ! �ff0,

– a gauge and Higgs boson,H � ! hiW
� ,

– scalar fermions,H � ! ~fy~f0,

– gauginos,H � ! ~�
�

k
~�0l.

– the production cross sections of the neutral Higgs bosons at the Tevatron and the LHC in the
approximation where the corresponding SM cross section is rescaled by the ratios of the corre-
sponding partial widths in the MSSM and the SM or by the wave function normalization factors
for external Higgs bosons, see Ref. [560] for further details.

For comparisons with the SM, the following quantities are also evaluated for SM Higgs bosons with the
same mass as the three neutral MSSM Higgs bosons:

– the total decay width,

– the couplings and branching ratios of a SM Higgs boson to SM fermions,

– the couplings and branching ratios of a SM Higgs boson to SM gauge bosons (possibly off-shell).

– the production cross sections at the Tevatron and the LHC [560].

FeynHiggs furthermore provides results for electroweak precision observables that give rise to con-
straints on the SUSY parameter space (see Ref. [557] and references therein):

1The inclusion of flavor changing decays is work in progress.
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– the quantity�� up to the two-loop level that can be used to indicate disfavored scalar top and
bottom mass combinations,

– an evaluation ofM W andsin2�e� , where the SUSY contributions are treated in the�� approxi-
mation (see e.g. Ref. [557]), taking into account at the one-loop level the effects of complex phases
in the scalar top/bottom sector as well as NMFV effects [116],

– the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, including a fullone-loop calculation as well as
leading and subleading two-loop corrections,

– the evaluation ofBR(b! s)including NMFV effects [123].

Finally, FeynHiggspossesses some further features:

– Transformation of the input parameters from theDR to the on-shell scheme (for the scalar top and
bottom parameters), including the fullO �s andO �t;b corrections.

– Processing of SUSY Les Houches Accord (SLHA 2) data [531,561,562] including the full NMFV
structure.FeynHiggs reads the output of a spectrum generator file and evaluates the Higgs boson
masses, branching ratios etc. The results are written in theSLHA format to a new output file.

– Predefined input files for the SPS benchmark scenarios [244]and the Les Houches benchmarks for
Higgs boson searches at hadron colliders [324] are included.

– Detailed information about all the features ofFeynHiggsare provided in man pages.

FeynHiggs is available fromwww.feynhiggs.de.

5 FchDecay

FchDecay is a computer program to compute the Flavor Changing NeutralCurrent (FCNC) decay
branching ratiosB R(h ! bs) and B R(h ! tc) in the flavor violating Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM). The input/output is performed in theSUSY Les Houches Accord II (SLHA)
[166, 531, 563] convention (using an extension of SLHALib [561]). This program is based on the work
and results of Refs. [102,103,105,124,312].

The approximations used in the computation are:

– The full one-loop SUSY-QCD contributions to the FCNC partial decay widths�(h ! bs;tc) is
included;

– The Higgs sector parameters (masses and CP-even mixing angle �) have been treated using the
leadingm tandm btan� approximation to the one-loop result;

– The Higgs bosons total decay widths�(h ! X )are computed at leading order, including all the
relevant channels;

– A Leading Order computation ofB (b! s)(for checking the parameter space) is also included.

The code implements the flavor violating MSSM, it allows complete intergenerational mixing in the Left-
Left and Right-Right squark sector (but it does not allow forintergenerational mixing in the Left-Right
sector).

The program includes a (simplified) computation of the Higgsboson masses and total decay widths, and
it will write them to the output file. However:

– If the input file contains the Higgs sector parameters (masses and CP-even mixing angle�) it will
use those values instead;

– If the input file contains Higgs boson decay tables, it will just add the FCNC decays to that table
(instead of computing the full table).
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This setup allows to use the computations of more sophisticated programs for the Higgs boson parameters
and/or total decay widths, and then run theFchDecay program on the resulting output file to obtain the
FCNC partial decay widths.

The program is available from the web page,http://fchdecay.googlepages.com, and comes with
a complete manual (detailing the included physics models, and running instructions). The authors can be
reached atfchdecay@gmail.com.

6 MSSM NMFV in FeynArts and FormCalc

In the presence of non-minimal flavour violation (NMFV) the2� 2mixing of the squark within each
family is enlarged to a full6� 6mixing among all three generations, such that the mixed states are

~ui= (R u)ij
�
~uL ~cL ~tL ~uR ~cR ~tR

�T
j
; (5.32)

~di= (R d)ij
�
~dL ~sL

~bL
~dR ~sR

~bR
�T

j
:

The matricesR q diagonalize the mass matrices
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The actual dimensionless input quantities� are
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The newFeynArtsmodel fileFVMSSM.modgeneralizes the squark couplings inMSSM.mod to the NMFV
case. It contains the new objects

UASf[s,s0,t] the squark mixing matrixR u;d

MASf[s,t] the squark masses,

with s;s0= 1:::6; t= 3(u);4(d):

The initialization ofMASf andUASf is already built intoFormCalc’s model_mssm.F but needs to be
turned on by defining a preprocessor flag inrun.F:

#define FLAVOUR_VIOLATION
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The NMFV parameters(�t)ss0 are represented by thedeltaSfarray:

double complex deltaSf(s,s0,t)

Since� is a Hermitian matrix, only the entries on and above the diagonal need to be filled. For conve-
nience, the following abbreviations can be used for individual matrix elements:

deltaLLuc= (�u)12 deltaLRuc = (�u)15

deltaRLucC= (�u)24 deltaRRuc = (�u)45

deltaLLct= (�u)23 deltaLRct = (�u)26

deltaRLctC= (�u)35 deltaRRct = (�u)56

deltaLLut= (�u)13 deltaLRut = (�u)16

deltaRLutC= (�u)34 deltaRRut = (�u)46

and analogous entries for the down sector.

Note the special treatment of theRL elements: One has to provide the complex conjugate of the element.
The original lies below the diagonal and would be ignored by the eigenvalue routine.

The off-diagonal trilinear couplingsA acquire non-zero entries through the relations

m q;i(A q)ij = (M
2
q)i;j+ 3; i;j= 1:::3: (5.36)

In summary: NMFV effects (see [123]) can be computed withFeynArts [108,330,331] andFormCalc
[109]. These packages provide a high level of automation forperturbative calculations up to one loop.
Compared to calculations with the MFV MSSM, only three minorchanges are required:

– choosingFVMSSM.mod instead ofMSSM.mod,

– settingFLAVOUR_VIOLATION in run.F,

– providing values for thedeltaSfmatrix.

These changes are contained inFeynArtsandFormCalc, available from www.feynarts.de.

7 SPheno

SPheno is a program to calculate the spectrum of superymmetric models, the decays of supersymmetric
particles and Higgs bosons as well as the production cross sections of these particles ine+ e� annihilation.
Details of the algorithm used for the MSSM with real parameters and neglecting mixing between the
(s)fermion generations can be found in [338]. This version can be found and downloaded from

http://theorie.physik.uni-wuerzburg.de/~porod/SPheno.html

In this contribution the model extensions regarding flavouraspects are described. In the context of the
MSSM the most general flavour structure as well as all CP-phases are included in the RGE running and
in the computation of SUSY masses at tree-level as well as at the one-loop level. In the Higgs sector,
the complete flavour structure is included for the calculation of the masses at the one-loop level. At the
2-loop level there is still the approximation used that the 3rd generation does not mix with the other ones.
With respect to CP-phases, the induced mixing between scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons is not yet
taken into account. For the decays of supersymmetric particles and Higgs bosons, the complete flavour
structure is taken into account at tree-level using runningD R couplings to take into account the most
important loop corrections. A few examples are

~�
0
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�
~�
�
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; e

�
�
�
~�
0
j; �u~cL; �uc~�

0
j; �ub~�

+

k
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0
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+

k
; (5.37)
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�
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~�
�
1 : (5.38)

The complete list is given in the manual. Also in the case of production ine+ e� annihilation all flavour-
off diagonal channels are available. Flavour andC P violating terms are already constrained by several
experimental data. For these reason, the following observables are calculated taking into account all
parameters: anomalous magnetic and electric dipolements of leptons, the most important ones beinga�
andde; the rare decays of leptons:l! l0, l! 3l0; rare decays of theZ -boson:Z ! ll0; b ! s,
b! s�+ �� , B s;d ! �+ �� , B �

u ! �� � , �(MB s;d
)and��.

This version ofSPheno also includes extended SUSY models: (a) the NMSSM and (b) lepton number
violation and thus R-parity violation. In both model classes the masses are calculated at tree-level except
for the Higgs sector where radiative corrections are taken into account. In both cases the complete flavour
structure is taken into account in the calculation of the masses, the decays of supersymmetric particles
and Higgs bosons as well as in the production of these particles ine+ e� annihilation. The low energy
observables are not yet calculated in these models but the extension of the corresponding routines to
included these models is foreseen for the near future.

Concerning input and output the current version of the SLHA2accord is implemented as described in
section 2 and in [166]. The version described here is currently under heavy testing and the write-up of
the corresponding manual has just started. As soon as the manual is in a useful stage, the program can
be found on the web page given above. In the meantime a copy canbe obtained be sending an email to
porod@physik.uni-wuerzburg.de.

8 SOFTSUSY

SOFTSUSY [534] provides a SUSY spectrum in the MSSM consistent with input low energy data, and
a user supplied high-energy constraint. It is written in C++with an emphasis on easy generalisability.
It can produce SUSY Les Houches Accord compliant output [531], and therefore link to Monte-Carlos
(e.g.HERWIG [564]) or programs that calculate sparticle decays such asSDecay [549]. SOFTSUSYcan be
obtained from URL

http://projects.hepforge.org/softsusy

SOFTSUSY currently incorporates 3 family mixing in the limit of CP conservation. The high-energy
constraint inSOFTSUSY upon the supersymmetry breaking terms may be completely non-universal, i.e.
can have 3 by three-family mixing incorporated within them.All of the renormalisation group equations
(RGEs) used to evolve the MSSM between high-energy scales and the weak scaleM Z have the full
three-family mixing effects incorporated at one loop in allMSSM parameters. Two-loop terms in the
RGEs are included in the dominant third family approximation for speed of computation and so mixing
is neglected in the two-loop terms. Currently, the smaller one-loop weak-scale threshold corrections to
sparticle masses are also calculated in the dominant third-family Yukawa approximation, and so family
mixing is neglected within them.

The user may request that, at the weak scale, all of the quark mixing is incorporated within a sym-
metric up quark Yukawa matrix(YU )0, or alternatively within a symmetric down quark Yukawa matrix
(YD )

0. These are then related (via theSOFTSUSYconventions [534] for the Lagrangian) to the mass-basis
Yukawa matricesYU ;YD via

(YU )
0
= V

T
C K M (Y

U
)VC K M or (YD )

0
= VC K M (Y

D
)V

T
C K M ; (5.39)

where by defaultVC K M contains the CKM matrix in the standard parameterisation with central empirical
values of the input angles except for the complex phase, which is set to zero. Even if one starts at a high-
energy scale with a completely family-universal model (forexample, mSUGRA), the off-diagonal quark
Yukawa matrices induce squark mixing through RGE effects.
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The second SUSY Les Houches Accord (SLHA2) has been completed recently, see section 2. The
flavour mixing aspects will be incorporated intoSOFTSUSYas fast as possible, allowing input and output
of flavour mixing parameters in a common format to other programs.

9 CalcHep for beyond Standard Model Physics

CalcHep is a package for the computation of Feynman diagrams at tree-level, integration over multi-
particle phase space, and partonic level event generation.The main idea ofCalcHep is to make publicly
available the passing on from Lagrangians to final distributions. This is done effectively with a high
level of automation.CalcHep is a menu-driven system with help facilities, but it also canbe used in a
non-interactive batch mode.

In principle, CalcHep is restricted by tree level calculations but there it can be applied to any model
of particle interaction.CalcHep is based on the symbolic calculation of squared diagrams. Toperform
such a calculation it contains a built-in symbolic calculator. Calculated diagrams are transformed into a
C-code for further numerical evaluations. Because of the factorial increase of the number of diagrams
with the number of external legs,CalcHep is restricted to2� > 4processes.

The Implementation of new models forCalcHep is rather simple and can be done with help of the
LanHep package. Currently, there are publicly available realizations of the Standard Model, MSSM,
NMSSM, CPVMSSM, and Lepto-quark model. Also there areprivate realizations of models with ex-
tra dimensions and the Little Higgs model. Models with flavour violation can also be implemented in
CalcHep.

WWW destination:

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~pukhov/calchep.html

The basic references forCompHEPcan be found in [292,431].

10 HvyN

The Monte Carlo programHvyNallows to study heavy neutrino production processes at hadron colliders.
It can be downloaded from

http://www.to.infn.it/~pittau/ALPGEN_BSM.tar.gz

or

http://mlm.home.cern.ch/m/mlm/www/alpgen/

and it is based on theAlpgen package [308], from which inherits the main features and theinterface
facilities.

The code allows to study the following three processes, where a heavy NeutrinoN (of Dirac or
Majorana nature) is produced in association with a charged lepton

1) pp
(–)
! ‘1N ! ‘1‘2W ! ‘1‘2f

�f0;

2) pp
(–)
! ‘1N ! ‘1�‘2 Z ! ‘1�‘2 f

�f;

3) pp
(–)
! ‘1N ! ‘1�‘2 H ! ‘1�‘2 f

�f.

The full 2 ! 4matrix element for the complete decay chain is implemented,so that spin correlations
and finite width effects are correctly taken into account. The only relevant subprocess is

q�q
0
! W

?
! ‘1N ; (5.40)
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followed by the full decay chain. The appropriate Lagrangian can be found in [451].

The above three processes are selected by setting an input variable (indec) to 1, 2 or 3, respec-
tively. The flavour of the outgoing leptons, not coming from the boson decay, is controlled by 2 other
variablesil1 andil2 (the values 1, 2, 3 correspond to the fist, second and third lepton family). In
addition, the variableilnv should be set to 0 (1) if a lepton number conserving (violating) process is
considered. Furthermore the variableima should be given the value 0 (1) in case of Dirac (Majorana)
heavy neutrinos.

Whenindec= 1 andimode= 0,1 the W decays intoe and�e. Other decay options can be
implemented at the unweighting stage according to the following options

1 = e��e;

2 = ����;

3 = � ���;

4 = l��l(l= e;�;�);

5 = q�q
0
;

6 = fully inclusive:

Whenindec= 2 the decay mode of theZ boson should be selected at the event generation level
by setting the variableidf to the following values

0 )
X

‘

�‘��‘;

1 )
X

‘

‘
�
‘
+
;

2 ) u�u and c�c;

3 ) d�d and s�s;

4 ) b�b;

11 ) e
�
e
+
;

13 ) �
�
�
+
;

15 ) �
�
�
+
:

Whenindec= 3 the following decay modes of theH boson can be selected, at the generation
level, by setting the variableidf according to the following scheme

1 ) �
�
�
+
;

2 ) c�c;

4 ) b�b:

11 PYTHIA for Flavour Physics at the LHC

PYTHIA [411] is a general-purpose event generator for hadronic events ine+ e� , eh, andhh collisions
(whereh is any hadron or photon). The current version is always available from thePYTHIAweb page,
where also update notes and a number of useful example main programs can be found. For recent brief
overviews relating to SM, BSM, and Higgs physics, see [565],[566], and [567], respectively. For flavour
physics at the LHC, the most relevant processes inPYTHIA can be categorised as follows:

– SUSY with trilinearR -parity violation [533,535]:
PYTHIA includes all massive tree-level matrix elements [532] for 2-body sfermion decays and 3-
body gaugino/higgsino decays. (Note: RPV production crosssections are not included.) Also,
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the Lund string fragmentation model has been extended to handle antisymmetric colour topolo-
gies [535], allowing a more correct treatment of baryon number flow when baryon number is
violated.

– Other BSM:
Production and decay/hadronization of1) Charged Higgs in 2HDM and SUSY models via�qg !
�q0H + , gg=qq ! �tbH + , q�q ! H + H � (including the possibility of aZ 0 contribution with full
interference),q�q ! H � h0=H � H 0, andt! bH + , 2) a W 0 (without interference with the SM
W ), 3) a horizontal (FCNC) gauge bosonR 0 coupling between generations, e.g.s�d ! R 0 !

�� e+ , 4) LeptoquarksLQ via qg ! ‘LQ andgg=q�q ! LQ
�LQ . 5) compositeness (e.g.u�), 6)

doubly charged Higgs bosons from L-R symmetry,7) warped extra dimensions, and8) a strawman
technicolor model. See [411], Sections 8.5-8.7 for details.

– Open heavy-flavour production (c;b;t;b0;t0):
Massive matrix elements for QCD2 ! 2and resonantZ=W (andZ 0=W 0) heavy flavour produc-
tion. Also includes flavour excitation and gluon splitting to massive quarks in the shower evolution,
see [568].

– Closed heavy-flavour production (J= , �, � c;b):
PYTHIA includes a substantial number of colour singlet and (more recently) NRQCD colour octet
mechanisms. For details, see [411], Section 8.2.3.

– Hadron decays:
A large number ofcandbhadron (including -onia) decays are implemented. In both cases, most
channels for which exclusive branching fractions are knownare explicitly listed. For the remaining
channels, either educated guesses or a fragmentation-likeprocess determines the flavour composi-
tion of the decay products. With few exceptions, hadronic decays are then distributed according to
phase space, while semileptonic ones incoporate a simpleV � A structure in the limit of massless
decay procucts. See [411], Section 13.3 for more details.

Additional user-defined production processes can be interfaced via the routinesUPINIT andUPEVNT
(see [411], Section 9.9), using the common Les Houches standard [530]. Flavour violating resonance
decays can also be introducedad hocvia the routinePYSLHA, using SUSY Les Houches Accord decay
tables [531].

12 Sherpa for Flavour Physics

Sherpa [569] is a multi-purpose Monte Carlo event generator that can simulate high energetic collisions
at lepton and hadron colliders.Sherpa is publicly available and the source code, potential bug-fixes,
documentation material and also aSherpa related WIKI can be found under:

http://www.sherpa-mc.de

The ingredients ofSherpaespecially relevant for flavour physics at the LHC are the matrix elements for
corresponding hard production processes and the hadronization and decay of flavours produced:

– The matrix elements for the hard production and decay processes withinSherpa are delivered by
its built-in matrix element generator AMEGIC++ [570]. At present, AMEGIC++ provides tree-
level matrix elements with up-to ten final state particles inthe framework of the SM [571], the
THDM, the MSSM [572] and the ADD model [573]. In general, the program allows all coupling
constants to be complex.
The Standard Model interactions implemented allow for the full CKM mixing of quark generations
including the complex phase. The implemented set of Feynmanrules for the MSSM [574, 575]
also considers CKM mixing in the supersymmetrized versionsof the SM weak interactions, and
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the interactions with charged Higgs bosons. A priori, AMEGIC++ allows for a fully general inter-
generational mixing of squarks, sleptons and sneutrinos, therefore allowing for various flavour
changing interactions. However, the MSSM input parametersbeing obtained from the SLHA-
conform files [531], only the mixing of the third generation scalar fermions is considered per
default. An extension of the SLHA inputs is straightforwardand should also allow to consider
complex mixing parameters. The implementation of bilinearR-parity violating supersymmetric
interactions, triggering flavour violation effects as well, has currently being started.
Within Sherpa the multi-leg matrix elements of AMEGIC++ are attached with the APACIC++
initial- and final-state parton showers [576] according to the merging algorithm of [577–580].
This procedure allows for the incorporation of parton showering and, ultimately, hadronization
and hadron decay models, independent of the energy scale of the hard process.

– Hadronization withinSherpa is performed through an interface toPYTHIA’s string fragmenta-
tion [372], the emerging unstable hadrons can then be treated bySherpa’s built-in hadron decay
module HADRONS++. The current release,Sherpa-1.0.9, includes an early development stage,
which already features complete� -lepton decays, whereas the version currently under develop-
ment includes decay tables of approximately 100 particles.Many of their decay channels, espe-
cially in the flavour-relevantK , D andB decays, contain matrix elements and form factor models,
while the rest are decayed isotropically according to phasespace. Throughout the event chain of
Sherpa spin correlations between subsequent decays are included.A proper treatment of neutral
meson mixing phenomena is also being implemented.
The structure ofSherpa and its hadron decay module HADRONS++ allows for an easy incorpo-
ration of additional or customized decay matrix elements. In addition, parameters like branching
ratios or form factor parametrizations can be modified by theuser.
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